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1) Dopplung der Referenzen in verschiedenen Studien möglich 

 

The increasing frequency and intensity of droughts threaten forests and their climate change 

mitigation potential. Mixed-species forests are promoted to increase forest productivity and stability 

compared to monospecific forests, but we still lack a mechanistic understanding of the strength, 

nature and drivers of tree diversity effects on productivity and stability under drought. Here, I 

studied the stress hotter droughts inflict on trees and examined whether diversification in tree 

species, structures and drought-tolerance traits is a potential solution to this threat. In study 1, I 

found that the hotter drought years 2018–2019, the severest droughts since records, induced 

unprecedented tree productivity and physiological stress responses (reduced growth and increased 

δ13C) in a Central European floodplain forest. Hotter droughts thus constitute a novel threat. In 

studies 2–4, I examined diversity-productivity and diversity-stability relationships across 

spatiotemporal scales in a tropical (study 2) and a subtropical (studies 3, 4) tree diversity experiment 

specifically designed to examine biodiversity-ecosystem functioning relationships. Tree species 

richness consistently increased productivity and stability, and this effect was strongest at the highest 

levels of diversity. Structural diversity increased productivity but was unrelated to stability, while 

diversity in drought-tolerance traits increased stability but not productivity. Assessing drought-

tolerance traits was essential for understanding the role of tree diversity during drought. Positive 

diversity effects on productivity scaled up from the tree neighbourhood to the community level, but 

effects on stability emerged only at the community level. Community stability increased with 

species richness due to asynchronous species responses to dry and wet years driven by species’ 

drought-tolerance traits. I showed that diversity but not identity in drought-tolerance traits increases 

community stability. Overall, promoting structurally and functionally diverse mixed-species forests 

may enable high productivity and stability under intensifying climate change. 
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1. General introduction 

We are currently witnessing an increasing frequency and intensity of climate extremes such as 

droughts, which threaten tree growth and survival globally (Allen et al., 2010; IPCC, 2014). A 

current example is the unprecedented drought episode that hit Central European forests in 

2018–2019, which caused widespread leaf shedding, collapses of tree hydraulic functioning 

and large-scale tree mortality (Hartmann et al., 2022; Schuldt et al., 2020). The 2018–2019 

droughts were the severest droughts since records in Central Europe (at least since 250 years; 

Hari et al., 2020), and the risk for such climate extremes is likely to further increase with 

progressing climate change during the 21st century (IPCC, 2014). This is not only a European 

issue. Over the last decades, forest die-back events have been observed across all forest biomes, 

also in comparably humid tropical and subtropical forests, which are often not considered in 

the context of drought (Allen et al., 2010; Allen et al., 2015; Hartmann et al., 2022; McDowell 

et al., 2022). A recent example from tropical forests is the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) 

driven drought that hit Costa Rica in 2015-2016, which caused a 2-3 fold increase in tree 

mortality in the seasonally dry and naturally drought-deciduous tropical forests of the 

Guanacaste region (Hartmann et al., 2022). These droughts threaten forests, ecosystem 

functioning and the many services forests provide to society. This includes but is not limited to 

forest carbon storage, biodiversity, water quality and wood production and the threat to these 

functions and services increases in concert with the increasing risk for climate extremes (IPPC, 

2014). For instance, the 2003 drought, coined the ‘European heat wave’, decreased gross 

primary productivity across Europe by 30% and turned ecosystems which formerly acted as 

carbon sinks into carbon sources (comparable in magnitude to four years of net ecosystem 

carbon sequestration) (Ciais et al., 2005). Droughts and global warming will also cause major 

shifts in tree species distributions (Lindner et al., 2010). This highlights the urgent need to 

understand the characteristics which enable species to cope with the novel conditions brought 

about by climate change. Taking the above into account, promoting forest stability to climate 

extremes is arguably one of the most important aspects of forestry in the 21st century. 

 

Recent droughts, including the examples above, belong to a novel drought category of ‘hotter 

droughts’ or ‘global change type droughts’, meaning that low climate-induced water 

availability (drought) coincides with exceptionally high temperatures (Allen et al., 2015; 

Hartmann et al., 2022). This induces a reinforcing feedback loop of reduced soil moisture 

through evapotranspiration and increased soil surface temperatures through lower cooling by 
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latent heat production (Allen et al., 2015; Buras et al., 2020) and strongly exacerbates the 

drought stress trees experience. Moreover, in a world with more frequent and intense droughts, 

the recovery time trees will have after drought will get shorter and shorter while drought 

damages may accumulate. Drought impacts affect trees after the actual drought event as 

drought-induced damages, for example, to the tree’s water transport system (McDowell et al., 

2008), persist for years after the actual drought event. Such ‘drought legacy effects’ are 

widespread in different forest ecosystems (e.g. Anderegg et al., 2015; Kannenberg et al., 2019; 

Szejner et al., 2020). Hence, there is an urgent need to understand how hotter droughts impact 

tree growth and physiological stress responses. This is crucial knowledge to understand which 

characteristics may help tree species and tree communities to persist and adapt to future climate 

changes. In study 1 of this thesis, I will investigate the impact of the hotter 2018–2019 drought 

on floodplain forest trees, which hit Central European forests at the exact moment that I started 

my thesis.  

 

However, forests are not only threatened by droughts, they are also one key solution for 

mitigating the climate crisis. In general, on the road toward mitigating climate change and 

reaching net zero CO2 emissions, strategies for carbon dioxide removal are without an 

alternative to offset hard-to-avoid emissions and are part of virtually all climate pathways of 

the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2022). Forest-based carbon dioxide 

removals, including afforestation, reforestation, agroforestry and improved forest management, 

are currently among the only widely employed removal methods (high confidence) (IPCC, 

2022) and are thus among the only ones which can be readily employed at scale. In a 

comparison of 20 nature-based solutions, which together account for one-third of the climate 

change mitigation required for limiting global warming to <2°C, Griscom et al. (2017) showed 

that forest restoration has the most significant climate mitigation potential of all options 

accounting for 10.1 (95% CI 2.7–17.9) PgCO2 equivalents per year (with 2030 as reference). 

This estimate already accounts for food, fibre, and biodiversity safeguards such as no forest 

restoration on lands where trees are not the native vegetation type. Forest restoration could thus 

contribute towards placing us on the path to limiting global warming to <2°C while also 

delivering essential co-benefits in terms of biodiversity, soil and water ecosystem services 

(Griscom et al., 2017). Moreover, as a consequence of past and present deforestation, vast areas 

of degraded land, particularly in the tropics and subtropics, could potentially support the growth 

of restored forests (Bauhus et al., 2010). Forest restoration in tropical and subtropical regions 

has thus an enormous potential, but it will be essential to restore forests that can cope with the 
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novel climate conditions brought about by climate change. In studies 2–4 of this thesis, I will 

therefore investigate whether diversification may be one potential solution to the threat of 

drought and for enhancing the stability of tropical and subtropical forests using experimental 

tree plantations as a model system. 

 

1.1. Mixed-species forests  

Climate extremes such as droughts do not affect all forests equally. A vast part of the world’s 

managed forests is still composed of one or only a few tree species and these monospecific 

forests often have a lower ecological stability compared to mixed-species forests (Bauhus et 

al., 2017a; FAO, 2020; Jactel et al., 2017). The historically strong focus of forestry on 

monocultures had good reasons. Most importantly, monocultures are very good in providing 

high levels of specific ecosystems functions and services, such as wood production, which, 

combined with their inherently less complex management and thus lower time and labour 

demands compared to mixtures made a strong case for relying on monocultures (Bauhus et al., 

2017c). However, under intensifying climate change these advantages are outweighed by 

disadvantages. Particularly the increasing frequency of climate extremes, including droughts 

but also storms (Allen et al., 2010; IPCC, 2014; Jactel et al., 2017), and the tendency of such 

extreme events to simultaneously induce pest outbreaks have led to a paradigm shift in forestry 

and society towards an increased appraisal of mixed-species forests (Bauhus et al., 2017c). 

Moreover, demands of contemporary society for a broader range of ecosystem services can be 

better fulfilled by mixed-species forests (Bauhus et al., 2017c). This is because mixed-species 

forests can provide a higher number and higher levels of multiple ecosystem functions and 

services (i.e. higher multifunctionality) than their monocultural counterparts, even though this 

is not always the case for all functions and services  (Gamfeldt et al., 2013; van der Plas et al., 

2016). Nonetheless, until recently there was little empirical support for these benefits of tree-

species mixtures compared to monocultures. 

 

As a consequence, the last two decades saw a surge in the investigation of the effect of mixing 

tree species on various ecosystem functions or in general on biodiversity-ecosystem functioning 

(BEF) research in forests (e.g. Bauhus et al., 2017b; Forrester and Pretzsch, 2015; Gamfeldt et 

al., 2013; Nadrowski et al., 2010; Paquette and Messier, 2011; Scherer-Lorenzen et al., 2005a; 

van der Plas, 2019). In this thesis, I will focus particularly on tree species richness but also on 

the role of structural and functional diversity and its influence on forest ecosystem functioning 

in terms of tree-, species- and stand-level productivity. Productivity in terms of tree growth, is 
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a good integrated response variable for forest functioning in this context as it captures most 

processes related to the acquisition and use of light, water and nutrients by trees (see chapter 

2.2). It is therefore the most commonly used proxy for ecosystem functioning in forests 

(Forrester and Pretzsch, 2015). Forest biodiversity encompasses the diversity within species, 

across species and across forest ecosystems (IPBES, 2019). However, it is the tree layer and its 

diversity in terms of species, structures and functional characteristics that has, in most cases, 

the strongest influence on forest ecosystem functioning relative to the diversity of other 

vegetation layers such as the forest understorey (e.g. Potvin et al., 2011; Whittaker and 

Woodwell, 1969). Hence, focussing on trees, the foundation species of forests (Ellison et al., 

2005), should be a good approach for assessing the influence of diversity on ecosystem 

functioning in forests. The key hypotheses in this thesis, which are also central to research on 

mixed-species forests in general (Bauhus et al., 2017c), are that: 

• Tree diversity increases the mean level of productivity. 

• Tree diversity buffers the temporal variation in productivity under highly 

variable climate conditions. 

The temporal stability of productivity (or any other ecosystem function) in forests, i.e. the 

forests ability to maintain functioning over time and under highly variable climate conditions, 

can be quantitatively derived from these two measures (i.e. mean and variation). Temporal 

stability, hereafter ‘stability’ is commonly measured as mean productivity divided by the 

temporal standard deviation of productivity (Craven et al., 2018; Isbell et al., 2015; Tilman, 

1999b). In this context, the first hypothesis is broadly linked to provisioning ecosystem services 

and the climate mitigation potential of forests, as higher levels of tree productivity in mixtures 

compared to monocultures of the same species also enable higher levels of wood production 

and of carbon accumulation in woody biomass (Huang et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2018). However, 

we experience right now, for instance, through the large-scale mortality of Norway spruce 

monocultures in Central Europe during the 2018–2019 drought (Obladen et al., 2021), what it 

means in terms of forest carbon budget if forests are managed for productivity (i.e. increased 

carbon input) only, but not for long-term stability (i.e. reduced carbon output). The second 

hypothesis is linked to this residence time of carbon in forest ecosystems, as species rich forests 

with buffered variation and thus high stability under climate extremes should be better able to 

withstand and adapt to the novel conditions brought about by climate change (Jucker et al., 

2014a). Hence, tree diversity may enable a win-win situation by simultaneously enhancing 

productivity and stability. Answering whether these two hypotheses hold and what the 
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underlying mechanisms behind observed diversity effects on productivity and stability are is 

core to this thesis. 

 

Today the strongest evidence for positive effects of tree species richness exists for productivity  

(e.g. Forrester and Pretzsch, 2015) but it is less clear how diversity effects change during 

drought and along gradients in climate-induced water availability (Forrester and Bauhus, 2016; 

Grossiord, 2020). Moreover, while it is generally accepted that mixed-species stands may have 

an often-higher ecological stability and resilience to specific stresses and disturbances forests 

(Bauhus et al., 2017a; Jactel et al., 2017) there are few analyses which actually investigated the 

temporal stability of productivity in forests experiencing variable climate conditions (del Río 

et al., 2017; Jucker et al., 2014a; Morin et al., 2014). In the following chapters I will examine 

our current knowledge state on diversity-productivity and diversity-stability relationships. The 

aim is to provide an overview of the state-of-the-art and to highlight current knowledge gaps.  

 

1.2. Diversity-productivity relationships 

Numerous studies have shown that mixed-species forests often overyield compared to 

monocultures or in other words there is abundant evidence for a predominantly positive 

biodiversity-productivity relationship in forests (Forrester and Bauhus, 2016; Forrester and 

Pretzsch, 2015; Gamfeldt et al., 2013; Liang et al., 2016; Piotto, 2008; van der Plas, 2019). 

However, most of this evidence comes from temperate forests, while tropical and subtropical 

forest ecosystems remain underrepresented (see e.g. data coverage in the global analysis of 

Liang et al. 2016). The principal mechanisms evoked to explain positive effects of tree species 

richness on productivity, or the level of ecosystem functioning in general, is (niche) 

complementarity. In this view, and given the same site conditions, a mixture of species with 

contrasting characteristics like different shade tolerances, can fill the potential available habitat 

space to a greater extent than any individual species as different species use resources such as 

light at different points in space and time (e.g. Barry et al., 2019; Loreau and Hector, 2001). 

This can lead to higher supply, capture and use efficiency of resources through mixtures and 

thus higher productivity (Forrester and Bauhus, 2016).  

 

In general, three types of species interactions are commonly distinguished in forests: 

competition, competitive reduction and facilitation, with the latter two inducing 

complementarity (Vandermeer, 1989; see Forrester and Pretzsch (2015) for an application to 

forests). Competition occurs when one species reduces the performance or survival of another 
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species, for example when a taller species reduces the light availability for a smaller species 

which consequently receives less light and grows less. Competitive reduction occurs, when the 

competition between two heterospecific species (also called interspecific competition) is 

smaller than the competition between to conspecific species (also called intraspecific 

competition), for example as the two heterospecific species access different soil water 

reservoirs (Schwendenmann et al., 2015) and thus at least one species grows better. Finally, 

facilitation occurs when at least one species enhances the niche space for another species, while 

no other species is reduced in its fitness, for instance, when a deep-rooting species increases 

the soil water availability for a shallower rooting species through hydraulic lift from deeper soil 

layers (Zapater et al., 2011), which can thus continue to grow during drought. The net outcome 

of competition vs competitive reduction and facilitation in a mixture compared to its constituent 

monocultures is often assessed in terms of overyielding or underyielding, where overyielding 

refers to higher productivity in mixtures compared to the mean productivity of the respective 

monocultures (Forrester and Pretzsch, 2015). Moreover, when overyielding is observed, it may 

be caused by two mechanisms, complementarity and the selection effect, where the former 

refers to overyielding caused by competitive reduction and facilitation while the latter refers to 

dominant species driving overyielding (Loreau and Hector, 2001). Hence, it is crucial to study 

mixtures and their corresponding monocultures in concert to be able to partition selection and 

complementarity effects (Bruelheide et al., 2014; Loreau and Hector, 2001; Scherer-Lorenzen 

et al., 2005b). Note, that I will use the term ‘complementarity’ to refer to positive species 

interactions (i.e. to competitive reduction and facilitation) causing positive diversity effects, 

while I will use the terms ‘overyielding’ or ‘complementarity effect’ to refer to the net effect of 

positive and negative species interactions in terms of productivity, i.e. including competition. 

This definition is related to the notation of Barry et al., 2019, that consequences of 

complementarity (i.e. overyielding) should not be mistaken for causes (e.g. resource 

partitioning).  

 

1.3. Diversity-productivity relationships during drought 

Overyielding does not occur in all forests or for all species. Rather, the net outcome of positive 

and negative species interactions in mixed-species forests is strongly context dependent and is 

influenced by species, site characteristics and biome as well as by stand development and 

temporal variation in climatic conditions (Forrester, 2014; Paquette and Messier, 2011; 

Ratcliffe et al., 2017). I will focus in this thesis on how diversity-productivity relationships are 

influenced by climate-induced water availability through comparing diversity effects during 
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drought years with diversity effects observed during wet years. Currently, it still remains 

contested whether tree species richness is beneficial during drought. Previous studies found 

positive, neutral and also negative effects of tree species richness on tree growth (our measure 

of productivity) during drought (reviewed by Grossiord, 2020). Other studies examined the 

carbon isotope composition in wood former during drought (i.e. the ratio of 13C to 12C called 

δ13C), which is a widely used physiological indicator of tree stress responses to drought 

(Grossiord et al., 2014; Jucker et al., 2017). Examining δ13C in addition to productivity can 

shed additional light on how species interactions influence water-availability as δ13C is a more 

direct indicator of water-mediated species interactions (see chapter 2.2 for details). However, 

similarly to productivity, studies using δ13C found that species richness does not always reduce 

drought stress in forests (Grossiord, 2020). Moreover, most of the above studies were conducted 

in forests with low species richness, and we consequently lack knowledge on the functional 

significance of diversity (sensu Nadrowski et al., 2010) during drought in ‘hyperdiverse’ 

tropical and subtropical forests (Grossiord, 2020). Following the stress-gradient hypothesis 

(Bertness and Callaway, 1994) and its extensions to forests (Forrester, 2014; Forrester and 

Bauhus, 2016) it would be expected that complementarity is highest under low and smallest 

under high water availability (Forrester and Bauhus, 2016). Hence, complementarity effects 

(e.g. measured as overyielding) should become stronger during drought. Observed effects in 

mixed-species forests along spatial and temporal gradients in resource availability fitted this 

framework well (Forrester and Bauhus, 2016). However, this apparently contrasts with the 

neutral and even negative effects of tree species richness during drought reported in other 

studies (see above). These seemingly contradictory results are likely related to the notion that 

complementarity during drought is only predicted to increase if species interactions enhance 

water availability, uptake, or use efficiency or if they ameliorate microclimate conditions 

(Forrester and Bauhus, 2016), but most studies did not examine the species characteristics that 

may influence water-use. This points at the importance of considering species traits, particularly 

those related to drought-tolerance and water-use, for understanding the mechanisms driving 

diversity effects on productivity during drought.  

 

The mechanisms driving diversity effects on productivity can be best analysed under the 

controlled conditions of planted tree diversity experiments. Such planted experiments, which 

explicitly manipulate tree species richness, provide the strongest test of BEF relationships and 

best allow to examine underlying mechanisms as they control for environmental variation and 

directly compare mixtures and monocultures (Bruelheide et al., 2014; Scherer-Lorenzen et al., 
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2005b). However, most of the current evidence on diversity-productivity relationships in forests 

is based on snapshots in time (i.e. based on forest inventories), on mixtures of only two species 

(where species identity effects cannot be separated from diversity effects) or on the analysis of 

very young experimental tree plantations (Bauhus et al., 2017b; Forrester, 2014; Forrester and 

Bauhus, 2016; Forrester and Pretzsch, 2015). Hence, we currently lack comprehensive 

understanding on the mechanisms driving the strength, nature and abiotic and biotic context 

dependency of diversity-productivity relationships, particularly in (sub-)tropical regions. In this 

thesis, I aim at filling this knowledge gap by analysing diversity-productivity relationships and 

their change with inter-annual changes in climate-induced water availability in the tropical 

Sardinilla experiment (study 2) and in the subtropical BEF-China experiment (studies 3, 4), 

which are part of the International Network of Tree Diversity Experiments (TreeDivNet; 

Paquette et al., 2018; Scherer-Lorenzen et al., 2005b). A specific merit of analysing these two 

experiments is that the high tree species richness and fast tree growth in the tropics and 

subtropics allowed me to study diversity-productivity relationships for comparably long tree 

species richness gradients and for already considerably large-sized trees after only 1-2 decades. 

Moreover, the strength of diversity-productivity relationships may be weaker in (sub-)tropical 

forests compared to boreal and temperate forests in which the vast majority of forest BEF-

research has been conducted. This is as tree diversity effects on forest productivity were shown 

to be weaker in benign environments where productivity is high compared to harsh 

environments where forest productivity is low (Jucker et al., 2016; Paquette and Messier, 2011), 

consistent with the predictions of the stress-gradient hypothesis introduced above for inter-

annual climatic variability. Presumably this is as species interactions change from being rather 

complementary to being rather competitive along with decreasing abiotic stress (Paquette and 

Messier, 2011; Wu et al., 2015). Similarly, niche theory predicts increasing niche overlap 

between species with increasing species richness (Schmid et al., 2009), which should translate 

into a higher importance of competitive species interactions in species-rich (sub-)tropical 

forests compared to comparably species-poor boreal and temperate forests (Wu et al., 2015). 

Experiments which explicitly manipulate diversity provide a unique platform for examining 

this biotic context dependency of BEF relationships.  Hence, examining the impact of drought 

and diversity on forest functioning in different biomes, particularly in underrepresented tropical 

and subtropical forest biomes, may contribute towards understanding the mechanisms behind, 

context dependency of and generality in diversity effects on productivity and stability.  
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1.4. Diversity-stability relationships 

As the frequency of climate extremes increases, it is not only relevant to understand how species 

richness may influence tree responses to individual drought years but also how species richness 

temporal stability of forests experiencing highly variable climate conditions and repeated 

droughts. Hence, diversity-stability relationships should be examined in concert with diversity-

productivity relationships. Decades of research have provided compelling evidence for a 

predominately positive diversity-stability relationships at the community level (Craven et al., 

2018; Hector et al., 2010; Isbell et al., 2015; Tilman et al., 2006), while population-level (i.e. 

species-level) stability is often negatively related to species richness (Tilman et al., 2014; Xu 

et al., 2021). However, most of this evidence comes from short-lived plant communities such 

as grasslands. As changes in community composition are slower in forests than in grasslands 

and as trees invest into long-lasting structures, diversity-stability relationships likely differ 

between grasslands and forests (Jucker et al., 2014a). In forests, the few existing studies from 

temperate and boreal forests found positive effects of species richness on community stability 

and contrasting results at the population-level (del Río et al., 2017; Jucker et al., 2014a; Morin 

et al., 2014). However, we still lack comprehensive understanding of the mechanisms driving 

this diversity effect. The insurance hypothesis predicts that species richness insures forests (or 

any other ecosystem) against reduced functioning as in mixtures some species can likely cope 

with the prevailing climatic conditions even if others cannot (Yachi and Loreau, 1999). 

Importantly, species richness could enhance the stability of community productivity by 

increasing community performance (increasing mean productivity) and by buffering 

community variation (lowering temporal variation in productivity) (Craven et al., 2018; Yachi 

and Loreau, 1999); see hypotheses above. While there is abundant support for increased 

performance in mixtures (see chapter 1.2), far less is known about the buffering effect of 

diversity in forests. Numerous mechanisms may buffer variation (Loreau and de Mazancourt, 

2008; Loreau and de Mazancourt, 2013; Tilman, 1999a; Yachi and Loreau, 1999) but the one 

with the most consistent support by theoretical, observational, modelling and experimental 

studies is species asynchrony (Craven et al., 2018; Jucker et al., 2014a; Loreau and de 

Mazancourt, 2008; Morin et al., 2014; Valencia et al., 2020). Species asynchrony in mixed-

species forests, may result from a range of mutually non-exclusive mechanisms including 

intrinsic rhythms like mast seeding or phenology (Du et al., 2019; Mund et al., 2010), 

demographic stochasticity (Tredennick et al., 2017), species interactions (Barry et al., 2019; 

Grossiord, 2020) and different species responses to climatic conditions (Loreau and de 

Mazancourt, 2013; McDowell et al., 2008). In the latter case, species asynchrony (i.e. 
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asynchronous species-level productivity) would result from different species responses in dry 

and wet years, which would buffer community productivity against climatic variability (Loreau 

and de Mazancourt, 2008; Loreau and de Mazancourt, 2013). Hence, different species-level 

responses to contrasting climate conditions in individual years (see chapter 1.3) may, even if 

they do not induce a net overyielding effect, lead to a stabilization of community productivity. 

Here, I consider temporal stability to be related to other components of ecological stability such 

as resistance, recovery and resilience (Lloret et al., 2011; Schwarz et al., 2020) in that temporal 

stability, hereafter ‘stability’, quantifies the variation of productivity around its long-term mean 

(where long-term can refer to any number of years > 3; the absolute minimum to calculate a 

standard deviation; Yuan et al., 2019). In contrast, resistance, recovery and resilience describe 

tree responses to an individual climate event, such as single or consecutive drought years. I 

consider this distinction important, as these terms, particularly stability and resilience, are often 

used interchangeably. In conclusion, the paucity of studies on diversity-stability relationships 

in forests at the start of this thesis, with existing studies focussing on boreal and temperate with 

low levels of species richness, prevented to draw comprehensive conclusions on the 

mechanisms driving species richness effects on stability in forests. In this thesis, I am to fill this 

knowledge gap through examining diversity-stability relationships for the first time under 

controlled conditions. To this end, I will examine stability in the tropical Sardinilla (study 2) 

and the subtropical BEF-China (study 4) tree diversity experiment which feature, particularly 

in the latter case, a long gradient of species richness (1-24 species) and species with highly 

divergent water-use strategies (see chapter 2.1). This will allow me study diversity-stability 

relationships in different biomes and to assess whether species asynchrony is indeed the 

principal mediator of species richness effects on stability as well as to understand the trait-based 

drivers promoting asynchrony in mixed-species tree communities. 

 

1.5. Diversity facets  

I have focussed so far on the role of tree species richness for productivity and stability as most 

studies use species richness as measure of diversity (Forrester and Bauhus, 2016; Tobner et al., 

2014). However, structural diversity and functional diversity may strongly influence ecosystem 

functioning either independently of species richness or as mediators of species richness effects 

(Craven et al., 2018; Dănescu et al., 2016; Tobner et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2015). In the latter 

case, their examination may help us to understand the mechanisms driving observed species 

richness effects on productivity and stability.  
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Structural diversity is increasingly considered as a key diversity facet influencing both, tree 

productivity and tree responses to drought (Dănescu et al., 2016; Pretzsch et al., 2018). Trees 

of different sizes in terms of diameters and heights may, to some degree, act like different 

species that occupy complementary niches in canopy space (Dănescu et al., 2016). Former 

studies detected both, direct effects of structural diversity on productivity and indirect effects 

of species richness mediated via changes in size structure (Dănescu et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 

2015). This emphasizes the need to examine species richness and structural diversity in concert. 

However, at the start of this thesis, no study to my knowledge had examined the effect of 

structural diversity on productivity in tree diversity experiments nor had any study attempted 

to analyse the effects of structural diversity on stability.  

The concepts of complementarity and the insurance hypothesis introduced above, evoke a 

strong role of differences in species characteristics for diversity-productivity and diversity-

stability relationships. These species characteristics and their diversity can be studied using 

functional traits. Functional traits are the morphological, physiological and phenological 

characteristics of species, which influence fitness through their effects on survival, reproduction 

and growth (Violle et al., 2007); of these morphological and physiological traits and their 

effects on growth will be of particular importance in this thesis. Traits and trait syndromes (i.e. 

often occurring associations of many traits) drive plant fitness and plant responses to the 

environment (Lavorel and Garnier, 2002) and link species richness to the diversity of functions 

within a community, i.e. to functional diversity (Kattge et al., 2020). For instance, tree species’ 

responses to drought are related to drought-tolerance traits, such as a tree’s xylem resistance to 

drought-induced cavitation (see below; Choat et al., 2012), while traits such as specific leaf 

area (SLA) and leaf nitrogen content, form a trait syndrome that captures the global variation 

in plant resource economics from fast-growing, acquisitive species to slow-growing, 

conservative species called ‘leaf economics spectrum’ (Díaz et al., 2016; Reich, 2014). 

Functional traits and their diversity are thus central to understanding diversity effects on 

ecosystem functioning as they provide unique means to understand underlying mechanism 

(Reiss et al., 2009). Finally, productivity and stability could be influenced by a high diversity 

of traits or by the dominance of a specific trait-based strategy within a community (see e.g. 

Craven et al., 2018; Ratcliffe et al., 2016). These two options, community trait diversity vs 

community trait identity (i.e. the community mean values of traits), should thus be examined in 

concert. As the focus here is on the influence of drought on diversity-productivity and diversity-
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stability relationships, my focus will be on traits related to species drought tolerance and related 

trait syndromes.  

 

1.6. Drought-tolerance traits 

Among other relevant traits such as non-structural carbohydrate storage (O’Brien et al., 2014), 

two key trait-based strategies that determine tree species responses to drought are cavitation 

resistance and stomatal control (Martínez-Vilalta and Garcia-Forner, 2017; McDowell et al., 

2008) to wish I will refer collectively as ‘drought-tolerance’ traits. First, drought can cause 

emboli in the tree’s xylem and this cavitation interrupts water transport, leads to desiccation 

and at severe levels to tree death (McDowell et al., 2008). Cavitation resistance, which is 

commonly quantified as the water potential at which 50% of xylem conductivity is lost through 

cavitation, is thus a key drought-tolerance trait influencing tree growth and mortality (Choat et 

al., 2012). Second, tree species also employ different modes of stomatal control, in the face of 

drought (see review by McDowell et al., 2008): Some species, hereafter called ‘water savers’ 

(or isohydric species) close their stomata fast under dry conditions to avoid transpirational water 

losses. This, however, comes at the cost of reduced carbon uptake and assimilation, which can 

potentially lead to carbon starvation during prolonged drought. Other species, hereafter called 

‘water spenders’ (or anishohydric species) leave their stomata open, and continue to transpire, 

which carries a higher risk for cavitation induced damages to their xylem during extreme 

drought. In line with current perspectives (Martínez-Vilalta and Garcia-Forner, 2017), I used 

physiological traits such as stomatal conductance and control of conductance under increasing 

vapor pressure deficits to quantify stomatal control as a gradient from water savers to water 

spenders (Kröber et al., 2014; Kröber and Bruelheide, 2014). Both drought-tolerance strategies 

may thus strongly shape tree responses to drought and thereby diversity-productivity and 

diversity-stability relationships. Finally, to foster a more holistic understanding of trait 

syndromes that govern tree responses to drought, coordination of these traits with broadly used 

traits should be examined (see Oliveira et al. (2021) and Guillemot et al. (2022) for examples). 

The coordination of drought-tolerance traits, with classical traits of the leaf economics spectrum 

(Díaz et al., 2016; Reich, 2014) will therefore feature prominently in this thesis. This may shed 

additional light on tree resource acquisition strategies under contrasting climate conditions. 

Only recently, Anderegg et al., 2018 showed for the first time that diversity in drought-tolerance 

(or ‘hydraulic’) traits buffers variation in forest ecosystem functioning to drought using eddy 

covariance measurements from observational forest sites across the world. However, no study 
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had examined the role of drought-tolerance traits for forest productivity and stability under 

controlled experimental conditions and it is this knowledge gap I aim to fill in this thesis.  

 

1.7. Linkages between the four studies 

The effects of tree diversity on productivity and stability should be analysed across 

spatiotemporal scales. How species interactions shape diversity effects can be best analysed by 

focussing on the relevant scale where tree-tree interactions occur, i.e. the local tree 

neighbourhood (Trogisch et al., 2021). Tree neighbourhood analyses showed that individual 

tree productivity increases with neighbourhood species richness and allowed to disentangle this 

diversity effect from other essential drivers of tree performance such as tree’s size and 

competition by their neighbours (Fichtner et al., 2018; Forrester and Pretzsch, 2015; Ratcliffe 

et al., 2015; Stoll and Newbery, 2005). However, fewer studies examined the influence of traits 

and structural diversity at the neighbourhood scale (Chen et al., 2016; Dănescu et al., 2016; 

Fichtner et al., 2017). Moreover, it is as essential to analyse higher spatial scales. For instance, 

asynchronous species dynamics (Loreau and de Mazancourt, 2008) or the net outcome of 

positive and negative species interactions (Forrester and Pretzsch, 2015) may only emerge when 

an entire forest community is examined. Supporting this view, Fichtner et al. (2018) showed 

that neighbourhood species richness effects scale up to induce community-level overyielding. 

This calls for assessing emergent community responses in addition to tree responses at the 

neighbourhood scale and linkages between both scales. Similarly, cross-temporal analyses are 

essential to provide a holistic picture of tree diversity effects on productivity and stability. For 

instance, we do not yet understand how reports of contrasting diversity effects on tree responses 

to individual drought years can be reconciled with the predominately positive diversity effects 

on community stability reported in other studies (see chapters 1.3 and 1.4). I will attempt such 

analyses across spatiotemporal scales (Fig. 1). I also combined both observational and 

experimental study approaches.  
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Fig. 1 A conceptual overview of the thesis and linkages between the four studies with the investigated 
scales, response variables and drivers used.  

 

In study 1, I examined the effect of the two consecutive, hotter drought years 2018–2019 on 

tree productivity and carbon isotopic signatures (as measure of tree physiological water stress) 

in the Leipzig floodplain forest. This ad-hoc analysis of the unprecedented 2018–2019 drought 

sets the scene for understanding the novel stress our forests may be facing under intensifying 

climate extremes (Fig. 1).  In studies 2, 3 and 4 I then focus on systematically examining one 

potential solution to the threat of drought: diversification in terms of species, structures and 

functional traits. To this end, I examined productivity, carbon isotopic signatures and stability 

in two tree diversity experiments experiencing highly variable climate conditions: the 

‘Sardinilla’ experiment located in tropical Panama and the ‘BEF-China’ experiment located in 

subtropical China (see chapter 2.1). Study 2 sets the scene for understanding diversity effects 

across spatiotemporal scales (Fig. 1). I examined the importance of species diversity and of 

structural diversity for diversity-productivity and diversity-stability relationships across the 

entire duration (15 years) of the Sardinilla experiment which experienced strongly contrasting 

climate conditions including a particularly wet La Niña period and a severe El Niño‐driven 

drought (Detto et al., 2018; Hartmann et al., 2022). Specifically, I examined tree diversity 

effects both at the tree neighbourhood- and community-level and how they are shaped by these 

contrasting climate conditions. However, I did not study the potential trait-based drivers behind 

observed diversity effects. In study 3 and 4, I therefore focussed on the trait-based mechanisms 

operating at the tree neighbourhood (study 3) and the community level (study 4) using data and 
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samples from the BEF-China experiment. In study 3, I zoomed in and analysed how 

neighbourhood species richness affects the productivity and carbon isotopic signatures of 15 

tree species and how species-specific responses are modulated by the species’ drought-

tolerance traits and contrasting climate conditions (a wet, an intermediate and a dry year; Fig. 

1). Finally, in study 4, I zoomed out to understand the trait-based drivers behind the stabilising 

effect of tree species richness on community-level productivity in detected in study 2 (Fig. 1). 

I tested the direct and indirect effects of species richness, species asynchrony, population 

stability, drought-tolerance trait diversity as well as drought-tolerance trait identity on the 

stability of forest community productivity. With this analysis of diversity effects on 

productivity, carbon isotopic signatures and stability across spatiotemporal scales I hope to 

contribute new insights into mixing effects in diverse, tropical and subtropical tree plantations. 

 

2. Methodological features 

A holistic appraisal of the mechanisms that drive forest responses to the interactive effects of 

drought and diversity requires studies that combine different approaches, measurements, 

diversity facets and spatiotemporal scales. Droughts’ increasing frequency and intensity 

threatens all forest biomes (Allen et al., 2010; IPCC, 2014). Likewise, the same mechanism, 

such as complementarity and insurance effects of diversity (Barry et al., 2019; Yachi and 

Loreau, 1999), are evoked to explain diversity effects on productivity and stability across 

biomes, but their nature and strength are context-dependent (Forrester and Bauhus, 2016; 

Paquette and Messier, 2011). Hence, different biomes, especially underrepresented ones, 

should be studied. In this thesis, I examined the impact of drought and diversity on forest 

functioning at three study sites located in temperate (study 1), tropical (study 2) and subtropical 

forests (study 3,4) (Fig. 2). While this thesis does not allow nor attempt a comprehensive 

comparison of effects across these different biomes, this broad range of sites offers exciting 

insights into potential similarities or also differences across the world’s forests (see chapter 

1.3). I further combined both observational (study 1) and experimental study approaches 

(studies 2–4), with the latter being the focus of this thesis. This focus on experimental tree 

plantations, specifically designed to test species richness effects on forest functioning 

(Bruelheide et al., 2014; Scherer-Lorenzen et al., 2005b), allowed me to disentangle some of 

the mechanisms that drive diversity-productivity and diversity-stability relationships in mixed-

species forests. 
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Fig. 2 Overview of the three study sites investigated in this thesis and key design features of each site. 
Study 1: the Leipzig floodplain forest and the plot network used. Study 2: the Sardinilla experiment and 
its experimental plots with tree monocultures, 2-, 3- and 5-species mixtures. Studies 3, 4: The BEF-
China experiment, with its two sites, experimental plots and a tree species richness gradient ranging 
from monocultures to 24-species mixtures. Photo credit (1) Rolf A. Engelmann, (2–4) Florian Schnabel. 

 

In the following paragraphs, I will highlight my thesis’s specific and novel methodological 

features. In chapter 2.1, I will introduce the study sites and approaches I used, which range from 

an observational landscape-level plot network in a Central European floodplain forest over the 

oldest tropical tree diversity experiment in Panama to today’s largest tree diversity experiment 

worldwide located in the subtropical forests of China. In chapter 2.2. I will introduce how 

combining tree ring analyses, and high-resolution census data of tree diameters and heights 

allowed me to retrospectively assess tree- and stand-level productivity in response to drought 

and diversity at inter-annual resolution. Moreover, tree ring analyses allowed me to include the 

carbon isotopic signature in wood as an additional physiological proxy for drought stress. In 

chapter 2.3, I will consider the importance of different diversity facets, namely species richness, 

structural diversity and functional diversity, for comprehensive assessments of diversity effects 

on productivity and stability in mixed-species forests. Finally, in chapter 2.4, I will highlight 

how I studied these response variables and their diversity drivers across spatiotemporal scales. 
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2.1. Study sites and approaches 

Observational and experimental studies both have their specific merits. These can be explained 

using the concepts of representativeness, orthogonality and comprehensiveness (Baeten et al., 

2013; Nadrowski et al., 2010): Representativeness means the proportion of the population of 

interest included in the respective study. Orthogonality describes how statistically independent 

a driver such as species richness is from potentially confounding variables like soil conditions. 

Comprehensiveness refers to the number of variables assessed in a study such that not-only 

productivity but also other variables such as functional traits and climate conditions are 

assessed. The observational study in the Leipzig floodplain forest (study 1) maximizes 

representativeness compared to the experimental studies as it is inherently closer to natural 

world conditions and allows to cover broader gradients in site conditions. In contrast, the studies 

in the planted tree diversity experiments (studies 2–4) maximize both orthogonality and 

comprehensiveness as they control for underlying environmental effects while assessing many 

variables and ecosystem functions in concert. For instance, the International Research Training 

Group TreeDì (https://www.idiv.de/en/treedi.html), in which I conducted my PhD, studies the 

impacts of tree diversity on multiple functions within the BEF-China experiment ranging from 

the impact on soil microorganisms over the impacts on herbivory and leaf fungal pathogens to 

the impact on intraspecific leaf trait variability.  

 

In study 1, I responded to the consecutive 2018–2019 drought which hit Central European 

forests at the same time I started my PhD. To understand the effect of this unprecedented event 

(see Introduction) on forest functioning, I selected trees of dominant tree species for tree core 

extraction (see below) across the Leipzig floodplain forest, which is one of the last and therefore 

strongly protected floodplain forests in Central Europe (BMU & BfN, 2021; Günther-Diringer 

et al., 2021). I made use of the plots of the Lebendige Luppe (‘living Luppe river’) project 

(Scholz et al., 2018), which cover the range of site conditions in the floodplain forest ecosystem 

at the landscape level (Fig. 2). A particular feature is the plot stratification according to distance 

to groundwater, which is important for drought analyses, as in floodplain forests water 

availability is determined by precipitation and distance to groundwater. This plot network 

allowed me to select a representative sample of trees growing on wet and dry sites spread across 

the floodplain forest (Fig. 2). Drought years have become more frequent in recent decades in 

the study region (see Fig. 1 in study 1; Buras et al., 2020; Schuldt et al., 2020) making it 

impossible to select a continuous reference period not affected by drought. As a novel and 

https://www.idiv.de/en/treedi.html
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potentially transferable approach, I used the mean tree-ring width and δ13C (see chapter 2.2) of 

three reference years with average climate conditions (2005, 2009 and 2017) and not preceded 

by drought as reference years. I than compared tree-ring width and δ13C responses to drought 

(values during drought compared to mean values of the reference years) between the 

consecutive 2018–2019 drought and former ‘single’ drought years (2003, 2006, 2015), which 

were by themselves considered severe droughts, to understand whether 2018–2019 induced a 

novel stress. Moreover, the plot network features high-intensity monitoring sites such as the 

Leipzig Canopy Crane facility (a 40-meter tree canopy crane), which offered us the unique 

opportunity to match our tree-ring based data with high-resolution soil moisture and tree sap-

flux measurements during drought. This allowed us to study the impact of species-specific 

water-use strategies and drought-tolerance traits (related to species stomatal control and 

cavitation resistance, see chapter 2.3) on tree responses to consecutive hotter droughts. 

However, despite these advantages, it would be very challenging to single out diversity effects 

in the highly heterogenous floodplain forest matrix. 

 

This calls for the assessment of diversity effects under controlled experimental conditions. 

However, large-statured and long-lived trees are inherently more complicated to study than 

comparably small and short-lived plant communities such as grasslands, on which the majority 

of terrestrial biodiversity ecosystem functioning research has been conducted (Nadrowski et al., 

2010; Tobner et al., 2014). In consequence, most (early) BEF studies in forests were 

observational. Tree diversity experiments, which allow to separate diversity from identity 

effects, have sufficiently long species richness gradients, control for confounding factors such 

as environmental variation and feature annual tree inventories, were only established since the 

start of this century (see the International Network of Tree Diversity Experiments 

(TreeDivNet); Paquette et al., 2018; Verheyen et al., 2016). These features make these 

experiments ideally suited to analyse the spatiotemporal dynamics and underlying mechanisms 

of diversity-productivity and diversity-stability relationships in forests. This has, however, been 

rarely done due to the still young age of these experiments. I studied two TreeDivNet 

experiments, the tropical Sardinilla (study 2) and the subtropical BEF-China experiment 

(studies 3, 4). Due to the comparably fast tree growth in the (sub-)tropics I could already 

examine considerably large-sized trees after only 1-2 decades: the tallest trees reached 25m in 

Sardinilla and even in the younger BEF-China experiment tree height reached >10 m in 25% 

of the experimental communities. This allowed me to study the temporal development of 

diversity effects on productivity and the effects of diversity on temporal stability under 
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controlled conditions in underrepresented (sub-)tropical forest biomes, which had rarely been 

done for diversity-productivity and never for diversity-stability relationships. 

  

In study 2, I studied the oldest tropical tree diversity experiment. Sardinilla was established in 

2001 in Panama and features a tree species richness gradient of 1-, 2-, 3-, and 5-species mixtures 

(Fig. 2) (see Potvin and Dutilleul, 2009; Potvin and Gotelli, 2008; Scherer-Lorenzen et al., 

2005b for a detailed design description). All species are native to the study region and were 

selected based on their growth rates in natural forests to always combine fast-growing, 

intermediate and slow-growing species with different shade tolerances, which should maximize 

both functional and structural differences between species. The Sardinilla main experiment 

features 22 plots (45 × 45 m) with an average of 233 trees each. I used annually-resolved tree 

census data of species identity, tree diameters and heights from the Sardinilla main experiment 

covering the entire experimental duration from 2001-2017 (note that the Sardinilla experiment 

ended in 2017). 

 

In studies 3 and 4, I studied today’s largest tree diversity experiment worldwide. The BEF-

China experiment was established in 2009 (site A) and 2010 (site B) in the hyperdiverse, 

subtropical forests of China (see Bruelheide et al. (2014) and Huang et al. (2018) for a detailed 

design description). The high tree species richness and the situation of these forests in the 

overlap between temperate and tropical climate zones (Shi et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2007) offer 

an ideal setting to study diverse drought-tolerance strategies and their impact on productivity 

and stability. The BEF-China experiment features are long tree species richness gradient 

ranging from monocultures over 2-, 4-, 8-, 16- to 24-species mixtures, multiple random 

extinction scenarios assembled from a pool of 40 native trees species (Fig. 2). Each site, site A 

and B, is approximately 20 ha in size with a total of 566 plots (25.8 × 25.8 m2) and 400 

individual trees planted per plot. Topographic gradients between plots are strong (Fig. 2). In 

BEF-China, I combined a representative sample of tree cores from 15 tree species sampled 

along gradients in neighbourhood species richness and drought-tolerance traits (study 3) with 

annually-resolved tree census data of tree diameters and heights covering the years 2009-2019 

(study 4) and detailed information on drought-tolerance traits (see chapter 2.3). On the tree 

cores I measured the same response variables as in study 1, i.e. tree-ring widths and δ13C (see 

chapter 2.2). Finally, both experiments allow comparing the performance of mixtures with 

varying tree species richness (or also structural or functional diversity) with monocultures of 

the same species as for each species in the mixture, respective monocultures were planted, 
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which is critical to disentangle the effects of species identity from those of diversity (Bruelheide 

et al., 2014; Scherer-Lorenzen et al., 2005b). 

 

2.2. Productivity, stability and physiological water stress 

To study ecosystem functioning in these sites and how it is influenced by diversity and climate 

extremes, many response variables like ones related to water and nutrient fluxes, litter 

decomposition, soil organic carbon storage, or pathogen and herbivore damage could be 

examined (e.g. van der Plas). However, the focus here will be on tree-, species- and stand-level 

productivity (in terms of annual tree diameter and height growth) as productivity is a good 

integrated response variable for forest functioning capturing most processes related to the 

acquisition and use of light, water and nutrients by trees (Grossiord, 2020). Moreover, wood 

production, is arguably the most important provisioning ecosystem service delivered by forests. 

Consequently, tree diversity experiments use productivity as a key response variables (e.g. 

Grossman et al., 2018). Measuring productivity is relatively straight forward (at least in 

comparison to e.g. measuring water fluxes; Schwendenmann et al., 2015) and can be analysed 

across spatiotemporal scales (Forrester and Pretzsch, 2015). Specifically, I used annual 

censuses of tree diameters and heights and retrospectively studied tree rings, which form an 

archive of past growth conditions of trees (Schweingruber, 1996). I used these measurements 

to calculate tree-ring width (or tree basal area) increments as tree-level proxies and wood 

volume (or basal area) increments as tree-, species- and community-level proxies of 

productivity. Both approaches, census data and tree rings, permit to analyse productivity at 

inter-annual temporal resolution, which allowed me to examine the change in productivity with 

inter-annual variation in climate conditions (Forrester and Bauhus, 2016) and the temporal 

stability of productivity in addition to productivity per se (Jucker et al., 2014a).  

 

The integrated nature of productivity is its strength but also its weakness as it is difficult to 

disentangle which processes drive diversity-productivity relationships at a certain point in time 

(e.g. Forrester, 2014; Jucker et al., 2017). For instance, the decreased productivity of a ten-year-

old tree compared to its productivity at age seven, could be caused by increased shading during 

stem exclusion or due to the drought that hit the examined site when the tree turned nine. Hence, 

an additional response variable is needed. I used the carbon isotope composition of 13C and 12C 

in wood (δ13C), sampled on the same tree cores I used in the productivity analyses, for this 

purpose. δ13C is a broadly used indicator of tree physiological responses to drought and thus 

especially suited to disentangle the effects of water availability from those of other factors that 
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may influence productivity (Farquhar et al., 1989; Grossiord et al., 2014; Jucker et al., 2017). 

δ13C captures tree physiological response to water availability, as δ13C in tissues of C3 plants 

(like most trees) is a record of the ratio between intercellular and ambient CO2 concentration 

during the time of carbon fixation that is modulated by both, CO2 assimilation and stomatal 

aperture (Farquhar et al., 1989). When water is not limited and stomata are open, plants favour 

of the lighter 12C over its heavier isotope 13C. Under drought, stomatal conductance is more 

strongly reduced than carbon assimilation, which leads to an increase of δ13C (Farquhar et al., 

1989; Grossiord et al., 2014). Increases in δ13C in dry years compared to years with average 

climate conditions are thus an indication of physiological drought stress. However, even though 

δ13C is a powerful indicator of drought stress, in isolation, δ13C would tell us little about how 

carbon sequestration and allocation to wood are affected by climatic conditions (Jucker et al., 

2017). Productivity and δ13C combined, are thus powerful response variables to study the effect 

of diversity on forest ecosystem functioning and how this relationship is modulated by climate-

induced water availability and its temporal variability (Grossiord, 2020; Jucker et al., 2017). 

 

2.3. The quantification of diversity 

I examined three facets of tree diversity — species diversity, structural diversity and functional 

diversity — in this thesis. Tree species richness was the principle predictor and design variable 

in all experimental studies (studies 2–4) but in study 2 I in addition used the Shannon index 

(Shannon, 1948) and evenness as measures of species diversity. I quantified structural diversity 

in terms of diversity in tree diameters and heights using commonly used indices such as the 

coefficient of variation (CV) and the Gini coefficient (Gini, 1912) (see study 2 for details). 

Structural diversity was only examined in the Sardinilla experiment (study 2) because in this 

study we did not find any significant relationship of structural diversity with stability. 

Therefore, I focussed on functional traits and their diversity as potential predictors of 

productivity, carbon isotope signatures and stability in the remaining studies. I used functional 

traits related to species cavitation resistance and stomatal control (see also chapter 1.6), to 

which I refer collectively as drought-tolerance traits as the focus in this thesis is particularly on 

how drought and diversity influence forest functioning and stability. I quantified cavitation 

resistance using the water potential at which 50% of xylem conductivity is lost due to cavitation 

as key trait (Choat et al., 2012). I quantified stomatal control from sap flux (study 1) and 

stomatal conductance (studies 3, 4) measurements under increasing water vapor pressure 

deficits as well as through morphological stomatal traits such as stomatal density and size. In 

all studies, these drought-tolerance traits were measured on site (except for cavitation resistance 
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in study 1, which was derived from published values). In the BEF-China experiment, cavitation 

resistance is related to traits of the leaf economics spectrum (Kröber et al., 2014) in that 

cavitation resistant species have traits indicative of conservative resource use while cavitation 

sensitive species have traits indicative of acquisitive resource use (studies 3, 4). Hereafter, I 

therefore refer to this trait syndrome as ‘resistance-acquisition’ traits. Importantly, principal 

components analysis (PCA) showed that resistance-acquisition and stomatal control traits, form 

two orthogonal trait gradients in the BEF-China experiment. This allowed me to disentangle 

the relative contributions of both drought-tolerance trait gradients to productivity and carbon 

isotopic signatures (study 3) as well as to stability (study 4). Finally, I quantified drought-

tolerance diversity (study 4) as functional dispersion (Laliberté and Legendre, 2010) along each 

of these two trait gradients. This focussed analysis, as opposed to using all available traits in a 

joint measure of functional diversity, had important advantages. It allowed me to test which 

specific diversity in drought-tolerance strategies is important for stability bringing us closer to 

understanding the trait-based mechanisms behind diversity-stability relationships in forests. 

 

2.4. Spatiotemporal analyses 

Forest are complex adaptive systems, with trees and species as their elements that may 

contribute to enhancing and stabilising forest ecosystem functioning through their interactions, 

feedbacks and emergent mechanisms at different spatiotemporal scales (Messier et al., 2013). I 

approached this complexity by studying processes at the scale where they take place and by 

explicitly considering how processes at one hierarchy level in the forest community scale up 

(or down) to higher (or lower) levels of hierarchy, which is consistent with hierarchical theory 

(Starr and Allen, 2017); see Bauhus et al. (2017b). In this context, a specific advantage of forests 

over small-sized grassland communities (on which most BEF research has been conducted) is 

that the sheer size of trees makes it easier to directly analyse interactions between individuals 

(Nadrowski et al., 2010; Tobner et al., 2014; Trogisch et al., 2021). Hence, a particular focus 

in this thesis will be on local tree-tree interactions in neighbourhoods of varying diversity. In 

study 1, I focused on individual tree responses to drought, but the representative selection of 

trees across a stratified plot network allowed me to draw some conclusions regarding responses 

at the level of the floodplain forest landscape. In study 2, I combined tree neighbourhood and 

community-level analyses to understand how local tree-tree interactions in tree neighbourhoods 

with varying species richness and structural diversity may scale up to influence community-

level responses. In study 3, I zoomed in on the trait-based mechanisms that may drive the 

drought response of trees growing in neighbourhoods with varying species richness. A novel 
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feature of this study is that I quantified the effect of drought-tolerance traits by considering the 

effect of a focal tree traits and the influence of neighbour traits. Finally, in study 4, I zoomed 

out to analyse the drivers of community stability in forest stands experiencing highly variable 

climate conditions that may emerge from the drought-tolerance strategies and tree-tree 

interactions observed at local scales. 
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1  |  INTRODUC TION

The frequency and intensity of droughts and corresponding surges 
of forest dieback events around the globe are projected to increase 
in the 21st century (Allen et al., 2010; IPCC, 2014). This critically 
endangers the world's forests and the variety of ecosystem services 
they sustain, such as their potential to act as carbon sink (Anderegg 
et al., 2020) and as a nature- based solution for climate change mit-
igation (Griscom et al., 2017). Recent drought events, moreover, 

belong to a new category, so called ‘hotter droughts’, where low 
precipitation coincides with heat waves, which creates a positive 
feedback loop between soil water depletion through evapotranspi-
ration and increased surface temperatures through reduced cooling 
by latent heat production (Allen et al., 2015; Buras et al., 2020). In 
2018– 2019, Central Europe was hit by two consecutive and hotter 
drought events, a phenomenon unprecedented at least in the last 
250 years but likely to occur more frequently with intensifying cli-
mate change (Hari et al., 2020). The 2018 hotter drought alone had 
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Abstract
Droughts increasingly threaten the world's forests and their potential to mitigate cli-
mate change. In 2018– 2019, Central European forests were hit by two consecutive 
hotter drought years, an unprecedented phenomenon that is likely to occur more fre-
quently with climate change. Here, we examine tree growth and physiological stress 
responses (increase in carbon isotope composition; Δδ13C) to this consecutive drought 
based on tree rings of dominant tree species in a Central European floodplain forest. 
Tree growth was not reduced for most species in 2018, indicating that water supply 
in floodplain forests can partly buffer meteorological water deficits. Drought stress 
responses in 2018 were comparable to former single drought years but the hotter 
drought in 2018 induced drought legacies in tree growth while former droughts did 
not. We observed strong decreases in tree growth and increases in Δδ13C across all
tree species in 2019, which are likely driven by the cumulative stress both consecutive 
hotter droughts exerted. Our results show that consecutive hotter droughts pose a 
novel threat to forests under climate change, even in forest ecosystems with compa-
rably high levels of water supply.
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already stronger negative effects on European ecosystems than the 
formerly severest drought event in 2003 (Buras et al., 2020) and 
induced widespread premature leaf senescence and tree mortality 
(Schuldt et al., 2020). An increasing number of studies has shown 
that droughts can affect tree growth and hence carbon cycling in 
forests for years after the actual drought event and that such ‘legacy 
effects’ are widespread in forest ecosystems (e.g. Anderegg et al., 
2015; Kannenberg et al., 2019; Szejner et al., 2020). The consecutive 
hotter drought in 2019 may thus have critically amplified drought 
stress as trees were hit that already had emptied carbon reserves, 
impaired hydraulic functioning due to embolism and weakened de-
fence systems (Anderegg et al., 2013; Schuldt et al., 2020) and only 
access to emptied soil water reserves.

Drought effects on forests can be analysed retrospectively 
through analyses of tree rings, which are an archive of past growing 
conditions including climate and water availability (Schweingruber, 
1996). In dendroecology the annual growth of trees (i.e. the width 
of tree rings formed each year) is a principal indicator of drought ef-
fects, which can be analysed through comparing growth in drought 
years with mean growth in a reference period, that is, years with 
‘normal’ climate conditions prior to the drought event (with growth 
reductions indicating drought stress; Lloret et al., 2011; Schwarz 
et al., 2020). This growth response to drought can be quantified 
using the growth resistance index of Lloret et al. (2011), which may 
be an especially suitable approach when rapid impact assessments 
are needed and no data are available on the post- disturbance period. 
Next to growth, the carbon isotope ratio of 13C to 12C in wood— 
called δ13C— is a widely used physiological indicator of a tree’s water 
status and drought stress (Farquhar et al., 1989; Grossiord et al., 
2014; Jucker et al., 2017). Under ample water supply and fully open 
stomata, trees discriminate against the heavier 13C in favour of the 
lighter 12C. However, under water shortage, stomatal conductance is 
more strongly downregulated than CO2 assimilation, which induces 
an increase in δ13C in the wood formed during drought (Farquhar 
et al., 1989; Grossiord et al., 2014). Thus, drought stress can be 
quantified as increase in wood carbon isotope ratio (Δδ13C) between 
drought and normal years. Hence, growth responses and Δδ13C com-
bined provide a powerful tool to quantify drought effects on trees.

Tree species vary greatly in their susceptibility to drought due 
to physiological and morphological differences. Among other fea-
tures such as fine- root distribution and their dieback in response to 
drought (Brunner et al., 2015; Sánchez- Pérez et al., 2008), two key 
factors that might drive tree species reactions to drought are stoma-
tal control and resistance to cavitation (Choat et al., 2012; Martínez- 
Vilalta & Garcia- Forner, 2017; McDowell et al., 2008). Stomatal 
closure in response to water deficits enables plants to avoid critically 
low water potentials through transpiration losses and thus hydrau-
lic failure but species differ largely in their type of stomatal control 
(Martínez- Vilalta & Garcia- Forner, 2017; McDowell et al., 2008): 
Isohydric or water saving species close their stomata fast during 
water shortage, while anisohydric or water spending species keep 
their stomata open and continue to transpire (Martínez- Vilalta & 
Garcia- Forner, 2017). Next to stomatal control, xylem resistance to 

cavitation is a key determinant of tree responses to drought as em-
bolism decreases water availability, which leads to desiccation and 
at extreme levels to tree death (Choat et al., 2012). It is conceivable 
that stomatal control and cavitation resistance interact, as a water 
spending behaviour necessitates a continued water uptake via roots 
and, all else being equal, carries an increased risk for xylem cavitation 
(McDowell et al., 2008). However, whether this translates into water 
spending species exhibiting generally higher cavitation resistance 
and vice versa still remains elusive as some studies found indications 
for such a correlation (Klein, 2014; Martínez- Vilalta & Garcia- Forner, 
2017) while others did not (Kröber et al., 2014). We expect water 
saving species to show earlier growth and Δδ13C responses, while 
water spending species may face high cavitation risks during severe 
and prolonged drought conditions characterized by very low soil 
moisture availability. Hence, for understanding and generalizing the 
effects of consecutive droughts on forests, tree species should be 
examined that differ in such traits.

The high tree species richness of floodplain forests (Ward et al., 
1999) makes them ideally suited for comparative studies of tree spe-
cies reactions to consecutive droughts as they are one of the few 
systems where coexisting mature trees spanning an entire gradient 
of hydraulic behaviours can be found. Floodplain forests rank among 
the most rapidly disappearing ecosystems due to land conversion 
and drainage (Leuschner & Ellenberg, 2017; Mikac et al., 2018) and 
novel climatic conditions— like prolonged droughts— may amplify 
this trend through changing the hydrological regimes on which 
these forests depend. For instance, sinking groundwater levels may 
increase tree growth sensitivity to drought and susceptibility to 
drought- induced dieback (Mikac et al., 2018; Skiadaresis et al., 2019) 
and this might bring these forests, which are among the most dy-
namic, productive and diverse Central European habitats (Kowalska 
et al., 2020; Tockner & Stanford, 2002), closer to a tipping point. 
On the contrary, the higher water availability in floodplain forests 
may buffer drought effects to a certain extent as trees might have 
access to groundwater in addition to precipitation- derived moisture 
(Heklau et al., 2019). Hence, it is conceivable that if drought effects 
on growth and Δδ13C were observed in floodplain trees, other forest 
ecosystems might experience even stronger effects.

Here, we focus on the effect of the two consecutive drought 
years 2018– 2019 characterized by extremely hot and dry conditions 
(Figure 1a,b), as well as their cumulative effects, on tree growth and 
Δδ13C as physiological stress response. To this end, we reconstruct 
the stress exerted by this unprecedented event and compare it to 
past (single) drought events based on tree- ring records from the 
dominant tree species— Quercus robur L. (hereafter oak), Acer pseu-
doplatanus L. (hereafter maple) and Fraxinus excelsior L. (hereafter 
ash)— in the Leipzig floodplain forest, one of the few remaining and 
thus highly protected floodplain forests in Central Europe (BMU 
& BfN, 2021; Günther- Diringer et al., 2021). We sampled trees in 
two environmental strata representing topographic differences in 
distance to groundwater. We expect the results for the hypothe-
ses proposed below to be more pronounced in the drier stratum. 
Specifically, we tested the following hypothesis:
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Hypothesis 1 Drought stress responses in 2018— measured as growth 
reduction and a positive Δδ13C— are comparable to stress re-
sponses during former drought years.

Hypothesis 2 The consecutive drought years 2018– 2019 lead to a 
drastic growth reduction and a further increase in Δδ13C in 2019.

Hypothesis 3 Water saving species respond faster to drought stress 
(already in 2018), while water spending species react later but 
show stronger reactions to the consecutive drought in 2019.

2  |  MATERIAL S AND METHODS

2.1  |  Study site

In this study, we used data collected from a Central European 
floodplain forest ecosystem located in the northwest of the city 
of Leipzig, Germany. The Leipzig floodplain forest is one of the few 
remaining and thus highly protected floodplain forests in Central 
Europe (BMU & BfN, 2021; Günther- Diringer et al., 2021) and lies 
in the transition zone between maritime and continental climate 
characterized by warm summers, with an annual mean tempera-
ture of 9.6 °C and an annual precipitation sum of 522 mm (1979– 
2019; DWD, Station Leipzig/Halle). Its main rivers Weiße Elster, 
Luppe, Pleiße and Parthe formed the floodplain landscape, but their 
course and thus the floodplain forest itself has been strongly influ-
enced by human interventions over the last centuries (Gutte, 2011). 

The straightening of rivers as well as dike and canal constructions 
strongly influenced the hydrological regime of the floodplain forest, 
which today does not experience regular flooding anymore (Haase 
& Gläser, 2009). The floodplain soils originated from an accumula-
tion of alluvial sediments, such as gravel, sand and loam, as result of 
several glacial periods (Haase & Gläser, 2009). These are nowadays 
covered by an alluvial clay layer with a thickness between 1 and 4 m, 
rich in nutrients and with a high pH (around 6– 7; Gutte, 2011; Haase 
& Gläser, 2009). The principal soil available to trees is thus a loamy 
Vega, with partly gleyed conditions, above gravel and sand filled 
with groundwater.

2.2  |  Tree species

The contemporary floodplain forest ecosystem can be characterized 
as Ficario- Ulmetum Knapp ex Medwecka- Kornas 1952 with oak, elm 
and ash being the dominant tree species (Härdtle et al., 2020). The 
absence of flooding, however, resulted in an on- going gradual shift 
to an oak- hornbeam forest (Galium- carpinetum stachyetosum) and al-
lowed other tree species (especially maple), which are intolerant to 
flooding, to become dominant. Moreover, elm (Ulmus minor) largely 
disappeared from the tree canopy due to the Dutch elm disease 
since the 1960s. Nowadays, the dominant tree species of Leipzig's 
floodplain forest are oak, maple and ash (Haase & Gläser, 2009; 
Richter et al., 2016), on which we focus in the present study. These 

F I G U R E  1  Annual standardized water balance of precipitation minus potential evapotranspiration (a, January– December) and mean 
growing season temperature (b, April– September) per year from 1979 to 2019 in the Leipzig floodplain forest. The water balance was 
calculated as standardized precipitation evapotranspiration index (SPEI; Vicente- Serrano et al., 2010). Points are coloured according to their 
value with deeper red indicating increasing drought and temperature. The horizontal line in (a) represents the long- term mean, negative 
values indicate water deficits and positive values water surpluses. SPEI values below −1 and above 1 can be considered exceptionally dry 
and wet respectively. See Figures S1 and S2 for additional SPEI lengths, climatic and hydrological variables that we used to identify drought 
events 
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three species feature contrasting adaptations to drought in terms of 
stomatal control and cavitation resistance, which allowed us to ex-
plore a range of species response strategies to consecutive drought 
stress. In terms of stomatal control, former studies classified oak 
(Cocozza et al., 2020; Thomsen et al., 2020) and maple (Köcher et al., 
2009; Lemoine et al., 2001; Leuschner et al., 2019) as rather water 
saving (isohydric), while ash was shown to follow a water spending 
(anisohydric) strategy (Köcher et al., 2009; Lemoine et al., 2001; 
Leuschner et al., 2019). Consistent with this view, studies focussing 
on sap flow measurements on mature trees, which can be consid-
ered as proxy for tree transpiration and hence stomatal aperture, re-
ported a significant downregulation of sap flow with decreasing soil 
water availability for maple but not for ash (Brinkmann et al., 2016; 
Hölscher et al., 2005; Köcher et al., 2009), indicating water saving 
versus water spending modes respectively. Importantly, we view 
stomatal control here as a gradient and not as a dichotomy between 
water saving or water spending behaviour (but see Martínez- Vilalta 
& Garcia- Forner, 2017), with classifications depending strongly on 
the compared species. However, quantitative data on traits indica-
tive of stomatal control like sap flow are scarce (particularly for Q. 
robur) and we are not aware of any study that compared mature in-
dividuals of all herein examined species under similar site conditions. 
We therefore assembled high- resolution sap flow and soil moisture 

data recorded during the 2018 drought in the Leipzig floodplain for-
est (Leipzig Canopy Crane facility) to provide a quantitative compari-
son of species- specific sensitivity to decreasing soil moisture under 
severe drought (Figure 2a,b; Schnabel et al., 2021a). Consistent with 
the classification above, oak and maple significantly downregulated 
sap flow under drought conditions (indicating water saving behav-
iour) while ash maintained similar sap flow rates (indicating water 
spending behaviour; Figure 2b). In terms of species resistance to 
cavitation, we relied on published values of the water potential at 
which 50% of xylem conductivity is lost due to cavitation (Ψ50, Choat 
et al., 2012), the most common measure of embolism resistance in 
trees (Choat et al., 2012). This comparison indicates a similar cavita-
tion resistance in oak (−2.8 MPa) and ash (−2.8 MPa) while maple is 
less resistant (−1.6 MPa).

2.3  |  Drought year identification

The definition and identification of drought is central to the analysis 
of drought effects. Here, we define drought as period with water 
deficits compared to normal conditions, where ‘normal’ can be 
quantified as a percentile of the long- term mean of meteorological 
or hydrological variables (Schwarz et al., 2020; van Loon et al., 2016). 

F I G U R E  2  Soil moisture development 
(a) and sap flux density (Js) regulation
of oak, maple and ash (b) during the
2018 hotter drought in the Leipzig 
floodplain forest. The observed soil 
moisture development (a) was used to 
delineate two periods with contrasting 
soil moisture conditions, a moist and dry 
period respectively. During the dry period 
soil moisture levels approached 0.24 m3/m3  
(red horizontal line), the permanent wilting 
point of vegetation on clay soils (Weil 
& Brady, 2017). Boxplots (b) show daily 
maxima in Js during the 2- month period 
with moist soil (mid- May to mid- July) and 
during the period with dry soil at later 
stages during the 2018 drought (mid- 
July to mid- September). A statistically 
significant downregulation of Js under dry 
compared to moist conditions is indicated 
by asterisks over the respective species' 
boxplot (***p < .001; **p < .01; *p < .05). 
See Methods S1 for details on the sap 
flow and soil moisture measurements and 
analyses 
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Following suggestions by Schwarz et al. (2020) we selected drought 
years based on climatic and hydrological information alone without 
considering tree growth reductions to avoid a biased selection that 
could for example result in the exclusion of drought years without 
reduced growth. We used the standardized precipitation evapo-
transpiration index (SPEI; Vicente- Serrano et al., 2010) and river dis-
charge data to identify drought years. The SPEI is a commonly used 
drought index (Hari et al., 2020; Schwarz et al., 2020; Skiadaresis 
et al., 2019) based on the standardized monthly water balance of 
precipitation minus potential evapotranspiration. It can quantify 
drought severity according to a droughts intensity and duration and 
can be calculated at different time scales (e.g. 1– 12 months; Vicente- 
Serrano et al., 2010). Here, we used three different SPEI lengths that 
represent the climatic water balance of the main vegetation period 
(SPEI for 3 months, May– July), the full vegetation period (SPEI for 
6 months, April– September) and the full year (SPEI for 12 months, 
January– December) for each year and with a 40- year reference pe-
riod (1979– 2019; Figure S1). SPEI series were calculated with the 
SPEI package (Beguería & Vicente- Serrano, 2017) in R from monthly 
precipitation (mm) and potential evapotranspiration (mm) data de-
rived from the weather station located closest to the study sites 
(DWD Climate Data Center [CDC], Station Leipzig/Halle, ID 2932; 
see Figure S1 for details).

We classified years with SPEI values ≤−1 as drought years, years 
with SPEI values ≥1 as particularly wet and years with values be-
tween −1 and 1 as ‘normal’ (McKee et al., 1993). To take into account 
the hydrological regime of the floodplain forest, which is in addition 
to local precipitation strongly influenced by its rivers, we compared 
the SPEI derived classification to river discharge calculated for the 
same periods as the SPEIs (Figure S2). We considered only years 
without particularly high discharge as drought years. Focusing on a 
20- year period before the 2018– 2019 consecutive drought, we se-
lected 2005, 2009 and 2017 as reference years with normal climatic 
conditions, while single drought years— in contrast to the 2018– 2019 
consecutive drought— were 2003, 2006 and 2015 (Figure 1; Figures
S1 and S2; hereafter ‘single drought years’). We did not consider a
longer period to minimize the effect of past forest management and
ground water fluctuation related influences on tree growth. Both,
the drought in 2018 and the one in 2019 were the most severe
droughts in the last 40 years (i.e. they had the lowest SPEI values),
but 2018 had slightly lower SPEI values and was especially charac-
terized by an extreme heat wave during the vegetation period.

2.4  |  Tree selection and increment core extraction

We selected trees for extracting wood increment cores from per-
manent forest research plots of the ‘Lebendige Luppe’ (living Luppe 
river) project (Scholz et al., 2018), which cover a gradient in topo-
graphic distances to the groundwater level (Figure S3). The project 
features three distinct strata of distance to groundwater: dry (>2 m), 
intermediate (1– 2 m) and moist (≤1 m) plots, with 20 plots per stra-
tum each 0.25 ha in size. Plots were not flooded since 1973 due to 

flood control measures (dikes, river- straightening etc.), except for 
winter 2011 and summer 2013, when the area of Leipzig experienced 
extreme flood events. We chose to sample trees on dry and moist 
plots to cover both ends of the gradient of hydrological site condi-
tions within the floodplain forest (Figure S3). Across these plots, we 
extracted tree- increment cores from at least 40 tree individuals per 
species (20 trees per stratum) from each of the three dominant tree 
species oak, maple and ash, amounting to 120 sampled trees. From 
each tree, we extracted one increment core at a height of 80 cm with 
a ∅ 5 mm increment corer (Suunto, Sweden) in January– February 
2020, that is, in the winter after tree- ring formation of the second 
consecutive drought year 2019 was completed. Trees with diameters 
at breast height (dbh) > 20 cm were selected according to their dom-
inance, past management history and health status. Competition 
for light is a central determinant of tree growth and δ13C that might
complicate the detection of drought effects (Grossiord et al., 2014). 
We therefore sampled only dominant and co- dominant individuals, 
that is, trees belonging to category 1– 2 according to the classifica-
tion of Kraft (1884), that were no direct competitors and further 
excluded plots that showed signs of forest management in recent 
years. We further selected only healthy appearing trees, excluding 
those ash trees visually affected by ‘ash dieback’ (Hymenoscyphus 
fraxineus) and those maple trees visually affected by the ‘sooty bark 
disease’ (Cryptostroma corticale). Both fungal pathogens had caused 
widespread tree damages and diebacks in the Leipzig floodplain for-
est during the 2018– 2019 consecutive drought and especially very 
few ash trees were completely unaffected (Wirth et al., 2021). We 
used the classification key of Lenz et al. (2012) for ash dieback in-
festation and sampled only trees showing no to only little signs of 
infestation (levels 0– 2 of infestation levels 0– 5) based on annual 
infestation records for 4 years prior to sampling. Importantly, our 
sample is thus representative for the most vital individuals of the 
entire population. Since the number of trees fulfilling these strict 
criteria was too low within the plot area, we sampled also oak and 
maple trees in the direct vicinity of the plots.

2.5  |  Tree growth analysis

Tree cores were dried at 70°C for at least 3 days and then clamped 
in wooden alignment strips. For surface preparation, we used a 
core microtome (WSL, Switzerland; Gärtner & Nievergelt, 2010) 
to enhance visibility of tree- ring boundaries. Tree- ring width was 
measured with a LINTAB 6 measuring table and the TSAPWin 
Professional 4.64 program © 2002– 2009 Frank Rinn / RINNTECH 
with an accuracy of 1/1000 mm. The measured sequences were 
cross- dated against a species- specific master chronology developed 
in former works for the same area as well as against each other using 
COFECHA (Grissino- Mayer, 2001). This allowed us to identify miss-
ing rings, which were more often found in maple trees and in the 
consecutive drought years 2018– 2019. Years without growth were 
included as zero for the respective year. Sequences that could not be 
dated unequivocally were excluded from further analysis. The final 
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number of trees included for growth analysis was 114 trees, includ-
ing 40 oak, 32 maple and 42 ash trees from 11 moist and 15 dry 
plots. Mean series length was 109 years for oak, 79 years for maple 
and 94 years for ash trees (Table S1).

Tree- ring width provides an integrated record of past growth 
conditions as influenced by environmental factors including but not 
limited to climate and shows an inherent decrease in ring width with 
increasing tree size (Schweingruber, 1996). As we focus here on cli-
matic influences on growth, we removed age- related trends from 
the raw tree- ring width chronologies via a negative exponential 
curve (Fritts, 1976), which provided the best compromise between 
removing long- term age trends and preserving decadal variability in 
growth using the package dplR (Bunn, 2008; Bunn et al., 2020). We 
assessed the climatic sensitivity of tree growth through computing 
bootstrapped Pearson's correlation functions between species- 
specific chronologies and monthly climatic variables (Figure S4), 
using the package treeclim (Zang & Biondi, 2015). Species- specific 
chronologies are shown in Figure S5.

We quantified the growth response of trees to the consecutive 
drought years 2018 and 2019 as well as to single drought years 
(hereafter ‘growth response’) for each individual tree using the 
growth resistance index proposed by Lloret et al. (2011) as:

where Drgrowth is a tree's detrended growth in drought year(s) and 
PreDrgrowth is a tree's detrended growth in the reference period 
characterized by normal climatic conditions. The growth response 
index is thus standardized around zero with positive values mean-
ing higher and negative values lower growth during drought year(s) 
compared to reference years. We calculated the growth response 
for 2018, 2019 and for single drought years and used the mean 
growth response in single drought years as baseline against which 
we compared the growth responses in 2018 and 2019. Recent de-
cades experienced an unprecedented surge in temperatures and 
drought events (Buras et al., 2020; Schuldt et al., 2020), making 
the use of a continuous multiyear reference period before drought 
events that is not influenced by drought itself difficult. We there-
fore used the mean growth in 3 years (2005, 2009 and 2017) that 
were characterized by normal climatic conditions and not proceeded 
by a drought year (see above) to calculate PreDrgrowth. We used 
several years to calculate PreDrgrowth and the growth response in 
single drought years to reduce the influence of outliers caused by 
individual tree reactions to factors other than climate (e.g. changes 
in competitive interactions, waterlogging). However, as the choice 
of growth data (i.e. using different detrending methods) and length 
of reference period can strongly influence results of the index used 
(Schwarz et al., 2020), we tested for the robustness of here reported 
relationships. We examined growth responses in detail based on raw 
and detrended ring width and further compared growth responses 
calculated with a 1- year pre- period (2017 was the only climatically 
normal year before the 2018– 2019 consecutive drought; Figure S1) 

to growth responses calculated with the mean reference period de-
tailed above.

We quantified drought legacies in tree growth as observed 
growth minus predicted growth as expected based on the climatic 
water balance in the year after the drought event (Anderegg et al., 
2015; Kannenberg et al., 2019). Tree growth in the last 40 years 
(1979– 2019) was predicted using tree- specific regressions between 
detrended tree- ring width and SPEI12 of December (Figure S1). We 
consistently used the 12- month long SPEI of December to capture 
the climatic water balance of the full year (January– December) for 
each species to provide estimates of legacy effects that are compa-
rable between species and drought years. Reported drought legacy 
effects thus quantify the deviation of observed growth from ex-
pected growth based on climate in year 1 after single drought years 
(2003, 2006 and 2015) and after the hotter drought in 2018, that is, 
in the years 2004, 2007 and 2016 (using their mean as baseline) and 
in the consecutive drought year 2019. Climatic conditions in year 1 
after all single drought years were neither exceptionally dry nor wet 
(Figure 1), providing a suitable baseline against which the legacy ef-
fects of consecutive drought can be compared. Finally, we compared 
our baseline modelling approach, which used the mean growth re-
sponse and drought legacy effect in individual drought years, to an 
analysis that considered each single drought year individually.

2.6  |  Carbon isotope analysis

The stable carbon isotope composition (δ13C) in wood of the same
cores was measured following tree- ring width measurements. The 
tree rings of the herein analysed consecutive drought years 2018– 
2019, of single drought years (2003, 2006 and 2015) and of reference 
years (2005, 2009 and 2017) were separated and their wood tissue 
homogenized. Some individuals, especially maple trees, did not form 
tree rings during the 2018– 2019 consecutive drought, likely due to 
intense drought stress. As their δ13C could thus not be analysed, we
excluded these trees from our isotope analysis (six maple and one 
oak tree). The homogenized material of the tree rings in reference 
years (2005, 2009 and 2017) and single drought years (2003, 2006 
and 2015), was pooled by mixing equal shares of the material from 
each of the 3 years. The isotope analysis was done at the BGC stable 
isotope laboratory of the Max Planck Institute for Biogeochemistry 
in Jena, Germany. The results were expressed as isotopic ratio δ13C,
calculated with the equation of Farquhar et al. (1989) as follows:

where δ13C (sample) and δ13C (standard) are the abundance ratios be-
tween 13C and ¹²C of the given sample and Vienna PeeDee Belemnite 
international standard (VPDB). Isotope ratios were expressed in δ- 
notation in per mil units (‰). We calculated the increase in δ13C from
reference to drought years for each individual tree as indicator of a 
tree's physiological stress response to drought as:

(1)Growthresponse =
Drgrowth

PreDrgrowth
− 1,

(2)δ
13C =

(

δ
13C(sample)

δ
13C(standard)

− 1

)

× 1000‰ ,
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where Dr
δ
13C is the isotope composition in drought year(s) and 

PreDr
δ
13C the isotope composition in the reference years (see e.g. 

Grossiord et al., 2014). Positive values of Δδ13C thus indicate higher
and negative values lower stress during drought year(s) compared to 
reference years. Drought and reference years used to calculate Δδ13C
were the same as in the growth response analysis.

2.7  |  Statistical analysis

We used linear mixed- effects models (LMMs) to understand the 
effects of consecutive drought years on tree growth and Δδ13C
in comparison to single drought years (using their mean growth 
response and Δδ13C in all analysis). We were further interested in
understanding how these effects were modulated by changes in a 
tree distance to groundwater. We fitted species- specific LMMs for 
analysing the growth response and Δδ13C with the packages lme4
(Bates et al., 2015) and lmerTest (Kuznetsova et al., 2017) and a 
significance level of α = 0.05. Drought event (single droughts, 
2018, 2019), groundwater level (dry >2 m, moist ≤1 m) and their 
interaction were modelled as fixed effects, while tree identities 
nested within plots were used as nested random effects to ac-
count for differences between plots and for repeated measure-
ments on each individual tree. We selected the most parsimonious 
model structure via backward model selection, first adjusting the 
random (likelihood ratio tests) and then the fixed effect model 
structure (F- tests), using the step function in lmerTest. The most 
parsimonious LMM structure consistently retained only a fixed 
effect of drought event and tree identity nested within plot as 
random effect, indicating that water table did not significantly 
(p > .05) influence observed relationships. Only for the growth 
response LMM of oak we found a significant interaction (p = .041) 
between drought event and groundwater level, which however 
disappeared when using non- detrended growth data or a 1- year 
reference period. Therefore, to report only the most robust re-
lationships, we present all final LMMs with drought event as the 
only fixed effect. Final LMMs (Table S2) were fit using restricted 
maximum likelihood estimation (REML) and marginal means and 
confidence intervals (95%) were predicted with the ggeffects 
package (Lüdecke, 2018). We used post- hoc pairwise comparisons 
with adjusted p- values for multiple comparisons (Tukey's honest 
significant difference) to compare differences between drought 
events using the emmeans package (Lenth, 2020; Table S3). Model 
assumptions (normality, independence and homogeneity of vari-
ance) were visually checked through examining model residuals 
and through quantile– quantile plots. Drought legacy effects were 
analysed using the same modelling procedure (see Table S2). All 
analyses were conducted in R version 4.1.0 (R Core Team, 2021). 
Tree growth, δ13C and drought legacy data and analysis scripts are
available via the iDiv data repository (Schnabel et al., 2021b).

3  |  RESULTS

We found pronounced responses to drought stress in terms of tree 
growth and Δδ13C across the examined tree species, with strongest
stress responses in the second of two consecutive hotter drought 
years (2019). The mean growth response to single drought years 
(2003, 2006 and 2015) before the 2018– 2019 consecutive drought 
ranged around zero for oak and maple, while growth in ash tended 
to be reduced (Figure 3a– c). This indicates a similar tree growth in 
single drought years and in climatically ‘normal’ years for oak and 
maple but not for ash. Growth of oak and maple even tended to be 
higher in 2018 compared to normal years (mean growth response 
above zero). The hotter drought in 2018 did not induce growth 
responses in oak and maple that differed significantly from sin-
gle drought years (p > .1 for both species) but ash experienced an 
overall significantly stronger growth reduction (t = −2.94, p = .004; 
Figure 3c; Table S2). In 2019, the second consecutive and extreme 
drought year, the growth reduction in all species was significantly 
stronger than in single drought years (oak t = −2.00, p = .049; 
maple t = −2.74, p = .008; ash t = −7.22, p < .001; Figure 3a– c; 
Table S2) and in comparison to 2018 (Table S3). Observed growth 
responses were largely insensitive to the type of growth data (raw 
or detrended) and reference period (1- year or pooled years) used 
(Figures S6 and S7). We used species- specific models but provide 
evidence for significant differences between species in Figure S8. 
Distance to groundwater had an overall small influence on the 
growth response of the examined species (non- significant effect 
of groundwater level for maple and ash). Only for oak we found 
indications for a smaller growth response on moist plots in 2019 
(significant interaction of drought year and groundwater level, 
p = .041). Of the three analysed species, ash, followed by maple, 
showed a high growth sensitivity to drought (especially to SPEI se-
ries of summer months indicating summer drought) while oak was 
the least sensitive (Figure S4). Moreover, high summer tempera-
tures negatively affected the growth of ash and maple but not of 
oak (Figure S4).

We did not find drought legacy effects in tree growth after single 
drought years, that is, observed tree growth in year 1 after these 
droughts was not significantly lower than growth predicted based 
on climate (Figure 4a– c; Table S2). For ash, observed growth even 
tended to be higher than predicted (Figure 4c). In contrast, the hot-
ter drought year 2018 induced substantial legacy effects in maple 
and ash but not in oak (Figure 4a– c), that is, observed growth in the 
second consecutive drought year 2019 was significantly lower than 
expected based on climate. Legacy effects in 2018 were signifi-
cantly different from legacy effects in single drought years for maple 
and ash but not for oak (oak t = −0.93, p = .358; maple t = −3.52, 
p < .001; ash t = −8.41, p < .001; Figure 4a– c; Table S2). Here pre-
sented models that used the mean across single drought years (base-
line models; Figures 3 and 4; Table S3) yielded similar conclusions as 
models that analysed each single drought year individually (Figures 
S9– S10; Table S4).

(3)Δδ
13C = Dr

δ
13C − PreDr

δ
13C,
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We found positive Δδ13C values across all species and drought
years, indicating tree physiological stress responses to drought 
irrespective of drought type (single or consecutive; Figure 3d– f). 
However, the magnitude of Δδ13C increases varied strongly be-
tween drought years and species. For oak and maple, Δδ13C was
not significantly enhanced in 2018 compared to single drought 
years (p = .85 and p = .79), while ash had significantly higher Δδ13C
values (t = 2.85, p = .006; Figure 3f; Table S2). Across all species, 
we found a strong increase in Δδ13C in 2019 compared to single
drought years (oak t = 3.93, p < .001; maple t = 2.80, p = .007; ash 
t = 14.80, p < .001; Figure 3d– f; Table S2) and in comparison to 
2018 (Table S3). The Δδ13C increase was strongest for ash. Distance 
to groundwater had no significant influence on Δδ13C for all exam-
ined species. Together these results indicate that drought stress 
in 2018 was, except for ash, comparable to stress in former single 
drought years, while the second consecutive drought year 2019 
induced the strongest growth reductions and increases in Δδ13C
across all species.

4  |  DISCUSSION

Using tree growth reductions and increases in Δδ13C as indicators
of drought stress, we report a strong increase in drought- related 
stress in the second of two consecutive hotter drought years across 
all examined species. Drought responses were consistent for both 
indicators (growth response and Δδ13C; Figure 3), but the timing
and magnitude of responses were species specific: Oak showed 
the overall smallest stress response followed by maple with the 
strongest response in ash. The 2019 drought, although an extreme 
drought as well, was meteorologically less severe than the preceding 
drought year 2018 (Figure 1). This and observed drought legacy ef-
fects (Figure 4) indicate that the cumulative drought effect exerted 
by both years was likely the principal driver of the stress increase 
in 2019. The 2018 hotter drought was the severest drought so far 
recorded in Central Europe (Buras et al., 2020; Hari et al., 2020; 
Schuldt et al., 2020), but, as predicted, we found physiological stress 
increases (Δδ13C) to be comparable to former single drought years

F I G U R E  3  Growth response and increase in the carbon isotope ratio (Δδ13C) in wood of oak, maple and ash in drought years. The figure
shows the growth response (upper panels) and Δδ13C (lower panels) in the consecutive hotter drought years 2018 and 2019 compared
to the mean growth response and Δδ13C in single drought years (2003, 2006 and 2015). Zero corresponds to a comparable growth and
δ13C in drought and climatically normal years. Negative growth response values indicate growth reductions while positive Δδ13C values
indicate stress increases during drought compared to normal years. The growth response and Δδ13C were calculated with Equations 1 and
3 respectively. Black points show estimated marginal means and error bars the 95% confidence intervals of linear mixed- effects model fits, 
with non- overlapping confidence intervals indicating signficant differences. Coloured points show the growth response and Δδ13C values
per tree and species (oak n = 40, n = 39; maple n = 32, n = 26; ash n = 42, n = 42) and are jittered to enhance visibility. The tree- ring widths 
have been detrended with a negative exponential function. Statistically significant differences in the growth response and Δδ13C between
the years 2018 and 2019 compared to single drought years are indicated by asterisks over the respective year (***p < .001; **p < .01; 
*p < .05)
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and tree growth to be largely within the range of climatically ‘normal’ 
years. Hence, the comparably high water availability in floodplain 
forests may partly buffer tree stress responses to single but not to 
consecutive drought years.

Our conclusion that the effects of single drought years were 
buffered to some extent contrasts with the dramatic drought effects 
reported across European forests in 2018 that suffered widespread 
defoliation, xylem hydraulic failure and mortality (Buras et al., 2020; 
Schuldt et al., 2020) but is consistent with other floodplain forest 
studies. For instance, the exceptionally high gross primary produc-
tion during the warm spring in 2018 was found to compensate for 
losses later that year due to drought in a Czech floodplain forest 
(Kowalska et al., 2020). Similarly, tree growth recovered within 2 
years after the 1976 drought for all herein analysed tree species, 
which was attributed to the buffering effect of water availability 
in floodplain forests (Heklau et al., 2019). Nonetheless, we found 
physiological stress increases (Δδ13C) in 2018 while tree growth in 
most species did not react. This confirms the view of clearer drought 
signals in Δδ13C compared to tree- ring width, potentially due to tree 
growth being maintained from carbon reserves even under low soil 
water availability (Jucker et al., 2017).

This picture changed dramatically in 2019. As hypothesized, we 
observed the strongest stress responses in the second consecutive 
drought year. Drought legacy effects (Anderegg et al., 2015) were 
found to be widespread in forests and to affect tree growth and 
Δδ13C 1– 5 years after the actual drought event (Anderegg et al., 
2013, 2015; Gazol et al., 2020; Kannenberg et al., 2019; Lloret et al., 
2011; Szejner et al., 2020). We observed significant drought legacy 
effects in tree growth after the 2018 hotter drought but not after 

former single drought years. Hence, in a system where drought leg-
acy effects have not been observed previously, the hotter drought 
in 2018 was severe enough to induce such legacies. It should be 
noted that the reference drought years (2003, 2006 and 2015) were 
themselves considered as some of the severest droughts in Central 
Europe (Allen et al., 2015; Büntgen et al., 2021). Their comparably 
low effect thus supports our view of high water availability in flood-
plain forests partly buffering tree stress responses and simultane-
ously underlines the unprecedented nature of 2018– 2019. Former 
studies on drought legacy effects examined post- drought periods 
during which trees were already (partially) recovering (e.g. Gazol 
et al., 2020). In contrast, we focus here on two consecutive hotter 
drought years, unprecedented in severity for at least since 250 years 
(Hari et al., 2020), which left the trees no time to recover. The few 
studies that studied prolonged droughts, moreover, did not exam-
ine the cumulative built- up of drought effects from year- to- year as 
they used either mean tree growth across drought years or growth 
in the last year of drought to calculate growth responses to drought 
(Schwarz et al., 2020). In comparison, the strong reactions we report 
for 2019 should be mainly attributable to legacy effects of 2018 (see 
also some early reports of drought legacies in Buras et al. (2020) and 
Schuldt et al. (2020)). Other changes in the trees' environment like 
reduced competition for light are unlikely within a single year. In ad-
dition, forest management can be excluded as potential cause as we 
did not sample trees in stands that experienced recent interventions.

Several physiological mechanisms could explain drought legacy 
effects (Anderegg et al., 2015) and thereby cumulative drought 
stress. Drought- induced xylem cavitation may impair growth and 
transpiration (and thus effect Δδ13C; McDowell et al., 2008; Schuldt 

F I G U R E  4  Drought legacy effects in growth of oak, maple and ash in the year following drought events. The figure shows drought legacy 
effects induced by the hotter drought year 2018 compared to mean legacy effects induced by single drought years (2003, 2006 and 2015). 
Legacy effects were quantified as observed minus predicted (detrended) tree- ring width based on climate in year 1 after the drought event. 
Zero corresponds to growth as expected based on climate conditions, while negative values indicate drought legacies in form of lower than 
expected post- drought growth. Black points show estimated marginal means and error bars the 95% confidence intervals of linear mixed- 
effects model fits, with non- overlapping confidence intervals indicating signficant differences. Coloured points show legacy effects per tree 
and species (oak n = 40; maple n = 32; ash n = 42) and are jittered to enhance visibility. Statistically significant differences in legacy effects 
between 2018 compared to single drought years are indicated by asterisks (***p < .001; **p < .01; *p < .05) 
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et al., 2020). Under consecutive drought, this damage persists, while 
vulnerability to cavitation may continue to increase under succes-
sive drought stress (Anderegg et al., 2013). In the second drought 
year, less nonstructural carbohydrates (NSC) reserves were likely 
left for xylem repair, growth and especially for keeping up the trees' 
defence system, which increases their susceptibility to pests and 
pathogens (Anderegg et al., 2013; Hartmann & Trumbore, 2016; 
McDowell et al., 2008; Schuldt et al., 2020). Although we studied 
only the most vital tree individuals of the population, thus largely 
excluding disease effects from our sample, the majority of ash trees 
in the forest were affected to some degree (Wirth et al., 2021). It is 
therefore not possible, to completely disentangle whether the spe-
cies intrinsic traits, incipient ash dieback or their interaction caused 
the strong stress response in this species. Drought induces shifts 
in carbon allocation in favour of the canopy and root system at the 
expense of radial growth (Brunner et al., 2015; Kannenberg et al., 
2019), for instance to replace fine roots lost during drought (Brunner 
et al., 2015), which would reduce tree- ring growth and thereby 
amplify drought legacy effects. Finally, when photosynthesis is in-
sufficient to meet demands, NSC reserves are utilized to maintain 
autotrophic respiration, growth and tissue repair (Hartmann & 
Trumbore, 2016; Richardson et al., 2013). This enriches the reserve 
pool and tissues built from it in 13C as the isotopically lighter 12C 
is turned over faster than 13C, which may have further contributed 
to the strong increase in Δδ13C in 2019 in addition to fractionation 
through stomata closure.

In addition to physiological drought legacies, different meteoro-
logical and abiotic conditions may have contributed to the strong 
stress responses observed in 2019. The second hotter drought year 
2019 started already with severe soil moisture shortages as the low 
winter and spring precipitation in 2018– 2019 was not enough to 
refill soil water reservoirs (UFZ Drought Monitor/Helmholtz Centre 
for Environmental Research). The drought legacy effects we found 
in tree growth therefore likely resulted from both, physiological 
and abiotic drought legacies. Next to drought duration and inten-
sity, drought timing may influence tree radial growth (Schwarz et al., 
2020). We observed variable timings of climatic drought onset, with 
single drought years being characterized by both spring and sum-
mer droughts, 2018 by summer drought (onset in May) and 2019 
by drought during spring and summer (onset in February; Figure 
S11). Studies examining intra- annual radial growth at high temporal 
resolution show that maple, ash and oak species continue to grow 
until August (if not affected by drought; Brinkmann et al., 2016; 
Dietrich et al., 2018), which, together with our own observation of 
strong growth- climate correlations in spring and summer months 
(Figure S4), points at all species being effected by drought during 
their growing phase. Nonetheless, drought effects on growth and 
Δδ13C are likely strongest if the timing of drought is such that both 
early and latewood development are affected (Schwarz et al., 2020). 
That the drought in 2019 affected the entire growing season while 
the drought in 2018 did not, may therefore— in addition to legacy 
effects of 2018— have contributed to the strong stress responses we 
report. Our sampling sites cover the whole gradient of groundwater 

conditions in the examined floodplain forest but interestingly we 
found only small effects of groundwater level. The reasons remain 
speculative. Differences in distances to the groundwater level may 
have been too small to induce strong effects on tree performance 
or, alternatively, more intense rooting on dry plots may have com-
pensated for lower water availability (Skiadaresis et al., 2019). We 
did not observe a temporal trend in groundwater levels (neither 
decrease nor increase) over the study period and decreases in re-
sponse to the 2018– 2019 drought were small (Figure S12). Temporal 
changes in groundwater level are thus unlikely to have had major 
influences on observed responses. Finally, trees in floodplain for-
ests take up water from upper (unsaturated) soil horizons that are 
fed by precipitation and through capillary rise from the groundwater 
level (Sánchez- Pérez et al., 2008; Singer et al., 2014). Under severe 
drought this capillary rise may have been interrupted at all distances 
from the groundwater while the loamy Vega soils of our study site 
reached moisture levels close to the permanent wilting point of veg-
etation for clay soils (Figure 2a).

The magnitude and timing of drought stress responses were spe-
cies specific, which may be related to differences in species hydraulic 
traits. Oak and ash feature similar cavitation resistance but different 
stomatal control which may explain the stronger drought stress re-
sponse observed in ash compared to oak. We report a highly signifi-
cant downregulation of sap flow with decreasing soil moisture during 
the 2018 drought in oak and maple but no downregulation in ash 
(Figure 2), indicating rather water saving and water spending strat-
egies respectively. Its water saving strategy may have helped oak to 
avoid xylem cavitation during peak drought periods, while the water 
spending strategy of ash carried a higher cavitation risk (Martínez- 
Vilalta & Garcia- Forner, 2017; McDowell et al., 2008), as both species 
feature similar levels of cavitation resistance (both −2.8 MPa; Choat 
et al., 2012). Moreover, a water spending strategy necessitates con-
tinued water uptake via roots (McDowell et al., 2008), which may be 
an especially risky strategy on severely dried out clay soils.

Oak and maple showed similar Δδ13C responses in all drought 
years consistent with their similar stomatal control. In contrast, ash 
showed a stronger response particularly in 2019. On first sight, this 
may come as a surprise as one may expect lower Δδ13C increases 
(which are related to stomatal closure) in a water spending compared 
to water saving species. However, potentially high hydraulic damages 
in ash during the severe 2018 drought would necessitate a high mo-
bilization of NSC reserves for damage repair. As discussed above, this 
would enrich the reserve pool and tissues built from it in Δδ13C and 
could explain the strong Δδ13C increases we observe in the second 
consecutive drought year 2019. Future studies should directly mea-
sure NSC dynamics during drought to confirm these expectations. 
The overall intermediate drought reaction of maple, which is often 
considered drought sensitive (Leuschner et al., 2019), may be related 
to its higher vulnerability to cavitation and/or its water saving be-
haviour that may have prevented severe damages to a certain extent. 
Moreover, the reaction of maple may also be influenced by its less 
exposed crown position (maple trees were rather co- dominant) which 
can reduce irradiance and water pressure deficits (Montgomery et al., 
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2010). Finally, short- term growth responses to drought need to be 
contextualized. We found growth of ash and maple to be sensitive 
to both features of hotter droughts (low water availability and high 
temperatures) while oak was insensitive to either factor during the 
last 40 years (Figure S4). However, this does not mean that oak does 
not react to drought, but rather that its response is non- linear as high-
lighted by its unprecedented response to the 2019 drought.

Other traits may have influenced the responses observed but 
establishing species- specific differences remains challenging. For 
instance, ash was reported to have fine-  and coarse- root biomass 
concentrated to shallower soil layers than oak in another riparian 
hardwood forests (Sánchez- Pérez et al., 2008). However, other stud-
ies reported rather deep rooting in ash and an intruding ability to plas-
tically shift its water uptake to deeper soil layers (Brinkmann et al., 
2019; Meißner et al., 2012). Similarly, fine- root dieback is, just as abo-
veground leaf shedding, a common tree response to drought (Brunner 
et al., 2015; Kuster et al., 2013; Meier & Leuschner, 2008). It thus 
likely contributed to herein reported drought responses but we lack 
data on species-  and site- specific differences to test this hypothesis. 
Despite compelling progress in functional trait research (Kattge et al., 
2020), assessments of key drought tolerance traits, particularly fine 
root and stomatal control related ones, thus remain scarce and should 
be a research priority in future studies including at our study sites. 
Finally, here reported drought effects may be influenced through the 
naturally high tree species richness of floodplain forests (Ward et al., 
1999), as diverse tree communities with dissimilar hydraulic traits may 
outperform species poor communities through complementarity in 
water use (Sánchez- Pérez et al., 2008; Schnabel et al., 2019).

5  |  CONCLUSION

The response of forests to the increasing frequency and intensity 
of droughts (IPCC, 2014) will affect a variety of ecosystem services 
and will determine if forests act as carbon sink or source in the 21st 
century. Our retrospective analysis based on tree rings allowed us 
a robust comparison of the cumulative stress responses observed 
in the hotter drought years 2018– 2019 compared to responses in 
former severe drought years (2003, 2006 and 2015) on the same 
tree individuals. Tree stress responses in 2019 were stronger than in 
any other examined drought year, indicating that consecutive hotter 
drought years exert a novel stress. Comparisons of living and dead 
trees affected by drought show that radial growth reductions are 
widespread before tree mortality and that sudden changes in tree 
growth often precede mortality caused by tree hydraulic failure 
(Cailleret et al., 2017; Obladen et al., 2021). Against this background 
it is important to consider that we found partly buffered tree stress 
responses, presumably because floodplain trees are fed by ground-
water in addition to precipitation, and examined only the most vital 
tree individuals of the population. Our results thus show a ‘best- case 
scenario’ and more severe tree responses, such as widespread tree 
mortality, could be expected if entire tree populations or other for-
est ecosystems were examined (see e.g. Buras et al. (2020), Schuldt 

et al. (2020), Wirth et al. (2021)). Furthermore, it remains unknown 
how the here observed responses will affect tree recovery after and 
resilience to (future) drought, but the reported persistence of legacy 
effects for years (Anderegg et al., 2015) is worrying. Nonetheless, 
a species like oak that combines a high tolerance to drought and 
flood (Scharnweber et al., 2013), may remain resilient, underlining 
its importance for floodplain forests. Consecutive hotter droughts 
are projected to become more frequent (Hari et al., 2020). Results 
of this and similar research may contribute towards forecasting tree 
species and forest responses to this novel climatic phenomenon.
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Method S1  

Soil moisture, that is, the volumetric water content, was measured at a depth of 0.1m in 10-minute intervals 

using a ML3 Theta-soil moisture sensor (Delta-T Devices Ltd, England) at the site of the Leipzig Canopy 

Crane facility in the Leipzig floodplain forest. The sensor was placed at a distance >3m from the nearest 

tree to minimize effects of stem flow. The observed soil moisture development (a) was used to delineate 

two periods with contrasting soil moisture conditions, a moist (mid-Mai to mid-July) and dry period (mid-

July to mid-September), respectively. The latter period was characterized by soil moisture levels close to 

0.24 m3/m3, the permanent wilting point of vegetation on clay soils (Weil & Brady, 2017). 

Sap flux density (Js), which we consider as proxy for tree transpiration, was measured with heat dissipation 

sensors (UP Sap Flow-System, SFS2 TypM, UP Umweltanalytische Produkte GmbH, Germany) for three 

replicated tree individuals of oak (Quercus robur), maple (Acer pseudoplatanus) and ash (Fraxinus 

excelsior) at the site of the Leipzig Canopy Crane facility. At the north-facing side of trees (at 3.5m height) 

thermal probes were inserted to a depth of 2.5cm into the water-conducting sapwood. Sensors were 

protected from direct solar irradiation by reflective foil. Differences in temperature (ΔT) between the heated 

(constant 12V current for power supply) and the unheated sensor were recorded at 10-minute intervals. Js 

(ml cm-2 min-1) was calculated from temperature differences according to (Granier, 1987) and species-

specific daily maxima in Js were quantified as 95% quantile of Js values during each day. We tested for 

significant differences in Js between species and soil moisture period (moist and dry conditions) with 

analysis of variance. We found a highly significant interaction (P<0.0001) between species identity and soil 

moisture period. Significant differences in Js  between the moist and dry soil moisture period for each 

species (asterisks lower panel Fig. 2) are based on post-hoc tests, with p-values adjusted for multiple 

comparisons using Tukey’s Honest Significant Difference and a significance level of α=0.05. 
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Fig. S1 Standardized water balances of precipitation minus potential evapotranspiration (A-C, Standardized 

Precipitation Evapotranspiration Index (SPEI)) and mean monthly precipitation during the growing season 

(D, April-September) per year from 1979–2019 in the Leipzig floodplain forest. Points are colored 

according to their value with deeper red indicating increasing drought severity. Shown are SPEI values for 

each year at three time scales: (A) 12 months from January–December (SPEI12; see Fig. 1), (B) 6 months 

from April–September (SPEI6) and (C) 3 months from May–July (SPEI3). The horizontal line in (A–C) 

represents the long-term mean, negative values indicate water deficits and positive values water surpluses. 

SPEI values below -1 and above 1 can be considered as exceptionally dry and wet, respectively (McKee, 

Doesken, & Kleist, 1993). Potential evapotranspiration, which was not directly available from the DWD 
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Station Leipzig/Halle (ID 2932), was calculated with the FAO-56 Penman-Monteith equation (Beguería & 

Vicente-Serrano, 2017) using the following input data: monthly means of daily minimum temperature (°C), 

daily maximum temperature (°C), wind speed (m s-1), cloud cover (%), air pressure (kPa), relative humidity 

(%), vapor pressure (kPa) as well as station elevation and latitude. All climate data  were provided by DWD 

Climate Data Center [CDC] and, where necessary, converted to the units described above. 
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Fig. S2 River discharge per year during the study period in the Leipzig floodplain forest. Shown is the mean 

daily discharge (log-scale) per year for the same three time scales used to characterize drought conditions 

(SPEIs; Supplementary Fig. 1): (A) 12 months from January–December (Q12), (B) 6 months from April–

September (Q6) and (C) 3 months from May–July (Q3). Points are colored according to their value with 

deeper blue indicating increasing discharge. Note that the floodplain forest experienced an extreme flood 

event in 2013. River discharge was measured at the nearest official gauging station (Oberthau, LHW-

576900) that is representative for the studied floodplain system. 
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Fig. S3 Map of study area within the Leipzig floodplain forest. Plots of the "Lebendige Luppe" (living 

Luppe river; Scholz et al., 2018) project are shown as dots, with different colours representing the plots 

distance to groundwater: dry (red, > 2m), intermediate (purple, 1–2m) and moist (blue, ≤ 1m). Plots from 

which tree increment cores were sampled are highlighted with black dots. Plots are located within the 

protected European Flora-Fauna Habitat floodplain area (EU-FFH 4639-301). 
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Table S1 Mean length of tree ring chronologies in years ± one standard deviation for each species and 

stratum (dry, groundwater level > 2m; moist, groundwater level ≤ 1m).  

Species Stratum 

         moist         dry       mean 

Oak 102.9 ± 33.5 115.7 ± 29.8 109.3 ± 31.6 

Maple   74.4 ± 23.1   83.1 ± 24.4   78.8 ± 23.8 

Ash   95.9 ± 35.7   91.1 ± 26.1   93.5 ± 30.9 

Note: Bold values show the mean value per species. The series length in years is an indicator of but not the 

same as the age of a tree. It corresponds only to the number of years that were visible on the extracted core. 
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Fig. S4 Climatic sensitivity of tree ring-width chronologies. Shown are bootstrapped Pearson's correlation 

coefficients between detrended species-specific ring-width chronologies and climate variables 

(temperature, precipitation, SPEI-3, SPEI-6 and SPEI-12) for the three species oak (QURO), maple (ACPS) 

and ash (FREX) for each month (January–December). Bars denote upper and lower confidence intervals 

(95%). Tree ring-width was detrended with a negative exponential curve. Detrending, chronology 

development and quality control  were done with the dplR package (Bunn, 2008, 2010; Bunn et al., 2020) 

and correlation functions were computed over the period between 1979 and 2019 using the package treeclim 

(Zang & Biondi, 2015).  
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Fig. S5 Species-specific chronologies of oak (QURO), maple (ACPS) and ash (FREX). Tree ring-width 

shown as raw ring-width (TRW) and as detrended ring-width index (RWI). Raw and residual chronologies 

were built using biweight robust means with the dplR package (Bunn, 2008, 2010; Bunn et al., 2020) in R. 

Ring-widths were detrended with a negative exponential curve. Note that the sites experienced an extreme 

flood event in January 2011, which likely caused the observed strong growth depression in all species in 

that year. 
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Table S2 Species-specific linear mixed-effects models (LMMs) comparing tree growth responses, stable 

carbon isotope increases (Δδ13C) and drought legacy effects in the consecutive drought years 2018 and 2019 

to the average of single drought years.  

Response Fixed Effects Estimate Std.Error ddf t P-value n

Growth response 

Oak Intercept  0.03 0.06 85  0.56 0.5763 120 

2018  0.09 0.06 78  1.48 0.1425 

2019 -0.12 0.06 78 -2.00 0.0486 

Maple Intercept -0.05 0.08 87 -0.56 0.5744   96 

2018 0.14 0.11 62 1.34 0.1849 

2019 -0.29 0.11 62 -2.74 0.0080 

Ash Intercept -0.18 0.03 91 -5.88 0.0000 126 

2018 -0.10 0.03 82 -2.94 0.0043 

2019 -0.24 0.03 82 -7.22 0.0000 

Δδ13C 

Oak Intercept  0.33 0.09 96  3.83 0.0002 117 

2018  0.02 0.10 78  0.19 0.8487 

2019  0.39 0.10 78  3.93 0.0002 

Maple Intercept  0.41 0.15 56  2.85 0.0061   78 

2018  0.04 0.16 50  0.26 0.7930 

2019  0.44 0.16 50  2.80 0.0074 

Ash Intercept  0.22 0.09 84  2.50 0.0146 126 

2018  0.26 0.09 82  2.85 0.0056 

2019  1.34 0.09 82 14.80 0.0000 

Legacy effect 

Oak Intercept  0.04 0.06 67  0.72 0.4730   80 

2018 -0.06 0.06 39 -0.93 0.3580 

Maple Intercept 0.01 0.07 28 0.11 0.9173   64 

2018 -0.27 0.08 49 -3.52 0.0009 

Ash Intercept 0.14 0.04 80 3.47 0.0008   84 

2018 -0.43 0.05 41 -8.41 0.0000 

Note: Significant fixed effects (P<0.05) printed in bold. Shown are species-specific, linear mixed-effects 

models (LMMs) fit with the packages lme4 (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015) and lmerTest 

(Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, & Christensen, 2017) in R, using a significance level of α=0.05 and restricted 
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maximum likelihood estimation (REML). For growth responses and Δδ13C we present here the most 

parsimonious models selected based on backward model selection (see Methods for details) that contain 

drought event as fixed effect and tree identities nested within plot as random effect. The initial full model 

contained drought event (single droughts, 2018, 2019), groundwater level (dry > 2m, moist ≤ 1m) and their 

interaction as fixed effects (see Methods for details) but groundwater level as well as the interaction between 

drought event and groundwater level were, if not significant (P>0.05), dropped during model selection 

based on F-tests using Satterthwaite degrees of freedom (see Kuznetsova et al. (2017) for details).  Drought 

events were fitted as categorical fixed effects, i.e. the fixed effects test for significant difference in the 

growth response and Δδ¹³C in 2018 and 2019 compared to the intercept, that is, former single droughts 

(using the mean growth response and Δδ¹³C in the drought years 2003, 2006 and 2015). We analysed 

drought legacy effects using the same modelling procedure. Specifically, we used LMMs with drought 

event (mean of single droughts and 2018) as fixed effects and tree identity nested within plot as random 

effect (except for the drought legacy LMM of maple which was most parsimonious with plot as the only 

random effect). All analyses were conducted in R version 4.1.0 (R Core Team, 2021). 
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Table S3 Pairwise comparisons of the growth responses and stable carbon isotope increases (Δδ13C) 

between the average of single drought years and the consecutive drought years 2018 and 2019.   

Species Single drought 

vs 

2018  

Single drought 

vs 

2019  

2018 

vs 

2019 

Growth response 

Oak 0.3054 0.1182 0.0023 

Maple 0.3783 0.0214 0.0004 

Ash 0.0118 0.0000 0.0001 

Δδ13C 

Oak 0.9805 0.0006 0.0012 

Maple 0.9622 0.0198 0.0381 

Ash 0.0153 0.0000 0.0000 

Note: Significant fixed effects (P<0.05) printed in bold. Post-hoc tests were performed for the models 

presented in Supplementary Table 1 with the emmeans package (Lenth, 2020) with p-values adjusted for 

multiple comparisons using Tukey’s Honest Significant Difference. 
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Fig. S6 Growth response of oak, maple and ash trees in drought years calculated based on raw instead of 

detrended tree ring-widths. The figure shows the growth response in the consecutive hotter drought years 

2018 and 2019 compared to the mean growth response in single drought years (2003, 2006 and 2015). Zero 

corresponds to a comparable growth in dry and normal years. Black points show estimated marginal means 

and error bars the 95% confidence intervals of linear mixed-effects model fits. Coloured points show growth 

response values per tree and species (oak n=40, maple n=32, ash n=42) and are jittered to enhance visibility. 

The growth response was calculated as the annual ring-width in drought year(s) / average annual ring-width 

in normal climatic years (2005, 2009, 2017; Eq. 1). Statistically significant differences in the growth 

response between the years 2018 and 2019 compared to single drought years are indicated by asterisks over 

the respective year ('***' p <0.001; '**' p <0.01; '* 'p <0.05). 
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Fig. S7 Growth response of oak, maple and ash in drought years calculated based on a one-year reference 

period. The figure shows the growth response in the consecutive hotter drought years 2018 and 2019 

compared to the mean growth response in single drought years (2003, 2006 and 2015). Zero corresponds 

to a comparable growth in dry and normal years. Black points show estimated marginal means and error 

bars the 95% confidence intervals of linear mixed-effects model fits. Coloured points show growth response 

values per tree and species (oak n=40, maple n=30, ash n=42) and are jittered to enhance visibility. The 

growth response was calculated as the annual ring-width in drought year(s) / ring-width in the only 

climatically normal year (2017) preceding the 2018–2019 consecutive drought with Eq. 1. Note that 2015 

but also 2016 were characterized by exceptionally dry conditions (Supplementary Fig. 1), which precludes 

their use as reference years. We also excluded two maple trees with exceptionally high growth response 

values (3.4 and 5.3) from this analysis, which were caused by their very low growth in 2017, probably due 

to waterlogging. This exclusion did not effect the results but highlights the merit of using several reference 

years instead of a single year to avoid such outliers. The tree ring-widths have been detrended with a 

negative exponential function. Statistically significant differences in the growth response between the years 

2018 and 2019 compared to single drought years are indicated by asterisks over the respective year ('***' 

p <0.001; '**' p <0.01; '* 'p <0.05). 
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Fig. S8 Growth response and increase in the carbon isotope ratio (Δδ13C) in wood of oak, maple and ash in 

drought years. The figure shows the growth response (upper panel) and Δδ13C (lower panel) in the 

consecutive hotter drought years 2018 and 2019 compared to the mean growth response and Δδ13C in single 

drought years (2003, 2006 and 2015). In contrast to the species-specific models presented in manuscript 

Fig. 1 here presented estimated marginal means and error bars (95% confidence intervals) are based on 

linear mixed-effects models that predict the growth response and Δδ13C by a significant interaction between 

drought year and species identity, with P=0.0105 for the growth response and P<0.0001 for Δδ¹³C, 

respectively. All other model specifications (including random effect structure and R packages used) are 
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the same. Sample size is n=114 trees for the growth response and n=107 for Δδ13C, that is, the sum of the 

sample sizes of oak, maple and ash. Both models show the same response pattern that we obtain from the 

species-specific models (Fig. 2). 
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Fig. S9 Growth response of oak, maple and ash in drought years. The figure shows the growth response in 

the consecutive hotter drought years 2018 and 2019 compared to the growth response in each single drought 

year (2003, 2006 and 2015). Zero corresponds to a comparable growth in dry and normal years. Black 

points show estimated marginal means and error bars the 95% confidence intervals of linear mixed-effects 

model fits. Coloured points show growth response values per tree and species (oak n=40, maple n=30, ash 

n=42) and are jittered to enhance visibility. The growth response was calculated with Eq. 1. The tree ring-

widths have been detrended with a negative exponential function.  The shown models have no baseline, 

such as the mean growth response across single drought years (Fig. 3), against which the effects of the 

consecutive drought years 2018 and 2019 can be compared. We therefore tested for statistically significant 

differences between growth responses in each examined drought year using post-hoc pairwise comparisons 

(Table S4). The shown models yielded overall similar conclusions compared to the baseline models shown 

in the main manuscript (Fig. 3). The hotter drought in 2018 did not induce growth responses in oak and 

maple that differed significantly from growth responses in any single drought year (Table S4). In contrast, 

growth reductions in 2019, the second consecutive drought year, were significantly stronger than in the 

preceding drought year 2018 for all species (Table S4).  Only for ash, growth responses were significantly 

stronger in 2018 compared to 2003 and 2006 (Table S4), but the growth response in 2015 was intermediate 
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between responses observed in 2018 and 2019 (Fig. S9). This stronger response in 2015 may be related to 

incipient ash-dieback causing reduced growth in this species in addition to the effects of drought as ash-

dieback arrived in the examined stands only in 2011 (first reports of ash-dieback by the local forest 

administration). Nonetheless, ash responded with reduced growth in all examined single drought years (Fig. 

S9) in line with our conclusion of generally strongest growth responses in this species (Fig. 3). 
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Fig. S10 Drought legacy effects in growth of oak, maple and ash in the year following drought events. The 

figure shows drought legacy effects induced by the hotter drought year 2018 compared to legacy effects 

induced by each single drought year (2003, 2006 and 2015). Legacy effects were quantified as observed 

minus predicted (detrended) tree ring-width based on climate in year 1 after the drought event. Zero 

corresponds to growth as expected based on climate conditions, while negative values indicate drought 

legacies in form of lower than expected post-drought growth. Black points show estimated marginal means 

and error bars the 95% confidence intervals of linear mixed-effects model fits. Coloured points show legacy 

effects per tree and species (oak n=40; maple n=32; ash n=42) and are jittered to enhance visibility. The 

shown models have no baseline, such as the mean legacy effect across single drought years (Fig. 4), against 

which the effects of the consecutive drought years 2018 and 2019 can be compared. We therefore tested 

for statistically significant differences between legacy effects in each examined drought year using post-

hoc pairwise comparisons (Table S4). The shown models yielded overall similar conclusions compared to 

the baseline models shown in the main manuscript (Fig. 4). Observed tree growth in year 1 after any of the 
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single droughts was not lower than growth predicted based on climate (Fig. S10). In contrast, the hotter 

drought year 2018 induced substantial legacy effects in maple and ash but not in oak. 
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Table S4 Pairwise comparisons of the growth responses and drought legacy effects between each single 

drought year and the consecutive drought years 2018 and 2019.   

Species 2003 

vs 

2006  

2003 

vs 

2015  

2003  

vs 

2018  

2003  

vs 

2019 

2006  

vs 

2015 

2006  

vs 

2018 

2006 

vs  

2019 

2015  

vs 

2018 

2015  

vs 

2019 

2018 

vs  

2019 

Growth response           

Oak 0.9573 0.4045 0.4825 0.6477 0.1081 0.1435 0.9615 0.9999 0.0179 0.0260 

Maple 0.9580 0.9446 0.6393 0.0494 0.6033 0.2374 0.2347 0.9690 0.0054 0.0006 

Ash 1.0000 0.0001 0.0002 0.0000 0.0000 0.0002 0.0000 0.4728 0.3898 0.0070 

Legacy effect           

Oak 0.1707 0.2830 0.9233 - 0.9927 0.4781 - 0.6507 - - 

Maple 0.1026 0.2687 0.0006 - 0.9622 0.3190 - 0.1285 - - 

Ash 0.0182 0.0005 0.0001 - 0.6928 0.0001 - 0.0001 - - 
 

Note: Significant fixed effects (P<0.05) printed in bold. Post-hoc tests were performed for the models 

presented in Supplementary Fig. S9–S10 with the emmeans package (Lenth, 2020) with p-values adjusted 

for multiple comparisons using Tukey’s Honest Significant Difference. 
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Fig. S11 Drought onset. Shown are monthly standardized water balances of precipitation minus potential 

evapotranspiration (Standardized Precipitation Evapotranspiration Index (SPEI)) for the examined single 

drought years (2003, 2006, 2015, upper panels) as well as for the consecutive drought years 2018 and 2019 

(lower panels) in the Leipzig floodplain forest. Points are colored according to their value with deeper red 

indicating increasing drought severity. SPEI values for each drought year are shown for each month as 

SPEI1, i.e. as standardized water balance in that month. The horizontal lines represent the long-term mean, 

negative values indicate water deficits and positive values water surpluses. SPEI values below -1 and above 

1 can be considered as exceptionally dry and wet, respectively (McKee et al., 1993), that is, as indicative 

of drought onset. See Supplementary Fig. 1 for further details on the SPEI calculation. 
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Fig. S12 Groundwater levels (shown as distance to groundwater below soil surface) in the Leipzig 

floodplain forest. The black line shows groundwater levels over the last 40 years (1979–2019) at the official 

gauging station (46390103 Schkeuditz, LfULG 2021). The colored lines show groundwater levels for two 

representative plots of the sampled plot network (see Supplementary Fig. 6) with the blue line showing 

groundwater levels at a moist (mean distance to groundwater ≤ 1m) and the red line groundwater levels at 

a dry plot (mean distance to groundwater > 2m), respectively. The dashed line represents the soil surface. 

Groundwater measurements of the Lebendige Luppe project were only available for the last six years. 

During the last 40 years we did not observe a long-term trend (neither decrease nor increase) of groundwater 

levels. During the consecutive drought years 2018–2019, we observed no trend in groundwater levels on 

moist plots but the lowest summer minima of the observation period on dry plots. However, absolute 

changes in groundwater level were small and are thus unlikely a major driver of observed tree drought 

responses (as also indicated by the overall small effect of groundwater level on tree growth and Δδ13C). 

The small change in groundwater level during the 2018–2019 drought are consistent with relatively low 

changes in river discharge (Supplementary Fig. 2).  
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Abstract
There	 is	 increasing	 evidence	 that	 mixed‐species	 forests	 can	 provide	 multiple	
ecosystem	services	at	a	higher	level	than	their	monospecific	counterparts.	However,	
most	studies	concerning	tree	diversity	and	ecosystem	functioning	relationships	use	
data	 from	 forest	 inventories	 (under	 noncontrolled	 conditions)	 or	 from	very	 young	
plantation	 experiments.	 Here,	 we	 investigated	 temporal	 dynamics	 of	 diversity– 
productivity	 relationships	 and	 diversity–stability	 relationships	 in	 the	 oldest	 tropi‐
cal	tree	diversity	experiment.	Sardinilla	was	established	in	Panama	in	2001,	with	22	
plots	that	form	a	gradient	 in	native	tree	species	richness	of	one‐,	two‐,	three‐	and	
five‐species	communities.	Using	annual	data	describing	tree	diameters	and	heights,	
we	calculated	basal	area	increment	as	the	proxy	of	tree	productivity.	We	combined	
tree	neighbourhood‐	and	community‐level	analyses	and	tested	the	effects	of	both	
species	diversity	and	structural	diversity	on	productivity	and	its	temporal	stability.	
General	patterns	were	consistent	across	both	scales	indicating	that	tree–tree	interac‐
tions	in	neighbourhoods	drive	observed	diversity	effects.	From	2006	to	2016,	mean	
	overyielding	 (higher	productivity	 in	mixtures	than	 in	monocultures)	was	25%–30%	
in	two‐	and	three‐species	mixtures	and	50%	in	five‐species	stands.	Tree	neighbour‐
hood	diversity	enhanced	community	productivity	but	the	effect	of	species	diversity	
was	stronger	and	increased	over	time,	whereas	the	effect	of	structural	diversity	de‐
clined.	Temporal	stability	of	community	productivity	increased	with	species	diversity	
via	two	principle	mechanisms:	asynchronous	responses	of	species	to	environmental	
variability	and	overyielding.	Overyielding	in	mixtures	was	highest	during	a	strong	El	
Niño‐related	drought.	Overall,	positive	diversity–productivity	and	diversity–stability	
relationships	predominated,	with	the	highest	productivity	and	stability	at	the	highest	
levels	of	diversity.	These	results	provide	new	insights	into	mixing	effects	in	diverse,	
tropical	plantations	and	highlight	the	importance	of	analyses	of	temporal	dynamics	
for	our	understanding	of	the	complex	relationships	between	diversity,	productivity	
and	 stability.	Under	 climate	 change,	mixed‐species	 forests	may	 provide	 both	 high	
levels	and	high	stability	of	production.
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1  | INTRODUC TION

Forest	restoration	has	been	identified	as	the	most	important	natu‐
ral	solution	for	climate	change	mitigation	(Griscom	et	al.,	2017).	For	
example,	the	Bonn	Challenge	advocates	for	+150	Mil	ha	of	restored	
forests	by	2020.	Tropical	and	subtropical	regions,	where	ongoing	de‐
forestation	and	forest	degradation	have	left	extensive	areas	of	de‐
graded	land,	provide	a	unique	opportunity	for	restoring	productive	
forests	(Bauhus,	van	der	Meer,	&	Kanninen,	2010).	Planted	forests	
can	provide	many	of	the	ecosystem	functions	and	services	of	natural	
tropical	 forests,	 albeit	 some	 at	 a	 lower	 level	 (Bauhus	 et	 al.,	 2010;	
Pawson	et	al.,	2013),	while	making	a	substantial	contribution	to	sat‐
isfy	the	increasing	demand	for	global	roundwood	(Kanninen,	2010).	
Planted	forests	are,	however,	in	most	cases	still	established	as	mono‐
cultures,	often	with	non‐native	tree	species	(Verheyen	et	al.,	2016),	
despite	the	fact	that	mixed‐species	forests	 (either	planted	or	from	
natural	 regeneration)	 are	 considered	 important	 for	 adaptation	 of	
forests	in	the	face	of	global	change	(Messier,	Puettmann,	&	Coates,	
2013;	Pawson	et	al.,	2013).	Tree	species	mixtures	can	provide	mul‐
tiple	 ecosystem	 services	 at	 higher	 levels	 than	 their	 monospecific	
counterparts,	although	 this	may	not	be	 the	case	 for	all	ecosystem	
services	(Gamfeldt	et	al.,	2013;	van	der	Plas	et	al.,	2016).	The	stron‐
gest	evidence	for	such	positive	mixing	effects	exists	for	productiv‐
ity	and	C	sequestration	(e.g.	Forrester	&	Bauhus,	2016;	Paquette	&	
Messier,	2011;	Piotto,	2008).	While	there	is	some	evidence	regarding	
higher	ecological	stability	and	resilience	of	mixed‐species	stands	in	
relation	to	specific	stress	and	disturbance	factors	(Bauhus,	Forrester,	
Gardiner,	et	al.,	2017;	Hutchison,	Gravel,	Guichard,	&	Potvin,	2018;	
Jactel	et	al.,	2017),	there	are	very	few	long‐term	analyses	of	stability	
of	productivity	in	relation	to	tree	diversity.

Understanding	 the	mechanisms	behind	the	relationship	of	bio‐
diversity	with	ecosystem	 functioning	 (BEF)	 is	 crucial	 for	designing	
and	implementing	diverse,	resilient	and	productive	planted	forests.	
Studies	of	BEF	 relationships	 in	 forests	have	employed	various	ap‐
proaches	 over	 the	 last	 two	decades,	 ranging	 from	 analysis	 of	 for‐
est	inventories	to	experimental	plantations	specifically	designed	to	
test	BEF	 relationships	 (Bauhus,	 Forrester,	&	Pretzsch,	 2017;	Nock	
et	 al.,	 2017).	 While	 each	 approach	 has	 its	 specific	 strengths	 and	
drawbacks,	experiments	provide	 the	strongest	 test	of	BEF	effects	
by	 controlling	 for	 underlying	 environmental	 effects	 and	 directly	
comparing	tree	performance	 in	monocultures	and	 in	mixtures	 (see	
Bauhus,	Forrester,	&	Pretzsch,	2017).	Given	experiments	are	gener‐
ally	inventoried	more	frequently	than	forest	plots,	they	offer	unique	
opportunities	to	study	temporal	developments	of	diversity	effects	
(Huang	 et	 al.,	 2018),	 as	 well	 as	 the	 buffering	 effects	 of	 diversity	
from	 disturbance	 and	 environmental	 variation	 (Isbell	 et	 al.,	 2015).	
To	date,	few	such	analyses	have	been	conducted,	as	most	forest	BEF	

experiments	are	still	young.	One	exception	is	‘Sardinilla’	in	Panama,	
the	oldest	BEF	experiment	 in	 the	 tropics	 (Scherer‐Lorenzen	et	 al.,	
2005),	which	was	used	here	to	analyse	diversity–stability	relation‐
ships	(DSRs)	and	the	temporal	development	of	diversity–productiv‐
ity	relationships	(DPRs).

Net	overyielding	occurs	when	productivity	in	mixtures	is	higher	
than	in	monocultures.	This	can	be	attributed	to	the	combined	effect	
of	competitive	 reduction	 (+)	and	facilitation	 (+)	versus	competition	
(−)	and	 is	also	 referred	 to	as	 ‘complementarity	effect’	 (Forrester	&	
Pretzsch,	2015).	However,	enhanced	mixture	productivity	might	also	
result	from	the	dominance	of	one	or	few	species	caused	by	selection	
or	mass	ratio	effects	(Fotis	et	al.,	2018;	Grime,	1998).	Indeed	tree–
tree	interactions	that	scale	up	to	community‐level	responses	can	be	
positive	or	negative,	depending	on	species’	assemblage	and	environ‐
mental	influences	(Forrester	&	Bauhus,	2016;	Forrester	&	Pretzsch,	
2015)	with	tree	size	and	competition	by	neighbouring	trees	strongly	
influencing	 diversity	 effects	 on	 single‐tree	 productivity	 (Dănescu,	
Albrecht,	&	Bauhus,	2016;	Fichtner	et	al.,	2018).	Hence,	to	develop	
resilient	plantations,	it	is	crucial	to	clarify	the	context	dependency	of	
DPRs	in	forest	ecosystems:	under	which	climatic	conditions,	during	
which	stage(s)	of	stand	development	and	at	what	levels	of	diversity	
forest	managers	can	expect	beneficial	effects	of	mixtures	on	pro‐
ductivity	(Forrester	&	Bauhus,	2016).

In	 the	 face	 of	 future	 climatic	 stress	 and	 disturbances,	 it	 will	
become	 increasingly	 important	 to	 design	 plantations	 not	 only	 to	
increase	 productivity	 but	 also	 to	 stabilize	 it.	 The	 effects	 of	 tree	
species	diversity	on	the	resistance	to	drought,	wind,	fire,	pests	and	
pathogens	appear	equivocal	and,	in	most	cases,	except	for	herbivo‐
rous	insects,	the	evidence	base	is	weak	(Bauhus,	Forrester,	Gardiner,	 
et	al.,	2017).	Even	less	is	known	about	the	effects	of	diversity	on	the	 
temporal	stability	 (Lehman	&	Tilman,	2000;	Tilman,	1999)	of	com‐
munity	 productivity	 in	 forests,	 that	 is,	 the	 fluctuation	 of	 produc‐
tivity	around	its	 long‐term	mean.	In	grassland	ecosystems,	there	is	
abundant	evidence	that	interannual	fluctuations	of	community‐level	
productivity	 are	 smaller	 in	more	diverse	 compared	 to	 less	diverse	
communities,	 resulting	 in	 a	net	positive	DSR	 (Hautier	 et	 al.,	 2014;	
Isbell	 et	 al.,	 2015).	 The	 few	 studies	 that	 have	 analysed	 temporal	
stability	 in	 temperate	 and	 boreal	 forest	 ecosystems	 support	 the	
hypothesis	 that	 diversity	 can	 stabilize	 community‐level	 productiv‐
ity	(Aussenac,	Bergeron,	Gravel,	&	Drobyshev,	2019;	del	Río	et	al.,	
2017;	Jucker,	Bouriaud,	Avacaritei,	&	Coomes,	2014;	Morin,	Fahse,	
de	Mazancourt,	Scherer‐Lorenzen,	&	Bugmann,	2014).	For	season‐
ally	dry	tropics	undergoing	supraseasonal	drought	cycles,	where	the	
contrast	 between	 favourable	 and	 unfavourable	 growth	 conditions	
is	likely	stronger,	there	has	been	some	evidence	from	the	Sardinilla	
experiment	 that	 species	 mixing	 decreases	 the	 climatic	 sensitivity	
of	 tree	growth	and	hence	stabilizes	productivity	 (Hutchison	et	al.,	

K E Y W O R D S

biodiversity,	drought,	ecosystem	functioning,	neighbourhood,	overyielding,	Sardinilla	
experiment,	structural	diversity,	tree	species	diversity,	tropical	plantation	forest
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2018)	but	no	detailed	analysis	of	the	underlying	drivers	of	this	phe‐
nomenon	exist.

The	overall	 aim	of	 this	 study	was	 to	 test	not	only	whether	di‐
versity	 increases	 productivity	 and	 its	 temporal	 stability	 in	 mixed	
stands	but	also	to	identify	whether	this	might	be	driven	by	species	
diversity	 or	 structural	 diversity,	 whether	 stability	 was	 more	 in‐
fluenced	 by	 overyielding	 or	 asynchronous	 growth	 of	 tree	 species	
(Jucker	 et	 al.,	 2014),	 and	how	 these	 influences	 change	with	 stand	
development.	We	expect	that	the	strength	of	positive	diversity	ef‐
fects	and	consequently	overyielding	in	mixed	species	stands,	which	
were	reported	for	the	first	half	of	the	experiment's	lifespan	(Potvin	
&	Gotelli,	2008;	Sapijanskas,	Potvin,	&	Loreau,	2013),	increases	with	
stand	 development.	Moreover,	 the	 period	 of	 development	 of	 the	
‘Sardinilla’	plantation	has	been	characterized	by	contrasting	climatic	
conditions,	including	an	exceptionally	wet	and	an	exceptionally	dry	
La	Niña	and	El	Niño	period,	respectively	(Detto,	Wright,	Calderón,	
&	Muller‐Landau,	2018;	Hutchison	et	al.,	2018).	Here,	we	used	this	
climatic	variation	to	examine	whether	DPRs,	as	previously	hypoth‐
esized	 (Forrester	&	Bauhus,	 2016),	 change	 along	 a	 gradient	 of	 cli‐
mate‐induced	water	variability.	Hutchison	et	al.	(2018)	showed	that	
tree	mortality	 in	 the	monocultures	of	Sardinilla	was	modulated	by	
extreme	climatic	events	while	species	mixing	buffered	against	this	
effect.	We	expect	that	lower	climatic	sensitivity	of	mixtures	is	driven	
by	species	asynchrony,	that	is,	the	fluctuating	responses	of	species	
to	contrasting	climatic	conditions	(Jucker	et	al.,	2014)	and	overyield‐
ing.	We	 test	 whether	 these	 mechanisms	 translate	 into	 an	 overall	
positive	DSR,	expressed	here	as	one	aspect	of	 stability,	 the	single	
and	intuitive	metric	‘temporal	stability’.

While	 tree	 community‐level	 analyses	 are	 common	 in	 forestry	
studies	aiming	to	produce	results	for	a	management‐relevant	scale,	
it	 is	 increasingly	 recognized	 that	 community	 responses	 in	 mixed	
stands	 are	 driven	 by	 tree–tree	 interactions	 at	 the	 neighbourhood	
level	(Dănescu	et	al.,	2016;	Fichtner	et	al.,	2018;	Potvin	&	Dutilleul,	
2009).	 Importantly,	 neighbourhood	 analyses	 allow	 to	 accurately	
describe	variability	 in	stand	density,	mortality	and	stand	structure	
(Forrester	&	Bauhus,	2016;	Forrester	&	Pretzsch,	2015).	Here,	we	
employ	a	combined	analysis	of	DPRs	at	both	the	community	and	tree	
neighbourhood	scale	to	provide	insight	into	the	complex	interplay	of	
complementarity	effects	during	stand	development.

Finally,	 most	 studies	 on	 BEF	 relationships	 in	 forests	 simply	
use	 species	 richness	 or	 diversity	 as	 the	 measure	 of	 tree	 diver‐
sity	 (Forrester	 &	 Bauhus,	 2016).	 However,	 structural	 diversity	
is	 increasingly	 recognized	 as	 another	 key	 attribute	 influencing	
productivity	and	 stress	 tolerance	of	 trees	 (Dănescu	et	 al.,	2016;	
Pretzsch,	Schütze,	&	Biber,	2018).	Applying	this	perspective,	trees	
of	different	sizes	occupy	distinct	niches	and	could	behave,	at	least	
to	 a	 certain	 degree,	 like	 functionally	 different	 species	 (Dănescu	 
et	al.,	2016).	Recently,	an	indirect	positive	effect	of	species	diver‐
sity	on	productivity	via	changes	in	size	structure	(Zhang,	Chen,	&	
Coomes,	2015)	and	also	a	direct	positive,	nonmediated,	effect	of	
structural	 diversity	 (Dănescu	 et	 al.,	 2016)	 have	 been	 described.	
In	 contrast,	 structural	 diversity	 had	negative	 effects	 on	produc‐
tivity	in	monospecific,	clonal	eucalypt	stands	established	through	

staggered	 planting	 to	 create	 structural	 diversity	 (Binkley,	 Stape,	
Bauerle,	&	Ryan,	2010;	Ryan	et	 al.,	 2010).	 In	 tree	mixtures	with	
highly	 divergent	 tree	 growth	 rates,	 effects	 of	 both	 components	
of	diversity	should	be	tested.	This	has	not	been	done	so	far	under	
controlled	conditions.	We	are	also	not	aware	of	any	study	that	ex‐
amined	effects	of	structural	diversity	on	temporal	stability	of	tree	
growth.

Thus,	this	paper	addresses	the	following	hypotheses:

1.	 Overyielding	 increases	 with	 stand	 development	 and	 is	 highest	
in	 the	 most	 diverse	 tree	 neighbourhoods	 and	 stands	 (plots);

2.	 Both	tree	species	diversity	and	structural	diversity	increase	pro‐
ductivity	and	its	temporal	stability	during	a	period	with	contrast‐
ing	climatic	features;

3.	 Temporal	stability	of	productivity	in	mixtures	is	driven	by	species	
asynchrony	and	overyielding.

2  | MATERIAL S AND METHODS

2.1 | Study design

The	 study	 was	 conducted	 in	 an	 experimental	 planted	 forest,	
that	 was	 established	 in	 Sardinilla	 (central	 Panama,	 9°19′30″N,	
79°38′00″W)	 in	2001.	The	climate	at	the	site	 is	 tropical	with	an	
annual	precipitation	sum	of	2,661	mm	and	annual	mean	temper‐
ature	 of	 26°C	 and	 is	 characterized	 by	 a	 pronounced	 dry	 season	
from	January	until	the	beginning	of	May	(BCI,	Physical	Monitoring	
Program	of	STRI).	On	average,	only	12%	of	the	annual	precipitation	
falls	during	the	dry	season.	Six	native	tree	species	were	originally	
planted	 in	monocultures	 and	mixtures	 of	 different	 species	 rich‐
ness	levels.	A	total	of	24	plots	(45	×	45	m,	each)	were	established	
on	a	former	pasture	including	plots	consisting	of	monocultures	of	
all	six	species	(N	=	12),	different	three‐species	assemblages	(N	=	6)	
and	mixtures	of	all	six‐species	(N	=	6)	with	an	average	of	233	in‐
dividuals	 per	 plot	 (equalling	 1,150	 trees/ha;	 Potvin	 &	 Dutilleul,	
2009;	Scherer‐Lorenzen	et	al.,	2005).	To	ensure	 trait	divergence	
in	 each	 mixture,	 species	 were	 allocated	 based	 on	 their	 relative	
growth	rates.	In	each	three‐species	mixture,	one	fast	growing	pio‐
neer	species,	either	Luehea seemannii	(LS)	or	Cordia alliodora	(CA),	
one	 light‐intermediate	 species,	 either	 Anacardium excelsum	 (AE)	
or Hura crepitans	 (HC)	and	one	 slow‐growing	and	 shade‐tolerant	
species,	 either	Tabebuia rosea	 (TR)	 or	Cedrela odorata	 (CO)	were	
chosen	 randomly	 based	on	 their	 relative	 growth	 rates	 in	 nearby	
natural	 forests	 (Scherer‐Lorenzen	et	al.,	2005).	One	species,	CA,	
suffered	mortality	rates	>90%	in	the	first	years	after	planting	likely	
a	result	of	site	properties,	possibly	due	to	the	compacted	and	und‐
rained	soil	(Potvin	&	Gotelli,	2008;	Sapijanskas	et	al.,	2013)	or	root	
herbivory	by	beetle	larvae	(Healy,	Gotelli,	&	Potvin,	2008),	but	not	
a	diversity	effect.	We,	therefore,	excluded	it	from	our	analysis	(for	
details	see	Appendix	S2).	 In	this	study,	we	consequently	refer	to	
the	‘realized’	species	richness	levels	in	Sardinilla,	which	comprise	
monocultures	(N	=	10),	two‐	(N	=	3),	three‐	(N	=	3)	and	five‐species	
mixtures	(N	=	6).
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2.2 | Performance proxies of tree growth

At	 the	 time	of	 analysis,	 trees	 in	 the	plantation	were	16	years	old,	
with	the	tallest	trees	over	25	m,	old	enough,	therefore,	to	examine	
diversity–stability	 relationships	 (DSRs)	 and	 the	 temporal	 develop‐
ment	 of	 diversity‐productivity	 relationships	 (DPRs).	We	 used	 two	
key	 response	variables,	diameter	 and	height	growth,	 as	proxies	of	
tree	 performance.	 Diameter	 and	 height	 were	 measured	 annually	
from	2002	to	2017	for	all	trees	in	the	plantation	at	the	end	of	each	
growing	 season	 (December–January).	 Diameter	 was	 measured	 at	
breast	height	(1.3	m)	for	trees	with	a	total	height	>2	m	for	each	stem	
(i.e.	 in	case	of	multistemmed	trees).	We	chose	2006,	when	85%	of	
all	trees	had	reached	a	height	of	>2	m,	as	start	year	of	our	analysis	
to	ensure	a	complete	and	consistent	data	set.	Our	inventory	data	set	
thus	comprises	a	complete,	 spatially	explicit,	 inventory	of	all	 trees	
measured	annually	from	January	2006	to	January	2017.	Basal	area	
increment	(BAI)	between	successive	years	was	used	as	a	proxy	for	
productivity	and	was	calculated	as:

where	dbh	is	diameter	at	breast	height,	j	is	an	index	for	the	n	stems	of	
each	tree	(i.e.	for	multistemmed	trees)	and	t	is	an	index	for	the	year	of	
survey.

We	corrected	negative	BAI	values	(e.g.	caused	by	measurement	
errors	 or	wind	damage)	 in	 order	 to	 avoid	 biased	model	 estimates.	
As	described	 in	 the	previous	work,	negative	 increments	 represent	
a	 common	 challenge	 in	 experiments	 utilizing	 inventory	 data	 sets	
with	a	high	temporal	resolution	(Fichtner	et	al.,	2018).	The	applied	

procedure	 included	 predicting	 basal	 area	 at	 dbh	with	 additionally	
available	 basal	 diameter	 data	 via	 species‐specific	 allometric	 rela‐
tionships	and	the	exclusion	of	wind‐damaged	trees,	for	example,	as	
after	the	tropical	storm	‘Otto’	in	2016	(see	Appendix	S2	for	details).	
To	avoid	edge	effects,	we	excluded	 the	outer	border	 row	of	 trees	
of	each	plot	for	calculation	of	response	variables.	However,	to	best	
reflect	the	actual	growing	conditions	of	trees,	we	calculated	all	pre‐
dictor	variables	 (e.g.	diversity	 indices)	using	data	of	all	 trees	 in	the	
plantation	including	border	trees.

2.3 | Community‐ and tree neighbourhood‐
level analyses

First,	we	analysed	DPRs	and	DSRs	at	 the	community	 level	 in	rela‐
tion	to	community	tree	species	richness,	the	most	common	diversity	
predictor	in	BEF	research	(Forrester	&	Bauhus,	2016;	Jucker	et	al.,	
2014).	Secondly,	we	used	a	wider	set	of	diversity	measures	to	assess	
the	impact	of	species	and	structural	diversity	on	productivity	and	its	
stability	at	the	community	 level.	We	hypothesize	that	DPRs	at	the	
community	level	(here	the	plot)	may	be	driven	by	tree–tree	interac‐
tions	in	neighbourhoods.	In	a	third	step,	we	explored	the	underlying	
mechanisms	of	community‐level	DPRs	through	modelling	the	influ‐
ence	of	 the	same	set	of	candidate	 indices	on	growth	of	 individual	
trees	at	the	neighbourhood	level	(Figure	1).

At	 the	 community	 level	 we	 calculated	 annual	 productivity	
(BAIplot,	m

2 ha−1 year−1)	as	the	sum	of	BAI	of	all	trees	per	plot	or	spe‐
cies	that	were	alive	 in	a	particular	year	 (N	=	2,596).	 In	contrast,	at	
the	 neighbourhood	 level,	 we	 analysed	 single‐tree	 growth	 (BAItree,	
cm2/year)	of	all	trees	that	were	alive	at	the	end	of	the	observation	

(1)BAItree=

n
∑

j=1

(

�

4
∗dbh2

j(t+1)

)

−

n
∑

j=1

(

�

4
∗dbh2

j(t)

)

,

F I G U R E  1  Design	of	the	community	and	tree	neighbourhood	level	analyses.	On	the	right,	the	plots	in	the	Sardinilla	plantation	are	shown,	
coloured	according	to	their	species	richness	level	(N	=	22).	The	black	points	represent	the	position	of	individual,	living	focal	trees	(2006–
2016)	whose	productivity	was	modelled	in	response	to	their	immediate	neighbours.	Grey	points	show	all	trees	planted	in	2001	(including	
dead	individuals	and	border	trees).	On	the	left,	the	design	of	the	tree	neighbourhood	analysis	is	illustrated.	The	central	black	tree	represents	
the	focal	tree	with	its	immediate	neighbours,	up	to	a	maximum	of	eight	living	trees.	Community‐	and	neighbourhood‐level	productivity	and	
predictor	variables	(e.g.	diversity	indices)	were	calculated	for	each	year	(2006–2016)	based	on	annually	resolved	values	of	tree	basal	areas	
and	heights
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period,	hereafter	called	‘focal	trees’	(N	=	2,159,	Figure	1).	Annually	
resolved	 values	 of	 species	 diversity	 and	 structural	 diversity	 were	
calculated	for	the	whole	community	(each	plot)	and	for	each	tree's	
neighbourhood.

The	 neighbourhood	 of	 focal	 trees	 comprised	 of	 its	 immediate	
neighbours,	 that	 is,	 all	 living	 trees	within	a	 radius	of	5	m.	This	 re‐
sulted	 in	 a	 maximum	 of	 eight	 neighbours,	 considering	 the	 fixed	
planting	design	of	the	plantation	 (3	×	3	m,	Figure	1).	Compared	to	
Potvin	and	Dutilleul	(2009)	who	analysed	neighbourhood	effects	in	
Sardinilla	 for	2002–2006,	we	expanded	 the	 immediate	neighbour‐
hood	from	four	to	eight	neighbours	to	account	for	larger	tree	dimen‐
sions	and	consequently	larger	interaction	radii	in	later	years	of	stand	
development.

2.4 | Measures of species and structural diversity

To	 improve	our	understanding	of	 the	processes	 that	drive	DPRs	
and	DSRs	in	forests,	we	used	a	wide	set	of	species	diversity	and	
structural	diversity	indices,	because	previous	studies	have	shown	
that	 the	 choice	 of	 indices	 can	 strongly	 influence	 the	 outcome	
of	 analyses	 (Dănescu	 et	 al.,	 2016;	 Schnabel,	 Donoso,	 &	Winter,	
2017).

In	other	studies,	species	diversity	has	been	considered	a	compo‐
nent	of	forest	structure	(Dănescu	et	al.,	2016).	Here,	we	quantified	
tree	 species	 diversity	 using	 three	 conventional	 indices:	 (a)	 species	
richness	(i.e.	the	number	of	tree	species),	(b)	the	Shannon	diversity	
index	(Shannon,	1948)	using	relative	basal	area	to	quantify	species	
proportions	and	 (c)	evenness,	calculated	as	Shannon	 index	divided	
by	its	theoretical	maximum	(Table	1).

To	quantify	diameter	and	height	diversity	we	calculated	widely	
used	 metrics	 of	 forest	 structural	 diversity:	 (a)	 standard	 deviation	
(sd),	(b)	coefficient	of	variation	(CV)	and	(c)	Gini	coefficient	(GC;	Gini,	
1912;	Table	1).	Higher	index	values	reflect	higher	structural	diversity	
for	all	indices	(see	Lexerød	&	Eid,	2006	for	a	detailed	index	compari‐
son).	Hereafter,	we	refer	to	these	indices	as	measures	of	‘species	di‐
versity’	and	‘structural	diversity’.	We	acknowledge	that	these	indices	
reflect	only	a	small	subset	of	all	aspects	of	forest	structure,	namely	
species	diversity	and	the	variation	in	tree	diameters	and	heights	and	
measure	different	aspects	of	diversity	 (e.g.	variation,	diversity	and	
inequality).

2.5 | Community‐level overyielding

To	 quantify	 overyielding	 or	 underyielding	 of	 mixtures,	 we	 
calculated	 the	 relative	 productivity	 (RP)	 of	 the	 two‐,	 three‐	 and	
five‐species	 mixtures	 versus	 their	 respective	 monocultures,	 fol‐
lowing	 Forrester	 and	 Pretzsch	 (2015;	 Equation	 3).	 We	 used	 
annually	 resolved	 productivity	 values	 calculated	 for	 the	 whole	
community	(BAIplot,	m

2 ha−1 year−1)	and	for	each	individual	species	
(BAIplot	species,	m

2 ha−1 year−1).

where	BAImix	 is	 the	BAIplot	of	all	 species	 in	 the	mixture,	BAImono	 is	
the	BAIplot	of	the	respective	monoculture	of	species	 i and mi	 is	the	
proportion	of	species	i	in	mixture	corresponding	to	its	initial	planting	
density	(N	trees/ha).

(2)RPcommunity (%) =

(

BAImix

m1BAI1mono+m2BAI2mono+⋯+miBAIimono

−1

)

100,

TA B L E  1  Summary	of	the	species	diversity	and	structural	diversity	indices	used	in	this	study.	Data	are	for	the	community	level	(N = 22 
plots	×	11	years)	and	the	tree	neighbourhood	level	(N	=	2,159	trees	×	11	years)

Component Index Acronym and equation

Community Neighbourhood

Mean Range Mean Range

Species	
diversity

Species	richness Richnesss=N 2 1–5 2 0–5

Shannon	index
Shannons=

N
∑

i=1

Pi ∗ ln
�

Pi
� 0.58 0.00–1.73 0.42 0.00–1.59

Shannon	evenness Evennesss=
Shannons

ln (N)
0.40 0.00–0.97 0.38 0.00–1.00

Structural	
diversity	
(ba)

Standard	deviation sdd = sd(ba) 109.33 17.32–288.00 95.75 0.00–614.81

Coefficient	of	variation CVd =100∗
sdd

x̄ba

82.77 53.88–152.08 68.96 0.00–202.34

Gini	coefficient
GCd =

∑n

j=1 (2 ∗ j− n−1) ∗ baj
∑n

j=1 (n−1) ∗ baj

0.43 0.30–0.60 0.40 0.00–0.95

Structural	
diversity	
(height)

Standard	deviation sdh = sd(h) 280.67 90.86–618.41 251.10 0.00–860.90

Coefficient	of	variation CVh =100∗
sdh

x̄height

31.73 14.68–52.08 27.71 0.00–97.35

Gini	coefficient
GCh =

∑n

j=1 (2 ∗ j− n−1) ∗ hj
∑n

j=1 (n−1) ∗ hj

0.18 0.08–0.28 0.16 0.00–0.65

Note: All	variables	and	indices	were	calculated	for	annually	resolved	values	per	plot	(all	living	trees	including	border	and	snapped	trees)	and	per	tree	
neighbourhood	(alive,	immediate	neighbours).	ba	is	the	basal	area	measured	at	1.3	m	(cm2)	and	h	is	the	height	(cm)	of	tree	i,	P	the	proportion	of	ba	for	
species	i,	x̄ba and x̄height	are	the	mean	tree	ba and height,	j	is	a	tree's	rank	is	ascending	order	from	1	to	n,	baj	is	the	basal	area	and	hj is	the	height	of	the	
tree	with	rank	j.	Mean	values	show	the	temporal	mean	and	range	covers	the	respective	minimum	and	maximum	values	for	the	observation	period	
2006–2016.
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As	already	mentioned,	the	failure	of	CA	led	to	a	decrease	in	tree	
density	 in	 some	 mixtures,	 which	 resulted	 in	 more	 growing	 space	
for	 the	remaining	 individuals	as	compared	to	the	denser	monocul‐
tures.	To	avoid	an	overestimation	of	diversity	effects,	we	considered	
the	realized	richness	by	excluding	CA	 individuals	when	calculating	
mixing	proportions	(i.e.	mi	equal	to	0.50	and	not	0.33	in	the	former	
three‐	and	now	two‐species	mixtures).	As	mi	determines	the	mono‐
culture	productivity,	here	presented	RP	values	should	be	considered	
as	conservative	estimates	of	overyielding.

RP	of	a	given	species	i	was	calculated	for	each	year	as:

where	BAIi mix	is	the	total	BAI	per	plot	for	species	i	in	the	mixture	and	
BAIi mono	 is	 the	total	BAI	per	plot	 for	species	 i	 in	the	monoculture.	
Comparing	the	RP	among	species	allowed	us	to	disentangle	the	pos‐
sibly	contrasting	mixing‐effects	of	single	species	that	translate	into	
a	net	complementarity	effect	of	the	entire	community.	To	calculate	
comparable	productivity	estimates	per	species,	we	used	the	mixing	
proportion	mi	 as	BAIplot	species/mi.	A	one‐sample	 t	 test	was	used	 to	
compare	the	temporal	mean	RPcommunity and RPspecies	against	0	(the	
expected	monoculture	yield).

2.6 | Growth stability

We	tested	for	DSRs	at	the	community	level	by	analysing	the	tempo‐
ral	stability	of	tree	productivity,	hereafter	‘stability’,	following	Jucker	
et	al.	(2014)	as:

where µBAI	is	the	mean	and	σBAI	is	the	standard	deviation	of	annual	
community	(=plot)	productivity	expressed	as	the	sum	of	BAI	incre‐
ment	per	hectare	and	year	between	2006	and	2016.	According	to	
Jucker	et	al.	(2014),	overyielding	(higher	productivity	of	mixtures	vs.	
monocultures)	would	lead	to	higher	stability	by	means	of	increasing	
µBAI,	while	higher	species	asynchrony	(contrasting	responses	of	spe‐
cies	to	environmental	variability)	should	result	in	higher	stability	as	a	
result	of	lowering	σBAI.

We	calculated	species	asynchrony	at	the	community	level	using	
the	species	synchrony	measure	φ	(Loreau	&	de	Mazancourt,	2008)	
as	1	−	φ:

where �BAI species i	is	the	standard	deviation	of	productivity	of	species	i 
in	a	community	of	n	species	(Hautier	et	al.,	2014;	Jucker	et	al.,	2014).	
Asynchrony	 ranges	between	1	 (complete	 species	 asynchrony)	 and	
0	(complete	species	synchrony)	and	is	per	definition	0	in	monocul‐
tures,	where	plot	variation	is	entirely	the	result	of	fluctuation	of	BAI	
within	a	single	species	(Jucker	et	al.,	2014).

2.7 | Modelling the drivers of diversity‐productivity 
relationships

To	understand	the	underlying	drivers	of	DPRs,	we	modelled	tree	
productivity	 at	 the	 community	 and	 tree	 neighbourhood	 level	 in	
relation	to	species	and	structural	diversity	(Table	1),	while	also	ac‐
counting	for	other	factors	relevant	for	tree	growth	(Table	2).	The	
latter	included	tree	mortality	at	the	community	level	and	tree	size	
and	competition	at	the	neighbourhood	level	(Dănescu	et	al.,	2016;	
Fichtner	 et	 al.,	 2018;	 Hutchison	 et	 al.,	 2018;	 Potvin	 &	 Gotelli,	
2008).

2.7.1 | Community‐level growth models

At	the	community	level,	we	accounted	for	the	effect	of	tree	mor‐
tality	on	productivity	(BAIplot)	by	considering	relative	mortality	in	
plots	(relM;	Table	2).	To	model	temporal	trends	in	DPRs	we	incor‐
porated	 year,	 its	 squared	 form	 and	 tested	 interactions	 between	
year	and	each	candidate	diversity	index	(Table	2).	We	did	not	in‐
clude	 a	 stand	 density	 proxy	 like	 plot	 basal	 area	 due	 to	 the	 high	
correlation	with	year	to	avoid	collinearity.	Alternative	model	runs	
with	this	proxy	produced	similar	results.	Annually	resolved	values	
(2006–2016)	were	 used	 for	 all	 response	 and	 predictor	 variables	
(Tables	1	and	2).

(3)RPspecies (%)=
BAIimix

miBAIimono

×100,

(4)Stability=
�BAI

�BAI

,

(5)Species asynchrony=1−
�
2
BAI

�
∑n

i=1
�BAI species i

�2
,

TA B L E  2  Overview	of	response	variables	and	the	final	set	of	
nondiversity	growth	predictors	used	in	the	community‐	and	tree	
neighbourhood‐level	models

Variables Community level Neighbourhood level

Response

BAIplot ✓  

BAItree  ✓

Predictors	without	interaction	with	diversity

relM ✓ ✓

ba  ✓

BAL  ✓

Predictors	in	interaction	with	diversity

Year ✓  

Period  ✓

Relative	size  ✓

Note: Community‐level	productivity	is	per	plot	(BAIplot,	m
2 ha−1 year−1)	

and	neighbourhood‐level	productivity	for	individual	trees	(BAItree,	
cm2 ha−1 year−1)	modelled	with	species‐specific	models	for	all	five	
species	(LS,	AE,	HC,	TR,	CO).	relM	=	relative	mortality	of	a	plot	or	
tree	neighbourhood	(0.0–1.0);	ba	=	focal	tree's	basal	area	(cm2);	
BAL	=	basal	area	of	trees	larger	than	the	focal	tree	(m2).	Periods	were	
chosen	according	to	contrasting	climatic	conditions	and	represent:	
an	intermediate	(P1,	2006–2009),	a	particularly	wet	(P2,	2010–2012)	
and	an	exceptionally	dry	period	(P3,	2013–2016;	see	Appendix	S3	
for	details).	Relative	tree	size	classes	are	C1	=	overtopped,	C2	=	in‐
termediate,	C3	=	dominant	(Equation	6).	See	Appendix	S4	for	details	
and	summary	statistics	of	response	variables	and	nondiversity	tree	
growth	predictors.
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2.7.2 | Neighbourhood‐level growth models

At	the	tree	neighbourhood	level,	we	built	species‐specific	models	to	
address	differences	among	species.	In	addition	to	diversity	indices,	
we	included	the	following	growth	relevant	factors	(see	Appendix	S4	 
for	 details):	 (a)	 relative	 mortality	 (relM)	 of	 immediate	 neighbours	
to	 account	 for	 neighbourhood	 mortality,	 (b)	 a	 focal	 tree's	 log‐ 
transformed	ba	to	account	for	the	effect	of	tree	size	and	(c)	ba	of	the	
immediate	neighbours	j	larger	than	the	focal	tree	i	(BAL)	to	account	
for	competition	calculated	as	

∑

j≠i baj	(Table	2).
We	modelled	the	mean	annual	BAItree	of	individual	trees	during	

three	observation	periods	chosen	according	to	contrasting	climatic	
regimes:	a	first	intermediate	period	(2006–2009),	a	secondpartic‐
ularly	wet	period	(2010–2012)	and	a	third	exceptionally	dry	period	
(2013–2016;	see	Appendix	S3	for	details).	All	response	and	predic‐
tor	variables	were	calculated	as	mean	values	per	period.	We	chose	
periods	 rather	 than	 annual	 increments	 (like	 at	 the	 community‐ 
level),	 to	 factor	 out	measurement	 inaccuracies	 between	 succes‐
sive	 years,	 caused	 mainly	 by	 null	 or	 near‐zero	 tree	 increments	
during	the	latter	years	of	the	observation	period,	marked	by	high	
water	deficits.	We	checked	the	validity	of	zero	 increment	values	
using	a	comparison	with	available	basal	diameter	data	(measured	
10	cm	from	the	ground)	for	the	same	trees,	which	confirmed	our	
assumption	of	 low	increments.	To	assess	changes	 in	diversity	ef‐
fects	during	stand	development	and	with	climatic	conditions,	we	
tested	 for	 interactions	 between	 each	 candidate	 diversity	 index	
and	the	observation	period.	Finally,	 to	 test	whether	 tree	size	 in‐
fluences	DPRs,	we	tested	for	interactions	between	diversity	indi‐
ces	and	relative	size	of	focal	trees	compared	to	their	neighbours,	
calculated	as:

where	 BAN	 is	 the	 sum	 of	 basal	 areas	 of	 neighbouring	 trees.	We	
scored	 each	 tree's	 relative	 size	 according	 to	 three	 equally	 spaced	
classes	to	facilitate	interpretation	and	to	mitigate	collinearity:	over‐
topped	(C1,	0.00–0.33),	intermediate	(C2,	0.34–0.66)	and	dominant	
trees	(C3,	0.67–1.00).	Relative	size	thus	captures	the	combined	ef‐
fect	of	a	focal	tree's	size	and	competitive	status.

2.8 | Modelling framework

2.8.1 | Diversity–productivity relationships

We	used	linear	mixed‐effects	models	(LMMs)	to	gain	insight	into	the	
temporal	development	of	diversity‐productivity	relationships	while	
accounting	for	the	inherently	correlated	errors	in	our	data.	Factors	
identifying	 replication	and	spatial	 structure	 (tree	species	composi‐
tion	at	the	community	and	additional	plots,	subplots	and	focal	tree	
identity	at	the	tree	neighbourhood	level)	were	modelled	as	nested	
random	effects.	We	followed	the	same	model	selection	procedure	
at	the	community	and	neighbourhood	level	to	ensure	comparability	
of	results.	To	test	whether	species	diversity	or	structural	diversity	

or	 a	 combination	of	both	 affect	 tree	growth,	we	developed	a	null	
model	 of	 tree	 productivity	 without	 any	 diversity	 index	 and	 a	 se‐
ries	of	models,	each	incorporating	one	diversity	component.	Model	
development	 involved	 the	 stages	 proposed	by	Zuur,	 Ieno,	Walker,	
Saveliev,	and	Smith	(2009):

1.	 Specifying	 a	 null	 model	 (i.e.	 excluding	 diversity	 variables)	 with	
a	 beyond‐optimal	 selection	 of	 fixed	 effects.

2.	 Optimizing	 the	 random	 structure	 (random	 effects,	 temporal	 
autocorrelation,	variance	structure)	in	the	presence	of	the	beyond‐ 
optimal	model	specification.

3.	 The	optimal	null	model	structure	was	chosen	via	removing	all	non‐
significant	fixed	effects	(see	Table	2	for	the	final	set)	and	was	kept	
fixed	in	the	subsequent	analysis.

4.	 Testing	diversity	indices:	we	included	the	species	and	structural	
diversity	 indices	 (Table	1)	 one	by	one	and	evaluated	 index	per‐
formance	 via	 an	 information	 theoretic	 model	 selection	 frame‐
work	based	on	Akaike	weights	 (w;	Burnham	&	Anderson,	2002;	
Whittingham,	Stephens,	Bradbury,	&	Freckleton,	2006).

5.	 Final	 diversity	model:	 the	highest	 ranking	 species	 diversity	 and	
structural	diversity	 index	determined	 in	 step	 four	was	 included	
into	one	final	model.

Due	to	the	non‐normal	distribution	of	the	response	we	applied	a	fourth	
root	transformation	at	the	community	level	and	a	Box–Cox	transfor‐
mation	(Box	&	Cox,	1964)	at	the	tree	neighbourhood	level.	We	only	in‐
cluded	predictors	into	the	models	that	were	not	collinear	(Spearman's	
rho	<	0.6	and	a	variance	inflation	factor	for	mixed	models	<5,	which	is	
a	conservative	choice	(Dormann	et	al.,	2013).

2.8.2 | Diversity–stability relationships

We	used	 linear	 regression	 to	 test	our	hypothesis	 that	 species	and	
structural	diversity	stabilize	productivity	in	mixtures	via	regressing	
community	stability	against	diversity	indices	(Table	1).	As	described	
in	the	LMM	framework	above,	Akaike	weights	were	used	to	deter‐
mine	 the	 best	 candidate	 diversity	 indices.	 To	 determine	 whether	
diversity	 effects	 on	 stability	 resulted	 from	 increased	 µBAI or de‐
creased	σBAI,	we	regressed	both	against	the	best‐performing	index.	
Finally,	we	tested	for	the	effect	of	species	asynchrony	by	regressing	
it	against	stability.	If	residuals	were	not	normally	distributed,	we	ap‐
plied	a	log‐transformation	to	the	response	variable.	Simple	linear	re‐
gression	was	used	to	analyse	stability,	quantified	as	temporal	means	
without	repeated	measurements.

All	analysis	were	performed	in	R	(version	3.5.0)	using	the	pack‐
ages	nlme	(Pinheiro,	Bates,	DebRoy,	Sarkar,	&	R	Core	Team,	2018),	
piecewiseSEM	 (Lefcheck,	 2016),	 AICcmodavg	 (Mazerolle,	 2019)	
and	 ggplot2	 (Wickham,	 2016)	 for	 graphics.	 Validity	 of	 model	 as‐
sumptions	was	 tested	via	 graphical	 tools	 (quantile–quantile,	 resid‐
ual,	 autocorrelation	and	partial	 autocorrelation	plots).	 LMMs	were	
fit	with	the	package	nlme	to	allow	for	the	specification	of	variance	
functions,	 to	 address	 heteroscedasticity	 and	 to	 model	 temporal	
autocorrelation	 (see	 Appendix	 S4	 for	 technical	 details	 on	 LMM	

(6)Relative size=1−

(

1

BAN
∗BAL

)

,
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development,	structure	and	model	evaluation).	Finally,	we	explored	
whether	the	overlap	between	the	considered	tree	neighbourhoods	
(Figure	1)	might	 influence	our	 results.	We	tested	 two	alternatives:	
models	based	on	a	subset	of	data	with	strictly	nonoverlapping	neigh‐
bourhoods	or	with	spatial	instead	of	temporal	autocorrelation,	which	
yielded	consistent	results	(see	Appendix	S7	for	details).

3  | RESULTS

3.1 | Community‐level overyielding and stability

All	 mixtures	 were	 more	 productive	 than	 monocultures	 and	 this	
overyielding	 increased	with	 species	 richness	 (Figure	 2a).	 Across	 all	
years,	mean	overyielding	was	25%–30%	in	the	two‐	and	three‐species	
mixtures	and	nearly	50%	 in	 the	five‐species	mixtures.	Overyielding	
was	only	significant	for	the	two‐	and	five‐species	mixtures.	Calculating	
overyielding	based	on	the	 ‘initially	planted	species	richness’,	 in	con‐
trast	to	the	here	used	‘realized	species	richness’,	increased	overyield‐
ing	 estimates	 to	~80%–90%	 in	 the	 two‐	 and	 five‐species	mixtures,	
while	overyielding	in	the	three‐species	mixtures	remained	unchanged	
(no	CA	individuals	were	planted	in	these	plots;	Figure	S6).

Overyielding	 differed	 among	 the	 five	 tree	 species:	 the	 fastest	
growing	 species,	 LS	 (pioneer)	 and	 AE	 (light‐intermediate)	 showed	
highly	significant	overyielding,	while	the	two	shade‐tolerant	species	
(CO,	TR)	did	not	(Figure	2b).	In	CO,	the	response	was	highly	variable	
but	tended	to	be	positive	(p	=	.08,	Figure	2b).	HC	(intermediate)	was	
the	only	species	with	significant	underyielding	in	mixtures	(Figure	2b).

Overyielding	significantly	increased	(p	=	.0082)	over	time	in	the	
five‐species	 mixtures,	 while	 no	 significant	 trend	 was	 detected	 in	
two‐	and	three‐species	mixtures	(Figure	3).	An	apparent	decline	in	

overyielding	in	three‐species	mixtures	from	high	values	in	the	first	
years	(2006–2008)	(Figure	3;	Figure	S7)	was	not	significant.	While	
we	found	overyielding	for	all	richness	levels	and	in	most	years	be‐
tween	2006	and	2016,	it	was	lowest	and	even	negative	around	2010	
(Figure	 S7).	 This	 drop,	 during	 a	 particularly	wet	 period,	 coincided	
with	a	peak	 in	monoculture	productivity	but	no	consistent	change	
in	mixtures	(Figure	4;	Figure	S3).	Differences	in	species	productivity	

F I G U R E  2  Temporal	mean	(2006–2016)	relative	productivity	(RP)	of	mixtures	compared	to	monocultures.	RP	was	calculated	based	on	
community‐level	productivity	(m2 ha−1 year−1)	with	Equations	(2)	and	(3).	RP	is	presented	per	realized	species	richness	levels	(a)	and	individual	
species	(b).	Species	are	ordered	according	to	their	relative	growth	rates	in	natural	forests,	from	fast	(left)	to	slow	(right).	The	five	species	are	
Luehea seemannii	(LS),	Anacardium excelsum	(AE),	Hura crepitans	(HC),	Tabebuia rosea	(TR)	and	Cedrela odorata	(CO).	The	zero	line	represents	
the	monoculture	yield.	Significant	differences	between	mixtures	and	monocultures	are	shown	as	stars	with	*p	≤	.05,	**p	≤	.01,	***p	≤	.001,	
n.s.,	not	significant

F I G U R E  3  Temporal	development	of	relative	productivity	
(RP)	according	to	the	species	richness	levels	of	mixtures	(2,	3	
and	5	species)	compared	to	monocultures.	Fitted	linear	mixed‐
effects	models	exclusively	account	for	the	fixed	effect	of	time	
on	the	development	of	RP	and	for	repeated	measurements	
through	a	random	plot	effect.	Continuous	lines	indicate	
significant	relationships	while	dashed	lines	indicate	nonsignificant	
relationships.	The	zero	line	represents	the	monoculture	yield.	
Points	represent	observed	values	of	RP	for	each	individual	plot	and	
11	years	(N	=	22	×	11)
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in	monocultures	generally	corresponded	with	their	relative	growth	
rates	in	natural	forests	(Figure	4),	except	for	HC	(intermediate	in	nat‐
ural	forests),	which	was	consistently	the	slowest	growing	species	in	
the	 experiment	 (Figure	4).	 The	performance	of	 those	 species	 that	
reacted	positively	to	 increasing	diversity	 levels	 (LS	and	AE)	fluctu‐
ated	over	time	and	varied	with	mixture	type.	The	fast	growing	spe‐
cies	LS	had	the	highest	productivity	in	the	first	years,	especially	in	
three‐species	mixtures,	while	the	second	fastest	growing	species	AE	
reached	similar	levels	of	productivity	at	a	later	phase	of	stand	devel‐
opment	(Figure	4).

The	 stability	 of	 community‐level	 productivity	 significantly	 in‐
creased	with	 species	 richness	 (Figure	5a).	The	 stabilizing	effect	of	
diversity	 resulted	mainly	 from	a	 significant	positive	effect	of	 rich‐
ness	on	 the	 temporal	mean	of	productivity	 (µBAI),	while	 there	was	
no	significant	effect	on	the	temporal	variation	in	productivity	(σBAI; 
Figure	S8).	Species	asynchrony	had	a	strong	and	highly	significant	
positive	effect	on	stability,	consistent	with	a	trend	towards	higher	

asynchrony	 at	 higher	 richness	 levels	 (Figure	 5b).	 µBAI	 had	 a	 pos‐
itive	 and	σBAI	 a	 negative	 relationship	with	 asynchrony,	 albeit	 both	
relationships	were	not	significant	(results	not	shown).	All	candidate	
species	diversity	 indices	had	a	similar	 impact	on	stability,	with	the	
highest	Akaike	weight	 for	 species	 richness	 (w	=	0.31),	 followed	by	
the	Shannon	diversity	(w	=	0.24)	and	evenness	index	(w = 0.15; re‐
sults	not	shown).	We	found	no	significant	effect	of	structural	diver‐
sity	on	stability	and	 low	Akaike	weights	 for	all	 structural	diversity	
indices	(w	=	0.03	or	below;	results	not	shown).

3.2 | Drivers of community productivity

Species	 and	 structural	 diversity	 both	 had	 overall	 positive	 influ‐
ences	on	productivity	but	displayed	contrasting	patterns	over	time.	
While	the	positive	effect	of	species	diversity	significantly	increased	
(p	 =	 .0095),	 the	 opposite	 was	 true	 for	 structural	 diversity.	 For	
the	 latter,	 the	strong	positive	effect	 in	 the	 first	years	 (tree	age	>5)	

F I G U R E  4  Temporal	development	
of	community‐level	productivity	
(BAIplot,	m

2/ha)	per	year	and	species,	in	
connection	with	four	levels	of	species	
richness	(1,	2,	3	and	5	species;	see	
boxes	above	panels).	Temporal	patterns	
are	described	by	local	polynomial	
regressions.	Points	represent	observed	
values	of	productivity	per	plot	for	
11	years	(N	=	10	×	11	for	monocultures,	
N	=	3	×	11	for	two‐	and	three‐species	
mixtures	and	N	=	6	×	11	for	five‐species	
mixtures).	The	productivity	of	species	in	
mixtures	was	scaled	to	the	monoculture	
yield	with	the	mixing	proportion	mi	as	
BAIplot	species/mi.	In	the	legend,	species	are	
ordered	according	to	their	relative	growth	
rates	in	natural	forests,	from	fastest	(LS)	
to	slowest	(CO).	AE,	Anacardium excelsum; 
CO,	Cedrela odorata;	HC,	Hura crepitans; 
LS,	Luehea seemannii;	TR,	Tabebuia rosea

F I G U R E  5  Temporal	stability	of	
community	productivity	as	a	function	
of	species	richness	(a)	and	species	
asynchrony	(b).	Stability	and	species	
asynchrony	were	calculated	with	
Equations	(4)	and	(5)	respectively.	For	(a)	
fitted	values	were	back	transformed	from	
a	log‐scale	to	match	the	original	values	per	
plot	(grey	points).	For	(b)	points	represent	
values	per	plot	and	colours	the	respective	
species	richness.	The	grey‐shaded	areas	
show	a	95%	confidence	interval	for	the	
fitted	models
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significantly	declined	over	time	(p	=	.0049;	Figure	6;	Table	S3).	Stand‐
level	productivity	significantly	decreased	over	time	and	with	higher	
mortality	of	trees	(p	≤	.0001;	Figure	6,	Table	S3).	All	species	diversity	
indices	showed	similar	and	significantly	positive	effects,	but	species	
richness	led	to	the	most	parsimonious	model	(Table	3	and	Table	S2).	
The	standard	deviation	of	tree	height	led	to	the	most	parsimonious	
structural	diversity	index	model	(Table	3	and	Table	S2),	but	also	the	
other	 diameter	 and	 height	 diversity	 indices	 that	 increased	 model	
performance	had	overall	positive	effects.	Akaike	weights	and	direct	
standardized	effect	sizes	clearly	supported	the	relative	superiority	of	
species	diversity	over	structural	diversity,	but	changes	in	productivity	
over	time	were	stronger	for	structural	diversity	(Table	3;	Table	S3).

3.3 | Drivers of individual tree productivity at the 
neighbourhood level

All	 species‐specific	 null	 models	 had	 a	 similar	 set	 of	 fixed	 effects.	
Significant	 nondiversity	 growth	 predictors	 unrelated	 to	 diversity	

were	(in	decreasing	order	of	their	effect	size):	(a)	size	of	the	focal	tree	
with	a	positive	effect	on	productivity;	(b)	competition	(expressed	as	
BAL),	 which	 had	 a	 negative	 effect	 on	 productivity;	 and	 (c)	 neigh‐
bour	mortality	 that	 increased	productivity	 of	 focal	 trees	 (Table	3;	 
Tables	S4–S8;	see	Appendix	S6	for	details).	Importantly,	single‐tree	
productivity	declined	for	all	species	from	period	1	(2006–2009)	over	
period	2	(2010–2012)	to	far	 lower	productivity	 in	period	3	(2013–
2016;	Tables	S4–S8).

Indices	of	species	and	structural	diversity	were	significantly	re‐
lated	 to	 individual	 tree	 productivity	 for	 three	 out	 of	 five	 species.	
Growth	in	the	species	HC	and	TR	responded	only	to	species	diver‐
sity	but	not	to	structural	diversity.	To	capture	the	partly	contrasting	
effects	of	species	and	structural	diversity	on	growth	performance	
and	to	simultaneously	focus	on	the	most	relevant	effects,	we	report	
here	only	the	highest	ranking	species	and	structural	diversity	index	
(see	Table	S2	for	a	detailed	index	ranking).	All	presented	models	ex‐
plained	 high	 shares	 of	 the	 variation	 in	 tree	 productivity	 (marginal	
R2	≥	0.74;	Table	3).	Finally,	as	interactions	of	the	diversity	component	

F I G U R E  6  Changes	in	species	diversity	
(a)	and	structural	diversity	(b)	effects	over	
time.	Diversity	effects	show	the	change	
in	community‐level	productivity	(BAIplot,	
m2/ha)	at	the	start	(2006)	and	end	(2016)	
of	the	observation	period	for	the	highest	
ranking	species	diversity	(Richnesss)	and	
structural	diversity	index	(sdh).	Lines	
show	linear	mixed‐effects	model	fits	at	
intermediate	levels	of	the	other	diversity	
component,	that	is,	the	species	diversity	
effect	at	mean	structural	diversity	
and	vice	versa.	Response	values	were	
fourth	root	transformed	to	normalize	
residuals.	For	linear	mixed‐effects	model	
parameter	estimates,	see	Table	S3	and	
for	a	description	of	the	diversity	indices,	
Table 1

TA B L E  3  Highest	ranking	species	diversity	(SR)	and	structural	diversity	(SD)	index	models	for	the	community	and	tree	neighbourhood	
level	with	respective	model‐fits,	Akaike	weights	and	correlation	statistics

Response SR index SD index Other fixed effects wSR wSD Rho R2
m R2

c

Community

BAIplot Richnesss sdh relM,	Year,	Year2 0.41 0.25 0.45 0.38 0.68

Neighbourhood

LS	(BAItree) Shannons CVd log(ba),	relM,	BAL,	Period,	Relative	size 0.61 0.01 0.34 0.74 0.78

AE	(BAItree) Richnesss CVd log(ba),	relM,	BAL,	Period,	Relative	size 0.77 0.00 0.35 0.94 0.98

HC	(BAItree) Evennesss — log(ba),	relM,	BAL,	Period,	Relative	size 0.49 — — 0.96 0.97

TR	(BAItree) Evennesss GCh log(ba),	BAL,	Period,	Relative	size 1.00 0.00 0.46 0.81 0.86

CO	(BAItree) Richnesss sdh log(ba),	relM,	BAL,	Period,	Relative	size 0.00 1.00 0.29 0.86 0.94

Note: Only	the	most	parsimonious	(highest	Akaike	weight)	models	with	significant	diversity	components	are	presented	(see	Appendices	S4	and	S6	
for	detailed	selection	criteria	and	index	ranking).	Akaike	weights	(w)	show	the	relative	support	for	a	candidate	diversity	model	(with	0	for	a	low	and	
1	for	the	highest	relative	likelihood).	Spearman's	rho	shows	the	correlation	between	the	species	and	structural	diversity	indices.	Marginal	R2	values	
(R2

m)	represent	the	variance	explained	by	the	fixed	and	conditional	R
2	values	(R2

c)	the	variance	explained	by	fixed	and	random	effects	(Nakagawa,	
Schielzeth,	&	O'Hara,	2013)	of	the	final	model.	For	a	detailed	description	of	the	diversity	indices,	see	Table	1	and	for	other	variable	names,	Table	2.
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with	period	and/or	a	tree's	dominance	class	were	significant	(p	≤	.05)	
for	 all	 species,	we	only	 report	on	 these	higher‐order	model	 terms	
(Table	4).

Neighbourhood	diversity	effects	on	individual	tree	productivity	
strongly	varied	between	the	examined	periods	(Table	4).	We	found	
the	 overall	 strongest	 species	 diversity	 and	 structural	 diversity	 ef‐
fects	in	the	third	period.	In	contrast,	in	the	second	period,	measures	
of	 diversity	 displayed	 an	 overall	 low,	 nonsignificant	 influence	 on	
tree	productivity.	In	addition,	relative	size	of	focal	trees	modulated	
species	diversity	but	not	structural	diversity	effects	on	single‐tree	
productivity	(Table	4).

Productivity	 in	 focal	 trees	 of	 different	 species	 responded	 dif‐
ferently	 to	 species	 diversity,	 but	 overall	 positive	 effects	 prevailed	
(Table	 4).	 Effects	 were	 consistently	 positive	 for	 the	 fast‐growing	
species	LS,	the	intermediate	AE	and	the	shade‐tolerant	CO	that	ex‐
perienced	the	strongest	effects	in	the	first	(LS)	and	third	period	(AE,	
CO)	respectively.	For	these	three	species,	positive	species	diversity	
effects	 on	 productivity	 increased	 with	 a	 focal	 tree's	 dominance	
(Table	4).	Only	the	slow‐growing	species	HC	showed	a	consistently	
and	increasingly	negative	relationship	with	species	diversity	(Table	4;	
Table	S6).	Interestingly,	species	diversity	effects	on	productivity	of	
the	shade‐tolerant	TR	were	comparably	variable	over	time	(Table	4).

Effects	 of	 structural	 diversity	 on	 individual	 species	 changed	
over	time	and	became	more	contrasting	(Table	4).	In	the	first	period,	 
effects	 were	 consistently	 positive	 for	 all	 species	 except	 HC	

(Tables	 	S4–S8),	but	this	effect	was	significant	only	for	 the	shade‐
tolerant	species	CO	 (Table	4).	 In	 the	 third	period,	 structural	diver‐
sity	had	especially	a	positive	effect	on	the	intermediate	species	(AE),	
while	the	fast‐growing	species	LS	was	negatively	influenced.	Finally,	
we	found	a	moderate	positive	correlation	among	species	and	struc‐
tural	diversity	for	most	species	(LS,	AE,	TR,	CO,	Table	3).

4  | DISCUSSION

4.1 | Temporal dynamics of species  
diversity–productivity relationships

Results	 of	 this	 study	 clearly	 support	 our	 hypothesis	 of	 a	 positive	
diversity‐productivity	relationship	 (DPR)	that	 increases	 in	strength	
over	 time.	While	 earlier	 studies	 in	 Sardinilla	 concluded	 that	 two‐	
and	 three‐species	 mixtures	 were	 the	most	 productive	 (e.g.	 Healy	 
et	al.,	2008;	Potvin	&	Gotelli,	2008),	our	analysis	of	a	longer	temporal	
record	shows	 that	overyielding	 increased	with	stand	development	
in	 the	 five‐species	mixtures,	 which	 overall	 outperformed	 the	 less	
diverse	mixtures.	Thus,	 if	only	early	years	of	 the	experiment	were	
analysed,	very	different	conclusions	would	be	drawn	regarding	opti‐
mal	richness	levels	for	the	productivity	of	mixed‐species	plantations,	
that	is,	few	versus	many	species.

Several	 processes	 could	 explain	 this	 finding:	 differences	 be‐
tween	 species	 likely	 required	 time	 to	 develop	 into	 complementary	

TA B L E  4  Significant	species	diversity	and	structural	diversity	effects	(p	≤	.05)	on	individual	tree	productivity	at	the	tree	neighbourhood	
level

Response 
(BAItree)

Diversity  
index

Periods Relative tree size

P1 2006–2009 
Intermediate

P2 2010–2012 
Wet

P3 2013–2016 
Dry

C1  
Overtopped

C2  
Intermediate

C3  
Dominant

Species	diversity

LS Shannons ++  +   ++

AE Richnesss   ++  + ++

HC Evennesss   −−    

TR Evennesss +  −−    

CO Richnesss   +   +

Structural diversity

LS CVd   −−    

AE CVd   ++    

HC n.s.       

TR n.s.       

CO sdh ++      

Note: The	highest‐ranking	species‐specific	models	of	tree	productivity	at	the	tree	neighbourhood	level	and	their	interactions	with	the	period	of	ob‐
servation	and/or	a	tree's	relative	size	are	shown.	Significant	positive	effects	of	diversity	on	productivity	are	shown	with	a	+,	++	and	negative	effects	
with	a	−,	−−	(two	scales	of	effect	strength	each)	within	a	species‐specific	model.	Sample	size	for	the	five	species	is:	LS	(N	=	469	×	3),	AE	(N	=	383	×	3),	
HC	(N	=	288	×	3),	TR	(N	=	607	×	3),	CO	(N	=	412	×	3)	for	individual	trees	and	three	observation	periods.	Periods	were	chosen	according	to	contrasting	
climatic	conditions	and	represent:	an	intermediate	(P1,	2006–2009),	a	particularly	wet	(P2,	2010–2012)	and	an	exceptionally	dry	period	(P3,	2013–
2016;	see	Appendix	S3	for	details).	Relative	size	classes	of	focal	trees	are:	C1	=	overtopped,	C2	=	intermediate	and	C3	=	dominant	trees	(see	Equation	
6).	The	diversity	component	(species	diversity	or	structural	diversity)	with	the	higher	Akaike	weight	(w)	for	each	species	is	printed	in	bold	(Table	3).	
For	linear	mixed‐effects	model	parameter	estimates,	see	Tables	S4–S8.	Species	are	ordered	according	to	their	relative	growth	rates	in	natural	forests,	
from	fastest	(LS)	to	slowest	(CO).
Abbreviations:	AE,	Anacardium excelsum;	CO,	Cedrela odorata;	HC,	Hura crepitans;	LS,	Luehea seemannii;	n.s.,	not	significant;	TR,	Tabebuia rosea.
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interactions,	for	example	to	realize	crown	packing	induced	overyield‐
ing	 (Jucker,	 Bouriaud,	 &	 Coomes,	 2015).	 Furthermore,	 species	with	
similar	growth	rates	were	planted	in	direct	adjacency	in	the	five‐spe‐
cies	mixtures	of	Sardinilla,	which	likely	caused	an	initial	spatial	dilution	
of	 complementary	 species	 characteristics	 (Sapijanskas	 et	 al.,	 2013;	
Scherer‐Lorenzen	et	al.,	2005).	This	would	lead	to	the	observed	pat‐
tern	of	overyielding	increasing	with	stand	development	as	contrasting	
species	started	to	interact.	Finally,	the	fast‐growing	species	LS	likely	
benefitted	from	neighbourhood	species	diversity	especially	in	the	first	
years	when	it	experienced	no	or	little	competition	for	light	from	slower	
growing	competitors	(Table	4;	Figure	3).	Community	overyielding	was	
consequently	high	in	the	three‐species	mixtures	(one	third	of	individu‐
als	are	LS	trees)	in	the	first	years	(Figure	S7).

Current	knowledge	on	the	mechanisms	driving	the	temporal	dy‐
namics	of	DPRs	in	forests	is	so	far	based	nearly	exclusively	on	results	
from	 two‐species	 mixtures	 (Forrester	 &	 Bauhus,	 2016).	 Only	 very	
recently,	a	similarly	 increasing	DPR	over	 time	has	been	reported	for	
the	BEF‐China	and	FORBIO	tree	diversity	experiments	(Huang	et	al.,	
2018;	van	de	Peer,	Verheyen,	Ponette,	Setiawan,	&	Muys,	2018)	and	
for	a	replacement‐series	mixture	experiment	in	Costa	Rica	(Ewel,	Celis,	
&	Schreeg,	2015),	while	most	other	 forest	BEF	experiments	are	still	
too	young	for	such	temporal	analysis.	Our	results	add	to	the	increasing	
evidence	 that	 species	 diversity	 is	 a	 key	 tool	 to	 increase	 forest	 pro‐
ductivity	(Huang	et	al.,	2018;	Jactel	et	al.,	2018)	and	caution	against	
conclusions	drawn	from	early	stages	of	experiments	and	afforestation	
trials,	which	cannot	take	into	account	the	temporal	dynamics	of	DPRs.	
The	importance	of	long‐term	observations	in	diversity	experiments	is	
also	 supported	 by	 studies	 of	 commercial	 mixed‐species	 plantations	
with	 native	 tree	 species	 in	 Costa	 Rica	 (Piotto,	 Craven,	Montagnini,	
&	Alice,	 2010;	 Redondo‐Brenes	&	Montagnini,	 2006).	Here,	 several	
species	that	grew	well	at	a	juvenile	stage	suffered	high	mortality	with	
progressing	stand	development	(Piotto	et	al.,	2010).

To	mechanistically	explain	our	findings	regarding	overyielding,	we	
modelled	tree	productivity	as	a	function	of	species	and	structural	di‐
versity	both	at	 the	community	and	tree	neighbourhood	 level.	 In	 tree	
neighbourhoods,	species	and	structural	diversity	effects	on	single‐tree	
productivity	varied	 (a)	 among	 species,	 (b)	with	progressing	 stand	de‐
velopment,	(c)	according	to	contrasting	climatic	conditions	and	(d)	with	
relative	dominance	of	focal	trees.	The	general	patterns	found	for	neigh‐
bourhoods,	however,	were	consistent	with	those	found	at	the	commu‐
nity	level.	We	conclude	that	tree–tree	interactions	in	neighbourhoods	
are	the	principal	drivers	of	diversity	effects	observed	at	 the	commu‐
nity	level,	confirming	earlier	results	from	Sardinilla	(Potvin	&	Dutilleul,	
2009)	and	other	tree	diversity	experiments	(Fichtner	et	al.,	2018;	van	
de	Peer	et	al.,	2018).	In	line	with	former	results	from	Sardinilla	(Potvin	&	
Dutilleul,	2009;	Sapijanskas	et	al.,	2013),	tree	size	was	the	strongest	de‐
terminant	of	tree‐level	productivity,	followed	in	our	study	by	competi‐
tion	and	mortality.	Importantly,	species	diversity	effects	on	productivity	
increased	with	dominance	of	individual	trees	for	species	with	different	
shade‐tolerances.	This	indicates	that	one	important	diversity	effect	is	
competitive	reduction	for	fast	growing	tree	species,	while	slower	grow‐
ing	and	shade‐tolerant	species	may	also	benefit	from	species	diversity	
if	 they	are	 less	suppressed	by	their	neighbouring	companion	species.	

This	is	consistent	with	results	from	the	BEF‐China	experiment,	where	
small	trees	that	experienced	comparatively	little	competition	benefit‐
ted	most	from	neighbourhood	species	richness	(Fichtner	et	al.,	2018).	
The	combined	contribution	of	tree	size	and	competition	by	neighbours	
to	diversity	effects	highlights	the	increasingly	recognized	role	of	local	
tree	 neighbourhoods	 for	 understanding	 DPRs	 in	 forest	 ecosystems	
(Forrester	&	Pretzsch,	2015;	Stoll	&	Newbery,	2005).

Here,	we	calculated	the	RP	of	mixed‐species	systems	(compared	to	
monocultures)	for	the	whole	community	and	for	individual	species	to	
take	into	account	selection	versus	complementarity	effects	(Forrester	
&	Bauhus,	2016;	Forrester	&	Pretzsch,	2015).	Species	of	all	ecological	
types—a	fast‐growing	 (LS),	an	 intermediate	 (AE)	and	a	slow‐growing	
species	(CO)—overall	performed	better	in	mixtures	compared	to	their	
respective	 monocultures,	 while	 only	 one	 species	 (HC)	 consistently	
reacted	 negative.	 This	 clearly	 indicates	 an	 overall	 positive	 comple‐
mentarity	 (i.e.	 ‘true’	mixing)	 effect	driven	by	 the	 relative	dominance	
of	competitive	reduction	and/or	facilitation	over	competition.	Former	
studies	 in	Sardinilla	provide	some	mechanistic	 insights	 into	 the	pro‐
cesses	 and	 species‐specific	 properties	 that	 likely	 contributed	 to	 the	
responses	found	in	this	study.	For	example,	Zeugin,	Potvin,	Jansa,	and	
Scherer‐Lorenzen	 (2010)	 found	 higher	 nitrogen	 (N)‐	 and	 phospho‐
rus	 (P)‐use	efficiencies	 for	 the	overyielding	 species	 (LS	and	AE)	and	
Sapijanskas,	Paquette,	Potvin,	Kunert,	and	Loreau	(2014)	showed	that	
tree	 species	 diversity	 enhanced	 community‐level	 light	 capture	 and	
hence	productivity.	Importantly,	complementary	water	use	was	found	
in	mixtures	in	Sardinilla,	caused	by	three	distinct	water	uptake	depths	
of	participating	species	(Schwendenmann,	Pendall,	Sanchez‐Bragado,	
Kunert,	&	Hölscher,	2015),	which	could	cause	competitive	reduction	
through	niche	differentiation	(spatial	segregation)	and	possibly	also	fa‐
cilitation	due	to	hydraulic	redistribution	of	water	from	deeper	to	shal‐
lower	soil	layers	(Forrester,	2017).	This	complementary	water	uptake	
may	have	driven	overyielding,	especially	during	drought	conditions	in	
the	last	observation	period.	It	is	important	to	note	here	that	most	of	
these	studies	used	data	from	2006	to	2009,	while	we	report	on	the	
longer	period	2006–2016.	Hence,	the	described	processes	might	have	
changed	in	strength	and	relative	importance	over	time.

4.2 | Structural diversity effects on productivity

We	showed	 for	 the	 first	 time	 that	 structural	diversity	 is	an	 impor‐
tant	driver	of	ecosystem	functioning	in	forests	under	the	controlled	
conditions	of	a	forest	BEF	experiment.	The	structural	diversity	indi‐
ces	used	here	may	be	regarded	as	measures	of	canopy	complexity	
(Dănescu	et	al.,	2016;	McElhinny,	Gibbons,	Brack,	&	Bauhus,	2005),	
which	is	increasingly	recognized	as	an	important	determinant	of	forest	
productivity,	especially	in	mixed	stands	via	light‐mediated	tree–tree	
interactions	(Forrester	&	Bauhus,	2016).	In	Sardinilla,	three	processes	
were	shown	to	increase	light	capture	and	hence	productivity	of	trees	
growing	 in	 mixtures:	 (a)	 architectural	 niche	 separation,	 (b)	 plastic	
changes	in	crown	shape	and	(c)	temporal	niche	differentiation	among	
species	driven	by	different	leaf	phenologies	(Sapijanskas	et	al.,	2014).	
Our	diameter	and	height	diversity	indices	likely	reflect	architectural	
differences	and	to	a	certain	degree	plastic	changes	in	crown	shape,	
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the	two	processes	most	often	evoked	as	drivers	of	canopy	complex‐
ity	(Dănescu	et	al.,	2016;	Sapijanskas	et	al.,	2014).	Phenological	dif‐
ferences	among	 tree	 species	played	an	 important	 role	 in	Sardinilla	
(Sapijanskas	 et	 al.,	 2014)	 but	 their	 species‐specific	 contribution	 is	
likely	better	reflected	through	species	diversity	indices	than	through	
structural	 diversity	 indices.	Consistent	with	 theory,	 shade‐tolerant	
(understorey)	and	light	intermediate	(mid‐canopy)	species	benefitted	
most	from	an	increase	in	structural	diversity	since	they	are	further	
away	 from	 light	 saturation	 compared	 to	 canopy	 trees	 (Sapijanskas	 
et	al.,	2014).	Additionally,	the	light‐intermediate	species	AE	benefit‐
ted	most	 during	 drought	 conditions	 which	 could	 be	 explained	 via	
protection	 from	harsh	 climatic	 conditions	 (Pretzsch	et	 al.,	 2018),	 a	
process	that	has	been	found	to	strongly	determine	DPRs	especially	
of	conservative	species	(Fichtner	et	al.,	2017).	In	contrast,	the	nega‐
tive	 neighbourhood	 structural	 diversity	 effects	 on	 productivity	 of	
fast‐growing	species	(LS)	might	be	caused	by	greater	crown	exposure	
to	wind	and	radiation	under	dry	conditions,	which	has	been	described	
for	taller	species	in	other	mixtures	(Vitali,	Forrester,	&	Bauhus,	2018).	
Increasingly	divergent	effects	of	neighbourhood	structural	diversity	
on	individual	species	may	have	led	to	the	declining	effect	of	struc‐
tural	diversity	on	community‐level	productivity.

Structural	diversity	had	less	influence	on	community	productiv‐
ity	than	species	diversity.	While	species	diversity	 leads	to	comple‐
mentary	above‐	and	below‐ground	interactions,	structural	diversity	
effects	on	forest	productivity	likely	result	from	above‐ground	niche	
partitioning,	that	is,	a	subset	of	the	effects	of	species	diversity.	As	
suggested	 by	 work	 in	 natural	 forests	 (Jucker	 et	 al.,	 2015;	 Zhang	 
et	al.,	2015),	structural	diversity	effects	in	our	species‐rich	but	rather	
young	tropical	plantation	are	thus	likely	(partially)	mediated	effects	
of	 species	 diversity.	 Crown	 complementarity	 as	 result	 of	 intrinsic	
differences	between	species	 is	such	an	effect,	which	was	recently	
shown	 to	 strongly	 drive	 DPRs	 in	 young	 tree	 mixtures	 (Williams,	
Paquette,	Cavender‐Bares,	Messier,	&	Reich,	2017).	It	is	unlikely	that	
at	a	certain	point	in	time	DPRs	are	driven	either	by	species	diversity	
or	by	structural	diversity.	Instead,	our	results	support	the	idea	that	
the	relative	contribution	of	these	complementarity	effects	changes	
over	time.	This	conclusion	is	consistent	with	recent	theoretical	work	
and	results	from	many	studies,	even	though	the	latter	were	almost	
exclusively	based	on	 two‐species	mixtures	 (Forrester,	2014,	2017;	
Forrester	&	Bauhus,	2016).	In	our	study,	all	analysed	mixtures	con‐
sisted	of	tree	species	with	clearly	different	shade	tolerances	(shade‐
tolerant,	intermediate	and	light‐demanding)	that	occupied	different	
canopy	positions.	 In	other	words,	 they	display	 characteristics	 that	
should	 encourage	 crown	 complementarity	 (Williams	 et	 al.,	 2017)	
and	 thus	enhance	 light	 capture	and	 light‐use	efficiency	 (Forrester,	
2017;	Potvin	et	 al.,	2011).	Similarly,	 structural	diversity	effects	on	
productivity	were	positive	 in	 stands	 characterized	by	distinct	 ver‐
tical	 layering,	 species	 with	 different	 shade	 tolerances	 (Hardiman,	
Bohrer,	Gough,	Vogel,	&	Curtis,	 2011;	 Zhang	 et	 al.,	 2015)	 or	 only	
shade‐tolerant	species	(Dănescu	et	al.,	2016)	but	negative	for	shade‐
intolerant	Eucalypt	species	(Binkley	et	al.,	2010;	Ryan	et	al.,	2010).	
Structural	diversity	may	hence	act	as	an	important	driver	of	positive	
DPRs	if	the	above	prerequisites	are	met.

4.3 | Tree diversity increases production stability

Under	 climate	 change,	 stability	of	 production	 and	other	 functions	
of	forests	are	likely	to	become	a	key	issue	in	the	21st	century.	Our	
results	for	the	oldest	tropical	tree	diversity	experiment,	like	those	of	
Hutchison	et	al.	(2018),	clearly	support	the	idea	that	diversity	exerts	
a	positive	influence	on	stability.	Tropical	mixed‐species	plantations	
showed	a	more	stable	productivity	across	periods	of	contrasting	cli‐
matic	conditions.	Hutchison	et	al.	(2018)	reported	that	monoculture	
mortality	in	Sardinilla	was	strongly	driven	by	climatic	conditions	and	
that	mixing	species	buffered	this	effect.	Whereas	Hutchison	et	al.	
(2018)	separated	the	influence	of	extreme	climatic	events	on	growth	
and	mortality,	we	focussed	on	living	trees	to	express	stability	as	an	
integrated	metric,	‘temporal	stability’	(Tilman,	1999),	over	10	years	
of	growth.	In	agreement	with	our	expectation,	based	on	both	eco‐
logical	 theory	 (Loreau	 &	 de	Mazancourt,	 2013)	 as	 well	 as	 results	
from	the	few	studies	that	examined	temporal	stability	(del	Río	et	al.,	
2017;	 Jucker	et	al.,	2014),	we	 found	species	asynchrony	 to	be	 the	
strongest	 predictor	 of	 stability.	 The	 complementary	 species	 inter‐
actions	that	have	been	described	for	the	Sardinilla	experiment	(see	
above)	provide	the	basis	for	niche	differentiation	among	species	and	
facilitate	asynchronous	species	responses	to	changing	environmen‐
tal	 conditions	 (Loreau	&	 de	Mazancourt,	 2008).	 Since	 asynchrony	
depends	mostly	on	species	characteristics,	it	may	not	surprise	that	
we	did	not	 find	a	significant	contribution	of	structural	diversity	 to	
stability	of	productivity.

In	 addition	 to	 species	 asynchrony,	 stability	 increased	 through	
overyielding	 (higher	 mean	 productivity	 µ	 in	 mixtures)	 but	 not	
through	reduced	variation	 (σ)	of	productivity	 (Figure	S8).	Similarly,	
Jucker	et	al.	(2014)	found	a	consistent	stabilizing	effect	of	overyield‐
ing	on	growth	stability	across	European	forest	biomes.	The	lack	of	
a	mixing	effect	on	variability	of	productivity	in	our	study	might	be	
partly	attributable	to	the	delayed	complementarity	effects	 in	five‐
species	mixtures,	combined	with	the	random	positioning	of	the	five‐
species	plots	on	especially	variable	soils	(Healy	et	al.,	2008).	Finally,	
species	diversity	can	increase	stability	via	enhanced	growth	in	mix‐
tures	but	also	by	reducing	drought‐induced	mortality	compared	to	
monocultures	(Hutchison	et	al.,	2018).

Overyielding	 of	 mixed	 stands	 is	 expected	 to	 increase	 with	
harsher	 climatic	 conditions	 and	more	 limited	water	 resources,	 but	
only	if	species	interactions	increase	water	availability	and/or	water‐
use	efficiency	 (Forrester,	2014;	Forrester	&	Bauhus,	2016).	 In	 line	
with	theory,	we	found	the	strongest	effects	of	neighbourhood‐level	
species	diversity	on	productivity	during	a	dry	period,	characterized	
by	a	strong	and	prolonged	El	Niño	drought,	while	diversity	effects	
were	negligible	during	a	wet	climatic	period.	This	pattern	was	appar‐
ent	at	the	tree	neighbourhood	and	the	community	 level.	The	non‐
linear	drop	in	overyielding	during	the	extremely	wet	climate	period	
(P2)	 likely	 reflects	 the	 absence	of	 a	 limiting	 resource	 (Forrester	&	
Bauhus,	2016)	and	underlines	the	climate‐induced	water	availability	
dependence	 of	 overyielding	 in	 Sardinilla.	 The	 influence	 of	 climate	
on	overyielding	in	the	most	recent	years,	however,	cannot	be	disen‐
tangled	 from	the	effect	of	 increasing	species	 interactions	as	 trees	
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grow.	We,	therefore,	assume	that	the	highest	overyielding	in	the	last	
years	was	 attributable	 to	 both	 increasing	 strength	 of	 interactions	
with	progressing	stand	development	and	amplified	complementar‐
ity	during	drought.	These	climate‐driven	changes	in	complementary	
tree–tree	 interactions	 at	 the	 tree	 neighbourhood	 level	 are	 likely	
the	 principle	mechanisms	 behind	 the	 community‐level	 growth	 re‐
sponses	 to	 contrasting	 climatic	 conditions	 that	 were	 reported	 by	
Hutchison	et	al.	(2018).	Complementary	neighbourhood	interactions	
for	water	are	also	 the	 likely	underlying	 reason	 for	 lower	mortality	
in	mixtures	when	compared	to	monocultures	during	the	dry	period	
(Hutchison	 et	 al.,	 2018).	 Complementary	 water	 uptake	 strategies	
(Schwendenmann	et	al.,	2015)	in	addition	to	distinctly	different	leaf	
phenologies	of	the	assembled	species	(Kunert,	Schwendenmann,	&	
Hölscher,	2010)	may	have	allowed	mixtures	to	outperform	monocul‐
tures	during	drought.

In	summary,	we	found	that	species	and	structural	diversity	en‐
hanced	 both	 productivity	 and	 its	 stability	 in	 mixed	 compared	 to	
monospecific	 stands.	We	 show	 that	 beneficial	 effects	 of	 diversity	
in	 this	 tropical	 tree	 plantation	 increased	with	 stand	 development,	
were	highest	at	the	highest	levels	of	diversity	and	strongest	under	
drought	 conditions.	Results	of	 this	 study	 regarding	 increased	pro‐
ductivity	in	mixtures	are	consistent	with	findings	from	tropical	and	
boreal	forests	but	may	not	similarly	hold	in	temperate	forests	or	at	
larger	spatial	scales,	as	competitive	species	interactions	and	environ‐
mental	gradients	can	outweigh	beneficial	complementarity	effects	
(Chisholm	et	al.,	2013;	Fotis	et	al.,	2018;	Paquette	&	Messier,	2011).	
Tree–tree	 interactions	 in	 local	 neighbourhoods	were	 the	 principle	
drivers	of	 these	diversity	effects.	 For	 forest	 restoration	 initiatives	
tree‐by‐tree	mixing,	 compared	 to	 commonly	 used	 group	 planting,	
might,	therefore,	facilitate	positive	effects	of	mixed‐species	systems	
on	productivity	during	early	 stages	of	 stand	development	 (van	de	
Peer	et	al.,	2018).	These	results	support	the	idea	that	mixed	planta‐
tions	with	species	of	complementary	resource	use	are	a	promising	
strategy	for	combining	high	productivity	and	production	stability	in	
the	face	of	unprecedented	climate	changes.
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Appendix S1: The most important results of former studies in 

Sardinilla with relevance to this project 

 

The Sardinilla project is the oldest manipulative tree diversity experiment in the tropics and 

among the most intensively studied. Sixteen years after establishment of the Sardinilla 

plantation, a wealth of information is available regarding the complex interplay between 

diversity and ecosystem functioning. Significant overyielding of mixtures compared to 

monocultures in terms of biomass production or proxies like basal area has been consistently 

reported, with the highest productivity at intermediate levels of diversity (Potvin & Gotelli, 

2008; Sapijanskas, Potvin, & Loreau, 2013). Five years after establishment, mixed-species plots 

showed 30-58% higher summed basal areas than monocultures. Furthermore, mortality was 

highly species-specific and not related to diversity (Potvin & Gotelli, 2008). Examining local 

tree-tree interactions, (Potvin & Dutilleul, 2009), showed that the observed effects of species 

richness largely resulted from the size, number and identity of immediate tree neighbours. 

Importantly, tree size was the largest determinant of diameter growth (Potvin & Dutilleul, 

2009), therefore underlining the importance of tree size and structure for ecosystem functioning. 

Overyielding resulted mechanistically from complementary resource use. Above-ground 

species complementarity led to higher light capture in mixtures, as a result of architectural and 

temporal niche differentiation and plastic changes in crown shape (Sapijanskas, Paquette, 

Potvin, Kunert, & Loreau, 2014). Below-ground, litter-mediated interactions contributed 

significantly to the better performance of mixtures over monocultures (Sapijanskas et al., 2013).  

 

Apart from productivity various other aspects of ecosystem functioning have been studied. 

Studies on water use, uptake depth and use efficiency detected increasing transpiration with 

increasing species richness and strong complementarity in water use between species in mixed 

stands (Kunert & Cárdenas, 2015; Kunert, Schwendenmann, & Hölscher, 2010; Kunert, 
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Schwendenmann, Potvin, & Hölscher, 2012; Sprenger et al., 2013). Different species were 

found to exploit water from clearly distinct soil layers  and displayed a different leaf phenology 

during the dry season (Kunert et al., 2010; Kunert et al., 2012). In terms of nutrient cycles, 

several studies (Oelmann et al., 2010; Zeugin, Potvin, Jansa, & Scherer-Lorenzen, 2010) found 

indications of complementary nutrient uptake and a positive but inconsistent diversity effect on 

N and P pools, when analysing nutrient concentrations (N, P, K, Ca and Mg) in biomass and 

soil. Nonetheless, use efficiencies were highly species-specific and it appeared that 

environmental influences  were more important drivers of nutrient variability than diversity 

(Zeugin et al., 2010). Synthesizing data on various carbon (C) pools and fluxes from 2001 to 

2009, (Potvin et al., 2011), calculated a net C sink of 11 Mg ha-1 for the Sardinilla afforestation 

and showed that diversity significantly enhanced C fluxes but did not significantly affect carbon 

pools.  

 

To date, most analyses cover only data from the first half of the project’s lifespan (mostly until 

2009) and few analyses examined temporal dynamics. Although examining a relatively short 

time period (2006-2011), Sapijanskas et al. (2013) found an increasing diversity effects over 

time. A temporal analysis of the experiment is thus highly promising, especially as trees have 

reached considerable dimensions and we hypothesize that the strength of diversity effects 

increased in conjunction with tree development. 

Appendix S2: Data preparation and cleaning procedure 

Due to the large size of the database and its high temporal resolution (annual increments), we 

used a semi-automated procedure for data cleaning. The goal was to minimize the portion of 

model bias that would be attributable to negative increment values caused by natural 

disturbances or measurement errors (e.g. inconsistencies in the measurement position due to 

multiple stems). The need to correct for such biases is common in biodiversity experiments that 

use inventory datasets with a high temporal resolution (Fichtner et al., 2018). When detecting 

outliers and inconsistencies between successive years, we first compared the abnormal values 

with those recorded in the field data sheets (scanned images of original records were available 

for the whole study period). In case of unresolvable issues four approaches were applied: (1) 

interpolation for blatant measurement errors in a single year that appeared as negative BAItree-

values, calculated as (bat+1 - bat-1)/2 + bat-1, where (t-1) is the year before and (t+1) the year 

after the measurement error, i.e. assuming linear growth (0.3% of annual values), (2) 

substitution of trees with highly negative BAItree (> 20 % of the trees mean ba) via predicting 

the entire tree’s ba-growth series through species-specific allometric relationships between tree 

diameter at breast height (dbh) and basal diameter (BD), measured 10 cm from the ground 

(3.4% of trees; see details below and Fig. S1), (3) completely excluding trees with highly 

negative BAItree-values that snapped due to natural disturbances like hurricane “Otto” in 2016 

(5.3% of trees) and (4) setting all remaining negative increments to 0 (1.7% of annual values). 

Approach (1) and (2) were applied for all living trees, while (3) and (4) were only applied for 

the response but not for predictor variables.  

 

Substitution and exclusion of tree observations 

We substituted dbh with basal diameter (BD) data, as the latter was found to be less influenced 

by inconsistencies in stem numbers and was the less variable measure in Sardinilla (Potvin 

& Dutilleul, 2009). We, therefore, predicted a tree’s ba(dbh) via constructing species-specific 

allometric relationships of ba(dbh) and ba(BD) (Fig. S1). 
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Fig. S1 Species-specific basal area relationships for diameter at breast height (dbh) and basal diameter (BD). 

Allometric relationships were constructed for all 5 species, Luehea seemannii (LS), Anacardium excelsum (AE), 

Hura crepitans (HC), Tabebuia rosea (TR) and Cedrela odorata (CO).  

 

Relationships were modelled using 19,361 paired estimates from 1710 trees growing in 

monoculture and mixture plots after excluding 1) trees with strong negative increments, all 

other snapped trees due to natural disturbances, 3) extreme outlier values and non-logical 

values, i.e. smaller ba(BD) than ba(dbh) values. Modelled relationships between ba(dbh) and 

ba(BD) had good fits for all species R2 > 0.87 (Fig. S1). For the species CO and HC ba(BD) 

values > 1500 cm2 might be problematic for substitution due to data scarcity.  This was no 

problem in our case as no substituted tree had ba(BD) values > 1500 cm2. We substituted the 

whole tree growth series to avoid inconsistencies caused by either using dbh or BD data. We 

also checked for the possibility of introducing a systematic bias by excluding snapped trees 

from the analysis and concluded that negative increments of all types were well distributed 

between richness levels, years, plots and species. In addition, to ensure that tree removal did 

not bias our plot-level results we also calculated relative productivity (RP) and growth stability 

with and without the exclusion of observations pertaining to snapped trees. Since the exclusion 

of observations did not change our results, we concluded that the applied corrections reduced 

model bias and were consequently justified.   

 

Cordia alliodora 

CA contributed on average only 3% to the stand basal area (BA) in the mixed species plots, a 

proportion that remained stable during our study period (Fig. S2). This die-back was likely a 

result of site properties, possibly due to the compacted and undrained soil (Potvin & Gotelli, 

2008; Sapijanskas et al., 2013) or root herbivory by beetle larvae (Healy, Gotelli, & Potvin, 

2008), and not a diversity effect. Consequently, we excluded CA from our analysis and will 
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report on it only in terms of its effect on the growth of the other species within the plantation. 

In this study, at the community level, we consequently refer to the ‘realized’ species richness 

levels in Sardinilla, which after the failure of CA range from monocultures (N = 10) over two- 

(N = 3), three- (N = 3) up to five-species (N = 6) mixtures. Importantly, we report on richness 

at the community level as realized richness (i.e. excluding CA), while tree neighbourhood 

richness refers to the richness of all species in the neighbourhood including CA (as not all trees 

died), to best capture the growing conditions of each individual focal tree. The final community-

level response data set comprises annually resolved values of 2596 alive trees from 2006 till 

January 2017 of the 5 species Luehea seemannii (LS), Anacardium excelsum (AE), Hura 

crepitans (HC), Tabebuia rosea (TR) and Cedrela odorata (CO). 

 

 
Fig. S2 Basal area (BA) of Cordia alliodora (CA) per plot (m2 ha-1) relative to total plot basal area from 2006 to 

2017 for the mixture plots. The red line represents the average relative BA (%) of CA in mixture plots. 

 

Appendix S3: Climatic periods  

We addressed the impacts of climatic conditions on complementarity by calculating the multi-

scalar drought index SPEI (Beguería, Vicente-Serrano, Reig, & Latorre, 2014; Vicente-Serrano, 

Beguería, & López-Moreno, 2010) based on monthly Precipitation and Potential 

Evapotranspiration (PET) data from Barro Colorado Island (BCI), located 30km south of 

Sardinilla (Fig. S3, data sets provided by the Physical Monitoring Program of the Smithsonian 

Tropical Research Institute). SPEI as a measure of drought severity takes both drought intensity 

and duration into account (Vicente-Serrano et al., 2010). SPEI was calculated as SPEI-12 of 

December (12 months, Beguería & Vicente-Serrano, 2017) after inspecting growth-climate 

correlations for different SPEI lengths and months (Hutchison, Gravel, Guichard, & Potvin, 

2018). We used the study period (2006-2016) as reference period.   

 

The SPEI calculation period thus always corresponds to the growth period between two 

subsequent annual measurements (measurements were taken each year in December-January). 

Therefore, SPEI-12 provides an integrated measure of the growing conditions in a year. Based 
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on the observed SPEI values we split the 2006-2016 observation period into three different sub-

periods, characterized by contrasting climatic regimes (Fig. S3): (1) a mixed period (2006-

2009), (2) an particularly wet La Niña period (2010-2012) and (3) an exceptionally dry period 

(2013-2016) characterized by three consecutive dry years and a recovery in 2016. The year 

2015 was characterized by an exceptionally strong El Niño phenomenon, and consequently low 

precipitation (Detto, Wright, Calderón, & Muller-Landau, 2018). 

 

 
Fig. S3 Annual SPEI index values from Barro Colorado Island (BCI). The SPEI index was calculated as SPEI-12 

of December (12 months). The grey shaded area highlights the analysis period of this study (2006-2016). Vertical 

red lines separate the three chosen observation periods with contrasting climatic regimes.  

 

Appendix S4: Linear mixed-effect modelling framework  

Step 1: Non-diversity tree growth predictors 

We specified a null model (i.e. excluding diversity variables) with a beyond-optimal selection 

of growth relevant factors as fixed effects. Growth relevant factors commonly integrated into 

tree growth models include abiotic environmental factors and tree mortality at community level 

while additionally tree size and competition play an important role at the local tree 

neighbourhood (Dănescu, Albrecht, & Bauhus, 2016; Potvin & Gotelli, 2008). The fixed effects 

included all non-diversity tree growth determinants detailed below that were not collinear 

(Spearman’s Rho < 0.6, see Table S1 for a final set): 

 

Mortality: Mortality was highly species specific in Sardinilla and no consistent mortality-

diversity relationship was found in former analyses (Potvin & Gotelli, 2008). Nonetheless, 

mortality, especially of immediate neighbours, might have strong effects on the growth of 

individual trees and could be confounded with the diversity effects that we are testing. We 

therefore included the relative (%) mortality of trees in each plot or tree neighbourhood as 

growth predictor.  
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Size dependency: Individual tree growth at the neighbourhood scale is strongly determined by 

a tree’s size and the size/distance of its immediate neighbours. The focal trees ba was included 

as predictor to account for this effect.  As the relationship between BAItree and a tree’s ba is not 

linear, one can either include ba2 as predictor (Dănescu et al., 2016) or the log-transformed ba 

(Fichtner et al., 2018). To avoid a loss of degrees of freedom and to keep models as simple as 

possible we used the log-transformed ba as predictor. 

 

Competition: At the neighbourhood scale, we modelled a tree’s competitive environment via 

testing distance dependent and independent indices. As distance independent measures we used 

(1) the summed ba of the immediate neighbourhood (BAN) and (2) the summed ba of all trees 

larger than the focal tree (BAL). To model competition effects for a focal tree in more detail 

we also calculated the distance-dependent Hegyi-Index (e.g. Lee & Gadow, 1997; Mailly, 

Turbis, & Pothier, 2003) that takes the ba of the focal tree and of its competitors as well as their 

distance into account: 

 

𝐻𝑒𝑔𝑦𝑖 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 =  ∑ 𝑏𝑎𝑐
𝑏𝑎𝑡

𝑛
 𝑐 = 1 ∗  𝑑𝑡𝑐            (Eq. S1) 

 

Where ba is the basal area of either the focal tree t or its competitor c and dtc the distance 

between focal tree and neighbour. A pre-correlation analysis of the neighbourhood data 

indicated that the basal area of trees larger than the focal tree (BAL, m2 ha-1) was the only 

competition index that was not highly correlated with the focal trees ba (Rho < 0.6). BAL was 

therefore used as competition index in all further analysis. 

 

Temporal development: At the community level, we included the measurement year as fixed 

effect, to account for changes of diversity effects along stand development.  In contrast, at the 

neighbourhood level we used distinct time periods, rather than annual increments, to factor out 

measurement inaccuracies (especially 0 increments) between successive years. In the last 

period, many trees showed very small increments that could not be detected via annual diameter 

inventories. These were likely caused by the especially dry conditions in this period as a result 

of an exceptionally strong El Niño phenomenon (Detto et al., 2018).The ecological validity of 

these small increments at dbh was confirmed by a similar growth decline at BD. The three time 

periods (see Appendix S3) were included as a categorical fixed effect that represented the 

combined effect of tree age and climatic conditions. 

 

Environmental heterogeneity: In Sardinilla, environmental heterogeneity explained 35-57% of 

the variation in productivity and mortality, while 23-30% were explained by diversity (Healy 

et al., 2008). This highlights the need to account for confounding environmental influences. 

Interestingly diversity effects are not masked but rather amplified by environmental 

heterogeneity in Sardinilla as half of the three-species plots, which were the most productive 

ones, experienced better growing conditions (located on a ridge) compared to six-species plots 

(Healy et al., 2008). We therefore accounted for environmental heterogeneity using a random 

effect for plot and subplot in the tree-level models. Subplots were obtained by subdividing the 

main plots into four smaller 12 × 12 m compartments and they allow accounting for spatial 

correlation of trees at smaller scales (Healy et al., 2008; Sapijanskas et al., 2013). 

 

Understory vegetation: To study the influence of understory vegetation, the understory was not 

removed from 2012 onwards in two subplots (5 years of understory reconstruction in subplot 1 

and 2) while in the other subplots (3 and 4) understory was cut at the end of the rainy season 

(as done previously on all subplots). We accounted for this possibly confounding effect by 

including understory treatment as a fixed-effects predictor in the tree-level models. As 
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understory treatment had no significant effect on the growth of any species it was excluded as 

predictor during model selection. 

 
Table S1 Overview and summary statistics of response variables and non-diversity growth predictors used in the 

community and tree neighbourhood-level models. 

Variables Community level  Neighbourhood level 
 Monocultures Mixtures  Monocultures Mixtures 

 Mean Range Mean Range  Mean Range Mean Range 

Response          
BAIplot 1.2 0.0-3.6 1.5 0.1-4.7  - - - - 
BAI LS 1.8 0.9-3.6 2.6 0.7-6.0  22.4 0.0-92.2 35.8 0.0-223.5 
BAI AE 1.4 0.7-3.1 2.5 0.8- 7.3  24.9 0.0-103.6 41.3 0.0-185.2 
BAI HC 0.6 0.0-1.5 0.6 0.0-3.0  11.9 0.0-89.1 14.6 0.0-141.2 
BAI TR 1.1 0.5-2.6 1.1 0.1-3.5  11.4 0.0-67.1 15.3 0.0-78.8 
BAI CO 0.9 0.2-2.4 1.2 0.1-5.2  10.8 0.0-73.4 27.9 0.0-172.6 
Fixed effects          
relM 0.2 0.0-0.5 0.4 0.1-0.6  15.2 0.0-87.5 31.8 0.0-100.0 
ba - - - -  119.3 1.5-777.6 194.8 4.3-1246.4 
BAL - - - -  0.1 0.0-0.4 0.1 0.0-0.3 
Year* - 2006-2016 - 2006-2016  - - - - 
Period* - - - -  - P1-P3 - P1-P3 
Relative size* - - - -  - C1-C3 - C1-C3 

Note: Values are given as temporal mean and range (minimum-maximum) for the observation period 2006-2016. 

Community-level productivity is per plot (BAIplot, m2 ha-1 year-1) or per species within a plot (BAIplot species, m2 ha-

1 year-1) and neighbourhood-level productivity for individual trees (BAItree, cm2 ha-1 year-1) per species (LS, AE, 

HC, TR, CO). Species-specific productivity in mixtures at the community level was scaled to that of the 

monocultures with the mixing proportion mi. relM is the relative mortality of a plot or tree neighbourhood (0.0-

1.0), BA is the basal area of a plot (m2 ha-1) or of a tree neighbourhood (m2) and ba a focal tree’s basal area (cm2). 

BAL is the basal area of trees larger than the focal tree (m2). Periods were chosen according to contrasting climatic 

conditions and represent: an intermediate (P1, 2006-2009), a particularly wet (P2, 2010-2012) and an exceptionally 

dry period (P3, 2013-2016) (see Appendix S3 for details).  Relative tree size classes are C1 = overtopped, C2 = 

intermediate, C3 = dominant (Eq.7). Only the final set of non-diversity growth predictors is shown. An asterisk 

behind the fixed effect shows the ones interacting with the diversity indices. 

 

Step 2 & 3: Model structure, heteroscedasticity and temporal autocorrelation 

The R package nlme (Pinheiro, Bates, DebRoy, Sarkar, & Team, 2018) was used for both 

community and neighbourhood-level linear mixed models (LMMs). We determined the random 

structure of the null model (modelling framework step 2) in the presence of all fixed effects 

(i.e. a full model) via comparing the AIC of models with different random structures using 

restricted maximum likelihood (REML) estimation.   

 

At this stage, the community-level model had the following initial form (Pinheiro & Bates, 

2000): 

 

𝐵𝐴𝐼𝑖𝑗𝑡 = 𝑋𝑖𝑗𝑡 ∙ 𝛽 + 𝑍𝑖,𝑗𝑡 ∙ 𝑏𝑖 + 𝑍𝑖𝑗,𝑡 ∙ 𝑏𝑖𝑗 + 𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑡          (Eq. S2) 

 

Where BAIijt is the vector of summed BAIplot in year t, in plot j within species composition i 

described by several different fixed and random terms. Xijt is the matrix of the fixed effects and 

β its parameter vector. Zi,jt and Zij,t are the random effect matrices of composition (i) and plot 

(ij) nested within composition with their respective parameters bi and bij. The LMM of this form 

assumes the random effect parameters (bi, bij) to be normally distributed with mean and variance 

of  N(0, d2) as well as the error term  εijt to be normally distributed with covariance matrix Σijt 

(Pinheiro & Bates, 2000; Zuur, Ieno, Walker, Saveliev, & Smith, 2009). 
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We tested different methods of incorporating heterogeneity into the model (variance structures) 

as well as temporal autocorrelation which affect Σijt (Pinheiro & Bates, 2000; Zuur et al., 2009). 

To reduce the temporal auto correlation of samples from subsequent years or periods we used 

the first order auto-regressive covariance structure (AR1) which introduces smaller correlations 

with increasing time difference between sampling dates (Pinheiro et al., 2018; Zuur et al., 

2009). To address heteroscedasticity of the predictor variables we tested either a constant 

variance structure per group (varIdent) and an exponential (varExp) or power (varPower) 

variance function for continuous predictor variables (Pinheiro et al., 2018). 

 

Similarly, the neighbourhood-level model took the following form: 

 

𝐵𝐴𝐼𝑖𝑗𝑡 = 𝑋𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑡 ∙ 𝛽 + 𝑍𝑖,𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑡 ∙ 𝑏𝑖 + 𝑍𝑖𝑗,𝑘𝑙𝑡 ∙ 𝑏𝑖𝑗 + 𝑍𝑖𝑗𝑘,𝑙𝑡 ∙ 𝑏𝑖𝑗𝑘 + 𝑍𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙,𝑡 ∙ 𝑏𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 + 𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑡     (Eq. S3) 

 

Where BAIijklt is the vector of mean BAItree in period t, of tree l, in subplot k, in plot j, within 

species composition i. Xijklt is the matrix of the fixed effects and β its parameter vector. Zi,jklt, 

Zij,klt, Zijk,lt, and Zijkl,t,  are the random effect matrices of composition (i), plot (ij), subplot (ijk) 

and focal tree identity (ijkl) nested within composition, plot and subplot, with their respective 

parameters bi, bij, bijk and bijkl. The model assumptions, variance and autocorrelation structures 

are the same as for the community level.  

 

The optimal null model structure (modelling framework step 3) was chosen via removing all 

non-significant fixed effects (see step 1). Statistical significance was determined using 

likelihood ratio tests while employing the maximum likelihood (ML) estimation. This model 

structure was kept fixed in the subsequent analysis. 

Model evaluation and response transformation 

Validity of model assumptions was tested via graphical tools (quantile-quantile and residual 

plots). At the community level, we addressed violations of the normality assumption, using a 

fourth-root transformation. We checked for the support of the transformation via examining 

model residuals via quantile-quantile and model residual plots (including comparisons of 

residuals vs all predictors). Through the applied transformations, the problems were eased (Fig. 

S4). 

 

At the neighbourhood level severe violations of the model assumptions made the Box-cox 

transformation (Box & Cox, 1964) necessary, which has been successfully applied in similar 

studies (Dănescu et al., 2016). In our case, the Box-cox transformation outperformed both log 

and fourth-root-transformation and was, therefore, applied in the neighbourhood models.  

 

The Box-cox transformation was calculated as follows: 

 

𝑦𝑖
(𝜆)

= {
((𝑦𝑖+𝑐)𝜆−1)

𝜆
/𝜆,  𝜆 ≠ 0

ln(𝑦𝑖) ,  𝜆 = 0
             (Eq. S4) 

 

Where yi is the response variable, λ the applied transformation parameter that is determined via 

maximizing the model likelihood in the presence of all continuous predictors (Box & Cox, 

1964) and c a constant added to the response to mitigate 0 values. Similarly to other studies 

(Dănescu et al., 2016), we used a value of 1 for c, which was later subtracted during back-

transformation. Retransformation to the original scale was calculated as follows: 
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𝑦𝑖 = (𝑦𝑖
(𝜆)

⋅ 𝜆 + 1)
1

𝜆              (Eq. S5) 

 

The Box-cox transformation combined with variance functions mitigated the statistical issues 

of non-normality, heteroscedasticity and 0 increments in the neighbourhood-level models (Fig. 

S5). All continuous fixed effects were centred and scaled to enhance the interpretability of the 

LMM coefficients. Centring allows to still interpret main model effects in the presence of 

interactions and avoids multicollinearity of polynomials, while the standardization (scaling) of 

model parameters makes them comparable in effect size among models and among studies 

(Schielzeth, 2010). Centring was performed via subtracting the mean value of each variable per 

species. Scaling was done via dividing the centred values by the standard deviation of a variable 

per species (Schielzeth, 2010).  

 

 
Fig. S4 Residual plot of the LMM for community productivity. The figure shows the standardized residuals vs the 

fitted values (BAIplot, m2 ha-1) for the final diversity model. 

 

Step 4: Model selection and index ranking 

The 4th step of our modelling framework consisted in ranking all candidate diversity models 

per species (13 models × 5 species) according to their AIC following an IT-AIC model selection 

framework (Burnham & Anderson, 2002; Whittingham, Stephens, Bradbury, & Freckleton, 

2006). We used the Second-order Akaike Information Criterion (AICc), i.e. AIC corrected for 

small sample size (Burnham & Anderson, 2002). The IT-AIC approach has been used 

successfully in former studies to detangle the effects of species and structural diversity in 

uneven-aged, mixed forest stands (Dănescu et al., 2016). The primary reason to use this 

approach was to objectively compare the relative importance of our candidate diversity indices. 

The advantages of the IT-AIC approach over using stepwise regression are discussed in detail 

in Whittingham et al. (2006) but in our case the main advantage is that inference is not simply 

based on “one” best performing model (stepwise selection) but rather on a set of candidate 

models. In case of similarly well performing models that carry different or contrasting 

information inference could thus be based on this set of candidate models. We ranked our 

diversity models using Akaike weights (w) that show the relative likelihood of diversity index 

model i given a set of candidate models M (Burnham & Anderson, 2002), calculated as: 

 

𝑤𝑖 =
exp (− 

1

2
∗ ∆𝑖)

∑ exp (−
1

2
∗ ∆𝑖)𝑀

𝑘=1

              (Eq. S6) 
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Where k is the set of candidate index models M and ∆𝑖= 𝐴𝐼𝐶𝑐𝑖 − min (𝐴𝐼𝐶𝑐). The Akaike 

weights thus show the level of support for a model being the most parsimonious among the set 

of candidate diversity index models (Burnham & Anderson, 2002).  

 

 
Fig. S5 Residual plots for the LMMs at the neighbourhood level. The subfigures show the standardized residuals 

vs the fitted values (BAItree, cm2) of the final species-specific diversity model for the species LS, AE, HC, CO and 

TR. 

 

Appendix S5: Relative productivity and growth stability 

Relative productivity estimates according to mixing proportion 

The choice of the mixing proportions (mi) strongly determines the obtained relative productivity 

(RP) estimates (Forrester & Pretzsch, 2015). In planted BEF experiments it is common to use 

the planted number of trees per species to calculate mi, assuming all changes in tree density to 

be a direct or indirect result of diversity effects (Forrester & Pretzsch, 2015). Importantly, we 

accounted for the die-back of the species CA in early years, which was most likely unrelated to 
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diversity effects, through calculating the mixing proportion mi based on the realized number of 

individuals (excluding CA) and not based on the originally planted tree density. The rationale 

being that this die-back caused a sharply decreased tree density in the planted three- and six-

species mixtures and more development space for the remaining individuals. Therefore, to 

avoid overestimating diversity effects, we calculated mi as the realized diversity by excluding 

CA individuals from the mixing proportions (i.e. 0.5 in the former three- and now two-species 

mixtures). As mi determines the monoculture productivity, higher mixing proportions 

consequently lead to higher expected yields in the monocultures and lower RP estimates.  

Choosing a mixing proportion based on the planted tree number (incl. CA) increased mean 

overyielding in the two-species mixtures from ~25% to ~90% and from ~50% to ~80% in the 

five-species mixtures, while the three-species mixtures without CA remain unchanged (Fig. 

S6). Actual overyielding is likely to lie between these two estimates, as mi excluding CA (Fig. 

S6a) compares monocultures with a higher tree density with mixtures with lower tree density, 

consequently underestimating overyielding. Similarly, not excluding CA individuals (Fig. S6b) 

ignores that the remaining individuals have more development space, consequently 

overestimating the RP of mixtures. Hence, we assume our RP estimates to be conservative (see 

Fig. S6 for a comparison) and to best reflect that the die-back of the species CA was likely a 

result of site properties, possibly due to the compacted and undrained soil (Potvin & Gotelli, 

2008; Sapijanskas et al., 2013) or root herbivory by beetle larvae (Healy et al., 2008), and not 

a diversity effect. 

 

 

 
Fig. S6 Temporal mean (2006-2016) relative productivity (RP) of mixtures vs their respective monocultures based 

on community-level productivity (BAIplot, m2 ha-1 year-1). RP was calculated based on community-level 

productivity (m2 ha-1 year-1) with Eqs. (3) and (4). Figure (a) shows the RP per species richness level when the 

mixing proportion mi is calculated based on the number of trees per plot excluding CA individuals (realized 

richness in Sardinilla) and, (b) the RP when mi is calculated based on the planted number of trees per plot including 

CA individuals. The red horizontal line represents the monoculture yield. 

(a) (b) 
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Temporal development of relative productivity 

 

 
Fig. S7 Temporal development of relative productivity (RP) per year separated according to the species richness 

level of mixtures (2, 3 and 5 species) compared to monocultures (red horizontal line). Points represent the mean 

RP per richness level and year and error bars the standard error of the mean.  

 

Drivers of growth stability  

The stability of community productivity can be driven either by overyielding, i.e. higher mean 

productivity (µBAI) or by decreased variation of productivity (σBAI), which both have been 

shown to stabilize productivity in forests (Jucker, Bouriaud, Avacaritei, & Coomes, 2014). In 

Sardinilla the found significant positive effect of diversity on stability was mainly driven by a 

significant positive effect (p = .0112) of diversity on overyielding (µBAI) while there was no 

significant effect of diversity on the variation of productivity (σBAI) (Fig. S8).  
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Fig. S8 The drivers of growth stability, µBAI and σBAI, in relation to species richness. Plot (a) shows the fitted linear 

relationship between µBAI and the species richness of a plot (R2 = 0.28, p < .0112). Plot (b) the fitted linear 

relationship of σBAI and species richness (n.s.). Points represent values per plot (N = 22), while the grey shaded 

areas illustrate 95% confidence intervals for the fitted models. 

 

Appendix S6: Detailed results for the community- and tree 

neighbourhood-level models 

Community-level models 

All significant diversity indices clearly enhanced the species-specific null model based on 

significant likelihood ratio tests and the clearly lower AIC compared to the respective null 

model (Table S2). Including the diversity indices changed the parameter estimates of the other 

fixed and random effect but none lost their significance. The random effect composition 

accounted for a significant share of the plot level productivity estimates and its inclusion clearly 

enhanced the model (Tables 3, S3). We addressed the temporal autocorrelation of the yearly 

measurements with a first order auto-regressive covariance structure (AR1), which significantly 

enhanced the model (Table S3). No variance function was included into the community-level 

models as this did not enhance the models.  

Neighbourhood-level models 

All species-specific null models had a similar fixed effect structure. Significant non-diversity 

growth predictors were for all species a focal tree’s size (log(ba)) and competition (expressed 

as BAL) and for four out of five species the relative mortality of neighbouring trees (relM), in 

this order of magnitude (Table 3 and Tables S4-S8). Neighbourhood mortality was not 

incorporated into the growth model of the species TR, as it did no significantly enhance the 

growth model (Table 3). Focal tree size had a non-linear (logarithmic) relationship with growth 

that showed a steep rise of productivity for small trees and similar high productivity for large 

individuals. Competition had a consistent negative effect on productivity while higher 

neighbour mortality led to higher focal tree productivity. Ground vegetation treatment had no 

significant effect on any species and was consequently dropped during the null model selection. 

 

(a) (b) 
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Table S2 Model evaluation statistics for goodness-of-fit, based on the IT-AIC approach. Only models with 

significant diversity indices and respective null models (without diversity component) are shown. The most 

parsimonious, highest-ranking species diversity and structural diversity index model is highlighted with grey 

shading. 

Response  Diversity index AICc ΔAICc Akaike weight 

Community level (BAIplot) Richnesss -406.6 0.0 0.43 
 sdh -405.6 1.0 0.26 
 Evennesss -403.2 3.39 0.08 
 Shannons -403.0 3.6 0.07 
 Null model -401.3 5.23 0.03 
LS (BAItree) Shannons 4828.7 0.0 0.61 
 Evennesss 4829.8 1.1 0.35 
 Richnesss 4835.0 6.3 0.03 
 CVd 4836.3 7.5 0.01 
 sdh 4838.8 10.1 0.00 
 GCd 4839.6 10.9 0.00 
 CVh 4849.2 20.5 0.00 
 GCh 4850.1 21.4 0.00 
 Null model 4851.7 23.0 0.00 
AE (BAItree) Richnesss 3605.6 0.0 0.77 
 Shannons 3609.0 3.4 0.14 
 Evennesss 3609.9 4.3 0.09 
 CVd 3618.2 12.6 0.00 
 GCd 3619.0 13.4 0.00 
 GCh 3623.8 18.2 0.00 
 CVh 3626.3 20.7 0.00 
 sdh 3629.3 23.7 0.00 
 Null model 3638.0 32.4 0.00 
HC (BAItree) Evennesss 1563.2 0.0 0.49 
 Richnesss 1564.2 1.0 0.29 
 Shannons 1565.2 2.0 0.18 
 Null model 1572.4 9.2 0.00 
TR (BAItree) Evennesss 4366.2 0.0 1.00 
 Shannons 4383.5 17.3 0.00 
 Richnesss 4394.5 28.4 0.00 
 GCh 4408.0 41.9 0.00 
 CVh 4413.9 47.7 0.00 
 GCd 4415.9 49.7 0.00 
 sdh 4418.3 52.1 0.00 
 CVd 4419.2 53.1 0.00 
  Null model 4419.9 53.7 0.00 
CO (BAItree) sdh 2686.8 0.0 1.00 
 GCh 2699.8 13.1 0.00 
 CVh 2700.2 13.5 0.00 
 Richnesss 2702.0 15.2 0.00 
 sdd 2702.7 15.9 0.00 
 Evennesss 2702.9 16.1 0.00 
 GCd 2703.1 16.4 0.00 
 Shannons 2703.8 17.0 0.00 
 CVd 2704.9 18.2 0.00 
 Null model 2717.8 31.0 0.00 

Note: Species diversity indices are denoted by _s, diameter diversity indices by _d and height diversity indices by 

_h. AICc is the Second-order Akaike Information Criterion, ΔAICc the difference to the model with the lowest 

AICc (see Appendix S4 for details). For a detailed description of the indices, see Table 1. For the species LS and 

AE, sdd was excluded as structural diversity index due to high collinearity (VIF > 16). 
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Table S3 Linear mixed-effect model parameter estimates with standard errors (S.E.) for the highest-ranking species 

and structural diversity index model at the community level (N = 22 plots × 11 years).  

Community level Estimate S.E. 

Transformation   

Fourth-root   BAI0.25  

Fixed effects (βi)   

β0   1.076 0.030 

Richnesss   0.078 0.041 

sdh   0.020 0.018 

relM - 0.054 0.014 

Year - 0.061 0.013 

Year2 - 0.014 0.009 

Richnesss * Year   0.021 0.008 

sdh * Year - 0.027 0.009 

Variance components   

di
2   0.092  

dε
2   0.094  

φ   0.102  

Note: All continuous fixed effects were centred and scaled to facilitate comparisons (see Appendix S4 and 

Schielzeth, 2010) for details). Significant diversity effects are indicated using a bold typeface. The response was 

fourth-root transformed. φ is the temporal autocorrelation parameter between successive years (AR1), d i
2 the 

variance estimate of the random effect species composition and dε
2 is the residual variance. 

 

Random effects organized significant shares of the variance in productivity between single trees 

(Tables S4-S8). No random effect for composition was included as it did not enhance the 

models AIC. For three species (AE, HC and TR), only a random effect for plot and subplot was 

included while for two species (LS, CO) also the focal tree identity was included as it enhanced 

the models AIC (Tables S4-S8). For all species, temporal autocorrelation between successive 

periods was modelled via including a first order autoregressive covariance structure (AR1), 

which significantly enhanced the models AIC (Tables S4-S8). The variance in the models was 

best stabilized via including the focal tree’s basal area (ba) as variance covariate using a power 

variance function for the species AE, CO and HC and an exponential variance function for LS 

(Tables S4-S8). For TR a constant variance structure per period was used as this clearly resulted 

in the lowest AIC (Tables S4-S8).  

 

Species-specific differences became apparent when ranking the indices and the order of 

significant diversity indices varied strongly (Tables 4, S2). Akaike weights clearly supported 

the superiority of species diversity for four species (LS, AE, HC and TR), while for the shade-

tolerant species CO structural diversity was the stronger determinant of productivity (∆𝐴𝐼𝐶 >
7. 5 for all species; Tables 4, S2). Interestingly, species diversity and structural diversity had 

highly similar effects on the productivity of the species TR. The effect of structural diversity 

for the species TR was however, likely due to redundancy with the effect of species diversity, 

only significant in the separated structural model (model selection step 4, Table S7) and not in 

the combined model (Table 4). The three species diversity indices showed consistently the same 

effects on productivity, but their ranking varied among species (Table 4). Similarly, for each 

species, all significant structural diversity indices either showed consistently positive or 

negative effects, while also the effects of diameter and height diversity indices were consistent 

throughout (Table S2). 
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Table S4 Neighbourhood-level LMM parameter estimates with standard errors (S.E.) for the highest-ranking 

species and structural diversity index model of the species Luehea seemannii (LS, N = 469 trees × 3 periods) 

LS Estimate S.E. 

Box-Cox parameter   

λ   0.330  

Fixed effects (βi)   

β0   6.795 0.158 

Shannons    0.207 0.103 

CVd   0.121 0.060 

log(ba)   1.594 0.058 

relM   0.367 0.063 

BAL - 0.567 0.069 

P2 - 0.850 0.104 

P3 - 2.748 0.150 

C2   0.236 0.107 

C3   0.313 0.148 

Shannons * P2 - 0.290 0.079 

Shannons * P3 - 0.138 0.091 

Shannons * C2   0.143 0.086 

Shannons * C3   0.249 0.099 

CVd * P2 - 0.147 0.079 

CVd * P3 - 0.330 0.093 

Variance components   

dij
2   0.331  

dijk
2   0.214  

dijkl
2   0.000  

dε
2   1.024  

δ   0.001  

φ   0.139   

Note: All continuous fixed effects are centred and scaled to facilitate comparisons (see Appendix S4 and 

Schielzeth, 2010 for details). Significant diversity effects are indicated using a bold typeface. λ is the 

transformation parameter, δ the parameter of the variance structure for the focal tree’s basal area (ba), φ the 

temporal autocorrelation parameter between successive periods (AR1), dij
2, dijk

2, dijkl
2, are the variance estimates 

of the random effects plot, subplot and tree identity and dε
2 is the residual variance. The parameters and diversity 

indices are explained in detail in Table 1 and 2. 

 
Table S5 Neighbourhood-level LMM parameter estimates with standard errors (S.E.) for the highest-ranking 

species and structural diversity index model of the species Anacardium excelsum (AE, N = 383 trees × 3 periods). 

AE Estimate S.E. 

Box-Cox parameter   

λ   0.320  

Fixed effects (βi)   

β0   7.252 0.150 

Richnesss - 0.202 0.106 

CVd    0.064 0.052 

log(ba)   2.029 0.054 

relM   0.162 0.043 

BAL - 0.468 0.062 

P2 - 0.966 0.109 

P3 - 3.111 0.151 

C2   0.274 0.099 

C3   0.580 0.132 

Richnesss * P2   0.053 0.085 
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Richnesss * P3   0.376 0.095 

Richnesss * C2   0.206 0.081 

Richnesss * C3   0.339 0.094 

CVd * P2 - 0.049 0.079 

CVd * P3   0.222 0.086 

Variance components   

dij
2   0.315  

dijk
2   0.288  

dε
2   0.325  

δ   0.256  

φ   0.117   

Note: All continuous fixed effects are centred and scaled to facilitate comparisons (see Appendix S4 and 

Schielzeth, 2010 for details). Significant diversity effects are indicated using a bold typeface. λ is the 

transformation parameter, δ the parameter of the variance structure for the focal tree’s basal area (ba), φ the 

temporal autocorrelation parameter between successive periods (AR1), dij
2 and dijk

2 are the variance estimates of 

the random effects plot and subplot and dε
2 is the residual variance. The parameters and diversity indices are 

explained in detail in Table 1 and 2. 

 
Table S6 Neighbourhood-level LMM parameter estimates with standard errors (S.E.) for the highest-ranking 

species and structural diversity index model of the species Hura crepitans (HC, N = 288 trees × 3 periods). 

HC Estimate S.E. 

Box-Cox parameter   

λ   0.000  

Fixed effects (βi)   

β0   2.682 0.063 

Evennesss   0.029 0.045 

log(ba)   0.701 0.028 

relM   0.090 0.025 

BAL - 0.039 0.037 

P2 - 0.460 0.055 

P3 - 1.824 0.072 

C2   0.041 0.064 

C3   0.277 0.077 

Evennesss * P2 - 0.092 0.049 

Evennesss  * P3 - 0.214 0.055 

Variance components   

dij
2   0.103  

dijk
2   0.000  

dε
2   0.166  

δ   0.292  

φ   0.130   

Note: All continuous fixed effects are centred and scaled to facilitate comparisons (see Appendix S4 and 

Schielzeth, 2010 for details). Significant diversity effects are indicated using a bold typeface. λ is the 

transformation parameter, δ the parameter of the variance structure for the focal tree’s basal area (ba), φ the 

temporal autocorrelation parameter between successive periods (AR1), dij
2 and dijk

2 are the variance estimates of 

the random effects plot and subplot and dε
2 is the residual variance. The parameters and diversity indices are 

explained in detail in Table 1 and 2. 

 
Table S7 Neighbourhood-level LMM parameter estimates with standard errors (S.E.) for the highest-ranking 

species and structural diversity index model of the species Tabebuia rosea (TR, N = 607 trees × 3 periods). 

TR Estimate S.E. 

Box-Cox parameter   

λ   0.220  

Fixed effects (βi)   
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β0   4.126 0.105 

Evennesss   0.141 0.052 

GCh   0.044  0.031 

log(ba)   0.854 0.028 

BAL - 0.324 0.035 

P2 - 0.447 0.057 

P3 - 2.426 0.077 

C2   0.062 0.051 

C3   0.245 0.066 

Evennesss * P2 - 0.068 0.051 

Evennesss * P3 - 0.421 0.063 

GCh * P2 - 0.008 0.051 

GCh * P3 - 0.029* 0.059 

Variance components   

dij
2   0.285  

dijk
2   0.116  

dε
2   0.523  

δ   P  

φ   0.087   

Note: All continuous fixed effects are centred and scaled to facilitate comparisons (see Appendix S4 and 

Schielzeth, 2010 for details). Significant diversity effects are indicated using a bold typeface. λ is the 

transformation parameter, δ the parameter of the constant variance structure per period (P1 = 1; P2 = 1.678; P3 = 

2.060), φ the temporal autocorrelation parameter between successive periods (AR1), dij
2 and dijk

2 are the variance 

estimates of the random effects plot and subplot and dε
2 is the residual variance. The parameters and diversity 

indices are explained in detail in Table 1 and 2. The negative effect of the structural diversity index in Period 3 

compared to the positive effect in Period 1 (GCh, estimate marked with an asterisk) was far stronger and significant 

(estimate = -0.220, p < .0001) in the separated structural model (model selection step 4). 

 
Table S8 Neighbourhood-level LMM parameter estimates with standard errors (S.E.) for the highest-ranking 

species and structural diversity index model of the species Cedrela odorata (CO, N = 412 trees × 3 periods). 

CO Estimate S.E. 

Box-Cox parameter   

λ   0.120  

Fixed effects (βi)   

β0   3.905 0.124 

Richnesss - 0.128 0.074 

sdh   0.291 0.053 

log(ba)   0.800 0.036 

relM   0.096 0.032 

BAL - 0.224 0.039 

P2 - 0.803 0.057 

P3 - 1.765 0.075 

C2   0.095 0.068 

C3   0.123 0.092 

Richnesss * P2 - 0.003 0.044 

Richnesss  * P3   0.176 0.054 

Richnesss * C2   0.106 0.056 

Richnesss * C3   0.168 0.061 

sdh * P2 - 0.298 0.055 

sdh * P3 - 0.258 0.060 

Variance components   

dij
2   0.280  

dijk
2   0.102  

dijkl
2   0.000  
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dε
2   0.264  

δ   0.215  

φ   0.247   

Note: All continuous fixed effects are centred and scaled to facilitate comparisons (see Appendix S4 and 

Schielzeth, 2010 for details). Significant diversity effects are indicated using a bold typeface. λ is the 

transformation parameter, δ the parameter of the variance structure for the focal tree’s basal area (ba), φ the 

temporal autocorrelation parameter between successive periods (AR1), dij
2, dijk

2, dijkl
2, are the variance estimates 

of the random effects plot, subplot and tree identity and dε
2 is the residual variance. The parameters and diversity 

indices are explained in detail in Table 1 and 2. 

 

Appendix S7: Alternative tree neighbourhood models 

The overlap between the considered tree neighbourhoods (Fig. 1) might potential lead to 

stronger significance levels due to spatially non-independent observations. We therefore tested 

two alternative and complementary modelling approaches and found consistent effects with our 

final presented set of species-specific tree neighbourhood models (Tables 4, S4-S8).  

 

First, we sampled trees with strictly non-overlapping neighbourhoods. We did so based on tree 

spatial coordinates along a fixed grid of hexagons (10 m distance) across each plot to optimize 

space and focal tree numbers in the best possible manner. We manually checked this selection 

for each plot and deleted or added trees with the strict condition of non-overlapping 

neighbourhoods based on the fixed planting design of the Sardinilla experiment (see Fig. S9 for 

the final set of selected trees). We then re-ran the species-specific neighbourhood level models 

on this sub-sample dataset for all five species and found consistent, however, partly not 

statistical significant trends (compare Table 4 and S9).  

 

 

 
Figure S9 Design of the tree neighbourhood analysis for focal trees with strictly non-overlapping neighbourhoods. 

The red points represent the position of the selected subset of focal trees whose productivity was modelled in 

response to their immediate neighbours. Transparent points show all living trees (2006-2016), i.e. the full focal 

tree dataset presented in Fig.1. 
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The strict selection criterion, however, greatly decreased our sample size to on average only 

17.5% or 377 trees from the initial 2159 trees available in the full dataset, resulting in a sample 

size of only 46 to 103 trees per species-specific model (see Table S9 for details).  The main 

reason for the reduced significance is therefore most likely the small sample size and not non-

overlapping neighbourhoods. For example, species and structural diversity had the same 

statistically significant effects for the most abundant species TR (compare Table 4 and S9). 

Importantly, we selected trees only based on their spatial coordinates and did on purpose not 

control for tree size in order to represent average tree conditions as best as possible. We did 

this, as our main aim was to compare results between the community (i.e. plot) and tree 

neighbourhood level, which requires to model trees of all size classes to represent stand 

conditions in the best possible manner. This approach is consistent with recent work from other 

tree diversity experiments (see Fichtner et al., 2018) and has not the same aim as for example 

studies on individual tree responses to drought, that focus on a subsample of trees, i.e. dominant 

or co-dominant individuals (Grossiord et al., 2014; Vitali, Büntgen, & Bauhus, 2017). Our 

subsample thus represents trees of all size classes for 5 different species which we modelled 

with species-specific LMMs each with several fixed effects and two-way interactions. That we 

still found consistent trends, therefore, strongly supports our conclusions based on the full 

dataset.  
 

Table S9 Significant species diversity and structural diversity effects (p ≤ .05) on individual tree productivity at 

the tree neighbourhood level for a sub-sample of trees with strictly non-overlapping neighbourhoods  

Response Diversity index Periods  Relative tree size 

(BAItree)  

 

P1 

2006-2009 

intermediate 

P2 

2010-2012 

wet 

P3 

2013-2016 

dry 
 

C1 

overtopped 

C2 

intermediate 

C3 

dominant 

Species diversity  
       

LS  Shannons ++*     (+) (+) 

AE  Richnesss   (++)   (+) ++ 

HC  Evennesss   --     

TR Evennesss +  -     

CO Richnesss +  +    ++ 

Structural diversity        

LS  CVd  (--) (--)     

AE  CVd   ++*     

HC  n.s.        

TR n.s.        

CO sdh ++       

Note: Model outputs are alternative model runs (compared to Table 4) based on a reduced sample of focal trees 

with strictly non-overlapping neighbourhoods (see Fig. S9 for the selected focal trees). Sample size for the five 

species is: LS (N = 83 × 3), AE (N = 76 × 3), HC (N = 46 × 3), TR (N = 103 × 3), CO (N = 69 × 3) for individual 

trees and three observation periods. The highest-ranking species-specific models of tree productivity at the tree 

neighbourhood level and their interactions with the period of observation and/or a tree’s relative size are shown. 

Significant positive effects of diversity on productivity are shown with a +, ++ and negative effects with a -, -- (2 

scales of effect strength each) within a species-specific model. In two cases effects only tended to be significant 

and estimates are marked with an asterisk (LS p = .06; AE p = .07). Strong but non-significant effects (p > .01) are 

presented in brackets for comparability with the full neighbourhood models (Table 4). Periods were chosen 

according to contrasting climatic conditions and represent: an intermediate (P1, 2006-2009), a particularly wet 

(P2, 2010-2012) and an exceptionally dry period (P3, 2013-2016) (see Appendix S3 for details). Relative size 

classes of focal trees are: C1 = overtopped, C2 = intermediate, and C3 = dominant trees (see Eq.6). The diversity 
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component (species diversity or structural diversity) with the higher Akaike weight (w) for each species is printed 

in bold (Table 3). Species are ordered according to their relative growth rates in natural forests, from fastest (LS) 

to slowest (CO). 

 

Second, we explicitly modelled spatial autocorrelation between focal trees to further test 

whether the overlapping neighbourhoods, which could potentially result in small-scale spatial 

correlation and hence a violation of independence, might have biased our results. We did this 

on the full sample set to ensure comparability between the tree neighbourhood and community 

scale. We used an exponential spatial correlation structure after extensively checking model 

residuals based on semivariograms (see Zuur et al., 2009, Chapter 7 for details). We compared 

the results of these alternative model-runs (Table S10) with the final presented models (Table 

4, S4-S8) that include a temporal correlation structure (AR1), to account for the repeated 

measurements. Based on the semivariograms, only one species (LS) showed a potential 

correlation up to 10 m (Fig. S10) but both alternative models yielded the same results (compare 

Table 4 and S10). We nonetheless re-ran the neighbourhood models for all 5 species with an 

exponential spatial autocorrelation structure (corExp), and found consistent effects throughout 

(compare Table 4 and S10). Only the positive response of the species CO to species diversity 

and structural diversity lost its significance. 

 
Table S10 Significant species diversity and structural diversity effects (p ≤ .05) on individual tree productivity at 

the tree neighbourhood level for alternative model runs with spatial instead of temporal autocorrelation.  

Response Diversity index Periods  Relative tree size 

(BAItree)  

 

P1 

2006-2009 

intermediate 

P2 

2010-2012 

wet 

P3 

2013-2016 

dry 
 

C1 

overtopped 

C2 

intermediate 

C3 

dominant 

Species diversity  
       

LS  Shannons ++  +    + 

AE  Richnesss   ++   ++ ++ 

HC  Evennesss   --     

TR Evennesss +  --     

CO Richnesss     -  + 

Structural diversity        

LS  CVd   --     

AE  CVd   +     

HC  n.s.        

TR n.s.        

CO sdh        

Note: Model outputs are based on alternative model runs (compared to Table 4) that include an exponential Spatial-

autocorrelation structure (corExp) based on individual tree coordinates instead of a temporal autocorrelation 

structure (corAR1). The highest-ranking species-specific models of tree productivity at the tree neighbourhood 

level and their interactions with the period of observation and/or a tree’s relative size are shown. Significant 

positive effects of diversity on productivity are shown with a +, ++ and negative effects with a -, -- (2 scales of 

effect strength each) within a species-specific model. Sample size for the five species is: LS (N = 469 × 3), AE (N 

= 383 × 3), HC (N = 288 × 3), TR (N = 607 × 3), CO (N = 412 × 3) for individual trees and three observation 

periods. Periods were chosen according to contrasting climatic conditions and represent: an intermediate (P1, 

2006-2009), a particularly wet (P2, 2010-2012) and an exceptionally dry period (P3, 2013-2016) (see Appendix 

S3 for details). Relative size classes of focal trees are: C1 = overtopped, C2 = intermediate, and C3 = dominant 

trees (see Eq.6). The diversity component (species diversity or structural diversity) with the higher Akaike weight 

(w) for each species is printed in bold (Table 3). Species are ordered according to their relative growth rates in 

natural forests, from fastest (LS) to slowest (CO). The fixed and random effect model structure is identical to the 

final models (Tables S4-S8) but instead of a random tree identity effect and a temporal autocorrelation structure 
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(corAR1) the models have a random effect for the period of observation and a spatial autocorrelation structure 

(corExp) based on the focal trees spatial coordinates. 

 

The fact that we found overall consistent effects for all three alternative model runs, temporal 

autocorrelation vs spatial autocorrelation vs strictly non-overlapping tree neighbourhoods, 

clearly supports the validity of our tree neighbourhood models. As we focus on the temporal 

development of diversity effects, their built up over time and the scaling of diversity effects 

between the tree neighbourhood and community level, temporal autocorrelation models for the 

full dataset are clearly the best suited ones and hence presented (Table 4). The consistent effects 

of these models with the community level results support this conclusion. 

 

 

 
Figure S10 Semivariogram of the standardized residuals obtained from the LMM of the species LS. The pink 

line shows a smoothing curve for model residuals without accounting for spatial correlation and the blue line the 

fitted spatial correlation structure (corExp) based on the position of focal trees. Note that there might be some 

light spatial correlation up to 10 m (see Zuur et al., 2009, Chapter 7 for details). 
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Abstract 24 

1. Mixed-species forests are promoted as a climate change mitigation and adaptation strategy 25 

because they are more productive and can be more resistant and resilient than monospecific 26 

forests under drought stress. However, the mechanisms driving these patterns remain elusive, 27 

precluding the prediction of the type of mixture (i.e. identities of the species in the mixture) that 28 

improve tree growth and decrease tree physiological water stress under drought. 29 

2. We investigated tree growth and physiological stress responses (increase in wood carbon 30 

isotope composition; δ13C) to changes in climate-induced water availability along gradients in 31 

neighbourhood tree species richness and drought-tolerance traits. Using tree cores from a large-32 

scale biodiversity experiment, we test the overarching hypothesis that neighbourhood species 33 

richness increases growth and decreases wood δ13C of focal trees. We expect drought-tolerance 34 

traits to modulate this relationship between biodiversity and growth, and biodiversity and δ13C 35 

under variable climatic conditions. Specifically, we examine if resistance-acquisition and 36 

stomatal control traits of focal trees and their neighbours exert a bi-directional biotic control on 37 

these biodiversity-ecosystem functioning relationships.  38 

3. We found that tree growth increases with neighbourhood species richness. However, we did 39 

not find an overall effect of neighbourhood species richness on δ13C nor an increase in the 40 

strength of relationships between richness and growth, and richness and δ13C from wet-to-dry 41 

years.  42 

4. Resistance-acquisition and stomatal control traits of focal trees and their neighbours exerted 43 

a bi-directional biotic control on the relationship between richness and growth, and richness 44 

and δ13C. This biotic control induced contrasting species responses at either end of each 45 

drought-tolerance trait gradient, which changed in direction from wet-to-dry years.  46 

5. Synthesis. We report a novel, bi-directional biotic context control on the strength and nature 47 

of biodiversity-ecosystem functioning relationships in experimental tree communities. We 48 

derive two key conclusions: (1) drought-tolerance traits of focal trees and their neighbours are 49 
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one missing link to explain divergent tree responses to drought and diversity, and (2) 50 

contrasting, trait-driven species responses to wet vs dry climatic conditions can promote forest 51 

stability. Mixing tree species with a range of drought-tolerance traits may thus increase forest 52 

productivity and stability. 53 

54 

Introduction 55 

Forests are experiencing widespread mortality events due to climate extremes such as droughts 56 

across all biomes (Choat et al., 2012; Hammond et al., 2022; Hartmann et al., 2022). Droughts, 57 

which are predicted to increase in frequency and intensity with climate change (IPCC, 2014), 58 

threaten many ecosystems services that forests provide, including their capacity to mitigate 59 

climate change through carbon sequestration and storage (Anderegg et al., 2020). Large-scale 60 

forest restoration initiatives such as the Bonn Challenge, which aims to restore 350Mha of 61 

forests by 2030 to mitigate climate change (Brancalion et al., 2019), need to maximise 62 

productivity and thus carbon storage while at the same time increasing these restored forests’ 63 

stability against climate extremes. One key management strategy suggested to achieve this 64 

desired synergy between productivity and stability is to plant tree species mixtures instead of 65 

monocultures (Huang et al., 2018; Messier et al., 2021; Schnabel et al., 2019; Schnabel et al., 66 

2021).  67 

68 

There is now accumulating evidence that species-rich forests provide higher levels and higher 69 

stability of various ecosystem functions than species-poor or monospecific forests (Huang et 70 

al., 2018; Jucker, Bouriaud, Avacaritei, & Coomes, 2014; Liu et al., 2018; Messier et al., 2021; 71 

Schnabel et al., 2021; van der Plas et al., 2018). This diversity effect results from resource 72 

partitioning, abiotic facilitation and biotic feedbacks, collectively referred to as 73 

complementarity mechanisms (Barry et al., 2019). This complementarity, for example, in terms 74 
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of different tree growth rates and shade tolerances, can enhance canopy volume and space-75 

filling and thereby light capture and productivity at the community level (Potvin & Gotelli, 76 

2008; Williams, Paquette, Cavender-Bares, Messier, & Reich, 2017). Mixtures may also use 77 

water resources more efficiently (Grossiord, 2020). Indeed, positive species richness effects on 78 

growth were shown to strengthen in dry compared to wet years (Fichtner et al., 2020; Schnabel 79 

et al., 2019). This finding is consistent with the stress-gradient hypothesis (Bertness & 80 

Callaway, 1994) and its extension to forests (Forrester & Bauhus, 2016), which predict an 81 

increase in the strength of complementarity effects with increasingly limited resource 82 

availability. However, studies on net tree mixture responses to drought have produced divergent 83 

results, including positive, neutral and negative diversity effects under drought (reviewed by 84 

Grossiord (2020)) and we thus do not yet know when diversity is beneficial for forest 85 

functioning under drought.  86 

87 

Tree responses to drought and how they are modulated by tree species richness, may be best 88 

analysed at the relevant scale where tree-tree interactions take place, that is, at the local 89 

neighbourhood (Trogisch et al., 2021). This is as neighbourhood analyses allow studying 90 

diversity effects in concert with other factors such as tree size and competition , which may also 91 

influence growth, and to (partly) disentangle their respective contributions to growth (Forrester 92 

& Pretzsch, 2015; Stoll & Newbery, 2005). For instance, neighbourhood analyses showed that 93 

mean tree growth across species increases with tree neighbourhood species richness (hereafter 94 

called ‘NSR’) despite positive and negative NSR effects on the growth of individual species 95 

(Fichtner et al., 2018; Schnabel et al., 2019).  96 

97 

The recent history of neighbourhood interactions can be analysed in the tree ring record of a 98 

focal tree, which captures its response to neighbours and climatic variation (Schweingruber, 99 

1996; Vitali, Forrester, & Bauhus, 2018). The annual growth, the width of rings formed during 100 
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a year, is an indicator of a tree’s reaction to climate, with reduced growth in dry compared to 101 

wet years indicating increased drought stress (Schwarz et al., 2020). In addition to growth, the 102 

13C/12C ratio in wood (hereafter ‘δ13C’) is a principal indicator of a tree’s physiological reaction 103 

to water limitation and drought stress (Farquhar, Ehleringer, & Hubick, 1989; Grossiord et al., 104 

2014; Jucker et al., 2017). Increased δ13C in wood indicates drought stress, as trees increasingly 105 

use the heavier 13C when stomata close to avoid water loss from transpiration (Farquhar et al., 106 

1989; Grossiord et al., 2014). However, δ13C is influenced both by stomatal aperture and CO2 107 

assimilation (Farquhar et al., 1989; Grams, Kozovits, Häberle, Matyssek, & Dawson, 2007), 108 

with the latter being largely influenced by shading from neighbouring trees and the former by 109 

water availability. One common approach to separate the effects of water availability from 110 

shading on δ13C is to analyse isotopic signals in tree rings from (co-)dominant trees who 111 

experience no or only slight shading from neighbours (Grossiord et al., 2014; Jucker et al., 112 

2017). 113 

 114 

We expect that species-specific water-use strategies may explain the mixed results on tree 115 

species richness effects on growth and δ13C under drought reported in former studies (see 116 

above; Grossiord (2020)). These strategies can be studied using functional traits. Among other 117 

relevant traits, such as non-structural carbohydrate storage (McDowell et al., 2022), two key 118 

traits proposed to influence tree responses to drought are cavitation resistance and stomatal 119 

control (McDowell et al., 2008), which we collectively refer to as ‘drought-tolerance traits’ 120 

(Schnabel et al., 2021). Xylem resistance to cavitation reduces embolism risks in vessels, which 121 

impair water transport and, at advanced stages, induce desiccation and, ultimately, tree death 122 

(Choat et al., 2012). Cavitation resistance is often quantified as the water potential where 50% 123 

of conductivity is lost due to cavitation (50; Choat et al., 2012). Moreover, cavitation resistance 124 

was shown to be associated with classic traits of the leaf economics spectrum (LES) in tropical 125 

tree species (Guillemot et al., 2022) and thus with resource use strategies. In this view, 126 
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cavitation-sensitive species have traits indicative of acquisitive resource use (Fichtner et al., 127 

2020; Schnabel et al., 2021). In addition to cavitation resistance, stomatal control differs 128 

between species (see McDowell et al., 2008): some species close their stomata fast during water 129 

shortages to avoid transpirational water losses, while others keep their stomata open despite 130 

increasingly negative water potentials and increasing cavitation risks. In line with current 131 

perspectives (Martínez-Vilalta & Garcia-Forner, 2017), we use physiological traits such as 132 

stomatal conductance and control of conductance under increasing vapour pressure deficits 133 

(VPD) to quantify stomatal control as a gradient from water savers, which close their stomata 134 

fast, to water spenders, which keep their stomata open despite increasing VPD (Kröber & 135 

Bruelheide, 2014; Kröber, Zhang, Ehmig, & Bruelheide, 2014). Diversity in these traits, 136 

hereafter referred to as ‘resistance-acquisition’ and ‘stomatal control’ traits, has been recently 137 

shown to be positively related to the stability of forest community productivity under highly 138 

variable climatic conditions (Schnabel et al., 2021). However, these traits have not been used 139 

jointly for characterizing the functional identity of focal trees (i.e. their traits) and the functional 140 

identity of their neighbourhood (i.e. the neighbourhood mean values of traits) to understand 141 

how this bi-directional biotic context influences growth and δ13C responses to the interactive 142 

effects of NSR and contrasting climatic conditions (such as particularly dry and wet years).  143 

144 

A focal trees trait identity, hereafter ‘focal tree traits’, may be crucial for understanding tree 145 

growth and δ13C responses to the interactive effects of drought and NSR. Consistent with this 146 

expectation, Fichtner et al. (2020) showed that positive NSR effects on aboveground wood 147 

volume production were strongest for cavitation-sensitive, acquisitive species during drought. 148 

Moreover, even though conducted in a climatically wet year, another study found that 149 

increasing acquisitiveness and NSR decreased δ13C in tree twig tissues, indicating enhanced 150 

water availability in diverse neighbourhoods (Jansen, Oheimb, Bruelheide, Härdtle, & Fichtner, 151 

2021). We expect growth to be more strongly related to resistance-acquisition traits and thus 152 
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the LES (Reich, 2014). Alternatively, we expect δ13C to be primarily controlled by stomata 153 

aperture (Farquhar et al., 1989) and thereby stomatal control traits. 154 

155 

The trait identity of a focal trees’ neighbourhood, hereafter ‘neighbour traits’, may also 156 

influence the growth and δ13C of focal trees because functional traits influence competitive 157 

interactions in tree neighbourhoods (Fortunel, Valencia, Wright, Garwood, & Kraft, 2016; 158 

Trogisch et al., 2021). In this view, neighbour drought-tolerance traits may alter water use and 159 

local water availability. For example, during a drought, growth may decrease and δ13C increase 160 

less in water spenders when growing with more water-saving neighbours because the reduced 161 

stomatal conductance of the latter may decrease water consumption and thus drought stress 162 

(Forrester, 2017). Conversely, being surrounded by water spending neighbours during drought 163 

may amplify focal tree growth decreases and δ13C increases. In summary, we expect that 164 

analysing the bi-directional influence of focal tree and neighbour traits on growth and δ13C, will 165 

shed new light on the biotic context dependency of biodiversity-ecosystem functioning (BEF) 166 

relationships in forests experiencing drought. This biotic context has received little attention 167 

compared to the many studies that examined the abiotic context dependency of biodiversity-168 

ecosystem functioning relationships (e.g. Forrester & Bauhus, 2016; Grossiord, 2020; Jucker et 169 

al., 2016; Paquette & Messier, 2011). 170 

171 

Here, we therefore aim to understand how drought-tolerance traits influence the relationship 172 

between NSR and growth, and NSR and δ13C under variable climatic conditions. We use trait-173 

based neighbourhood models that account for NSR as well as focal tree and neighbour traits 174 

and examine how they jointly influence focal tree growth and δ13C in a climatically dry, normal 175 

and wet year (Fig. 1) in a large-scale sub-tropical tree biodiversity-ecosystem functioning 176 

experiment (BEF-China experiment; Bruelheide et al., 2014; Huang et al., 2018). Resistance-177 

acquisition and stomatal control traits form two orthogonal trait gradients in our study system 178 
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(Fig. 1) which allowed us to study their relative contributions to tree growth and δ13C. 179 

Specifically, we tested the following hypothesis: 180 

H1: NSR increases growth and decreases δ13C of focal trees, and the strength of this diversity 181 

effect increases from wet to dry years. 182 

H2: Focal tree drought-tolerance traits determine the relationship between NSR and growth, 183 

and NSR and δ13C under variable climatic conditions: Specifically, during drought, NSR 184 

increases growth and decreases δ13C for acquisitive and water-spending species, while the 185 

reverse pattern is found for cavitation-resistant and water-saving species. 186 

H3: Neighbour drought-tolerance traits influence the effect of climate on focal tree growth: 187 

Specifically, during drought, acquisitive and water-spending neighbours amplify drought stress. 188 

189 

190 

Fig. 1 Study design. (A) Climatic characterisation of the study years 2016 (wet), 2017 (intermediate) 191 

and 2018 (dry) based on the Standardised Precipitation-Evapotranspiration Index (SPEI) for the 192 
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principal vegetation period (April-September) since the establishment of the BEF-China experiment 193 

(2009). The wet-to-dry study years under investigation are highlighted with a red circle. Blue points 194 

indicate wetter and red points drier conditions than the long-term mean (1901-2019); values below -1 195 

and above 1 can be considered exceptional. (B) Species selection via their drought-tolerance traits based 196 

on principal component analysis (PCA) adapted from Schnabel et al. (2021). PC1 reflects a resistance-197 

acquisition gradient running from cavitation-resistant (low 50, tough leaves (LEAFT), high C/N ratio) 198 

to acquisitive species (high 50, high specific leaf area (SLA), high maximum stomatal conductance 199 

(CONMAXFIT)). PC2 reflects a stomatal control gradient running from water spenders with late 200 

stomata closure under decreasing vapour pressure deficits (VPDs) (high VPD at the point of inflection 201 

of modelled stomatal conductance (VPDPOI), high VPD at CONMAXFIT (VPDMAXFIT)) to water 202 

savers with fast stomata closure (high stomatal density (STODENS), high stomatal index (STOIND)). 203 

The sketches illustrate the trait gradients: (PC1) high vs low cavitation resistance, (PC2) water-204 

spending vs water-saving stomatal control (few versus abundant stomata). We selected 15 species to 205 

cover trait space (green dots). Species identity is shown as species code; see Table S1 for a species list 206 

and Table S2 for details on the traits. (C) Tree neighbourhood design. We extracted increment cores 207 

from focal trees (black tree) of the 15 species and inventoried their 1st and 2nd order neighbours (grey 208 

trees). (D) Neighbourhood species richness (NSR) gradient. We sampled focal trees and their 209 

neighbours to create a realised NSR gradient of 1-, 2- and 4-neighbour species. The sketches in C and 210 

D illustrate that we examined the influence of focal tree and neighbour traits on the relationships between 211 

NSR, climate and growth as well as δ13C for both trait gradients (resistance-acquisition and stomatal 212 

control). For additional details on the study design, see methods.   213 

214 

Materials and Methods 215 

Study site and experimental design 216 

We sampled trees in a large-scale tree biodiversity-ecosystem functioning experiment located 217 

in Xingangshan, Dexing, Jiangxi province, China (29°08′N to 29°11′N, 117°90′E to 117°93′E), 218 
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the BEF-China experiment (Bruelheide et al., 2014; Huang et al., 2018). The experiment 219 

comprises sites A and B, each approximately 20 ha in size. The sites are characterised by a 220 

subtropical, monsoon climate with a mean annual temperature of 16.7°C and a yearly 221 

precipitation sum of 1821 mm (Yang et al., 2013), with distinct differences between seasons. 222 

Summers are humid, with most annual precipitation falling from April to July, while winters 223 

are drier and cold (Gheyret et al., 2021). Deciduous and evergreen broadleaved tree species 224 

dominate the hyperdiverse native forests of the study region, sometimes interspersed with 225 

conifers (Bruelheide et al., 2014). The high diversity can be attributed, at least partially, to the 226 

location of the region in the transition zone of tropical and temperate climates with their 227 

respective flora (Shi, Michalski, Welk, Chen, & Durka, 2014; Wang, Kent, & Fang, 2007). This 228 

resulted also in a high diversity of water-use strategies among tree species, which makes these 229 

forests ideal for studying species response strategies to variable climatic conditions (Kröber et 230 

al., 2014; Kröber & Bruelheide, 2014; Schnabel et al., 2021). Based on a pool of 40 native 231 

evergreen and deciduous broadleaf tree species, experimental tree species richness gradients 232 

were created with 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 and 24 tree-species mixtures. Species were assigned to different 233 

extinction scenarios following a broken-stick design, ensuring that all species were represented 234 

at each species richness level (Bruelheide et al., 2014; Huang et al., 2018). In 2009 (site A) and 235 

2010 (site B), overall, 226,400 individual trees were planted at a distance of 1.29 meters (Fig. 236 

1) on plots with a size of 25.8 × 25.8 m2, with 400 trees being planted per plot. Species 237 

compositions and tree positions within plots were randomly assigned to each plot.  238 

 239 

Climate-based selection of study years 240 

We selected three study years with contrasting climatic conditions, a comparably wet (2016), 241 

an intermediate (2017) and a particularly dry year (2018). We selected consecutive years to 242 

minimise other factors than climate that may influence growth and δ13C, such as changes in 243 

stand structure. We used the standardised precipitation evapotranspiration index (SPEI) 244 
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(Vicente-Serrano, Beguería, & López-Moreno, 2010) calculated from a high-resolution time-245 

series of interpolated climate station data (CRU TS v4.04; Harris, Osborn, Jones, & Lister, 246 

2020) to characterise climatic conditions. The SPEI represents a standardised climatic water 247 

balance of precipitation minus potential evapotranspiration (PET). We selected study years 248 

based on climatic conditions alone without taking tree growth reductions into account (see 249 

suggestions by Schwarz et al. (2020)) by comparing the SPEI series calculated for the three 250 

months of the peak vegetation period (SPEI3, April-July) for the six months of the entire 251 

vegetation period (SPEI6, April-September) and the twelve months of a whole year since the 252 

end of the vegetation period of the preceding year (SPEI12, October-September), with a climate 253 

reference period from 1901-2019 (Fig. 1A, Fig. S1). The subtropical vegetation period ranges 254 

from April-September with peak growth at the end of April (Gheyret et al., 2021), which 255 

corresponds well with the selected lengths of periods for which SPEI was calculated. All 256 

periods (SPEI3, SPEI6, SPEI12) showed the same pattern of decreasing SPEI values from 257 

2016-2017-2018 (Fig. S1), with drought severity in the dry year being comparable to drought 258 

conditions in the last 40 years (Fig. S2). In addition, we also examined intra-annual and non-259 

standardized climatic water balances (Fig. S3). 260 

261 

Species selection via drought-tolerance traits 262 

We used this experimental set-up to select tree species along two principal trait gradients related 263 

to species’ drought tolerance (Fig. 1). For this purpose, we relied on species-specific trait data 264 

related to cavitation resistance, resource acquisitiveness and stomatal control measured in the 265 

experiment (Table S2; Kröber et al., 2014; Kröber & Bruelheide, 2014). Trait data were 266 

analysed with principal component analysis (PCA), which partitioned the variation in drought-267 

tolerance traits into two orthogonal trait gradients, a resistance-acquisition (PC1) and stomatal 268 

control (PC2) trait gradient (see Schnabel et al. (2021) for details). In brief, we quantified 269 

cavitation resistance as the water potential (50) at which 50% of xylem conductivity is lost 270 
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due to cavitation, which is a key physiological trait to characterise a species drought tolerance 271 

(Choat et al., 2012). In our study system, 50 is related to classic traits of the LES (Reich, 2014) 272 

in that cavitation-resistant species (low 50 values) are also characterised by traits indicative of 273 

conservative resource use (tough leaves and high C/N ratio), while cavitation-sensitive species 274 

(less negative 50 values) have traits indicative of acquisitive resource use such as high specific 275 

leaf area (SLA) and high maximum stomatal conductance (gsmax) (Fig. 1). Including this 276 

gradient provided a balanced selection of deciduous and evergreen species. Second, we 277 

quantified stomatal control using modelled curves of stomatal conductance (gs) under 278 

increasing vapour pressure deficits (VPD) and morphological traits (stomatal density and 279 

stomatal index, the product of stomatal density and size) (Fig. 1). Water savers are characterised 280 

by a high stomatal density, high stomatal index values, and a fast down-regulation of their 281 

conductance under increasing VPD. In contrast, water spenders down-regulate their stomatal 282 

conductance only at high VPD (high VPDMAXFIT and VPDPOI). Note that stomatal 283 

sensitivity is inferred here from modelled gs~VPD curves through extracting the point at which 284 

a species starts to lower its stomatal conductance (the VPD at maximum stomatal conductance, 285 

VPDMAXFIT) and the point where the slope of the curve turns from positive to negative 286 

(VPDPOI), which is a measure of how fast stomatal close under increasing VPD.  287 

 288 

We selected 15 tree species to cover trait space as well as possible by choosing species at the 289 

extremes of both gradients (2 species at each end) and at intermediate values of trait expression 290 

(Fig. 1). We used the species PCA scores on the resistance-acquisition and stomatal control trait 291 

gradient as focal tree traits, hereafter referred to as ‘focal tree resistance-acquisition traits’ and 292 

‘focal tree stomatal control traits’. We restricted this selection to 25 tree species (of 40 in total), 293 

which featured mid- to fast growth rates in our experiment (Li, Kröber, Bruelheide, Härdtle, & 294 

Oheimb, 2017), showed distinct growth rings (Böhnke, Kreißig, Kröber, Fang, & Bruelheide, 295 

2012), and had comparably good survival rates to ensure sufficient tree and sample size for 296 
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coring. As species pools in the BEF-China experiment overlap only partly between sites A and 297 

B (Bruelheide et al., 2014), we sampled in 2019 7 species at site A, 7 at site B and one species 298 

(Schima superba) at both sites to test for potential differences between sites (i.e. eight total 299 

species at each site).  300 

 301 

Focal trees and their neighbourhood 302 

We used focal trees and their neighbours to create a realised neighbourhood species richness 303 

(NSR) gradient of 1-, 2- and 4-neighbour species. In the field, we randomly selected 10 focal 304 

trees (7 trees for final analysis and 3 trees as backup) per species (N=15) and NSR level (N=3), 305 

which resulted in 485 trees in total (one species was sampled at both sites). Focal trees were 306 

selected outside the plot’s inventoried core area to avoid interference with other projects and 307 

not near plot borders unless the adjacent plot contained species for which complete trait 308 

information existed. We defined NSR as the realised neighbourhood species richness at 309 

sampling (2019). In a few cases (Idesia polycarpa, Triadica cochinchinensis), we used the 310 

original plot-level richness at the time of planting due to the high mortality of focal and 311 

neighbour species. For NSR=1 and NSR=2, we selected trees only from plots with the 312 

respective plot-level design richness (monocultures and 2-species mixtures). The random 313 

planting design of BEF-China substantially reduced the likelihood of finding high-diversity 314 

neighbourhoods. At NSR=4, we thus also selected plots with a higher plot-level design richness, 315 

i.e. 8- and 16-species mixtures in this order of preference. Sampling neighbourhoods with four 316 

species only in 4-species mixtures was impossible due to the high mortality of neighbour 317 

species.  We sampled focal trees in as many different plots and species compositions as possible 318 

to increase the generality of our results (N=122 plots) and avoided overlapping neighbourhoods 319 

to minimise spatial-autocorrelation. We used a focal tree threshold diameter at breast height 320 

(dbh, at 1.3m) of > 8cm (in a few cases ~6cm) to avoid severe damages to the trees through 321 

increment core extraction (see below). For each focal tree, we recorded its position, species’ 322 
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identity and dbh. In case trees had multiple stems, the stem diameters of the two largest stems 323 

were recorded to calculate the sum of basal areas of both stems. 324 

325 

We defined a focal tree’s neighbourhood as all alive direct neighbours (maximum eight) and 326 

second-order neighbours if their crown and the focal tree’s crown interacted (Fig. 1). For each 327 

neighbour, we recorded its position, species’ identity, and dbh and visually estimated the height 328 

difference of neighbours compared to focal trees as a measure of shading by neighbours. We 329 

used these data to characterise the competitive environment of focal trees using eight different 330 

diameter-, height-, and distance-based neighbourhood competition indices, such as the Hegyi-331 

index, frequently used in other studies (Table S3). Tree basal area (cm2, based on dbh), and in 332 

the case of multi-stemmed trees, the sum of basal areas of individual stems was used in these 333 

analyses. We calculated neighbour traits, i.e. the functional identity of a focal trees’ 334 

neighbourhood, as the neighbourhood-weighted mean (NWM) trait value of each 335 

neighbourhood for both gradients, hereafter called ‘NWM of resistance-acquisition’ and ‘NWM 336 

of stomatal control’, similarly to the calculation of community-weighted mean traits often used 337 

in BEF studies (see, e.g. Craven et al., 2018) as:  338 

339 

𝑁𝑊𝑀 =  ∑ 𝑎𝑏𝑎 𝑖 𝑡𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1  (1) 340 

341 

Where aba is the abundance of species i measured as its basal area relative to the basal area of 342 

the other neighbour species and ti is the score of species i on the respective trait gradient (PCA 343 

axes reflecting resistance-acquisition or stomatal control; Fig. 1). 344 

345 

Tree growth and stable carbon isotopes 346 

We used tree growth and stable carbon isotopes as indicators of focal tree responses to the 347 

interactive effects of climate, NSR and drought-tolerance traits. We extracted one increment 348 
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core at dbh from each focal tree perpendicular to the slope (avoiding tension wood) using a 3-349 

threaded Haglöf increment borer with 3.5 mm core diameter. We extracted cores from the 350 

largest stem and recorded tree diameter at coring position if coring at dbh was impossible. Cores 351 

were tightly wrapped in paper to avoid bending and dried for 72 hours at 70 °C. Core surfaces 352 

were prepared with a core-microtome (Gärtner & Nievergelt, 2010) to visualise tree-ring 353 

boundaries, and annual tree-ring width (mm) was measured using a LINTAB™ 6 system and 354 

the TSAPWin Professional 4.64 program © 2002–2009 Frank Rinn / RINNTECH with a 355 

measurement accuracy of 1/1000 mm. We measured each core twice and cross-compared series 356 

within species to ensure the correct dating of rings. No master chronology per species could be 357 

constructed owing to the short length of individual series (mostly 5-7 years). Tree-ring series 358 

of 474 trees from 15 species could be dated (see Fig. S4 for an overview of wood anatomy). 359 

Basal area increment (cm2) is less influenced by biological age trends than tree-ring width (see 360 

Fig. S5 for a comparison). It is thus a more reliable indicator of temporal trends in tree growth, 361 

particularly in young, open-grown trees like the ones examined here (Biondi & Qeadan, 2008). 362 

Therefore, in the following, we present and discuss results based on basal area increment (also 363 

referred to as growth). We present results for tree-ring width, which yielded similar results, in 364 

the appendix. Basal area increment was calculated using tree-ring width, bark thickness and the 365 

tree diameter at coring-position with the bai.out() function in the dplR package in R (Bunn et 366 

al., 2020).  367 

 368 

Stable carbon isotope composition in the wood of focal trees (δ13C) was quantified for the years 369 

2016-2018 on the same cores. The rings of the years were separated, their wood homogenised 370 

and 0.8 mg wood material weighed and placed in tin capsules. We determined δ13C in bulk 371 

wood rather than extracted cellulose fraction, because both materials produce highly correlated 372 

signals (Loader, Robertson, & McCarroll, 2003; Schulze et al., 2004). Carbon isotope analyses 373 

were conducted on an elemental analyser (NA1110, CE Instruments, Milan, Italy) coupled to a 374 
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Delta+XL isotope ratio mass spectrometer (Thermo Finnigan, Bremen, Germany) via a 375 

ConFlow III at the stable isotope laboratory (BGC-IsoLab) of the Max Planck Institute for 376 

Biogeochemistry in Jena, Germany. We present carbon isotope ratio results as δ13C values on 377 

the VPDB-LSVEC scale (Coplen et al., 2006). The δ13C values are reported in per mil (‰) by 378 

multiplying the delta value by the factor 1000 (Coplen, 2011). 379 

380 

𝛿¹³𝐶 = (
𝛿¹³𝐶  (𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒)

𝛿13𝐶(𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑)
− 1)  (2) 381 

382 

Samples were scaled against the in-house standard (acetanilide) with a δ13C value of -30.06 ± 383 

0.1 ‰. Caffeine (caf-j3; δ13C: -40.46 ± 0.1 ‰) was analysed several times in each sequence as 384 

quality control. Linearity, blank and drift corrections were done for each sequence according to 385 

Werner and Brand (2001). We randomly remeasured a subset of samples to estimate 386 

measurement precision. The mean standard-deviation of samples from the same year and tree 387 

lay with 0.048 ± 0.026 ‰ well in the range of the in-house standard precision. We used the 388 

mean of these repeated measurements in the further analyses. 389 

390 

In addition to water availability, δ13C is influenced also by shading from neighbouring trees. In 391 

contrast to a former study who did not control for tree size and canopy position during sampling 392 

and consequently found strong shading effects on δ13C (Jansen et al., 2021), we focus on (co-393 

)dominant trees with no or only slight shading from neighbours to maximize the climate-394 

induced water availability signal in δ13C (see e.g. Grossiord et al., 2014; Jucker et al., 2017). 395 

We did this in two ways. First, our selection of species with mid- to fast growth rates and the 396 

use of a minimum dbh of 8 cm (see above) resulted in a sample of (co-)dominant individuals. 397 

Second, to further reduce shading effects on focal trees and to simultaneously ensure the same 398 

sample size across species and NSR levels, we carried out an a priori selection of those focal 399 

trees that experienced least shading by their neighbourhood. For that purpose, those focal trees 400 
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with the highest sum of relative heights of neighbours (height of focal tree minus height of 401 

neighbour) (see above) to select 7 trees per species, NSR-level and site for statistical analysis. 402 

We constrained this selection to keep a minimum of two trees per plot. The final, completely 403 

balanced dataset per species, NSR-level and year comprised 336 trees from 114 plots with at 404 

least two trees per plot (see Fig. S6 for an overview of basal area increment and δ13C values per 405 

species and NSR-level).  406 

407 

Statistical analysis 408 

We used linear mixed-effects models (LMMs) to model growth (basal area increment and tree-409 

ring width) and δ13C responses to the interactive effects of climate, NSR and drought-tolerance 410 

traits fit with the R packages lme4 (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015) and lmerTest 411 

(Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, & Christensen, 2017). Our modelling framework consisted of three 412 

main steps: (1) We built trait-independent neighbourhood models that accounted for focal tree 413 

size, competition by neighbours, climate and NSR, and the interaction between climate × NSR 414 

as fixed effects. We accounted for our experimental design through a nested random effect 415 

structure of focal tree identity (to account for repeated measurements) nested within plot and 416 

site. We included focal tree size as the log-transformed initial dbh (at the end of 2015) before 417 

our analysis period (2016-2018), which we estimated using tree-ring width and the trees’ dbh 418 

recorded in 2019. We then tested eight neighbourhood competition indices (Table S3) and 419 

selected the best-performing one via the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). We accounted for 420 

climatic conditions using year (2016-wet, 2017-intermediate and 2018-dry, Fig. 1) as a fixed 421 

effect, coded as an integer variable as we expected linear trends. We also checked for non-linear 422 

behaviour through alternative models with year as a categorical fixed effect. We used years 423 

rather than SPEI-values as we only examined three years with a clear gradient in climate-424 

induced water availability (Fig. 1). Reported relationships would be the same if using SPEI 425 

values (checked via alternative LMMs with SPEI-values as a fixed effect). We selected the 426 
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most parsimonious random effect structure using the step function in lmerTest (α=0.2, a 427 

conservative choice), which retained tree identity and plot but not site as nested random effects 428 

for models to explain growth and δ13C. We kept this random effect structure in all further 429 

analyses. A separate analysis of Schima superba, the species sampled at both sites, confirmed 430 

that growth and δ13C responses did not differ between sites (supplementary analysis 1). Finally, 431 

we selected the most parsimonious trait-independent neighbourhood model through backward 432 

elimination of fixed effects (α=0.05). (2) We examined how focal tree traits modulate growth 433 

and δ13C responses by including the 3-way interaction between NSR, climate and either focal 434 

tree resistance-acquisition traits or focal tree stomatal control traits and all potential 2-way 435 

interactions as fixed effects in the trait-independent models of step 1. We selected the most 436 

parsimonious focal tree trait model through backward elimination of fixed effects. (3) To 437 

understand how neighbour traits modulate growth and δ13C, we included the 2-way interaction 438 

of climate with neighbour resistance-acquisition and neighbour stomatal control traits as fixed 439 

effects in the trait-independent models (step 1) and again selected the most parsimonious model 440 

structure via backward elimination of fixed effects. Hence, in contrast to former studies 441 

(Fichtner et al., 2020; Jansen et al., 2021), we explicitly accounted for a potential bi-directional 442 

biotic control on growth and δ13C through modelling the effect of neighbourhood species 443 

composition not as a random effect but as a fixed effect expressed through the NWM of species’ 444 

drought-tolerance traits. We used separate models for understanding the effects of focal tree 445 

and neighbour traits (steps 2 and 3). The validity of this choice was confirmed, as joint focal 446 

tree and neighbour trait models consistently dropped one term (mostly neighbour traits), which 447 

was highly significant if examined alone. Across the examined 15 species, we observed large 448 

species-specific differences in growth and particularly in δ13C (Fig. S6). As we were interested 449 

in relative species responses to the interactive effects of NSR, climate and drought-tolerance 450 

traits and not in absolute species differences, we standardised basal area increment and tree-451 

ring width values by dividing each value by its species’ mean and δ13C values by subtracting 452 
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its species’ mean in all analyses to reduce total variance in the data, referred to as baistd, trwstd 453 

and Δδ13C, respectively. Alternative models with species identity as a random effect yielded 454 

similar results (results not shown). Model assumptions (normality and heteroscedasticity) were 455 

visually checked via quantile-quantile plots and through examining model residuals. We used 456 

a log transformation for basal area increment and a square-root transformation for tree-ring 457 

width to normalise residuals, centred and scaled all predictors (via subtracting µ and dividing 458 

by σ) except year and NSR before analysis and used an α of 0.05 for reporting significant 459 

effects.  460 

461 

Results 462 

Using trait-independent models, we found that focal tree growth (expressed as basal area 463 

increment) increased with the logarithm of tree size (t = 5.01, P < 0.001), decreased with 464 

competition by neighbours (t = -5.91, P < 0.001), and increased with NSR (t = 2.29, P = 0.024) 465 

(Fig. 2, Table S4). The Hegyi-index, accounting for neighbour distance and basal area relative 466 

to the focal tree, was the best-performing competition index (Table S5). NSR effects on growth 467 

did not change with annual climatic conditions, nor did we observe absolute differences in 468 

growth across years (2016-wet, 2017-intermediate, 2018-dry). The trait-independent models 469 

for δ13C in the wood of focal trees showed a linear decrease in δ13C from the wet-to-dry year (t 470 

= -9.06, P < 0.001; Fig. S7, Table S6). Neither tree size, competition, NSR, nor the interaction 471 

between NSR and year significantly affected δ13C (Tables S6,7).   472 

473 
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474 

Fig. 2 Effects of tree size (dbh), neighbourhood competition (Hegyi index) and neighbourhood species 475 

richness (NSR) on the logarithm of focal tree basal area increment (bai). The blue lines are mixed-effects 476 

model fits. Grey bands show a 95% confidence interval. See Table S4 for details on the fitted model. 477 

478 

Using trait-dependent models to explain focal tree growth, we found that resistance-acquisition 479 

traits significantly modulated the relationship between NSR and growth and between climate 480 

and growth (Fig. 3, Tables S8,9). With increasing NSR, acquisitive, cavitation-sensitive species 481 

showed increasing growth, while growth for conservative, cavitation-resistant species 482 

decreased (NSR × focal tree resistance-acquisition traits, t = 2.45, P = 0.015; Fig. 3A). Resistant 483 

species showed increasing growth from the wet-to-dry year, while we observed a growth 484 

decline for acquisitive species (year × focal tree resistance-acquisition traits, t = -6.84, P < 485 

0.001; Fig. 3B). Notably, neighbour resistance-acquisition traits significantly influenced growth 486 

responses; that is, focal trees in a neighbourhood dominated by resistant species showed 487 

increasing growth from the wet-to-dry year, while focal trees in an acquisitive neighbourhood 488 

showed a growth decline (year × NWM of resistance-acquisition, t = -4.17, P < 0.001; Fig. 3C). 489 

We also found that focal tree resistance-acquisition traits tended to induce contrasting 490 

relationships between NSR, climate and growth. Still, this 3-way interaction was only 491 

marginally significant (NSR × year × focal tree resistance-acquisition traits, t = -1.75, P = 0.080; 492 
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Fig. S8, Table S10): Effects of focal tree resistance-acquisition traits were strongly contrasting 493 

(acquisitive species grew better and resistant species grew less with increasing NSR) during the 494 

wet year, while effects in the dry year were weaker but predominately positive (acquisitive 495 

species still grew better with increasing NSR, while NSR did not affect the growth of resistant 496 

species).  497 

 498 

 499 

Fig. 3 Modulation of the relationship between NSR and growth and between climate and growth by 500 

resistance-acquisition traits. Lines are linear mixed-effects model fits that show significant effects of 501 

neighbourhood species richness (NSR) and study year (2016-2018 with wet-to-dry climate, SPEI values 502 

in brackets) on the logarithm of basal area increment (bai) of focal trees predicted for cavitation resistant 503 

(PC1 value of -1.5) and acquisitive species (PC1 value of 1.5). Coloured bands show a 95% confidence 504 

interval. The panels illustrate the influence of focal tree resistance-acquisition traits (black tree; A, B) 505 

and neighbour resistance-acquisition traits (tree neighbourhood; C) on the relationship. See Fig. 1 for 506 

details on the study design and Tables S8,9 for details on the fitted models.  507 

 508 

Focal tree stomatal control traits significantly modulated relationships between climate and 509 

growth but not between NSR and growth nor between NSR, climate and growth (Fig. 4, Tables 510 

S11,12). Growth increased for water-saving species but decreased for water-spending species 511 
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from the wet-to-dry year (year × focal tree stomatal control traits, t = -5.10, P < 0.001; Fig. 4A). 512 

Neighbour stomatal control traits significantly influenced the relationship between climate and 513 

growth: Focal trees in a neighbourhood dominated by water-saving species increased in growth 514 

from the wet-to-dry year, while species in a water spending neighbourhood showed a growth 515 

decline (year × NWM of stomatal control, t = -3.04, P = 0.002; Fig. 4B). Growth responses for 516 

basal area increment described here were similar for tree-ring width, except for a general decline 517 

in tree-ring width from 2016-2018 and with tree size, presumably due to biological age trends 518 

(Figs. S9-11). The 3-way interaction of NSR, year and focal tree resistance-acquisition traits 519 

was significant for tree-ring width (t = -2.21, P = 0.027; Fig. S10). 520 

521 

522 

Fig. 4 Modulation of the relationship between climate and growth by stomatal control traits. Lines are 523 

linear mixed-effects model fits that show significant effects of study year (2016-2018 with wet-to-dry 524 

climate, SPEI values in brackets) on the logarithm of basal area increment (bai) of focal trees predicted 525 

for water savers (PC2 value of -1.5) and water spenders (PC2 value of 1.0). Coloured bands show a 95% 526 

confidence interval. The panels illustrate the influence of focal tree stomatal control traits (black tree; 527 

A) and neighbour stomatal control traits (tree neighbourhood; B) on the relationship. See Fig. 1 for528 

details on the study design and Tables S11,12 for details on the fitted models. 529 
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530 

Using trait-dependent models to explain variations in wood δ13C in focal trees, we found 531 

significant interactions of resistance-acquisition traits with climate, but the effect of neighbour 532 

traits was stronger than that of focal tree traits (Fig. 5, Tables S13,14). Notably, we observed 533 

higher δ13C signatures (higher water stress) in focal trees in an acquisitive compared to trees in 534 

a resistant neighbourhood in the intermediate- and dry-year. However, lower δ13C (lower water 535 

stress) occurred in focal trees in an acquisitive neighbourhood in the wet year (year × NWM of 536 

resistance-acquisition, year as a categorical fixed effect, F = 9.45, P < 0.001; Fig. 5B). The 537 

difference between focal trees in resistant vs acquisitive neighbourhoods was biggest in the year 538 

with intermediate water availability (2017; Fig. 5B); this was the only relationship with non-539 

linear temporal behaviour.  540 

541 

542 

Fig. 5 Modulation of the relationship between climate and δ13C by resistance-acquisition traits. Lines 543 

are linear mixed-effects model fits that show significant effects of study year (2016-2018 with wet-to-544 

dry climate, SPEI values in brackets) on δ13C in the wood of focal trees predicted for cavitation resistant 545 

(PC1 value of -1.5) and acquisitive species (PC1 value of 1.5). Coloured bands show a 95% confidence 546 

interval. The panels illustrate the influence of focal tree resistance-acquisition traits (black tree; A) and 547 
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neighbour resistance-acquisition traits (tree neighbourhood; B) on the relationship. See Fig. 1 for details 548 

on the study design and Tables S13,14 for details on the fitted models. 549 

550 

Focal tree stomatal control traits significantly modulated the relationship between NSR, climate 551 

and δ13C (NSR × year × focal tree stomatal control traits, t = -2.66, P = 0.008; Fig. 6, Table 552 

S15): We found contrasting NSR effects on δ13C for water-saving and water-spending species, 553 

which weakened from wet-to-dry climatic conditions (Fig. 6). In the wet year, δ13C decreased 554 

in water savers with increasing NSR. However, this positive diversity effect declined towards 555 

similar δ13C across NSR levels in the dry year. In contrast, water spending species tended to 556 

show increasing δ13C with increasing NSR in the wet year but decreasing water stress with 557 

increasing NSR in the dry year. Hence, water savers benefited from NSR (via lower water 558 

stress) during wet conditions. In contrast, water spenders benefited from NSR during dry 559 

climatic conditions, even though effect sizes were relatively small. Finally, neighbour stomatal 560 

control traits influenced δ13C in the wood of focal trees (year × NWM of stomatal control, t = 561 

3.43, P = 0.001; Fig. S12, Table S16): Focal trees in a water-saving neighbourhood had lower 562 

δ13C in the dry than in the wet year, but this effect was potentially enhanced by the overall 563 

decline in δ13C from the wet-to-dry year (Fig. S7).  564 

565 
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566 

Fig. 6 Modulation of the relationship between NSR, climate and δ13C by stomatal control traits. Lines 567 

are linear mixed-effects model fits that show significant, interactive effects of neighbourhood species 568 

richness (NSR) and study year (2016-2018 with wet-to-dry climate, SPEI values in brackets) on δ13C in 569 

the wood of focal trees predicted for water-saving (PC2 value of -1.5) and water-spending (PC2 value 570 

of 1.0) focal trees. Coloured bands show a 95% confidence interval. See Fig. 1 for details on the study 571 

design and Table S15 for details on the fitted model. 572 

573 

Discussion 574 

The growth of focal trees increased with NSR across the 15 species examined. However, we 575 

did not find an overall significant effect of NSR on δ13C in the wood of focal trees, nor an 576 

increase in the strength of the relationship between NSR and growth or between NSR and δ13C 577 

from wet-to-dry climatic conditions. Instead, relationships between NSR, climate and growth 578 

or δ13C were modulated by focal tree resistance-acquisition and stomatal control traits (Fig. 1). 579 

Species with contrasting traits on each drought-tolerance gradient showed opposite responses 580 

to NSR and climate. Using trait-dependent tree neighbourhood models, we could further show 581 

that neighbour drought-tolerance traits consistently (for both trait gradients and response 582 
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variables) changed the nature of focal tree responses to wet-to-dry climate conditions in the 583 

same direction as the focal tree’s traits, thereby amplifying focal tree responses to climate. The 584 

examined drought-tolerance trait gradients (resistance-acquisition and stomatal control) of focal 585 

trees and their neighbours thus exerted a bi-directional biotic control on BEF relationships in 586 

addition to their abiotic control by wet-to-dry climatic conditions.  587 

 588 

Tree diversity increases growth but does not universally relieve drought stress  589 

As predicted by hypothesis H1, we found a mean positive NSR effect on growth consistent with 590 

findings from other studies (Guillemot et al., 2020; Schnabel et al., 2019; Trogisch et al., 2021), 591 

including studies from our experiment (Fichtner et al., 2018; Fichtner et al., 2020). Still, NSR 592 

effects on the growth of individual species can be both positive and negative and vary with 593 

climatic conditions (Fig. S6; e.g. Vitali et al., 2018). Tree growth is an integrated signal of many 594 

biotic and abiotic drivers (Grossiord, 2020). The positive effect of NSR on growth is thus likely 595 

the result of different and interacting mechanisms operating at the local neighbourhood scale 596 

(Trogisch et al., 2021). These mechanisms potentially include resource partitioning (of light, 597 

water and nutrients), abiotic facilitation (such as microclimate amelioration) and biotic 598 

interactions (such as dilution of generalist pathogens) (Barry et al., 2019). 599 

 600 

We consider carbon isotopic signatures of wood (δ13C) a physiological trait indicative of water 601 

stress in focal trees and thus a proxy for neighbourhood-scale water availability (Farquhar et 602 

al., 1989; Grossiord et al., 2014; Jucker et al., 2017). Contrary to our expectation and an earlier 603 

study on twig δ13C in our experiment conducted during the particularly wet year 2015 (Fig. 1; 604 

Jansen et al., 2021), we did not detect an overall decrease of δ13C with NSR and thus no general 605 

enhancement of water availability in diverse tree neighbourhoods. Similarly to our finding, 606 

other studies found mixed results and no universal enhancement of water availability in 607 

mixtures compared to monocultures (Grossiord et al., 2014; Grossiord, 2020; Haberstroh & 608 
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Werner, 2022). Jansen et al. (2021) found the strongest relationship between NSR and δ13C for 609 

trees with high crown competition and only marginal effects for trees with low crown 610 

competition. We thus expect that the net negative effect of NSR on δ13C in their study resulted 611 

from increased shading at high NSR and not from enhanced water availability. This notion is 612 

supported by the finding that tree biomass and thus shading increased with species richness in 613 

BEF-China (Huang et al., 2018). In contrast, our δ13C signals should be primarily influenced 614 

by climate-induced water availability as we only studied (co-)dominant trees with slight 615 

shading, which is supported by the non-significant effect of all competition indices (Table S7) 616 

on δ13C. 617 

618 

Abiotic context dependency 619 

The abiotic context, such as inter-annual changes in water availability, may determine the 620 

strength and nature of biodiversity-ecosystem functioning relationships (e.g., Forrester 621 

& Bauhus, 2016; Grossiord, 2020). To analyse this abiotic context dependency, we selected the 622 

years for our analysis based on standardised climatic water balances — a broadly applied 623 

approach in dendroecology (Schwarz et al., 2020) — which all indicate a consistent gradient of 624 

wet-to-dry climatic conditions (SPEIs; Fig. S1). The analysis of wet-to-dry years prevented 625 

negative carry-over effects of drought. Nonetheless, positive carry-over effects from benign 626 

years may have buffered carbon-starvation-related drought impacts through the mobilisation of 627 

carbon reserves (Hajek et al., 2022; McDowell et al., 2022). Moreover, drought stress may have 628 

been less severe than suggested by SPEIs, explaining why we observed no overall decline in 629 

tree growth and a decrease in δ13C from the wet-to-dry year. The dry year we examined had 630 

similar SPEIs as past drought years (Fig. S2), but non-standardised climatic water balances 631 

were rarely negative (Fig. S3). Hence, tree responses might be more pronounced during extreme 632 

droughts (e.g. during hotter droughts; Schnabel et al., 2022). Nonetheless, all forest biomes, 633 
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including the comparably humid subtropical forests examined here, are threatened by drought 634 

(Hartmann et al., 2022). 635 

636 

Following the stress-gradient hypothesis (Bertness & Callaway, 1994) and its extensions to 637 

forests (Forrester & Bauhus, 2016), we expected beneficial NSR effects on growth and δ13C to 638 

increase with increasingly limited resource availability. Still, we did not find such an overall 639 

increase in diversity effects from wet-to-dry climatic conditions, suggesting that other resources 640 

than water, such as light, may have been the most limiting in our study system (Forrester 641 

& Bauhus, 2016). The general increase in growth with NSR may thus have been predominately 642 

driven by species interactions improving light absorption or use efficiency and not water 643 

availability (Forrester & Bauhus, 2016). Other experimental studies reported stronger diversity 644 

effects on growth during dry (Fichtner et al., 2020; Schnabel et al., 2019) and during wet years 645 

(Belluau, Vitali, Parker, Paquette, & Messier, 2021). Hence, there is currently no consistent 646 

support for the stress-gradient hypothesis in forests. Consistent with this conclusion, positive, 647 

neutral and negative effects of species richness on growth and δ13C have been reported under 648 

drought in former studies (Forrester et al., 2016; Grossiord et al., 2014; Grossiord, 2020). One 649 

problem with the stress-gradient hypothesis in this context is that it has been challenging to 650 

quantify the type and intensity of stress or competition causing changes in the strength and 651 

nature of BEF relationships. Here, we attempted to address this by considering the biotic context 652 

dependency of BEF relationships under drought. 653 

654 

Biotic context dependency 655 

We showed that drought-tolerance traits of focal trees and their neighbours induce contrasting 656 

species responses at either end of each drought-tolerance trait gradient. Many studies examined 657 

the abiotic context dependency of BEF relationships (see above), while few examined how 658 

focal tree traits influence BEF relationships under drought (e.g. Fichtner et al., 2020). 659 
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Moreover, neighbourhood models have been used to understand community assembly 660 

(Kunstler et al., 2012; Uriarte et al., 2010). However, despite compelling arguments why a tree’s 661 

neighbours may alter local water availability (Forrester, 2017), we account here for the first 662 

time for focal tree and neighbour traits and thus the bi-directional biotic context dependency of 663 

BEF relationships in experimental tree communities.  664 

665 

The lack of consideration of this biotic control, which may change the direction of BEF 666 

relationships depending on the species and mixtures examined, could be one reason for mixed 667 

results on the role of tree diversity during drought (see above). If different drought-tolerance 668 

traits indeed prevent a universal BEF relationship under drought in tree communities, it is 669 

particularly logical that we detected a net zero or only a weak overall effect in our study as we 670 

examined a balanced sample (in terms of species and number of tree individuals; N=336) along 671 

both drought-tolerance trait gradients (Fig. 1). In contrast, a former study in BEF-China found 672 

a strengthening of net positive diversity effects on tree growth under dry conditions, using 673 

census data of all inventoried trees (N=3397) without controlling for a balanced sample of traits 674 

(Fichtner et al., 2020). Differences in drought severity between the examined dry years (2011 675 

in Fichtner et al. vs 2018 in our study) are unlikely to cause these different results, as climatic 676 

conditions were comparable (Fig. 1). Hence, we highlight that contrasting water-use strategies 677 

of focal trees and their neighbours are one fundamental missing link for explaining divergent 678 

results of tree responses to drought in mixed-species forests. 679 

680 

The focal tree trait perspective 681 

Consistent with hypothesis H2, we found that focal tree drought-tolerance traits determine the 682 

relationship between NSR and growth, and NSR and δ13C under variable climatic conditions. 683 

In the dry year, NSR increased growth and decreased δ13C of acquisitive and water-spending 684 

focal tree species, while cavitation-resistant and water-saving species did not respond to NSR. 685 
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Moreover, acquisitive and water-spending species showed decreased growth from the wet-to-686 

dry year, while we observed the reverse pattern in cavitation-resistant and water-saving species. 687 

688 

In general, the likelihood of having neighbours with contrasting traits increases with NSR, and 689 

therefore NSR may influence focal tree growth and δ13C responses to climate. In our study 690 

system, enhanced growth of acquisitive species at high NSR is likely related to the higher ability 691 

of these species to acquire and use resources such as light and water under wet and dry climatic 692 

conditions, respectively (Fichtner et al., 2017; Fichtner et al., 2020). Our focus on (co-693 

)dominant trees probably restricted our analysis to conditions of low neighbourhood 694 

competition where acquisitive species benefit from NSR while conservative species do not 695 

(Fichtner et al., 2017). At high NSR, acquisitive (cavitation-sensitive) species were thus 696 

protected by diversity, which mitigated drought stress through lower inter- compared to 697 

intraspecific competition for water (Fichtner et al., 2020). Moreover, responses to climate 698 

(changes in growth from wet-to-dry year) were likely related not only to resource acquisition 699 

but also to cavitation resistance, as cavitation-resistant species may have been able to grow 700 

better due to lower embolism damages (McDowell et al., 2008).  701 

702 

Similarly, water savers may have grown better during dry years as they faced lower cavitation 703 

risks (McDowell et al., 2008), while water spenders may have grown better during wet years as 704 

they were able to operate optimally without facing hydraulic damage. The lower physiological 705 

water stress (lower δ13C) we found in water-spending species during drought at high NSR 706 

indicates a novel drought mitigation effect of diversity in addition to the protection of 707 

acquisitive species reported formerly (Fichtner et al., 2020). NSR may have relieved water 708 

stress during drought as it increases the likelihood of having water-saving neighbours, which 709 

transpire less water, thereby increasing local soil water availability (Forrester, 2017). In 710 

contrast, water-saving species may have profited from NSR during the wet year because they 711 
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benefitted from microclimate amelioration by water-spending neighbours (Forrester, 2017), 712 

which may have been strongest under high soil moisture and consequently high 713 

evapotranspiration potentials (Frenne et al., 2021). This finding also indicates that the tight 714 

stomatal regulation of water savers induces δ13C responses already during short dry periods 715 

(negative climatic water balances appeared each year; Fig. S3) (Jansen et al., 2021) and not 716 

only during prolonged drought periods. In summary, during drought, high NSR supported the 717 

most vulnerable species in the forest community (Fichtner et al., 2020), that is, cavitation-718 

sensitive and water-spending species. In contrast, cavitation-resistant and water-saving species 719 

were able to cope well with drought by themselves and thus did not respond to diversity.  720 

 721 

The neighbour trait perspective 722 

Consistent with hypothesis H3, neighbour drought-tolerance traits influenced the effect of 723 

climate on focal tree growth and δ13C. Explicitly accounting for neighbour traits allowed us to 724 

study the influence of the functional identity of neighbourhoods (the NWM of drought-725 

tolerance traits) and the influence of their diversity which we quantified in terms of NSR. We 726 

thereby quantified some of the effects of neighbouring species we evoked above to explain the 727 

effects of NSR. Specifically, during drought, neighbourhoods dominated by acquisitive and 728 

water-spending species induced growth reductions in focal trees, while we observed higher 729 

growth in resistant and water-saving neighbourhoods. We also observed higher δ13C signatures 730 

in focal trees in acquisitive neighbourhoods during the intermediate- and dry-year. Both 731 

observations indicate reductions in local water availability and thus enhanced water stress  732 

(Forrester, 2017; Grossiord et al., 2014) in neighbourhoods dominated by acquisitive and water-733 

spending species relative to neighbourhoods dominated by resistant and water-saving species. 734 

This finding may be explained by acquisitive and water-spending neighbours having a higher 735 

water consumption during drought. Acquisitive species feature, next to their acquisitiveness 736 

based on leaf economics spectrum traits (Fig. 1), also a high maximum xylem hydraulic 737 
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conductance (Bongers et al., 2021), while water spenders do not close their stomata fast during 738 

dry conditions and thus continue to transpire and consume water (McDowell et al., 2008).  739 

 740 

Fichtner et al. (2020) suggested that reduced competition for water between heterospecific 741 

neighbours benefits cavitation-sensitive species in diverse neighbourhoods. Still, they could not 742 

test this assumption as they did not quantify the influence of neighbour traits. Explicitly 743 

accounting for neighbour traits in our models – instead of using neighbourhood species 744 

composition as a random effect (e.g. Fichtner et al., 2020; Jansen et al., 2021) – thus helped us 745 

to shed new light on the bi-directional biotic context dependency of tree responses to drought 746 

in mixtures. Nonetheless, focal tree and neighbour traits are quantitatively the same if focal 747 

trees and neighbours belong to the same (or a similar) species. While this is inherently the case 748 

in monocultures, future studies could improve our ability to disentangle the relative 749 

contributions of focal tree and neighbour traits via sampling focal trees along orthogonal 750 

gradients in focal tree traits and neighbour traits (which we could not do due to the broken-stick 751 

design of the BEF-China experiment).  752 

 753 

Coordination of drought-tolerance traits  754 

Resistance-acquisition traits primarily modulated climate and NSR effects on growth, whereas 755 

stomatal control traits primarily influenced δ13C. As expected, growth was thus more strongly 756 

related to the leaf economics spectrum (LES), running from fast-growing, acquisitive species 757 

to slow-growing, conservative species (Reich, 2014), while δ13C was controlled by stomatal 758 

aperture (Farquhar et al., 1989). The orthogonality of the resistance-acquisition and stomatal 759 

control gradient in our study system (Fig. 1; Fichtner et al., 2020; Kröber et al., 2014; Schnabel 760 

et al., 2021) allowed us to disentangle the respective contributions of both gradients through 761 

exploring the effects of stomatal control (or resistance-acquisition) traits at mean levels of the 762 

other gradient.  763 
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764 

We observed species responses in wet-to-dry years along the resistance-acquisition gradient 765 

(Fig. 1), consistent with the current understanding of a trade-off between high cavitation 766 

resistance (low 50) versus acquisitive resource use in tropical tree species (Guillemot et al., 767 

2022). Similarly, Reich (2014) concluded that acquisitive species thrive under optimal 768 

conditions due to their high capacity to transport and store water, while resistant species have 769 

slower resource economics but are less vulnerable to drought. Due to the orthogonality of the 770 

examined trait gradients, we can interpret stomatal control as the extent to which early or late 771 

stomatal closure protects the tree’s xylem from cavitation during drought at constant levels of 772 

cavitation resistance. We thus view stomatal control as a gradient capturing the trade-off 773 

between water spending (i.e. continued transpiration under drought) and water saving stomatal 774 

control (i.e. stomatal protection of the xylem against cavitation). This view aligns with 775 

contemporary perspectives (Martínez-Vilalta & Garcia-Forner, 2017) and fits the species 776 

responses we observed in wet-to-dry years.  777 

778 

However, some association between the orthogonal drought-tolerance gradients in our study 779 

system may be expected in general, as stomata regulate leaf water potentials to avoid xylem 780 

cavitation (McDowell et al., 2008). There is evidence that 50 and the LES are associated with 781 

turgor loss point (arguably a proxy for stomatal control) and with (an-)isohydry across species 782 

(Fu & Meinzer, 2019; Klein, 2014; Zhu et al., 2018). In contrast, recent local studies did not 783 

find any relationship between turgor loss point and 50 (Laughlin et al., 2020), nor between 784 

turgor loss point and LES traits (Maréchaux, Saint‐André, Bartlett, Sack, & Chave, 2020). 785 

Therefore, the relationships between drought-tolerance traits likely depend on the geographical 786 

extent of the study and the range of traits considered; thus, universal relationships are rare (e.g. 787 

Gleason et al., 2016). Particularly the multitude of approaches to quantify stomatal control 788 

(Martínez-Vilalta & Garcia-Forner, 2017) may limit our ability to draw general conclusions on 789 
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the nature and interrelation of both gradients. Stomatal control in terms of (an-)isohydry defined 790 

as leaf water potential regulation (as currently done in the literature) is not strongly related to 791 

leaf gas exchange dynamics or the hydraulic or carbon limitations under drought (Martínez-792 

Vilalta & Garcia-Forner, 2017). In this context, we consider direct measurements of stomatal 793 

conductance regulation (or similar ones like sap flux regulation; Schnabel et al., 2022) under 794 

gradients of soil and atmospheric drought as crucial to better characterize water-use and 795 

drought-tolerance strategies. Universal trait syndromes governing forest responses to drought 796 

thus remain controversial (e.g. Guillemot et al., 2022; Henry et al., 2019; Oliveira et al., 2021) 797 

and remain a research frontier for future studies.  798 

799 

Finally, and despite our consideration of multiple traits, it is important to note that other traits 800 

may have influenced the observed responses. Such traits include the storage of non-structural 801 

carbohydrates, which trees utilize to maintain turgor and to defend themselves against biotic 802 

agents (Hartmann et al., 2022; McDowell et al., 2022), and belowground traits such as the 803 

recently described root conservation and collaboration gradients (Weigelt et al., 2021). For 804 

instance, carbohydrate storage influenced diversity effects on tree survival under extreme 805 

drought (Hajek et al., 2022). Therefore, future assessments should examine such traits and their 806 

relation to the herein examined trait gradients to provide a more holistic picture of tree drought 807 

responses and their modulation by functional traits.  808 

809 

Conclusion 810 

In a large-scale tree diversity experiment, we analysed tree growth and wood δ13C responses to 811 

contrasting climatic conditions for trees sampled along gradients in NSR and drought-tolerance 812 

traits. We found enhanced growth but no universal enhancement of water availability in diverse 813 

tree neighbourhoods. Instead, resistance-acquisition and stomatal control traits of focal trees 814 
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and their neighbours exerted a bi-directional biotic control on the relationship between NSR 815 

and growth, and NSR and δ13C under variable climatic conditions. This biotic control induced 816 

contrasting species responses at either end of each drought-tolerance trait gradient, which 817 

changed in direction from wet-to-dry years. These results shed light on tree-tree interactions' 818 

multi-faceted nature and emphasise the importance of considering drought-tolerance traits. We 819 

could derive two key conclusions: (1) We resolved the bi-directional biotic context control of 820 

BEF relationships; such a trait-based perspective may help to reconcile divergent results of 821 

positive and negative mixing effects under drought. (2) Drought-tolerance traits of focal trees 822 

and interactions with their tree neighbours induced contrasting species responses to wet vs dry 823 

climatic conditions; this trait-driven species asynchrony is a key driver of positive diversity-824 

stability relationships in forests (Schnabel et al., 2021). The biotic context we analysed is 825 

relevant for designing drought-smart mixtures. It can give insight into the optimal configuration 826 

of tree neighbourhoods in terms of diversity and identity in drought-tolerance traits, enabling 827 

us to maximise forest productivity and stability to climate extremes. 828 
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Fig. S1 Climate-based characterisation of the study years 2016 (wet), 2017 (intermediate) and 

2018 (dry). Shown are standardised climatic water balances calculated based on the standardised 

precipitation evapotranspiration index (SPEI) (Vicente-Serrano, Beguería, & López-Moreno, 

2010) calculated from a high-resolution time-series of interpolated climate station data (CRU TS 

v4.04; Harris, Osborn, Jones, & Lister, 2020). SPEIs are compared for the three months of the 

peak vegetation period (SPEI3, April-July) for the six months of the entire vegetation period 

(SPEI6, April-September) and the twelve months of a whole year since the end of the vegetation 

period of the preceding year (SPEI12, October-September), since the establishment of the BEF-

China experiment (2009). The wet-to-dry study years are highlighted with a red circle. Blue points 

indicate wetter and red points drier conditions than the long-term mean (1901-2019); values below 

-1 and above 1 can be considered exceptional.  
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Fig. S2 A long-term perspective on standardized climatic water balances at our study site. Shown 

are values of the standardised precipitation evapotranspiration index (SPEI) for the principal 

vegetation period (April-September). For further details on the underlying data and SPEI 

calculation see methods and Fig.S1. 
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Fig. S3 Intra-annual climatic water balances at our study site. Shown are (A) values of the 

standardised precipitation evapotranspiration index (SPEI) and (B) non-standardized water 

balances of precipitation minus potential evapotranspiration (PET) for each month for the study 

years 2016-2018. For further details on the underlying data and SPEI calculation see methods and 

Fig.S1. 
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Fig. S4 Wood anatomy of the 15 tree species sampled in this study. Shown are photographs of 

exemplary cores per species and experimental site (see Table S1 for details on the species). Capital 

letters show the leaf habit (evergreen (E) and deciduous (D)) and lower-case letters wood porosity 

(ring porous (r), diffuse porous (d) and semi-ring porous (s)). Photographs were taken after surface 

preparation with a core microtome (Gärtner & Nievergelt, 2010). 
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Fig. S5 Comparison of focal tree tree-ring width (trw, mm) and basal area increment (bai, cm2) 

series. 
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Fig. S6 Species-specific variability in focal tree growth (expressed as basal area increment, bai) 

and δ13C in wood of focal trees per year and neighbourhood species richness (NSR) level. Coloured 

lines show mean values for each of the 15 studied species. Species identity is shown as species 

code; see species list in Table S1. The black line represents the fit of a simple linear regression 

across species to visualize overall trends; grey bands show a 95% confidence interval. 
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Fig. S7 Effect of study year on δ13C in wood of focal trees. The blue line is a mixed-effects model 

fit. The grey band shows a 95% confidence interval. See Table S6 for details on the fitted model. 
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Fig. S8 Modulation of the relationship between neighbourhood species richness (NSR), climate 

and growth by resistance-acquisition traits. Lines are linear mixed-effects model fits that show 

marginally significant, interactive effects of NSR and study year (2016-2018 with wet-to-dry 

climate, SPEI values in brackets) on growth of focal trees predicted for cavitation resistant (PC1 

value of -1.5) and for acquisitive focal trees (PC1 value of 1.5). Coloured bands show a 95% 

confidence interval. See Fig. 1 for details on the study design and Table S10 for details on the 

fitted model. 
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Fig. S9 Effects of tree size (dbh), neighbourhood competition (Hegyi index), neighbourhood 

species richness (NSR) and study year on the logarithm of tree-ring width (trw) of focal trees. The 

blue lines are mixed-effects model fits. Grey bands show a 95% confidence interval.  
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Fig. S10 Modulation of the relationship between neighbourhood species richness (NSR), climate 

and growth by resistance-acquisition traits using tree-ring width (trw) of focal trees instead of basal 

area increment (bai) as indicator of growth. Lines are linear mixed-effects model fits that show 

significant, interactive effects of NSR and study year (2016-2018 with wet-to-dry climate, SPEI 

values in brackets) on growth predicted for cavitation resistant (PC1 value of -1.5) and for 

acquisitive focal trees (PC1 value of 1.5) (NSR × year × focal tree resistance-acquisition traits, t = 

-2.21, P = 0.027). Coloured bands show a 95% confidence interval. See Fig. 1 for details on the 

study design. 
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Fig. S11 Modulation of the relationship between climate and growth by the neighbourhood-

weighted mean (NWM) of resistance-acquisition traits using tree-ring width (trw) of focal trees 

instead of basal area increment (bai) as indicator of growth. Lines are linear mixed-effects model 

fits that show a significant effect of study year (2016-2018 with wet-to-dry climate, SPEI values 

in brackets) on the logarithm of trw predicted for a neighbourhood dominated by cavitation 

resistant (PC1 value of -1.5) and acquisitive species (PC1 value of 1.5) (year × NWM resistance-

acquisition, t = -2.90, P = 0.004). Coloured bands show a 95% confidence interval. See Fig. 1 for 

details on the study design. 
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Fig. S12 Modulation of the relationship between climate and δ13C by the neighbourhood-weighted 

mean (NWM) of stomatal control traits. Lines are linear mixed-effects model fits that show 

significant effects of study year (2016-2018 with wet-to-dry climate, SPEI values in brackets) on 

δ13C in wood of focal trees predicted for a water saver (PC2 value of -1.5) and for a water spender 

(PC2 value of 1.0) dominated neighbourhood. Coloured bands show a 95% confidence interval. 

The sketch illustrates that the NWM of stomatal control traits (tree neighbourhood) modulates the 

relationship. See Fig. 1 for details on the study design and Table S16 for details on the fitted model. 
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Table S1 The 40 broadleaved evergreen and deciduous tree species planted in BEF-China  

Species names Family Species code Leaf habit  Site 

Acer davidii Sapindaceae 27 D  A 

Ailanthus altissima Simaroubaceae 29 D  B 

Alniphyllum fortunei Styracaceae 30 D  B 

Betula luminifera Betulaceae 31 D  B 

Castanea henryi Fagaceae 1 D  A 

Castanopsis carlesii Fagaceae 10 E  A 

Castanopsis eyrei Fagaceae 13 E  AB 

Castanopsis fargesii Fagaceae 32 E  B 

Castanopsis sclerophylla Fagaceae 14 E  AB 

Celtis biondii Cannabaceae 33 D  B 

Choerospondias axillaris Anacardiaceae 4 D  A 

Cinnamomum camphora Lauraceae 17 E  AB 

Cyclobalanopsis glauca Fagaceae 11 E  AB 

Cyclobalanopsis myrsinifolia Fagaceae 9 E  A 

Daphniphyllum oldhamii Daphniphyllaceae 16 E  AB* 

Diospyros japonica Ebenaceae 15 D  AB 

Elaeocarpus chinensis Elaeocarpaceae 34 E  B 

Elaeocarpus glabripetalus Elaeocarpaceae 35 E  B 

Elaeocarpus japonicus Elaeocarpaceae 36 E  B 

Idesia polycarpa Salicaceae 37 D  B 

Koelreuteria bipinnata Sapindaceae 18 D  A 

Liquidambar formosana Altingiaceae 6 D  A 

Lithocarpus glaber Fagaceae 12 E  A*B 

Machilus grijsii Lauraceae 39 E  B 

Machilus leptophylla Lauraceae 41 E  B 

Machilus thunbergii Lauraceae 40 E  B 

Manglietia fordiana Magnoliaceae 42 E  B 

Melia azedarach Meliaceae 26 D  A 

Meliosma flexuosa Sabiaceae 38 D  B 

Nyssa sinensis Cornaceae 20 D  A 

Phoebe bournei Lauraceae 43 E  B 

Quercus acutissima Fagaceae 25 D  A 

Quercus fabri Fagaceae 24 D  A 

Quercus phillyreoides Fagaceae 44 E  B 

Quercus serrata Fagaceae 8 D  A 

Rhus chinensis Anacardiaceae 23 D  A 

Sapindus saponaria Sapindaceae 19 D  A 

Triadica cochinchinensis Euphorbiaceae 22 D  A 

Triadica sebifera Euphorbiaceae 21 D  A 

Schima superba Theaceae 3 E  A*B* 

Note: Species from which tree cores were extracted are highlighted in bold (see Fig. 1 for the 

species selection). Shown are species and family names, the species identity codes used in Fig. 1, 

leaf habit (E, evergreen; D, Deciduous) and the site at which the species were planted. In case of 
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species planted at both sites, asterisks indicate at which site the species was sampled. For more 

details on the tree species taxonomy, their characteristics and the experimental design see 

Bruelheide et al., 2014; Huang et al., 2018. 
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Table S2 Resistance-acquisition and stomatal control traits were used in this study (adapted from 

Schnabel et al., 2021).  

Abbreviation Trait description Unit 

50 Water potential at which 50% initial conductivity is lost MPa 

SLA Specific leaf area m2 kg-1 

LEAFT Leaf toughness N mm-1 

CN Carbon to nitrogen ratio Ratio 

CONMAXFIT Modelled maximum stomatal conductance Non-dimensional 

STOMDENS Stomatal density 1 mm-2 

STOIND Product of STODENS and stomatal size in µm2 ratio 

VPDMAXFIT Vapor pressure deficit (VPD) at CONMAXFIT hPA 

VPDPOI VPD at the point of inflection of modelled stomatal 

conductance 

hPA 

Note: Traits were measured in the BEF-China experiment and were used to calculate species level 

mean trait values by Kröber and Bruelheide (2014) and Kröber, Zhang, Ehmig, and Bruelheide 

(2014). See these studies and Schnabel et al. (2021) for detailed information on the individual traits 

and the two orthogonal drought-tolerance trait gradients they represent.  
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Table S3 Description of competition indices. 

Index Description 
nhigher Number of trees higher than the focal tree 

relbah Basal area of neighbours higher than the focal tree 

relbab Basal area of neighbours with higher basal area than the focal tree 

hegyi Hegyi index including all neighbours  

hegyih Hegyi index of neighbours higher than the focal tree 

hegyib Hegyi index of neighbours with higher basal area than the focal tree 

hcom Summed height of neighbours relative to the focal tree 

Notes: We modelled distance depended competition effects of neighbouring trees on focal trees 

using the Hegyi index (e.g. Mailly, Turbis, & Pothier, 2003) with the following formula when 

including all neighbours: ℎ𝑒𝑔𝑦𝑖 =  ∑ 𝑏𝑎𝑐
𝑏𝑎𝑡

 ∗ 
1

𝑑𝑡𝑐

𝑛
 𝑐 = 1 ; where ba is the basal area of either the focal 

tree t or its competitor c and dtc the distance between focal tree and neighbour. We subsequently 

adjusted this formula to only include those neighbours higher than the focal tree or those with a 

higher basal area than the focal tree. 
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Table S4 Best-fitting trait-independent linear mixed-effects model after model selection. 

  log(baistd) 

Predictors Estimates CI Statistic p df 

(Intercept) -0.19 -0.29 – -0.10 -4.18 <0.001 119.74 

dbh  0.10 0.06 – 0.14 5.01 <0.001 273.26 

hegyi -0.12 -0.15 – -0.08 -5.91 <0.001 328.58 

NSR 0.04 0.01 – 0.08 2.29 0.024 120.00 

Random Effects 

σ2 0.09 

τ00 tag:(plot_no:site) 0.07 

τ00 plot_no:site 0.02 

ICC 0.51 

N tag 336 

N plot_no 114 

N site 2 

Observations 1008 

Marginal R2 / Conditional R2 0.155 / 0.585 

Note: Significant fixed effects printed in bold. Linear mixed-effects models (LMMs) fit with the 

packages lme4 (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015) and lmerTest (Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, 

& Christensen, 2017) in R using restricted maximum likelihood estimation (REML) and an α of 

0.05 for reporting significant effects. Model tables including fixed and random effects as well as R2 

values were created using the sjPlot package (see Lüdecke (2021) for details). The model statistics, 

p-values, standard errors and confidence intervals (CI; 95%) were computed using Satterthwaite’s 

approximation for degrees of freedom. ‘Plot no’ is the plot identifier and ‘tag’ the tree identifier. 

All analyses were conducted in R version 4.1.2 (R Core Team, 2021). 
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Table S5 Comparison of competition indices (Table S3) for the growth linear mixed-effects model 

(Table S4) against a null model without a competition index. 

Model npar AIC BIC logLik deviance Chisq Df Pr(>Chisq) 

null 6 912.56 942.05 -450.28 900.56 NA NA NA 

nhigher 7 914.23 948.64 -450.11 900.23 0.33 1 0.57 

relbah 7 913.18 947.59 -449.59 899.18 1.05 0 NA 

relbab 7 904.85 939.26 -445.43 890.85 8.33 0 NA 

hegyi 7 880.98 915.39 -433.49 866.98 23.87 0 NA 

hegyih 7 909.19 943.6 -447.59 895.19 0 0 NA 

hegyib 7 890.65 925.06 -438.32 876.65 18.54 0 NA 

hcom 7 914.14 948.55 -450.07 900.14 0 0 NA 
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Table S6 Best-fitting trait-independent linear mixed-effects model after model selection. 

Δδ13C 

Predictors Estimates CI Statistic p df 

(Intercept) 0.28 0.19 – 0.37 5.89 <0.001 256.95 

year int -0.14 -0.17 – -0.11 -9.06 <0.001 671.00

Random Effects 

σ2 0.16 

τ00 tag:(plot_no:site) 0.29 

τ00 plot_no:site 0.03 

ICC 0.67 

N tag 336 

N plot_no 114 

N site 2 

Observations 1008 

Marginal R2 / Conditional R2 0.026 / 0.683 

Note: Significant fixed effects printed in bold. Linear mixed-effects models (LMMs) fit with the 

packages lme4 (Bates et al., 2015) and lmerTest (Kuznetsova et al., 2017) in R using restricted 

maximum likelihood estimation (REML) and an α of 0.05 for reporting significant effects. Model 

tables including fixed and random effects as well as R2 values were created using the sjPlot 

package (see Lüdecke (2021) for details). The model statistics, p-values, standard errors and 

confidence intervals (CI; 95%) were computed using Satterthwaite’s approximation for degrees of 

freedom. ‘Plot no’ is the plot identifier and ‘tag’ the tree identifier. All analyses were conducted 

in R version 4.1.2 (R Core Team, 2021). 
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Table S7 Comparison of competition indices (Table S3) for the δ13C linear mixed-effects model 

(Table S6) against a null model without a competition index. 

Models npar AIC BIC logLik deviance Chisq Df Pr(>Chisq) 

null 5 1650.47 1675.04 -820.23 1640.47 NA NA NA 

nhigher 6 1652.22 1681.71 -820.11 1640.22 0.25 1 0.62 

relbah 6 1650.80 1680.30 -819.40 1638.80 1.41 0 NA 

relbab 6 1652.09 1681.59 -820.05 1640.09 0.00 0 NA 

hegyi 6 1651.34 1680.83 -819.67 1639.34 0.75 0 NA 

hegyih 6 1650.72 1680.22 -819.36 1638.72 0.61 0 NA 

hegyib 6 1652.38 1681.88 -820.19 1640.38 0.00 0 NA 

hcom 6 1652.44 1681.94 -820.22 1640.44 0.00 0 NA 
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Table S8 Best-fitting linear mixed-effects model of focal tree resistance-acquisition traits after 

model selection. 

  log(baistd) 

Predictors Estimates CI Statistic p df 

(Intercept) -0.15 -0.25 – -0.06 -3.13 0.002 178.59 

dbh  0.12 0.08 – 0.16 5.80 <0.001 276.94 

hegyi -0.12 -0.16 – -0.08 -6.06 <0.001 324.39 

NSR 0.04 0.01 – 0.07 2.40 0.018 116.73 

resistance-acquisition  -0.02 -0.11 – 0.08 -0.31 0.758 193.94 

year int -0.02 -0.04 – 0.00 -1.79 0.074 670.00 

NSR * resistance-acquisition  0.04 0.01 – 0.07 2.45 0.015 160.99 

resistance-acquisition * year int -0.08 -0.10 – -0.05 -6.84 <0.001 670.00 

Random Effects 

σ2 0.08 

τ00 tag:(plot_no:site) 0.07 

τ00 plot_no:site 0.01 

ICC 0.52 

N tag 336 

N plot_no 114 

N site 2 

Observations 1008 

Marginal R2 / Conditional R2 0.200 / 0.612 

Note: Significant fixed effects printed in bold. Linear mixed-effects models (LMMs) fit with the 

packages lme4 (Bates et al., 2015) and lmerTest (Kuznetsova et al., 2017) in R using restricted 

maximum likelihood estimation (REML) and an α of 0.05 for reporting significant effects. Model 

tables including fixed and random effects as well as R2 values were created using the sjPlot 

package (see Lüdecke (2021) for details). The model statistics, p-values, standard errors and 

confidence intervals (CI; 95%) were computed using Satterthwaite’s approximation for degrees of 

freedom. ‘Plot no’ is the plot identifier and ‘tag’ the tree identifier. All analyses were conducted 

in R version 4.1.2 (R Core Team, 2021). 
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Table S9 Best-fitting linear mixed-effects model of neighbor resistance-acquisition traits after 

model selection. 

log(baistd) 

Predictors Estimates CI Statistic p df 

(Intercept) -0.15 -0.25 – -0.05 -2.88 0.004 176.14 

dbh  0.12 0.08 – 0.16 5.58 <0.001 282.81 

hegyi -0.12 -0.16 – -0.08 -6.07 <0.001 324.78 

NSR 0.04 0.00 – 0.07 2.12 0.036 115.21 

year int -0.02 -0.04 – 0.00 -1.75 0.080 670.00 

resistance-acquisition 0.03 -0.03 – 0.10 1.08 0.282 490.68 

year int * resistance-acquisition -0.05 -0.07 – -0.02 -4.17 <0.001 670.00 

Random Effects 

σ2 0.09 

τ00 tag:(plot_no:site) 0.07 

τ00 plot_no:site 0.02 

ICC 0.51 

N tag 336 

N plot_no 114 

N site 2 

Observations 1008 

Marginal R2 / Conditional R2 0.173 / 0.595 

Note: Significant fixed effects printed in bold. Linear mixed-effects models (LMMs) fit with the 

packages lme4 (Bates et al., 2015) and lmerTest (Kuznetsova et al., 2017) in R using restricted 

maximum likelihood estimation (REML) and an α of 0.05 for reporting significant effects. Model 

tables including fixed and random effects as well as R2 values were created using the sjPlot 

package (see Lüdecke (2021) for details). The model statistics, p-values, standard errors and 

confidence intervals (CI; 95%) were computed using Satterthwaite’s approximation for degrees of 

freedom. ‘Plot no’ is the plot identifier and ‘tag’ the tree identifier. All analyses were conducted 

in R version 4.1.2 (R Core Team, 2021). 
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Table S10 Linear mixed-effects model of focal tree resistance-acquisition traits that still includes 

the marginally significant 3-way interaction between year, NSR and resistance-acquisition traits.  

log(baistd) 

Predictors Estimates CI Statistic p df 

(Intercept) -0.16 -0.28 – -0.03 -2.43 0.015 425.58 

dbh  0.12 0.08 – 0.16 5.80 <0.001 276.94 

hegyi -0.12 -0.16 – -0.08 -6.06 <0.001 324.39 

NSR 0.04 -0.01 – 0.09 1.68 0.093 428.37 

year int -0.02 -0.06 – 0.03 -0.80 0.422 668.00 

resistance-acquisition  -0.09 -0.21 – 0.04 -1.35 0.177 451.55 

NSR * year int -0.00 -0.02 – 0.02 -0.05 0.963 668.00 

NSR * resistance-acquisition 0.07 0.02 – 0.12 2.95 0.003 566.08 

year int * resistance-acquisition -0.04 -0.09 – 0.01 -1.68 0.093 668.00 

(NSR * year int) * resistance-

acquisition 

-0.02 -0.03 – 0.00 -1.75 0.080 668.00 

Random Effects 

σ2 0.08 

τ00 tag:(plot_no:site) 0.07 

τ00 plot_no:site 0.01 

ICC 0.52 

N tag 336 

N plot_no 114 

N site 2 

Observations 1008 

Marginal R2 / Conditional R2 0.201 / 0.613 

Note: Significant fixed effects printed in bold. Linear mixed-effects models (LMMs) fit with the 

packages lme4 (Bates et al., 2015) and lmerTest (Kuznetsova et al., 2017) in R using restricted 

maximum likelihood estimation (REML) and an α of 0.05 for reporting significant effects. Model 

tables including fixed and random effects as well as R2 values were created using the sjPlot 

package (see Lüdecke (2021) for details). The model statistics, p-values, standard errors and 

confidence intervals (CI; 95%) were computed using Satterthwaite’s approximation for degrees of 
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freedom. ‘Plot no’ is the plot identifier and ‘tag’ the tree identifier. All analyses were conducted 

in R version 4.1.2 (R Core Team, 2021). 
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Table S11 Best-fitting linear mixed-effects model of focal tree stomatal control traits after model 

selection. 

log(baistd) 

Predictors Estimates CI Statistic p df 

(Intercept) -0.16 -0.26 – -0.05 -3.00 0.003 177.35 

dbh  0.10 0.06 – 0.14 5.02 <0.001 274.02 

hegyi -0.12 -0.15 – -0.08 -5.89 <0.001 327.59 

NSR 0.04 0.01 – 0.08 2.29 0.024 118.62 

year int -0.02 -0.04 – 0.00 -1.77 0.078 670.00 

stomatal control 0.10 0.04 – 0.17 3.37 0.001 503.88 

year int * stomatal control -0.06 -0.08 – -0.04 -5.10 <0.001 670.00 

Random Effects 

σ2 0.08 

τ00 tag:(plot_no:site) 0.07 

τ00 plot_no:site 0.02 

ICC 0.52 

N tag 336 

N plot_no 114 

N site 2 

Observations 1008 

Marginal R2 / Conditional R2 0.166 / 0.603 

Note: Significant fixed effects printed in bold. Linear mixed-effects models (LMMs) fit with the 

packages lme4 (Bates et al., 2015) and lmerTest (Kuznetsova et al., 2017) in R using restricted 

maximum likelihood estimation (REML) and an α of 0.05 for reporting significant effects. Model 

tables including fixed and random effects as well as R2 values were created using the sjPlot 

package (see Lüdecke (2021) for details). The model statistics, p-values, standard errors and 

confidence intervals (CI; 95%) were computed using Satterthwaite’s approximation for degrees of 

freedom. ‘Plot no’ is the plot identifier and ‘tag’ the tree identifier. All analyses were conducted 

in R version 4.1.2 (R Core Team, 2021). 
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Table S12 Best-fitting linear mixed-effects model of neighbour stomatal control traits after model 

selection. 

log(baistd) 

Predictors Estimates CI Statistic p df 

(Intercept) -0.15 -0.26 – -0.05 -2.95 0.004 179.65 

dbh  0.10 0.06 – 0.14 4.95 <0.001 275.70 

hegyi -0.12 -0.16 – -0.08 -5.92 <0.001 328.73 

NSR 0.04 0.00 – 0.07 2.23 0.027 119.44 

year int -0.02 -0.04 – 0.00 -1.74 0.082 670.00 

stomatal control 0.08 0.02 – 0.14 2.57 0.011 502.83 

year int * stomatal control -0.03 -0.06 – -0.01 -3.04 0.002 670.00 

Random Effects 

σ2 0.09 

τ00 tag:(plot_no:site) 0.07 

τ00 plot_no:site 0.02 

ICC 0.52 

N tag 336 

N plot_no 114 

N site 2 

Observations 1008 

Marginal R2 / Conditional R2 0.160 / 0.593 

Note: Significant fixed effects printed in bold. Linear mixed-effects models (LMMs) fit with the 

packages lme4 (Bates et al., 2015) and lmerTest (Kuznetsova et al., 2017) in R using restricted 

maximum likelihood estimation (REML) and an α of 0.05 for reporting significant effects. Model 

tables including fixed and random effects as well as R2 values were created using the sjPlot 

package (see Lüdecke (2021) for details). The model statistics, p-values, standard errors and 

confidence intervals (CI; 95%) were computed using Satterthwaite’s approximation for degrees of 

freedom. ‘Plot no’ is the plot identifier and ‘tag’ the tree identifier. All analyses were conducted 

in R version 4.1.2 (R Core Team, 2021). 
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Table S13 Best-fitting linear mixed-effects model of focal tree resistance-acquisition traits after 

model selection. 

  Δδ13C 

Predictors Estimates CI Statistic p df 

(Intercept) 0.16 0.08 – 0.24 3.91 <0.001 140.98 

year cat [2017] -0.19 -0.25 – -0.13 -6.21 <0.001 668.00 

year cat [2018] -0.28 -0.33 – -0.22 -9.14 <0.001 668.00 

resistance-acquisition -0.06 -0.14 – 0.02 -1.51 0.133 192.66 

year cat [2017] * resistance-acquisition 0.11 0.05 – 0.16 3.51 <0.001 668.00 

year cat [2018] * resistance-acquisition 0.06 -0.00 – 0.11 1.84 0.066 668.00 

Random Effects 

σ2 0.15 

τ00 tag:(plot_no:site) 0.29 

τ00 plot_no:site 0.04 

ICC 0.68 

N tag 336 

N plot_no 114 

N site 2 

Observations 1008 

Marginal R2 / Conditional R2 0.031 / 0.690 

Note: Significant fixed effects printed in bold. Linear mixed-effects models (LMMs) fit with the 

packages lme4 (Bates et al., 2015) and lmerTest (Kuznetsova et al., 2017) in R using restricted 

maximum likelihood estimation (REML) and an α of 0.05 for reporting significant effects. Model 

tables including fixed and random effects as well as R2 values were created using the sjPlot 

package (see Lüdecke (2021) for details). The model statistics, p-values, standard errors and 

confidence intervals (CI; 95%) were computed using Satterthwaite’s approximation for degrees of 

freedom. ‘Plot no’ is the plot identifier and ‘tag’ the tree identifier. All analyses were conducted 

in R version 4.1.2 (R Core Team, 2021). 
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Table S14 Best-fitting linear mixed-effects model of neighbour resistance-acquisition traits after 

model selection. 

  Δδ13C 

Predictors Estimates CI Statistic p df 

(Intercept) 0.16 0.08 – 0.24 3.92 <0.001 139.09 

year cat [2017] -0.19 -0.25 – -0.13 -6.24 <0.001 668.00 

year cat [2018] -0.28 -0.33 – -0.22 -9.19 <0.001 668.00 

resistance-acquisition -0.05 -0.13 – 0.03 -1.22 0.224 151.57 

year cat [2017] * resistance-

acquisition 

0.13 0.07 – 0.19 4.35 <0.001 668.00 

year cat [2018] * resistance-

acquisition 

0.07 0.01 – 0.13 2.27 0.023 668.00 

Random Effects 

σ2 0.15 

τ00 tag:(plot_no:site) 0.29 

τ00 plot_no:site 0.03 

ICC 0.68 

N tag 336 

N plot_no 114 

N site 2 

Observations 1008 

Marginal R2 / Conditional R2 0.033 / 0.692 

Note: Significant fixed effects printed in bold. Linear mixed-effects models (LMMs) fit with the 

packages lme4 (Bates et al., 2015) and lmerTest (Kuznetsova et al., 2017) in R using restricted 

maximum likelihood estimation (REML) and an α of 0.05 for reporting significant effects. Model 

tables including fixed and random effects as well as R2 values were created using the sjPlot 

package (see Lüdecke (2021) for details). The model statistics, p-values, standard errors and 

confidence intervals (CI; 95%) were computed using Satterthwaite’s approximation for degrees of 

freedom. ‘Plot no’ is the plot identifier and ‘tag’ the tree identifier. All analyses were conducted 

in R version 4.1.2 (R Core Team, 2021). 
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Table S15 Best-fitting linear mixed-effects model of focal tree stomatal control traits after model 

selection. 

  Δδ13C 

Predictors Estimates CI Statistic p df 

(Intercept) 0.36 0.16 – 0.56 3.61 <0.001 235.28 

NSR -0.04 -0.11 – 0.04 -0.93 0.351 239.44 

year int -0.15 -0.21 – -0.09 -4.76 <0.001 668.00 

stomatal control -0.29 -0.48 – -0.09 -2.84 0.005 228.98 

NSR * year int 0.01 -0.02 – 0.03 0.51 0.610 668.00 

NSR * stomatal control 0.09 0.01 – 0.16 2.26 0.024 315.29 

year int * stomatal control 0.12 0.06 – 0.18 3.73 <0.001 668.00 

(NSR * year int) * stomatal 

control 

-0.03 -0.06 – -0.01 -2.66 0.008 668.00 

Random Effects 

σ2 0.15 

τ00 tag:(plot_no:site) 0.29 

τ00 plot_no:site 0.03 

ICC 0.68 

N tag 336 

N plot_no 114 

N site 2 

Observations 1008 

Marginal R2 / Conditional R2 0.034 / 0.691 

Note: Significant fixed effects printed in bold. Linear mixed-effects models (LMMs) fit with the 

packages lme4 (Bates et al., 2015) and lmerTest (Kuznetsova et al., 2017) in R using restricted 

maximum likelihood estimation (REML) and an α of 0.05 for reporting significant effects. Model 

tables including fixed and random effects as well as R2 values were created using the sjPlot 

package (see Lüdecke (2021) for details). The model statistics, p-values, standard errors and 

confidence intervals (CI; 95%) were computed using Satterthwaite’s approximation for degrees of 

freedom. ‘Plot no’ is the plot identifier and ‘tag’ the tree identifier. All analyses were conducted 

in R version 4.1.2 (R Core Team, 2021). 
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Table S16 Best-fitting linear mixed-effects model of neighbour stomatal control traits after model 

selection. 

  Δδ13C 

Predictors Estimates CI Statistic p df 

(Intercept) 0.28 0.19 – 0.37 5.90 <0.001 250.05 

year int -0.14 -0.17 – -0.11 -9.13 <0.001 670.00 

stomatal control -0.10 -0.20 – -0.01 -2.21 0.028 291.89 

year int * stomatal control 0.05 0.02 – 0.08 3.43 0.001 670.00 

Random Effects 

σ2 0.15 

τ00 tag:(plot_no:site) 0.29 

τ00 plot_no:site 0.04 

ICC 0.68 

N tag 336 

N plot_no 114 

N site 2 

Observations 1008 

Marginal R2 / Conditional R2 0.029 / 0.689 

Note: Significant fixed effects printed in bold. Linear mixed-effects models (LMMs) fit with the 

packages lme4 (Bates et al., 2015) and lmerTest (Kuznetsova et al., 2017) in R using restricted 

maximum likelihood estimation (REML) and an α of 0.05 for reporting significant effects. Model 

tables including fixed and random effects as well as R2 values were created using the sjPlot 

package (see Lüdecke (2021) for details). The model statistics, p-values, standard errors and 

confidence intervals (CI; 95%) were computed using Satterthwaite’s approximation for degrees of 

freedom. ‘Plot no’ is the plot identifier and ‘tag’ the tree identifier. All analyses were conducted 

in R version 4.1.2 (R Core Team, 2021). 
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Supplementary analysis 1 
 

To test for potential differences between site A and B of the BEF-China experiment (Bruelheide 

et al., 2014), we conducted a separate analysis of Schima superba, the species sampled at both 

sites (Fig. 1, Table S1). We used the same linear mixed-effects model (LMMs) structure as in the 

main analyses but include site as fixed and not as random effect. LMMs thus modelled growth and 

δ13C in response to focal tree size, competition by neighbours, climate, NSR and site. We also 

included the 3-way interaction between climate × NSR × site as well as all potential 2-way 

interactions as fixed effects. We did not include species traits as we only examined one species. 

These analyses confirmed that growth and δ13C responses did not differ between sites (see Tables 

S17,18 for the full models). 
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Table S17 Full linear mixed-effects model for growth of the species Schima superba exploring 

the influence of experimental site (A or B). 

log(baistd) 

Predictors Estimates CI Statistic p df 

(Intercept) 0.20 -0.15 – 0.54 1.16 0.256 30.49 

dbh  0.22 0.13 – 0.32 4.83 <0.001 31.38 

hegyi -0.10 -0.19 – -0.01 -2.23 0.033 33.82 

NSR -0.09 -0.22 – 0.04 -1.46 0.153 34.34 

year int -0.15 -0.24 – -0.05 -3.15 0.002 80.00 

site [B] -0.18 -0.72 – 0.35 -0.74 0.472 13.16 

NSR * year int 0.05 0.01 – 0.08 2.80 0.006 80.00 

NSR * site [B] 0.05 -0.13 – 0.23 0.60 0.558 16.30 

year int * site [B] 0.09 -0.04 – 0.22 1.37 0.174 80.00 

(NSR * year int) * site 

[B] 

-0.02 -0.07 – 0.03 -0.74 0.459 80.00 

Random Effects 

σ2 0.02 

τ00 tag:plot_no 0.05 

τ00 plot_no 0.01 

ICC 0.72 

N tag 42 

N plot_no 16 

Observations 126 

Marginal R2 / Conditional R2 0.468 / 0.854 

Note: Significant fixed effects printed in bold. Linear mixed-effects models (LMMs) fit with the 

packages lme4 (Bates et al., 2015) and lmerTest (Kuznetsova et al., 2017) in R using restricted 

maximum likelihood estimation (REML) and an α of 0.05 for reporting significant effects. Model 

tables including fixed and random effects as well as R2 values were created using the sjPlot 

package (see Lüdecke (2021) for details). The model statistics, p-values, standard errors and 

confidence intervals (CI; 95%) were computed using Satterthwaite’s approximation for degrees of 

freedom. All analyses were conducted in R version 4.1.2 (R Core Team, 2021). 
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Table S18 Full linear mixed-effects model for growth of the species Schima superba exploring 

the influence of experimental site (A or B). 

  Δδ13C 

Predictors Estimates CI Statistic p df 

(Intercept) 0.20 -0.77 – 1.17 0.42 0.676 28.76 

dbh  0.13 -0.09 – 0.35 1.18 0.247 27.81 

hegyi 0.11 -0.11 – 0.33 1.04 0.305 30.79 

NSR 0.03 -0.33 – 0.39 0.16 0.871 32.03 

year int -0.19 -0.45 – 0.07 -1.45 0.150 80.00 

site [B] 0.66 -0.90 – 2.22 0.90 0.384 16.14 

NSR * year int 0.02 -0.08 – 0.12 0.42 0.679 80.00 

NSR * site [B] -0.28 -0.82 – 0.25 -1.11 0.283 18.62 

year int * site [B] -0.05 -0.42 – 0.32 -0.26 0.795 80.00 

(NSR * year int) * site 

[B] 

0.04 -0.10 – 0.18 0.64 0.525 80.00 

Random Effects 

σ2 0.16 

τ00 tag:plot_no 0.21 

τ00 plot_no 0.15 

ICC 0.69 

N tag 42 

N plot_no 16 

Observations 126 

Marginal R2 / Conditional R2 0.078 / 0.713 

Note: Significant fixed effects printed in bold. Linear mixed-effects models (LMMs) fit with the 

packages lme4 (Bates et al., 2015) and lmerTest (Kuznetsova et al., 2017) in R using restricted 

maximum likelihood estimation (REML) and an α of 0.05 for reporting significant effects. Model 

tables including fixed and random effects as well as R2 values were created using the sjPlot 

package (see Lüdecke (2021) for details). The model statistics, p-values, standard errors and 

confidence intervals (CI; 95%) were computed using Satterthwaite’s approximation for degrees of 

freedom. All analyses were conducted in R version 4.1.2 (R Core Team, 2021). 
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E C O L O G Y

Species richness stabilizes productivity via asynchrony 
and drought-tolerance diversity in a large-scale tree 
biodiversity experiment
Florian Schnabel1,2*†, Xiaojuan Liu3*†, Matthias Kunz4*, Kathryn E. Barry1,2,5, Franca J. Bongers3, 
Helge Bruelheide1,6, Andreas Fichtner7, Werner Härdtle7, Shan Li3, Claas-Thido Pfaff1,2, 
Bernhard Schmid8, Julia A. Schwarz9, Zhiyao Tang10, Bo Yang11, Jürgen Bauhus9, 
Goddert von Oheimb1,4, Keping Ma3, Christian Wirth1,2,12

Extreme climatic events threaten forests and their climate mitigation potential globally. Understanding the drivers 
promoting ecosystem stability is therefore considered crucial for mitigating adverse climate change effects on 
forests. Here, we use structural equation models to explain how tree species richness, asynchronous species 
dynamics, species-level population stability, and drought-tolerance traits relate to the stability of forest produc-
tivity along an experimentally manipulated species richness gradient ranging from 1 to 24 tree species. Tree 
species richness improved community stability by increasing asynchrony. That is, at higher species richness, inter-
annual variation in productivity among tree species buffered the community against stress-related productivity 
declines. This effect was positively related to variation in stomatal control and resistance-acquisition strategies 
among species, but not to the community-weighted means of these trait syndromes. The identified mechanisms 
by which tree species richness stabilizes forest productivity emphasize the importance of diverse, mixed-species 
forests to adapt to climate change.

INTRODUCTION
Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of droughts 
and other extreme events, threatening tree growth and survival globally 
(1), including in humid tropical and subtropical forests (2). This 
compromises the ability of the world’s forests to act as carbon sinks 
(3) and as nature-based solutions to climate change mitigation (4).
Stability, the ability of forests to maintain functioning over time and 
in the face of environmental stressors, is consequently emerging as a
primary focus of forest management in the 21st century. One key
management strategy to enhance stability may be to increase tree
species richness in secondary and plantation forests (5, 6).

There is compelling evidence that species richness can stabilize 
community biomass production against variable climate conditions 
such as droughts or extremely wet years (7–10). However, most of 
this evidence comes from grassland ecosystems. Biodiversity-stability 
relationships likely differ between forests and grasslands because 
trees invest in long-lasting structures and community composition 

changes more slowly in forests (5). The few existing studies in forests 
support the notion that species richness stabilizes community above-
ground wood production, hereafter referred to as “productivity,” 
of mixed-species tree communities (5, 11–13). However, we lack a 
comprehensive understanding of the underlying mechanisms that 
drive these biodiversity-stability relationships in forest ecosystems.

According to the insurance hypothesis (14), a mixture of tree 
species with different strategies should help to maintain or increase 
the functioning of forests under highly variable climatic conditions, 
thus increasing their temporal stability. This stability (15) is often 
quantified as temporal mean productivity () divided by the temporal 
SD in community productivity () [e.g., (7, 8)] and may be promoted 
in mixed-species tree communities via species richness increasing 
performance (increasing ) or buffering variation (decreasing ) 
(14). Increased performance (i.e., higher productivity) at higher species 
richness—often called “overyielding”—has been reported by numerous 
studies in natural and experimental forests (6, 16, 17). Here, differ-
ent species perform relatively better in mixtures than in monocultures, 
for example, through complementary resource use or facilitation 
and this higher performance can increase community stability (5). 
Second, decreased temporal variation in productivity through buff-
ering of the effects of environmental stress may increase community 
stability. In contrast to overyielding, little is known about this buff-
ering effect of biodiversity in forest ecosystems. Various mechanisms 
may decrease temporal variation in productivity at higher species 
richness (14, 15, 18, 19), but arguably, the one most supported by 
theoretical and observational studies in grasslands and increasingly 
also in forests is species asynchrony (7, 18, 20). In forests, these 
asynchronous interannual dynamics in species productivity (here-
after “asynchrony”) (19) have been found to be the key driver of 
diversity effects on community stability (5, 11–13, 21).

Asynchronous species dynamics may result from intrinsic rhythms 
such as phenology or mast seeding (22, 23), differential responses of 
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species to extrinsic factors such as climatic conditions (19, 24), de-
mographic stochasticity (25), and species interactions in mixtures like 
resource partitioning or biotic feedbacks (26, 27). Asynchrony may 
buffer the temporal variation in community productivity during 
times of stress as some species likely maintain functioning or com-
pensate for the productivity losses of other species (Fig. 1). Next to 
asynchrony, according to recent theory, the second key driver of 
community stability is the average stability at the population level 
(28). However, whether this average species-level population stability 
(hereafter “population stability”) mediates effects of species rich-
ness on community stability and whether it affects the mean or the 
variation in productivity is less clear. A recent meta-analysis sug-
gests a preponderance of destabilizing effects of species richness on 
population stability in terrestrial ecosystems, but there are also many 
studies reporting stabilizing effects (29). For forests, positive (5), 
neutral (11), and negative (12) effects of species richness on popula-
tion stability have been reported. Hence, if species richness were to 
stabilize community productivity via asynchrony and population 
stability, this could result from positive effects of asynchrony coun-
teracting negative effects of population stability, a positive effect of 
either while the other has no effect, or a joint positive effect of both 
(28). Understanding these potentially stabilizing effects is especially 
important in the context of the global increase in the severity and 
frequency of extreme climatic events such as drought (30, 31). 
Hence, there is an urgent need to identify the characteristics that 
allow tree species and species mixtures to maintain functioning 
under future global change.

While the number of species may increase community stability, 
communities also require certain functional characteristics to re-
spond to variable climatic conditions such as drought stress. Two 
key strategies that determine a tree’s response to drought are stomatal 
control and cavitation resistance (24). First, tree species may exhibit 

different strategies of stomatal control. Some rely on continued water 
extraction and keep their stomata open, i.e., they continue to tran-
spire although this poses a high risk for cavitation-induced mortality 
under extreme drought (called water spenders or anisohydric species) 
(24, 32). Other tree species quickly decrease their stomatal conduc-
tance during water shortage to avoid transpiration losses and xylem 
cavitation but may risk carbon starvation under prolonged droughts 
(called water savers or isohydric species). Consistent with recent 
perspectives (32), we view stomatal control here along a gradient 
from water-spending to water-saving species behavior and quantify 
it through physiological traits such as stomatal conductance and con-
trol of conductance under increasing water pressure deficits (33, 34). 
Second, drought tolerance depends on xylem resistance to cavita-
tion because embolism decreases water availability and may ultimately 
lead to desiccation and tree death (2, 24). Here, we use the threshold 
at which 50% of xylem conductivity is lost because of cavitation 
(50; measured as water potential) as a key trait (2) to quantify 
drought resistance. In addition, considering classic traits of the leaf 
economics spectrum (indicating conservative versus acquisitive re-
source use) (35), which were shown to correlate with cavitation re-
sistance (33, 36), may help us to understand which trait syndromes 
govern forest responses to variable climatic conditions such as drought 
stress and how drought tolerance is linked to broader dimensions of 
ecological variation (32, 37). Hereafter, we refer to stomatal control 
and resistance-acquisition traits, which both are related to drought 
tolerance, collectively as “drought-tolerance” traits.

These drought-tolerance strategies may enable mixed-species 
forests to stabilize community productivity in two ways. First, tree 
species richness may increase community stability indirectly via 
promoting asynchrony through functional diversity in traits related 
to drought tolerance (hereafter “drought-tolerance diversity”). The 
importance of tree species richness and asynchrony for community 

Fig. 1. Graphical illustration of asynchronous species responses in mixed-species tree communities to contrasting climatic conditions. The tree community 
experiences a “normal” (year 1), an exceptionally dry (year 2), and an exceptionally wet (year 3) year, which result in distinctly different productivity responses of the par-
ticipating species but the same community productivity due to compensatory dynamics. In our hypothetical example taken from a four-species mixture in the BEF-China 
experiment, one species (Nyssa sinensis, light turquoise) does not close its stomata fast during water shortage (water spender) and might continue to grow well during 
drought, a second species (Liquidambar formosana, brown) exhibits a fast down-regulation of stomatal conductance at increasing water pressure deficits and its produc-
tivity is thus more strongly reduced during drought (water saver), while the two other species (Castanea henryi and Sapindus saponaria) do not show strong reactions to 
the changing climatic conditions. The reverse response pattern is found during an exceptionally wet year. We hypothesize here that such asynchronous species dynamics 
are the key driver behind stabilizing effects of species richness on productivity in mixed-species forests and that the functional traits of coexisting species—especially 
those associated with drought tolerance—may help to elucidate the mechanisms that produce this asynchrony.
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stability is supported by previous studies (5, 11–13). However, these 
studies were based on observational data from naturally assembled 
forests [with only one exception (13)], and tree species richness gra-
dients were low. Therefore, it remains difficult to establish causal 
relationships between tree diversity and community stability. In 
particular, the mechanistic links between tree species richness, 
asynchrony and community stability, as well as the underlying trait-
based mechanisms remain unknown for forests. Second, community 
stability could also be influenced by the community-weighted means 
(CWMs) of drought-tolerance traits, as indicated by findings in 
grassland diversity experiments where community stability was higher 
in communities dominated by species with traits associated with 
conservative resource use (7). It is conceivable that this effect of 
CWM traits should influence community stability via effects on aver-
age population stability as population stability can be influenced by 
species’ traits (38).

We use structural equation models (SEMs) to test the direct and 
indirect effects of species richness, asynchrony, population stability, 
drought-tolerance diversity, and the CWMs of drought-tolerance 
traits on the stability of community productivity over 10 years under the 
controlled conditions of a large-scale tree biodiversity experiment [BEF- 
China experiment (Biodiversity–Ecosystem Functioning Experiment 
China)] (16, 39). Our experiment is located in the highly diverse 
subtropical forests of China and features a gradient of species richness 
ranging from monocultures up to mixtures of 24 tree species planted at 
two sites using multiple species pools. All species occurred at all richness 
levels, thus avoiding any confounding effects between species oc-
currence and richness. In our study, stomatal control and resistance- 
acquisition traits form two orthogonal dimensions in drought- tolerance 
strategies (fig. S1), which allows us to quantify the relative contributions 
of these trait gradients to community stability, asynchrony, and 
population stability. Specifically, we tested the following hypotheses:

H1: Tree species richness increases community stability via 
asynchrony and population stability.

H2: Diversity in stomatal control and resistance-acquisition 
strategies is positively related to community stability via asynchrony.

H3: CWMs of stomatal control and resistance-acquisition strat-
egies are related to community stability via population stability.

RESULTS
Overall, the stability of community productivity significantly in-
creased with species richness in our experimental tree communities 
(t = 3.98, P < 0.001, n = 375; Fig. 2). This diversity effect was insen-
sitive to the inclusion or exclusion of monocultures into the models 
(fig. S2). We found a significant increase in asynchrony with species 
richness (t = 9.53, P < 0.001) but no effect of species richness on 
population stability (t = 0.27, P = 0.785; Fig. 3, A and C, and table S2). 
Asynchrony and population stability had, as predicted, the strongest 
positive relationships with community stability in mixtures [t = 10.13, 
P < 0.001, marginal coefficient of determination (R2) = 34% and 
t = 26.30, P < 0.001, marginal R2 = 77%, n = 218; Fig. 3, B and D, and 
table S2]. The relationship between community stability and popu-
lation stability weakened with increasing asynchrony (fig. S3). We 
found significant positive relationships between community stability, 
asynchrony, and drought-tolerance diversity—calculated as func-
tional dispersion in traits related to stomatal control (functional 
diversity of stomatal control) and in traits related to resistance- 
acquisition strategies (functional diversity of resistance-acquisition) 

(Fig. 3B, figs. S4 and S5, and tables S1 and S2). In contrast, the 
CWMs of these trait gradients did not influence population stability 
nor community stability (figs. S6 and S7 and table S2). Asynchrony 
significantly increased with functional diversity of stomatal control 
(t = 5.29, P < 0.001) and functional diversity of resistance-acquisition 
(t  =  5.84, P  <  0.001; fig. S4). Relationships of drought-tolerance 
diversity with community stability were weak: We found a marginally 
significant positive effect of functional diversity of stomatal control 
on community stability (t = 1.92, P = 0.058) but no significant rela-
tionship with functional diversity of resistance-acquisition (t = 1.12, 
P = 0.27; fig. S5). Drought-tolerance diversity explained a much 
higher proportion of variability in asynchrony than it did in com-
munity stability (table S2). CWMs of drought-tolerance traits did 
not explain variation in population stability (table S2).

SEMs allowed us to disentangle the hypothesized direct and 
indirect drivers and connections behind observed diversity effects 
on community stability (Fig. 4). Consistent with our hypotheses, 
asynchrony was the principal mediator of indirect effects of species 
richness via drought-tolerance diversity on community stability. Our 
model fit the data well (Fisher’s C = 11.7, df = 12, P = 0.47, n = 218). 
The hypothesized pathways explained 94% of variation in commu-
nity stability (fixed effects, marginal R2). Species richness, functional 
diversity of stomatal control, and functional diversity of resistance 
acquisition explained 52% of variation in asynchrony (marginal R2). 
In contrast, species richness and the CWMs of drought-tolerance 
traits explained only 1% of variation in population stability (mar-
ginal R2). Asynchrony and population stability had the strongest 
direct relationship with community stability (standardized path 
coefficient of direct effects 0.35, P < 0.001 and 0.82, P < 0.001, re-
spectively). Tree species richness increased community stability 
indirectly through increasing asynchrony (standardized path coef-
ficient of direct effect on asynchrony 0.46, P < 0.001). Quantifying 

Fig. 2. Effects of tree species richness on community stability. The line is a lin-
ear mixed-effects model fit that shows a significant increase in community stability 
with the logarithm of species richness (P < 0.001) along a planted diversity gradient 
ranging from monocultures up to mixtures of 24 tree species. Gray bands repre-
sent a 95% confidence interval. See table S2 for details on the fitted model.
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drought-tolerance diversity allowed us to disentangle some of the 
potential functional drivers behind asynchronous species responses: 
Both functional diversity of stomatal control and functional diversity 
of resistance acquisition were related to increased community stabili-
ty via positive effects on asynchrony (standardized path coefficients of 
direct effects on asynchrony 0.18, P  =  0.005 and 0.30, P  <  0.001, 
respectively). Species richness and functional diversity of resistance- 
acquisition traits had small effects on community stability that can-
celed each other out (standardized path coefficients of direct effects 
0.06 versus −0.05). The strong relationship between population stabil-
ity and community stability was unrelated to species richness, CWM 
of stomatal control, and CWM of resistance-acquisition traits (all 
direct effects on population stability not significant with P ≥ 0.45; 
Fig. 4). Testing asynchrony and population stability in separate SEMs 
yielded similar results (figs. S9 and S10). In the separate model, we 
found no remaining direct effect of species richness on stability 
(P = 0.31) after accounting for the pathway via asynchrony, indicating 
that functional diversity–related asynchrony was the principal medi-
ator of species richness effects on community stability (fig. S9).

We further separated the components of our community stability 
measure—the temporal mean (AWP) and the temporal SD (AWP) 
of productivity—to examine the underlying cause of the observed 
biodiversity-stability relationships focusing on the role of asynchrony 
because asynchrony was altered by changes in species richness while 
population stability was not (Fig. 5). Tree species richness directly 
increased both the mean and the SD of productivity similarly (stan-
dardized path coefficients of direct effects 0.23 and 0.30, respectively). 
Tree species richness thus increased mean productivity, but this was 
accompanied by increased variation in productivity. However, spe-
cies richness also decreased the SD of productivity indirectly via its 
positive effect on asynchrony with about the same strength [indirect 
effect of species richness on AWP −0.3, calculated as the product of 
the coefficients along each significant path and their sum Fig. 5; (40)]. 
Asynchrony, which increased with species richness and drought- 
tolerance diversity, hence stabilized productivity through buffering 
its temporal variation (standardized path coefficient of direct effect of 
asynchrony on AWP −0.47, P < 0.001). Last, the CWM of resistance- 
acquisition traits was correlated with higher mean productivity and 

Fig. 3. Bivariate relationships between tree species richness, asynchrony, population stability, and community stability. Lines are linear mixed-effects model fits that 
show (A) significant increases in asynchrony with the logarithm of species richness (P < 0.001), (B) significant increases in community stability with asynchrony (P < 0.001), 
(C) no significant relationship between the logarithm of species richness and population stability, and (D) significant increases in community stability with population 
stability (P < 0.001). Asynchrony ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 represents complete synchrony and 1 complete asynchrony. Data are based on a long, experimental species 
richness gradient with mixtures of 2, 4, 8, 16, and 24 tree species. Gray bands represent a 95% confidence interval. See table S2 for details on the fitted models.
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SD of productivity (standardized path coefficients of direct effects 0.21 
and 0.16, respectively). That is, communities dominated by acquisitive 
species with low cavitation resistance (those with higher trait gradient 
scores; fig. S1) had a higher productivity but tended to also have a higher 
variation in productivity. Overall, community stability increased with 
species richness (Fig. 4) through increased mean productivity (i.e., 
overyielding) and buffered temporal variation in productivity (Fig. 5).

DISCUSSION
Our results provide experimental evidence that the insurance effect 
(14) of diversity stabilizes tree productivity in forest ecosystems. We 
show that the stability of forest community productivity increases with 
tree species richness and that asynchronous productivity of coexisting 
species is the principal mediator of this diversity effect. Average popu-
lation stability increased community stability, but this effect was unre-
lated to species richness. As hypothesized, both functional diversity of 
stomatal control and functional diversity of resistance-acquisition 
strategies had net positive, indirect relationships with community 
stability that operated via positive associations with asynchrony. In 
contrast, the CWMs of these drought-tolerance traits were not related 
either to population stability or to community stability.

Asynchrony, population stability, and community stability
The diversity gradient of the BEF-China experiment (39) ranging 
from monocultures to mixtures of 24 tree species, detailed trait 

information, and the use of SEMs assessing a priori hypotheses about 
causal relationships (40) based on preexisting knowledge and previ-
ous work in this experiment (36, 41) allowed us to disentangle the 
direct and indirect drivers of community stability in forests in the 
absence of confounding environmental variation typically hamper-
ing interpretations in observational studies. Overall, our models 
explained higher shares of variation in community stability than did 
recent work about grassland diversity experiments (7) as we ac-
counted not only for the effects of asynchrony but also for those of 
population stability [94% versus 20% in (7)]. Considering only 
asynchrony (fig. S9), the explained variation in community stability 
was similar between the two studies (35% versus 20%). We show 
here that species richness increases community stability indirectly 
via promoting asynchronous species productivity over time. Com-
munity stability and asynchrony were positively correlated with tree 
species richness in former studies (5, 11–13). Our experimental re-
sults add support for the hypothesized causality in these studies and 
demonstrate that species richness can drive asynchrony and thereby 
community stability in highly diverse subtropical forests. Asynchro-
nous productivity integrates different mechanisms, such as those 
captured by the selected drought-tolerance traits that help species 
to cope in different ways with the variable climatic conditions typical 
for the sites (fig. S12). This asynchrony that was positively related to 
diverse drought-tolerance strategies enhanced community stability 
via reducing variation of productivity over the 10-year observation 
period (5, 7, 12, 14, 19). Species richness also directly increased 

Fig. 4. Direct and indirect effects of tree species richness, drought-tolerance diversity, and CWMs of drought-tolerance traits on community stability. The SEM 
tests the direct effects of tree species richness as well as its indirect effects mediated via asynchrony and population stability on community stability (H1). Effects of func-
tional diversity are explored through testing the effect of functional diversity of stomatal control (FD stomatal control) and functional diversity of resistance-acquisition 
(FD resistance-acquisition) as well as their indirect effects mediated via asynchrony on community stability (H2). Effects of CWM traits are explored through testing the 
effect of the CWM of stomatal control (CWM stomatal control) and the CWM of resistance-acquisition (CWM resistance-acquisition) as well as their indirect effects medi-
ated via population stability on community stability (H3). The sketches schematically illustrate the trait gradients: water-spending versus water-saving stomatal control 
(few versus abundant stomata) and resistant versus acquisitive (high versus low cavitation resistance). Functional diversity was calculated as abundance-weighted func-
tional dispersion. The SEM fit the data well (Fisher’s C = 11.7, df = 12, P = 0.47, n = 218). Data are based on a long, experimental species richness gradient with mixtures of 
2, 4, 8, 16, and 24 tree species. Examined variables are shown as boxes and relationships as directional arrows with significant positive effects in blue, significant negative 
effects in red, and nonsignificant paths in dashed gray based on a hypothesis-driven SEM framework (fig. S8). Standardized (significant) path coefficients are shown next 
to each path with asterisks indicating significance (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, and ***P < 0.001), and path width is scaled by coefficient size. Significant partial correlations (40) 
are shown through gray, bidirectional arrows. Species richness was log2-transformed, while asynchrony, population stability, and community stability were square root–
transformed. The variation in asynchrony, population stability, and community stability explained by fixed (left, marginal R2) and fixed together with random model ef-
fects (right, conditional R2) (71) is shown in the corresponding boxes.
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temporal mean productivity. This finding is in line with a rapidly 
increasing number of studies reporting that forest productivity in-
creases with increasing tree species richness (6, 13, 16, 17). The in-
creased productivity by itself did not increase community stability, 
because species richness also increased the temporal variation of 
productivity. Community stability only increased because of the 
variance buffering effect of asynchrony on productivity (Fig. 5).

The asynchronous growth dynamics of different species in our ex-
perimental tree communities likely result from different, nonmutually 
exclusive mechanisms. First, extrinsic factors like variable climatic 
conditions may increase asynchrony. Species react differently to cli-
matic conditions [e.g., (2, 24)], and asynchrony is thus likely driven by 
differential growth responses of species to climatic variability (25). 
Next, tree growth in mixtures is shaped by tree-tree interactions such 
as resource partitioning and biotic feedbacks (26, 27, 42, 43), which 
may, in turn, be modulated by variation in climatic conditions (36, 44). 
Last, intrinsic rhythms like mast seeding, which induces interannual 
variability in species productivity (22) and demographic stochasticity 
(25), may influence asynchrony. These factors are, however, presum-
ably less important in young (experimental) forest stands without 
seedling recruitment or replanting. We thus expect that the observed 
strong asynchrony resulted predominantly from differential response 
strategies of species to interannual variation in climatic conditions (the 
environmental variable with likely the strongest interannual variation 
during our 10-year study period; fig. S12) and how these strategies, 
which we quantified via drought-tolerance traits, shape the nature of 
tree-tree interactions between years with different climatic conditions.

We found that communities dominated by stable growing spe-
cies populations also had a high community stability, but this effect 
of population stability was unrelated to species richness. Existing 
studies, particularly from grasslands, reported a preponderance of 
negative effects of species richness on population stability due to 
interspecific competition destabilizing interannual species productiv-
ity at higher species richness (9, 10, 12, 29). In this view, compensatory 
population dynamics should decrease population stability but increase 
community stability via contributing to increased asynchrony (19, 28). 
However, we did not find significant biodiversity–population sta-
bility relationships in our experimental tree communities. This may 
have different reasons: First, species richness effects on population 
stability may be smaller in forests than in grasslands as trees invest 
in long-lasting structures and therefore population dynamics are 
slower in forests. This may decrease the importance of compensatory 
dynamics (5, 11). Second, compensatory dynamics may be similarly 
important in forests, but they need more time to develop or they 
operate on longer time scales than the 10 years examined in this 
study. This would be consistent with long-term simulations with a 
dynamic forest succession model (12). Third, beneficial tree-tree 
interactions (such as facilitation or competitive reduction) during 
dry years may stabilize species productivity (5, 36), counteracting 
potential destabilizing effects of interspecific competition. Mirroring 
this complexity of potential relationships, neutral (11), positive (5), 
and negative effects (12) of species richness on population stability have 
been reported for forests. This calls for long-term studies on diversity–
population stability relationships particularly in underrepresented 

Fig. 5. Direct and indirect effects of tree species richness, asynchrony, drought-tolerance diversity, and CWMs of drought-tolerance traits on the two compo-
nents of stability, the temporal mean (AWP) and the temporal SD of productivity (AWP). AWP and AWP represent overyielding and variance buffering effects, re-
spectively. Increases in AWP enhance stability through overyielding—a higher productivity in mixtures versus monocultures—and decreases in AWP enhance stability 
through buffered variations in productivity. All drivers hypothesized to influence stability, i.e., species richness, functional diversity of stomatal control (FD stomatal 
control), functional diversity of resistance-acquisition (FD resistance-acquisition), CWM of stomatal control (CWM stomatal control), CWM of resistance-acquisition (CWM 
resistance-acquisition), and asynchrony, were tested for their effects on AWP and AWP. Only significant pathways (P < 0.05) are shown here to avoid overplotting (see fig. S11 
for the full model). Population stability was not included in this analysis as it did not respond to diversity nor CWM traits (Fig. 4). The sketches schematically illustrate the 
trait gradients: water-spending versus water-saving stomatal control (few versus abundant stomata) and resistant versus acquisitive (high versus low cavitation resist-
ance). The SEM fit the data well (Fisher’s C = 9.7, global P = 0.28, df = 8, n = 218 plots). Data are based on a long, experimental species richness gradient with mixtures of 2, 
4, 8, 16, and 24 tree species. Examined variables are shown as boxes and relationships as directional arrows with significant positive effects in blue, significant negative 
effects in red, and nonsignificant paths in dashed blue. Standardized (significant) path coefficients are shown next to each path with asterisks indicating significance 
(*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, and ***P < 0.001), and path width is scaled by coefficient size. Significant partial correlations (40) are shown through gray, bidirectional arrows. Spe-
cies richness was log2-transformed, while asynchrony, AWP, and AWP were square root–transformed. The variation in asynchrony, AWP, and AWP explained by fixed (left, 
marginal R2) and fixed together with random model effects (right, conditional R2) (71) is shown in the corresponding boxes.
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ecosystems such as forests. Last, we may have observed stronger 
positive effects of population stability on community stability when 
compared to asynchrony (Fig. 3, B and D) and to results from grass-
land experiments (45) because compensatory dynamics are of lower 
importance in these tree communities. If compensatory dynamics 
play a minor role in a community, then community stability may 
have a stronger positive relationship with the intrinsic stability of 
component species in a community than with asynchrony, as com-
pensatory dynamics should increase asynchrony but decrease pop-
ulation stability (19, 28).

Drought-tolerance diversity and community stability
We used two orthogonal dimensions in drought-tolerance strategies 
(fig. S1), related to species-specific stomatal control and resistance- 
acquisition strategies that have been hypothesized and repeatedly 
shown to determine forest responses to variable climatic conditions 
(2, 24, 32, 36) and explored their relative contribution to communi-
ty stability. This allowed us to explain some of the trait-based mech-
anisms that may be related to asynchronous growth dynamics and 
stabilize productivity in the face of highly variable climatic condi-
tions. It is important to note that, in the case of traits, we combined 
our experimental approach of manipulated species richness, with 
an observational approach as we did not manipulate the mean or 
variation in drought-tolerance traits nor climatic conditions at our 
site. Hence, our reported drought tolerance–stability relationships 
should be considered as correlational evidence until further confir-
matory testing is conducted in future experiments that directly ma-
nipulate the mean and variation in these traits. Nonetheless, there is 
accumulating support for the notion that drought-tolerance traits 
are important for productivity and hence the stability of productiv-
ity from former studies in our subtropical tree communities. Com-
paring 38 traits related to the leaf economics spectrum, stomatal 
control, leaf and stem hydraulics, and structural and chemical leaf 
traits, Bongers et al. (41) found traits related to hydraulic water 
transport to be the most important and reliable predictors of tree 
productivity in our experiment. Moreover, Fichtner et al. (36) 
showed for the same experiment that annual diversity-productivity 
relationships were influenced by interannual variation in climate 
(using the annual climatic water balance shown in fig. S12), that 
diversity effects were stronger in dry compared to wet years, and 
that these climate-driven diversity effects were modulated by spe-
cies drought tolerance [quantified as resistance to cavitation (50), 
as was done in this study]. These results are consistent with existing 
evidence that complementary species interactions in forests increase 
in frequency and intensity with decreasing water availability (46). 
On the basis of these findings, we consider the drought-tolerance 
traits used here to be suitable traits that may capture interannual 
changes in productivity as driven by interannual variation in climatic 
conditions. This is in line with the ubiquity of vulnerability to drought 
across all forest ecosystems (2), including comparably humid sub-
tropical forests. Nonetheless, relationships of leaf or crown area with 
wood volume (which we used to calculate drought-tolerance diversity 
and CWMs of drought-tolerance traits) may differ between species 
and may change plastically along diversity gradients (47). Future 
work would therefore improve our ability to more precisely upscale 
leaf- and branch-level traits to the community level via charac-
terizing these relationships.

Functional diversity in stomatal control and in resistance-acquisition 
strategies was positively correlated with increased asynchrony and 

thus indirectly community stability through reducing variation in 
productivity. This positive correlation between drought-tolerance 
diversity and community stability is consistent with recent evidence 
that tree hydraulic diversity buffers temporal variation in forest 
ecosystem carbon fluxes during drought (48). Functional diversity 
in stomatal control may promote asynchrony among water spenders 
and water savers. The former keep their stomata open and continue 
to transpire during drought. This strategy, however, likely relies on 
continuous water uptake via roots to balance transpiration losses 
and carries high cavitation risks (24, 32), a principal mechanism be-
hind drought-induced mortality across tree taxa (49). Conversely, 
water savers can reduce this risk but may face carbon starvation un-
der prolonged droughts (24) although starvation is less ubiquitous 
than cavitation (49). These contrasting stomatal-control strategies 
themselves may induce strong interannual changes in tree growth 
while also determining the water availability in mixed stands through 
soil water partitioning between coexisting species (44, 50). In tree 
neighborhoods comprising species with different stomatal-control 
strategies, water spenders may benefit from soil water left by their 
water-saving neighbors during drought, while water savers may 
capitalize on improved soil water conditions after a drought be-
cause of their potentially faster drought recovery (50). However, in 
contrast to resistance-acquisition strategies (see above), there is still 
little empirical evidence that between-species variation in stomatal- 
control strategies shapes diversity-productivity relationships during 
drought.

Functional diversity in resistance-acquisition strategies may 
promote asynchrony as drought-tolerant species can stabilize the 
productivity of mixed-species communities through lower risks for 
xylem cavitation and drought-induced mortality during dry years 
(2, 24). Conversely, drought-intolerant species, which are charac-
terized by traits associated with an acquisitive resource use strategy 
in our experiment (see fig. S1) (33), can stabilize productivity in wet 
years. This acquisitive resource use may, moreover, enable soil water par-
titioning between neighbors during dry years in favor of drought- 
intolerant species. This could explain why we found acquisitive 
species to profit most from tree neighborhood diversity during drought 
in a former study (36). Functional diversity in leaf economics spec-
trum traits is moreover related to diversity in the use of other re-
sources such as light and nutrients (7), which may have further 
contributed to the observed increase in asynchrony and community 
stability. For example, diversity in shade tolerance quantified via 
traits of the leaf economics spectrum enhanced asynchrony and 
thereby stability in simulations with a dynamic forest succession 
model through both fast responses of shade-intolerant species to 
forest gaps and a lower susceptibility of shade-tolerant species to 
disturbances (12). Nonetheless, changes in soil nutrients and gap 
dynamics largely operate on longer time scales than the herein 
examined 10 years, pointing to a lower importance of nutrient- and 
light-acquisition strategies for the stability of interannual forest 
productivity relative to climate variability and water-acquisition 
strategies. Therefore, and because it would have reduced the strength 
of our a priori hypotheses, we did not include between-species vari-
ation in leaf economics strategies related to light and nutrient ac-
quisition as an additional explanatory variable in our modeling 
framework. Our analysis focused on between-species variation in 
drought-tolerance strategies suggests that cavitation resistance and 
traits of the leaf economics spectrum form a trait syndrome that is 
related to forest stability. If confirmed in future studies, then this 
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would be an important contribution to the current debate on 
linkages between drought tolerance and broader dimensions of 
ecological variation in tropical forest ecosystems [see, for example, 
Oliveira et al. (37)].

The direct positive effects of species richness on asynchrony, 
which remain after accounting for the indirect relationships with 
drought-tolerance diversity, may result from dissimilarity in traits 
(7) that were not considered here and their potential correlation
with the herein examined trait gradients. These traits may include
other hydraulically important traits like specific (or maximum) hy-
draulic conductivity (Ks) (51, 52) as well as other traits not related
directly to drought tolerance such as leaf phenology (23), storage of
nonstructural carbohydrates (53), traits regulating biotic feedbacks
(26), and below- and aboveground structural traits (47, 54, 55). For
example, complementary water uptake through niche differentiation
in rooting depth (56) and facilitation via hydraulic redistribution
(50) between species could be important drivers of asynchrony and
community stability belowground.

Community drought-tolerance means 
and community stability
In contrast to drought-tolerance diversity, the CWMs of drought- 
tolerance traits did not affect population stability nor community 
stability. This finding is consistent with a recent analysis of 39 grass-
land biodiversity experiments where functional diversity but not 
CWM traits consistently increased community stability across sites 
(7) and with findings from our own site where, after 7 years of stand 
development, functional diversity and not CWM traits were consist-
ently the stronger and more reliable predictors of forest productivity 
(41). The absence of community mean-trait effects on the stability
of community productivity and the preponderance of positive com-
plementarity and negative selection effects developing over time in
our experiment (16) underline that the observed responses are not
simply related to communities becoming increasingly dominated
by particularly stable species with stand development. Nonetheless,
we found some indication for increased productivity in communities 
dominated by rather drought-intolerant, acquisitive species, consistent 
with the common expectation for “fast” growth of these species (35, 57).
However, this did not influence community stability because the
same communities also had increased variation in productivity. In
summary, we found community stability to be positively related to
diverse species strategies, such as the here examined diversity in
drought-tolerance traits that may help mixed-species tree commu-
nities to cope with variable climatic conditions (see Fig. 1) but not
to the prevalence of a specific strategy within a community.

Outlook
The frequency and severity of droughts and corresponding surges 
in tree mortality are markedly increasing across the globe (30, 31). 
This situation is expected to worsen with intensifying climate 
change (1), which threatens the climate mitigation potential of the 
world’s forests (3). We show that the stability of forest community 
productivity along a 10-year observation period increases with tree 
species richness and that the key driver behind this diversity effect 
are the asynchronous growth dynamics of different tree species. 
Community stability did not compromise productivity. Instead, re-
duced temporal variation in productivity coincided with increased 
productivity in mixed-species tree communities. Hence, mixing tree 
species is likely a key management strategy to increase forest 

community stability and the potential of forests to mitigate the ef-
fects of climate change. Drought-tolerance diversity was positively 
related to community stability via asynchrony suggesting that drought- 
tolerance traits may be used to select suitable tree species and design 
mixtures that stabilize productivity in an increasingly variable cli-
mate. Here, we examined the stability of young forest communities 
established as part of a large-scale biodiversity experiment. At the 
end of the observation period, tree height reached >10 m in 25% of 
the experimental communities, but reported relationships may differ 
for older forests. It is conceivable that diversity effects on commu-
nity stability may strengthen as these stands mature, as indicated by 
the strengthening diversity effects on productivity (16) and by re-
sults from an observational study that found stronger positive ef-
fects of asynchrony on community stability in old-growth than in 
secondary forests (21). Our results extend research on forest stability 
from observational studies in relatively species-poor forests (5, 11, 12) 
to species-rich subtropical tree communities growing under exper-
imental conditions. This allowed establishing causality and avoid-
ing confounding effects of environmental variation, major issues in 
observational studies. Community stability increased consistently 
with tree species richness and did not plateau at low levels of tree 
species richness, which underlines the enormous potential of spe-
cies richness to improve forest stability in many of our species-poor 
or monospecific secondary and plantation forests around the world. 
This finding has important implications; contemporary forestry, and 
especially large-scale forest restoration initiatives (4), like the Bonn 
Challenge, should focus on diverse, mixed-species forests to en-
hance forest stability in a changing climate.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study site and experimental design
In this study, we used data collected from the BEF-China experiment 
(www.bef- china.com), located at Xingangshan, Dexing, Jiangxi 
(29°08′N to 29°11′N, 117°90′E to 117°93′E). BEF-China (16, 39) is 
a large-scale tree biodiversity experiment that was established at 
two sites, A and B, each approximately 20 ha in size and planted in 
2009 (site A) and 2010 (site B). The study sites are characterized by 
a subtropical, seasonal monsoon climate with hot and humid sum-
mers and dry and cool winters with a mean annual temperature of 
16.7°C and mean annual precipitation of 1821 mm (58). The sites 
experienced strong interannual changes in climate-induced water 
availability during the 10-year observation period (fig. S12), with 
annual precipitation being more variable than temperature at our 
study sites (16). The highly diverse native subtropical forests of the 
area are dominated by broadleaved mixed evergreen and deciduous 
tree species, sometimes interspersed with some conifers (39). These 
forests are located in an area of overlap between tropical and tem-
perate zones (59, 60), which makes them ideally suited to study di-
verse water use strategies and idiosyncratic species asynchrony as 
drivers of biodiversity- stability relationships. Furthermore, the region 
is densely populated and experiences frequent anthropogenic dis-
turbances (59), which makes the maintenance and improvement of 
the functioning of these forests important for the global ecosystem 
balance and restoration efforts.

The experiment covers a richness gradient ranging from 1 to 24 
tree species. Communities have been assembled from a pool of 40 
native broadleaved evergreen and deciduous tree species growing in 
naturally assembled forests of the study region (see table S3 for 
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detailed species information). Species were selected to include a 
large range of families to maximize functional diversity at higher 
species richness but without explicitly considering functional di-
versity as design variable (39). To ensure the representation of all 
species at each diversity level, mixture compositions were randomly 
allocated following a “broken-stick” design (39). In total, 226,400 
individual trees were planted on 566 plots (39). Dead trees were re-
planted only during the initial establishment phase until spring 2013. 
In this study, we used data from six random extinction scenarios 
allocated to sites A and B (three at each site) with a total of 396 
plots and 158,400 planted trees (16). Of these, we excluded 21 plots 
before our analysis because of failed establishment success, which 
left 375 plots (n = 218 mixtures and n = 157 monocultures) for our 
analysis. Each plot had a size of 25.8 × 25.8 m2 with 400 individual 
trees planted in 20 × 20 regular gridded positions (spacing 1.29 m 
between trees). Tree positions and species compositions were 
randomly assigned to plots. More detailed information about the 
BEF-China experiment can be found in the studies by Huang et al. 
(16) and Bruelheide et al. (39).

Tree data collection
Individual tree basal diameter at 5 cm above ground level (gd), tree 
height, and species identity were measured annually from 2010 (site A) 
and 2011 (site B) onward at the end of the growing season. To avoid 
edge effects, the central 12 × 12 trees were measured for each plot in 
the 4-, 8-, 16-, and 24-species mixtures, while a smaller group of the 
central 6 × 6 trees was measured for monocultures and 2-species 
mixtures. Missing tree diameter and height values (in total 2% of 
census data) were imputed if the increment series was otherwise 
logical, i.e., valuet + 1 ≥ valuet − 1. To preserve climate-induced growth 
changes between years during imputation, we used a modeled site- 
specific rate of growth changes for each yearly step (r) based on 
complete increment series of trees with logical (i.e., with annual in-
creases) and complete census data. A missing tree value was imputed 
as (vt + 1 − vt − 1) × rt + vt − 1, where v is the gd or height measurement 
in a year, r the rate of change, and t an index for the year of measure-
ment (see method S1 for details). Overall, we used annual data of 
12,852 planted trees from 2010 to 2019 at site A and of 12,204 trees 
from 2011 to 2019 at site B to estimate community- and species- 
level productivity.

Calculation of aboveground wood production
We used aboveground wood volume production as measure of 
community- and species-level productivity. First, annual aboveground 
wood volume per tree (awv, m3) was calculated with a fixed form 
factor of 0.5 (to account for the noncylindrical shape of trees), which 
is an average value for the young subtropical trees in our experiment 
(43, 61); with

 awv = ba × h × f  (1)

where ba is the tree basal area at measured gd, h the measured tree 
height, and f the form factor. Second, aboveground wood volume 
production (awp, m3 year−1) per tree and year was calculated as

 awp = a  wv  t   −  awv  t−1    (2)

where t is an index for the year of measurement. Last, awv and awp 
of all trees planted as part of the original design were summed per 
species and plot and scaled to 1 ha (based on the sampled subplot 

areas) to derive annual estimates of aboveground wood volume and vol-
ume production per species (AWVs, m3 ha−1; AWPs, m3 ha−1 year−1) 
and community (AWV, m3 ha−1; AWP, m3 ha−1 year−1), referred to 
as species and community productivity. A value of 0 was used in 
case of species or plots with no alive tree individuals within individ-
ual years (note that completely failed plots were excluded from the 
analysis; see above). Our annual productivity estimates thus cover a 
complete series of forest growth over the course of 9 and 8 years for 
sites A and B, respectively.

Stability and asynchrony of production
The temporal stability (15) of tree community productivity, hereaf-
ter “community stability,” was calculated as the inverse of the coef-
ficient of variation

 Stability =      AWP   ─    AWP      (3)

where AWP is the temporal mean and AWP the temporal SD of 
annual plot productivity for our observation period (2010–2019 for 
site A and 2011–2019 for site B). Thus, any diversity effect that leads 
to overyielding (a higher productivity of mixtures versus monocul-
tures) increases community stability through increasing temporal 
mean community productivity AWP. Conversely, any diversity effect 
that buffers variations in community productivity against changing 
climatic conditions would increase community stability through 
decreasing AWP (14). We hypothesize here that asynchronous spe-
cies productivity is the dominant mechanism that stabilizes young 
tree communities through lowering their community productivity 
variance. To test this, we calculated community-level species asyn-
chrony (hereafter asynchrony) using the species synchrony statistic 
φ (18) as 1 − φ

 Asynchrony = 1 −       AWP     2  ─  
 ( ∑ i=1  n        AWP  s i    )   2 

    (4)

where AWPs i is the temporal SD of the annual productivity of spe-
cies i in a plot of n species (5, 62). Thus, asynchrony increases if the 
variance in individual species productivity increases relative to the 
variance in community productivity. Asynchrony ranges from 0 
(complete synchrony) to 1 (complete asynchrony) and is, per defi-
nition, 0 in monocultures as here variations in community produc-
tivity result from variations within a single species (5). We expect 
here that asynchronous species productivity increases community 
stability through lowering the variation in community-level pro-
ductivity (see Fig. 1) (5). We further hypothesize here that species- 
level population stability is, next to asynchrony, the second key driver 
of community stability (28). To test this, we calculated average species- 
level population stability weighted by a species relative abundance 
(hereafter population stability) as inverse of the average species-level 
variability measure proposed by Thibaut and Connolly (28)

 Population stability =   1 ─  
 ∑ i=1  n         AWP  s i     _    AWP     ×      AWP  s i     _     AWP  s i      

=      AWP   ─ 
 ∑ i=1  n        AWP  s i    

    (5)

where AWPs i is the temporal mean of the annual productivity of 
species i in a plot of n species. Young tree communities, as the ones 
examined here, show a strongly increasing productivity over time. 
As this age trend strongly masks annual variations in productivity, 
we removed it and calculated community stability as temporal 
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mean productivity divided by its detrended SD. Similarly, asynchrony 
and population stability were calculated on the basis of detrended 
plot and species-level productivity. Detrending was performed for 
each plot and species per plot through regressing annual productivity 
against time and then calculating the SD on the basis of the residuals 
of this regression following Craven et al. (7) and Tilman et al. (9) 
(see fig. S13 for a visualization of this approach).

Trait gradients
Species use different strategies to cope with climate-induced water 
variability, which are likely related to a set of functional traits related 
to drought tolerance (2, 24, 32, 37, 48). We assembled species- 
specific trait data related to stomatal control and cavitation resist-
ance that was measured within the experiment [table S1; (33, 34)]. 
We focused on these strategies of trees to respond to climate-induced 
water variability as climate was likely the environmental variable with 
the strongest interannual variation during the examined 10-year 
observation period in our experimental tree communities (fig. S12) 
and as previous studies including two from our experiment suggest 
a high importance of hydraulic and drought-tolerance traits for tree 
productivity in general and particularly in response to climate 
(24, 32, 36, 41). Trait data were analyzed with principal components 
analysis (PCA). The first and second axes partitioned the drought- 
tolerance traits into two orthogonal trait gradients related to stoma-
tal control (PC1) and cavitation resistance (PC2) (fig. S1). On the 
basis of physiological and morphological leaf traits, we classified 
species as water spenders if they decrease their stomatal conduc-
tance only at high levels of water pressure deficit, and as water savers, 
if they already decrease stomatal conductance at low water pressure 
deficits and have leaves characterized by high stomatal density. We 
used the water potential at which 50% of xylem conductivity is lost 
(50) as key physiological trait to quantify a species drought resist-
ance (2). Higher values of 50 (i.e., lower absolute values of 50) indicate 
a higher susceptibility to drought-induced xylem cavitation. We 
also included specific leaf area, leaf toughness, and carbon-to-nitrogen 
ratio as classic traits of the leaf economics spectrum (35) in our 
analysis, as previous studies have shown that these leaf economics 
spectrum traits are associated with a species cavitation resistance in 
our study system (33, 36). Hereafter, we refer to this trait gradient 
therefore as “resistance-acquisition” gradient. We used trait data 
from 39 of the 40 planted species (Castanopsis carlesii was excluded 
because of complete establishment failure) and imputed two miss-
ing trait values (50 and stomatal density) for 1 of these 39 species 
(Quercus phillyreoides) with predicted mean value matching with 
500 runs using the R package mice (63). PCA was performed with 
the rda function in the vegan package version 2.5-6 (64).

Quantifying drought-tolerance diversity 
and community means
We used the scores of the first and second PCA axes (fig. S1) as mea-
sure of the species stomatal control and resistance-acquisition strategies 
within each community. Functional diversity in traits associated with 
water-spending versus water-saving stomatal behavior (hereafter 
“functional diversity of stomatal control”) and functional diversity of 
resistance-acquisition was calculated for each community (plot) with 
the “FD” package as abundance-weighted functional dispersion (65, 66)

 FD =   
 ∑ i=1  n     a  i    d  i   ─ 
 ∑ i=1  n     a  i  

    (6)

where ai is the relative abundance of species i in a plot of n species, 
calculated on the basis of temporal mean species wood volume per 
plot, and di is the distance of species i to the weighted centroid of the 
community; see the study by Laliberté and Legendre (65) for details. 
Functional dispersion measures the mean abundance-weighted dis-
tance of species along each trait gradient (65) and thus represents 
the potential complementarity in drought-tolerance strategies of 
co-occurring species within each community. We calculated the 
CWM trait values for both gradients, hereafter called “CWM of sto-
matal control” and “CWM of resistance-acquisition” as

 CWM =  ∑ i=1  n     a  i    t  i    (7)

where ti is the score of species i on the respective trait gradient (either 
stomatal control or resistance-acquisition; fig. S1).

Modeling framework and statistical analysis
First, we analyzed direct relationships between community stability 
and its hypothesized drivers and relationships between these drivers. 
Specifically, we used linear mixed-effects models (LMMs) to test for 
bivariate relationships between species richness, asynchrony, popu-
lation stability, functional diversity of stomatal control, functional 
diversity of resistance-acquisition, CWM of stomatal control, and 
the CWM of resistance-acquisition. We also tested the effect of spe-
cies richness and drought-tolerance diversity on asynchrony and the 
effect of species richness and the CWMs of drought-tolerance traits 
on population stability. LMMs were fit with the nlme package ver-
sion 3.1-144 (67) to allow for the specification of variance functions 
with a significance level of  = 0.05. Confidence intervals (95%) of 
LMM effects were computed with the ggeffects package (68). Tree 
species richness was log2-transformed in all models. As the two sites 
were planted 1 year apart, we tested for a potential age effect and 
other site-specific influences on the biodiversity-stability relation-
ship through including site and its interaction with species richness 
as fixed effect. Diversity effects on community stability did not dif-
fer between sites (P = 0.46 for the interaction). We therefore ac-
counted for site and other aspects of our experimental design 
through a nested random effect structure of site, species composi-
tion, and arrangement of plots within quadrants [see the study by 
Huang et al. (16)]. Model assumptions were visually checked for 
independence and homogeneity of variance through examining 
model residuals and for normal distribution with quantile-quantile 
plots. For all response variables, we tested the inclusion of an expo-
nential variance structure (67) to model heteroscedasticity [parsi-
mony evaluated via Akaike information criterion (AIC)] and a log/
square root transformation to normalize residuals. As results did 
not differ for any bivariate relationship, we present only the models 
without variance function or transformation of response variables.

Second, we developed a SEM framework (40) to disentangle direct 
and indirect drivers of community stability based on a priori hy-
potheses about causal relationships that were informed by preexisting 
knowledge on mechanism driving biodiversity-stability relation-
ships and by previous work in this experiment (fig. S8). We ex-
plored whether the data supported our first hypothesis through 
including indirect pathways that tested for effects of species rich-
ness on community stability that are mediated via asynchrony and 
population stability (7, 28). We tested our second hypothesis through 
including indirect pathways that tested for effects of functional 
diversity of stomatal-control traits and functional diversity of 
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resistance-acquisition traits on community stability through ef-
fects mediated via asynchrony (7, 36, 41). Similarly, we tested our 
third hypothesis through including indirect pathways that tested 
for the effects of the CWM of stomatal-control traits and the 
CWM of resistance-acquisition traits on community stability 
through effects mediated via population stability (28, 36, 38, 41). 
As the experimental manipulation of species richness may direct-
ly affect the functional diversity of a community (39), we included 
pathways from species richness to functional diversity of stomatal 
control and functional diversity of resistance-acquisition. We fur-
ther included direct pathways from the diversity facets and the 
CWMs of both trait gradients to community stability, to test 
for remaining effects not mediated by asynchrony or population 
stability. This further allowed us to separately test our second 
and third hypotheses through either including asynchrony or pop-
ulation stability (figs. S9 and S10). In the absence of population 
stability, these direct pathways could, for example, account for 
performance-enhancing effects that increase temporal mean pro-
ductivity in mixtures (7, 13, 16), an effect that should otherwise 
operate via population stability (28). Piecewise SEMs (40) were 
used to test the support for and relative importance of these hy-
pothesized pathways. To understand whether observed diversity 
effects on community stability (Fig. 4) resulted from overyielding 
(increased AWP), a buffered variation (decreased AWP), or both, 
we fit a separate SEM with these two components of our temporal 
community stability measure as response. In this second SEM, we 
tested all hypothesized effects of diversity on community stability 
for each of its two components (fig. S11). We did not include pop-
ulation stability in this analysis because it did not respond to di-
versity nor CWM traits.

Global model fit was assessed via Fisher’s C statistic (P > 0.05). 
We assessed the independence of variables and included partial, 
nondirectional correlations if these improved model fit based on 
tests of directed separations (P < 0.05 for violation of independence 
claims) (40). For each SEM, we calculated standardized path coeffi-
cients, which allowed us to compare the strength of paths within 
and among models and of indirect pathways (calculated as product 
of the coefficients along the path) (40). We fitted individual path-
ways with LMMs using the same random structure and model eval-
uation as for our analysis of bivariate relationships detailed above. 
In all SEMs, tree species richness was log2-transformed while com-
munity stability, asynchrony, population stability, the temporal 
mean (AWP), and the temporal SD of productivity (AWP) were 
square root–transformed to best meet model assumptions. Our 
analysis focuses on the drivers of biodiversity-stability relation-
ships. As asynchrony and functional diversity are, per definition, 0 
and population stability is equal to community stability in mono-
cultures, we analyzed their effects within 2-, 4-, 8-, 16-, and 24- species 
mixtures only to avoid many observations without variation. Alter-
native models including monocultures yielded the same results for 
effects reported here (figs. S14 and S15). To further test the sensitiv-
ity of our models, we ran alternative SEMs without response trans-
formation but with an exponential variance structure for species 
richness. These yielded the same results (figs. S16 and S17). Last, 
also the separate test of our second and third hypotheses (figs. S9 
and S10) yielded consistent results with our joint SEM model 
(Fig. 4). SEMs had low variance inflation [variance inflation fac-
tor < 5, a conservative threshold choice (69)]. All analyses were per-
formed in R 3.6.2 (70).

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at https://science.org/doi/10.1126/
sciadv.abk1643

View/request a protocol for this paper from Bio-protocol.
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Supplementary Text 

Supplementary Methods 1: Imputation of missing values 

Missing diameter or height measurements in individual years are a common challenge in 

experiments utilizing inventory data sets with a high temporal resolution. Moreover, in 2016 a 

reduced sample of the central 6×6 trees was measured for all diversity levels except for the very 

intensively studied mixture plots (see ref (39) for details) in contrast to the central 12×12 trees in 

all other years. We therefore imputed missing tree diameter and height values of trees in a single 

year caused by forgotten measurements or the reduced sampling size in 2016 as detailed below, 

but only if the increment series was logical, i.e. 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑡+1 ≥ 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑡−1. To ensure that climate 

induced growth variability between years was preserved during imputation, we calculated site-

specific (for site A and B) annual rates of individual tree growth that accounted for observed 

growth variability between years. We fitted a linear model that predicted annual increment in 

tree ground diameter (gd) by year and gd in the preceding year based on measured values of all 

trees that had complete and completely consistent increment series in all years of our observation 

period (2009-2019), that is, no missing and always positive increment values. We used the 

predicted annual increment to calculate rates of relative size change from one year to the next for 

all years as 𝑟 =
𝑖 𝑡

(𝑖𝑡+𝑖𝑡+1)
, where it is the predicted gd increment in year t. These annual rates of 

change were than used to impute each missing measurement as (𝑣𝑡+1 −  𝑣𝑡−1) ∗ 𝑟𝑡 + 𝑣𝑡−1, 

where v is the gd or height measurement in a year and r the rate of change. In total 2% of values 

(gd, height or both) were derived in this way. Hence, our imputation preserved observed annual 

tree growth changes as driven for example by climatic variability in between years while 

enhancing the completeness of our annual species and community level productivity estimates 

per plot. 
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Fig. S1. Principal component analysis (PCA) biplot for the trait-based definition of two 

drought-tolerance trait gradients.  (1) A gradient of stomata control that characterizes species 

as ‘water spenders’ if they down-regulate their stomatal conductance only at high levels of 

measured water pressure deficit (high VPDPOI and VPDMAXFIT), while ‘water savers’ are 

species that already down-regulate stomatal conductance at low water pressure deficits and have 

leaves characterized by a high a stomata density (high STODENS, STOIND; see Table S1 for a 

trait description). (2) A gradient of drought resistance based on the water potential at which 50% 

of xylem conductivity is lost (50) as key physiological trait that expresses a species resistance to 

water stress (2), with less negative values of 50 indicating a higher susceptibility to drought 

induced cavitation. The sketches schematically illustrate the trait gradients: water-spending vs 

water-saving stomatal control (few versus abundant stomata) and drought resistance (high versus 

low cavitation resistance). Note, that classic traits of the leaf economics spectrum (LES) (35) are 

associated with cavitation resistance in that species with high cavitation resistance also have 

traits commonly used to ascribe a conservative resource use strategy (tough leaves (LEAFT) and 

a high C/N ration (CN)) while low cavitation resistance is associated to a high resource 

acquisitiveness (high SLA) (33, 36, 43). We refer to this trait gradient therefore as ‘resistance-

acquisition’ gradient. All traits (Table S1) were measured on site and used to calculate species 

level mean trait values, see refs. (33, 34) for details. Species identity is shown as species code; 
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see Table S3 for a detailed species list. Deciduous and evergreen species are coloured as black 

dots and green triangles, respectively. PCA was performed with the rda function in the vegan 

package version 2.5-6 (64). The principal components explained 31% (PC1) and 23% (PC2) of 

variation. Varimax rotated principal components (base R version 3.6.2, 70) were used in the 

analysis to achieve a good alignment of the two orthogonal trait gradients with the first and 

second PCA axis. 
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Fig. S2.  Effects of species richness on community stability within mixtures. The black line is 

the fit of a linear mixed-effects model (LMM) that shows a significant increase (P<0.001) in 

community stability with the logarithm of species richness along a planted diversity gradient 

ranging from 2-species mixtures up to 24-species mixtures (n=218 plots). Grey bands represent a 

95% confidence interval. See Table S2 for details on the fitted model. The shown model has a 

similar model fit compared to the model shown in Fig. 2 which was fit to data from all plots, 

including monocultures (n=375 plots; see Table S2 for a detailed model comparison).   
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Fig. S3. Effects of population stability on community stability with increasing asynchrony. 

The line is a linear mixed-effects model fit that shows a significant increase in community 

stability with population stability in mixtures (P<0.001). The thin 1-1 line shows where 

community stability is equal to average species-level population stability. Points are coloured 

according to their value with deeper red indicating increasing asynchrony. Grey bands represent 

a 95% confidence interval. See Table S2 for details on the fitted model. The model is the same as 

the one shown in Fig. 3D. 
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Fig. S4. Relationships between drought-tolerance diversity and asynchrony. Lines are linear 

mixed-effects model fits that show (a) significant increases in asynchrony with functional 

diversity of stomatal control (FD stomatal control; P<0.001) and (b) significant increases in 

asynchrony with functional diversity of resistance-acquisition (FD resistance-acquisition; 

P<0.001) in mixtures. Asynchrony ranges from 0 to 1. 0 represents complete synchrony and 1 

represents complete asynchrony. Functional diversity calculated as abundance-weighted 

functional dispersion. Grey bands represent a 95% confidence interval. See Table S2 for details 

on the fitted models. 
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Fig. S5. Relationships between drought-tolerance diversity and community stability. Lines 

are linear mixed-effects model fits that show (a) a marginally significant increase in community 

stability with functional diversity of stomatal control (FD stomatal control; P=0.058) and (b) a 

non-significant relationship of community stability with functional diversity of resistance-

acquisition (FD resistance-acquisition; P=0.27) in mixtures. Functional diversity calculated as 

abundance-weighted functional dispersion. Grey bands represent a 95% confidence interval. See 

Table S2 for details on the fitted models. 
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Fig. S6. Relationships between CWMs of drought-tolerance traits and community stability. 
Lines are linear mixed-effects model fits that show (a) a non-significant relationship of 

community stability with the CWM of stomatal control (CWM stomatal control; P=0.65) and (b) 

a non-significant relationship of community stability with the CWM of resistance-acquisition 

(CWM resistance-acquisition; P=0.88) in mixtures. Grey bands represent a 95% confidence 

interval. See Table S2 for details on the fitted models. 
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Fig. S7. Relationships between CWMs of drought-tolerance traits and population stability. 
Lines are linear mixed-effects model fits that show (a) a non-significant relationship of 

population stability with the CWM of stomatal control (CWM stomatal control; P=0.52) and (b) 

a non-significant relationship of population stability with the CWM of resistance-acquisition 

(CWM resistance-acquisition; P=0.72) in mixtures. Grey bands represent a 95% confidence 

interval. See Table S2 for details on the fitted models. 
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Fig. S8. Hypotheses driven framework of the direct and indirect drivers of community 

stability in mixed-species tree communities. Directional arrows represent hypothesized causal 

relationships. We explored whether the data supported our first hypothesis through including 

indirect pathways that tested for effects of species richness on community stability that are 

mediated via asynchrony and population stability (7, 28). We tested our second hypothesis 

through including indirect pathways that tested for effects of functional diversity of stomatal-

control traits and functional diversity of resistance-acquisition traits on community stability 

through effects mediated via asynchrony (7, 36, 41). Similarly, we tested our third hypothesis 

through including indirect pathways that tested for the effects of the CWM of stomatal-control 

traits and the CWM of resistance-acquisition traits on community stability through effects 

mediated via population stability (28, 36, 38, 41). As the experimental manipulation of species 

richness may directly affect the functional diversity of a community (39), we included pathways 

from species richness to functional diversity of stomatal control and functional diversity of 

resistance-acquisition. We further included direct pathways from the diversity facets and the 

CWMs of both trait gradients to community stability, to test for remaining effects not mediated 

by asynchrony or population stability. This further allowed us to test our second and third 

hypothesis separately through either including asynchrony or population stability (Figs. S9–S10). 

In the absence of population stability, these direct pathways could for example account for 

performance enhancing effects that increase temporal mean productivity in mixtures (7, 13, 16), 

an effect that should otherwise operate via population stability (28). The sketches schematically 

illustrate the trait gradients: water-spending vs water-saving stomatal control (few versus 

abundant stomata) and resistant vs acquisitive (high versus low cavitation resistance). This 

framework was tested with data from experimental tree communities from the BEF-China 

experiment (16, 39), that span a long gradient of planted tree species richness with mixtures of 

up to 24 different tree species using piecewise structural equation models (SEMs) (40). 
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Fig. S9 Direct and indirect effects of tree species richness, drought-tolerance diversity and 

CWMs of drought-tolerance traits on community stability. The structural equation model 

(SEM) tests the direct effects of tree species richness, functional diversity of stomatal control 

(FD stomatal control) and functional diversity of resistance-acquisition (FD resistance-

acquisition) as well as their indirect effects mediated via asynchrony on community stability in 

the absence of population stability. Effects of CWM traits are explored through testing the effect 

of the CWM of stomatal control (CWM stomatal control) and the CWM of resistance-acquisition 

(CWM resistance-acquisition) on community stability. The sketches schematically illustrate the 

trait gradients: water-spending vs water-saving stomatal control (few vs abundant stomata) and 

resistant vs acquisitive (high versus low cavitation resistance). Functional diversity was 

calculated as abundance-weighted functional dispersion. The SEM fit the data well (Fisher’s 

C=9.7, P =0.28, d.f.=8, n=218 plots). Data is based on a long, experimental species richness 

gradient with mixtures of 2, 4, 8, 16 and 24 tree species. Examined variables are shown as boxes 

and relationships as directional arrows with significant positive effects in blue, significant 

negative effects in red and non-significant paths in dotted grey based on a hypothesis driven 

SEM framework (Fig. S8). Standardized (significant) path-coefficients are shown next to each 

path with asterisks indicating significance (* P<0.05, ** P<0.01, *** P<0.001), path-width is 

scaled by coefficient size. Significant partial correlations are shown through grey, bi-directional 

arrows. Species richness was log2 transformed while asynchrony and community stability were 

square-root transformed. The variation in asynchrony and community stability explained by 

fixed (left, marginal R2) and fixed together with random model effects (right, conditional R2) is 

shown in the corresponding boxes. Note that the unexpected direct negative effect of functional 

diversity of drought tolerance on stability can be attributed to its positive effect on the temporal 

standard deviation (Fig. 5, marginally significant, P=0.06). This could be because the likelihood 

of including highly drought sensitive species increases with increasing tree species richness. 

Increased mortality as a result of including these sensitive species may cause increased temporal 

variation in community productivity at high species richness, as observed here (see Fig. 5). 
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Fig. S10 Direct and indirect effects of tree species richness, CWMs of drought-tolerance 

traits and drought-tolerance diversity on community stability. The structural equation model 

(SEM) tests the direct effects of tree species richness, the CWM of stomatal control (CWM 

stomatal control) and the CWM of resistance-acquisition (CWM resistance-acquisition) as well 

as their indirect effects mediated via population stability on community stability in the absence 

of asynchrony. Effects of drought-tolerance diversity are explored through testing the effect of 

stomatal control (FD stomatal control) and functional diversity of resistance-acquisition (FD 

resistance-acquisition) on community stability. The sketches schematically illustrate the trait 

gradients: water-spending vs water-saving stomatal control (few vs abundant stomata) and 

resistant vs acquisitive (high versus low cavitation resistance). Functional diversity was 

calculated as abundance-weighted functional dispersion. The SEM fit the data well (Fisher’s 

C=5.2, P =0.73, d.f.=8, n=218 plots). Data is based on a long, experimental species richness 

gradient with mixtures of 2, 4, 8, 16 and 24 tree species. Examined variables are shown as boxes 

and relationships as directional arrows with significant positive effects in blue, significant 

negative effects in red and non-significant paths in dotted grey based on a hypothesis driven 

SEM framework (Fig. S8). Standardized (significant) path-coefficients are shown next to each 

path with asterisks indicating significance (* P<0.05, ** P<0.01, *** P<0.001), path-width is 

scaled by coefficient size. Significant partial correlations are shown through grey, bi-directional 

arrows. Species richness was log2 transformed while population stability and community stability 

were square-root transformed. The variation in population stability and community stability 

explained by fixed (left, marginal R2) and fixed together with random model effects (right, 

conditional R2) is shown in the corresponding boxes. 
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Fig. S11. Hypotheses driven framework for the partitioning of the direct and indirect 

effects of species richness, drought-tolerance diversity and CWMs of drought-tolerance 

traits into overyielding and variance buffering effects of diversity. Directional arrows 

represent hypothesized pathways. The framework separates the hypothesized effects of diversity 

on community stability (Fig. S8) into effects on the temporal mean (µAWP) and the temporal 

standard deviation of productivity (σAWP). Increases in µAWP would enhance community stability 

through overyielding — a higher productivity in mixtures vs monocultures — and decreases in 

σAWP would enhance community stability through buffered variations in productivity. All drivers 

hypothesized to influence community stability (Fig. S8) – species richness, functional diversity 

of stomatal control (FD stomatal control), functional diversity of resistance-acquisition (FD 

resistance-acquisition), the CWM of stomatal control (CWM stomatal control), the CWM of 

resistance-acquisition (CWM resistance-acquisition) and asynchrony – are partitioned here into 

their effects on µAWP and σAWP. Population stability was not included in this framework, as it did 

not respond to diversity nor CWM traits (Fig. 4). The sketches schematically illustrate the trait 

gradients: water-spending vs water-saving stomatal control (few versus abundant stomata) and 

resistant vs acquisitive (high versus low cavitation resistance). This framework was tested with 

data from experimental tree communities from the BEF-China experiment (16, 39), that span a 

long gradient of planted tree species richness with mixtures of up to 24 different tree species 

using piecewise structural equation models (SEMs) (40). 
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Fig. S12. Annual values of the Standardised Precipitation-Evapotranspiration Index 

(SPEI). The drought index (72) captures the annual standardized water balance (precipitation 

minus potential evapotranspiration) and its variation during our study period. Negative values 

indicate climatic water deficits (brown coloured points) and positive values a water surplus (blue 

coloured points). Years with values above 1 or below -1 can be considered exceptionally wet and 

dry, respectively. The SPEI index was calculated based on monthly resolved precipitation and 

potential evapotranspiration data (CRU TS 4.04) (73) and is expressed here as annual water 

balance between two tree census intervals (SPEI12, water balance from September to October of 

the preceding year). The SPEI index was calculated with the SPEI package (74) in R using 

climate data from 1901–2019 as a reference period. 
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Fig. S13. Example for the calculation of detrended community stability. (A) Shows annual 

aboveground wood volume productivity (AWP, from plot F34 on site A) regressed against time. 

(B) The residuals of this regression represent the annual variation in productivity without a

directional stand development trend. The standard deviation of these residuals gives the

detrended standard deviation that was subsequently used to calculate detrended community

stability as temporal mean productivity (µAWP) divided by its detrended standard deviation

(σAWP).
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Fig. S14. Direct and indirect effects of tree species richness, drought-tolerance diversity 

and CWMs of drought-tolerance traits on community stability. The structural equation 

model (SEM) is fit to data including monocultures and tests the direct effects of tree species 

richness as well as its indirect effects mediated via asynchrony and population stability on 

community stability (H1). Effects of functional diversity are explored through testing the effect 

of functional diversity of stomatal control (FD stomatal control) and functional diversity of 

resistance-acquisition (FD resistance-acquisition) as well as their indirect effects mediated via 

asynchrony on community stability (H2). Effects of CWM traits are explored through testing the 

effect of the CWM of stomatal control (CWM stomatal control) and the CWM of resistance-

acquisition (CWM resistance-acquisition) as well as their indirect effects mediated via 

population stability on community stability (H3). The sketches schematically illustrate the trait 

gradients: water-spending vs water-saving stomatal control (few versus abundant stomata) and 

resistant vs acquisitive (high versus low cavitation resistance). Functional diversity was 

calculated as abundance-weighted functional dispersion. The SEM fit the data well (Fisher’s 

C=11.6, P=0.48, d.f.=12, n=375 plots). Data is based on a long, experimental species richness 

gradient ranging from monocultures to mixtures of 24 tree species. Examined variables are 

shown as boxes and relationships as directional arrows with significant positive effects in blue, 

significant negative effects in red and non-significant paths in dotted grey based on a hypothesis 

driven SEM framework (Fig. S8). Standardized (significant) path-coefficients are shown next to 

each path with asterisks indicating significance (* P<0.05, ** P<0.01, *** P<0.001), path-width 

is scaled by coefficient size. Significant partial correlations are shown through grey, bi-

directional arrows. Species richness was log2 transformed while asynchrony, population stability 

and community stability were square-root transformed. The variation in asynchrony and 

community stability explained by fixed (left, marginal R2) and fixed together with random model 

effects (right, conditional R2) is shown in the corresponding boxes.  
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Fig. S15. Partitioning of the direct and indirect effects of species richness, drought-

tolerance diversity and CWMs of drought-tolerance traits into overyielding and variance 

buffering effects of diversity. The structural equation model (SEM) is fit to data including 

monocultures and separates the hypothesized effects of diversity on community stability (Fig. 

S8) into effects on the temporal mean (µAWP) and the temporal standard deviation of productivity 

(σAWP). Increases in µAWP enhance community stability through overyielding – a higher 

productivity in mixtures vs monocultures - and decreases in σAWP enhance community stability 

through buffered variations in productivity. All drivers hypothesized to influence community 

stability – species richness, functional diversity of stomatal control (FD stomatal control), 

functional diversity of resistance-acquisition (FD resistance-acquisition), the CWM of stomatal 

control (CWM stomatal control), the CWM of resistance-acquisition (CWM resistance-

acquisition) and asynchrony - were tested for their effects on µAWP and σAWP. Only significant 

pathways (P<0.05) are shown here to avoid overplotting (see Fig. S11 for the full model). 

Population stability was not included in this analysis, as it did not respond to diversity nor CWM 

traits (Fig. 4). The sketches schematically illustrate the trait gradients: water-spending vs water-

saving stomatal control (few versus abundant stomata) and resistant vs acquisitive (high versus 

low cavitation resistance). The SEM fit the data well (Fisher’s C=10.7, P=0.22, d.f.=8, n=375 

plots). Data is based on a long, experimental species richness gradient ranging from 

monocultures to mixtures of 24 tree species. Examined variables are shown as boxes and 

relationships as directional arrows with significant positive effects in blue, significant negative 

effects in red and non-significant paths in dotted grey. Standardized (significant) path-

coefficients are shown next to each path with asterisks indicating significance (* P<0.05, ** 

P<0.01, *** P<0.001), path-width is scaled by coefficient size. Significant partial correlations 

are shown through grey, bi-directional arrows. Species richness was log2 transformed while 

asynchrony, µAWP and σAWP were square-root transformed. The variation in asynchrony, µAWP 

and σAWP explained by fixed (left, marginal R2) and fixed together with random model effects 

(right, conditional R2) is shown in the corresponding boxes.  
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Fig. S16. Direct and indirect effects of tree species richness, drought-tolerance diversity 

and CWMs of drought-tolerance traits on community stability. The structural equation 

model (SEM) tests the direct effects of tree species richness as well as its indirect effects 

mediated via asynchrony and population stability on community stability (H1) and is fit without 

square-root transformed asynchrony, population stability and community stability but with an 

exponential variance structure (varExp) (67) for log2 species richness. Effects of functional 

diversity are explored through testing the effect of functional diversity of stomatal control (FD 

stomatal control) and functional diversity of resistance-acquisition (FD resistance-acquisition) as 

well as their indirect effects mediated via asynchrony on community stability (H2). Effects of 

CWM traits are explored through testing the effect of the CWM of stomatal control (CWM 

stomatal control) and the CWM of resistance-acquisition (CWM resistance-acquisition) as well 

as their indirect effects mediated via population stability on community stability (H3). The 

sketches schematically illustrate the trait gradients: water-spending vs water-saving stomatal 

control (few vs abundant stomata) and resistant vs acquisitive (high versus low cavitation 

resistance). Functional diversity was calculated as abundance-weighted functional dispersion. 

The SEM fit to the data was only marginally significant (Fisher’s C=9.2, P=0.51, d.f.=10, n=218 

plots). Data is based on a long, experimental species richness gradient with mixtures of 2, 4, 8, 

16 and 24 tree species. Examined variables are shown as boxes and relationships as directional 

arrows with significant positive effects in blue, significant negative effects in red and non-

significant paths in dotted grey based on a hypothesis driven SEM framework (Fig. S8). 

Standardized (significant) path-coefficients are shown next to each path with asterisks indicating 

significance (* P<0.05, ** P<0.01, *** P<0.001), path-width is scaled by coefficient size. 

Significant partial correlations are shown through grey, bi-directional arrows. Species richness 

was log2 transformed. The variation in asynchrony and community stability explained by fixed 

(left, marginal R2) and fixed together with random model effects (right, conditional R2) is shown 

in the corresponding boxes. 
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Fig. S17. Partitioning of the direct and indirect effects of species richness, drought-

tolerance diversity and CWMs of drought-tolerance traits into overyielding and variance 

buffering effects of diversity. The structural equation model (SEM) separates the hypothesized 

effects of diversity on community stability (Fig. S8) into effects on the temporal mean (µAWP) 

and the temporal standard deviation of productivity (σAWP) and is fit without square-root 

transformed asynchrony, µAWP and σAWP but with an exponential variance structure (varExp) (67) 

for log2 species richness. Increases in µAWP enhance community stability through overyielding – 

a higher productivity in mixtures vs monocultures - and decreases in σAWP enhance community 

stability through buffered variations in productivity. All drivers hypothesized to influence 

community stability — species richness, functional diversity of stomatal control (FD stomatal 

control), functional diversity of resistance-acquisition (FD resistance-acquisition), the CWM of 

stomatal control (CWM stomatal control), the CWM of resistance-acquisition (CWM resistance-

acquisition) and asynchrony — were tested for their effects on µAWP and σAWP. Only significant 

pathways (P<0.05) are shown here to avoid overplotting (see Fig. S11 for the full model). 

Population stability was not included in this analysis, as it did not respond to diversity nor CWM 

traits (Fig. 4). The sketches schematically illustrate the trait gradients: water-spending vs water-

saving stomatal control (few versus abundant stomata) and resistant vs acquisitive (high versus 

low cavitation resistance). The SEM fit to the data was only marginally significant (Fisher’s 

C=14.1, P=0.079, d.f.=8, n=218 plots). Data is based on a long, experimental species richness 

gradient with mixtures of 2, 4, 8, 16 and 24 tree species. Examined variables are shown as boxes 

and relationships as directional arrows with significant positive effects in blue, significant 

negative effects in red and non-significant paths in dotted grey. Standardized (significant) path-

coefficients are shown next to each path with asterisks indicating significance (* P<0.05, ** 

P<0.01, *** P<0.001), path-width is scaled by coefficient size. Significant partial correlations 

are shown through grey, bi-directional arrows. Species richness was log2 transformed. The 

variation in asynchrony, µAWP and σAWP explained by fixed (left, marginal R2) and fixed together 

with random model effects (right, conditional R2) is shown in the corresponding boxes.  
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Table S1. Drought resistance and stomatal-control traits as well as traits of the leaf 

economics spectrum (LES) (35) used in this study.  

Acronym Trait description Unit 

50 Water potential at which 50% initial conductivity is lost MPa 

VPDMAXFIT Water pressure deficit (VPD) at CONMAXFIT hPA 

VPDPOI VPD at the point of inflection of modelled stomatal 

conductance 

hPA 

CONMAXFIT Modelled maximum stomata conductance Non-dimensional 

STOMDENS Stomata density 1 mm-2 

STOIND Product of STODENS and stomata size in µm2 ratio 

SLA Specific leaf area m2 kg-1 

LEAFT Leaf toughness N mm-1 

CN Carbon to nitrogen ratio Ratio 

Note: All traits were measured on site and used to calculate species level mean trait values by 

refs. (33, 34). See these studies for a detailed explication of the selected traits and Fig. S1 for 

additional information. In brief, we quantified stomatal control as species-specific stomatal 

sensitivity to water shortage via modelled curves of stomatal conductance (gs) under increasing 

water pressure deficits (VPD) (34). In these curves, VPDMAXFIT is the VPD at maximum 

stomatal conductance of a species and represents the threshold at which a species starts to limit 

stomatal conductance due to increasing VPD (34). VPDPOI is the VPD at the second point of 

inflection of this modelled curve of stomatal conductance, that is the point when the slope of the 

gs and VPD curve turns from negative to positive, and thus, can be taken as a measure of how 

quickly stomata close at high VPD, or in other words, of stomatal sensitivity. We consider both 

as physiological traits indicative of species-specific stomatal-control strategies: water spenders 

downregulate stomatal conductance only at high VPD while water savers close their stomata and 

down regulate stomatal conductance fast during increasing water shortage (Fig. S1). We have 

also included gsmax in the analysis (called CONMAXFIT, which is the modelled maximum 

conductance, see Kröber & Bruelheide (34)). However, in the BEF-China experiment, tree 

species’ CONMAXFIT was uncorrelated to stomata size and stomata density but positively 

related to leaf area (i.e. to the leaf economics spectrum, see Fig. 4a in Kröber & Bruelheide (34)). 

For that reason, CONMAXFIT (as well as observed gsmax values) does not align well with our 

two PCA axes in Fig. S1. In contrast, VPDMAXFIT, which is the corresponding x value of the 

modelled gs curve, perfectly aligns with PC1, which is the water spender - water saver axis. 

Morphological stomata traits are stomata density and stomata index, the product of stomata size 

and stomata density. 
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Table S2. Mixed-effects models exploring bivariate relationships between community 

stability, asynchrony, population stability and different facets of drought-tolerance 

diversity and CWMs of drought-tolerance traits. 

Response Fixed Effects ddf t P-value n R2
m R2

c 

All plots 

Community stability Species richness 132   3.98 0.000 375 0.06 0.26 

Mixtures only 

Community stability Species richness   87   3.72 0.000 218 0.08 0.22 

Community stability Asynchrony   95 10.13 0.000 218 0.34 0.54 

Community stability Population stability   95 26.30 0.000 218 0.77 0.82 

Community stability FD stomatal control   95   1.92 0.058 218 0.02 0.22 

Community stability FD resistance-acquisition   95   1.12 0.270 218 0.01 0.21 

Community stability CWM stomatal control   95 -0.45 0.652 218 0.00 0.21 

Community stability CWM resistance-acquisition   95 -0.15 0.880 218 0.00 0.21 

Asynchrony Species richness   87   9.53 0.000 218 0.38 0.49 

Asynchrony FD stomatal control   95   5.29 0.000 218 0.16 0.49 

Asynchrony FD resistance-acquisition   95   5.84 0.000 218 0.17 0.43 

Population stability Species richness   87   0.27 0.785 218 0.00 0.31 

Population stability CWM stomatal control   95 -0.65 0.515 218 0.00 0.31 

Population stability CWM resistance-acquisition   95 -0.36 0.719 218 0.00 0.31 

Note: Significant fixed effects (P<0.05) printed in bold. Drought-tolerance diversity was 

quantified as functional diversity of stomatal control (FD stomatal control) and functional 

diversity of resistance-acquisition strategies (FD resistance-acquisition) and CWMs of drought-

tolerance traits as CWM of stomatal control (CWM stomatal control) and of resistance-

acquisition traits (CWM resistance-acquisition). Data is based on a planted diversity gradient 

ranging from monocultures up to mixtures of 24 tree species. Tree species richness was log2 

transformed in all models. ddf are the denominator degrees of freedom; t the ratio between the 

estimate and its standard error; P-value from a t-distribution; n the number of plots; marginal R2 

values (R2
m) show the variance explained by fixed effects and conditional (R2

c) values the 

variance explained by fixed and random effects (71). 
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Table S3. List of the 40 planted broadleaved evergreen and deciduous tree species. 

Species names Family Species code Leaf habit Site 

Acer davidii Sapindaceae 27 D A 

Ailanthus altissima Simaroubaceae 29 D B 

Alniphyllum fortunei Styracaceae 30 D B 

Betula luminifera Betulaceae 31 D B 

Castanea henryi Fagaceae 1 D A 

Castanopsis carlesii Fagaceae 10 E A 

Castanopsis eyrei Fagaceae 13 E AB 

Castanopsis fargesii Fagaceae 32 E B 

Castanopsis sclerophylla Fagaceae 14 E AB 

Celtis biondii Cannabaceae 33 D B 

Choerospondias axillaris Anacardiaceae 4 D A 

Cinnamomum camphora Lauraceae 17 E AB 

Cyclobalanopsis glauca Fagaceae 11 E AB 

Cyclobalanopsis myrsinifolia Fagaceae 9 E A 

Daphniphyllum oldhamii Daphniphyllaceae 16 E AB 

Diospyros japonica Ebenaceae 15 D AB 

Elaeocarpus chinensis Elaeocarpaceae 34 E B 

Elaeocarpus glabripetalus Elaeocarpaceae 35 E B 

Elaeocarpus japonicus Elaeocarpaceae 36 E B 

Idesia polycarpa Salicaceae 37 D B 

Koelreuteria bipinnata Sapindaceae 18 D A 

Liquidambar formosana Altingiaceae 6 D A 

Lithocarpus glaber Fagaceae 12 E AB 

Machilus grijsii Lauraceae 39 E B 

Machilus leptophylla Lauraceae 41 E B 

Machilus thunbergii Lauraceae 40 E B 

Manglietia fordiana Magnoliaceae 42 E B 

Melia azedarach Meliaceae 26 D A 

Meliosma flexuosa Sabiaceae 38 D B 

Nyssa sinensis Cornaceae 20 D A 

Phoebe bournei Lauraceae 43 E B 

Quercus acutissima Fagaceae 25 D A 

Quercus fabri Fagaceae 24 D A 

Quercus phillyreoides Fagaceae 44 E B 

Quercus serrata Fagaceae 8 D A 

Rhus chinensis Anacardiaceae 23 D A 

Sapindus saponaria Sapindaceae 19 D A 

Triadica cochinchinensis Euphorbiaceae 22 D A 

Triadica sebifera Euphorbiaceae 21 D A 

Schima superba Theaceae 3 E AB 

Note: Shown are species and family names, species identity codes, leaf habit (E, evergreen; D, 

Deciduous) and the site at which the species were planted. For more details on the characteristics 

and taxonomy of the tree species see ref. (16) and for the experimental design refs. (16, 39). 
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4. General discussion 

4.1. Summary of main findings 

In this thesis, I explored how drought and tree diversity interactively affect the productivity and 

stability of mixed-species forests. In study 1, I found that consecutive hotter drought years 

induced unprecedented tree productivity and physiological stress responses (in terms of reduced 

growth and increased δ13C). All tree species in the examined floodplain forest showed the 

strongest productivity and δ13C responses in the second drought year 2019. These drought 

responses were stronger than during any other examined drought. Further, I could highlight that 

drought-tolerance traits, namely stomatal control and cavitation resistance, could explain some 

of the observed species-specific responses to hotter drought.  

In the following three studies (studies 2–4), I examined if diversification in terms of species, 

structures and functional traits is a solution to this drought threat and, in general, for enhancing 

the productivity and stability of forests. To this end, I studied the effects of tree diversity on 

productivity and stability in two planted (sub-)tropical tree diversity experiments across 

spatiotemporal scales. Overall, I showed that diversification enables a win-win situation by 

simultaneously enhancing productivity and stability.  

Regrading productivity, I found that tree species richness consistently increased productivity in 

tropical (study 2) and subtropical (study 3, 4) tree diversity experiments, confirming the first 

key hypothesis of this thesis (chapter 1.1) and the (niche) complementarity hypothesis in 

general (chapter 1.2). In both experiments, I detected on average positive effects of 

neighbourhood species richness on individual tree productivity, despite positive and negative 

effects on the productivity of individual species (studies 2, 3). This positive effect scaled up 

and resulted in a positive diversity-productivity relationship at the community level (study 2). 

The strength and nature of diversity-productivity relationships changed from wet to dry years. 

In the Sardinilla experiment (study 2), positive species richness effects on productivity at the 

tree neighbourhood and community level were strongest during an El Niño-driven drought. In 

the BEF-China experiment (study 3), I did not find an average increase in diversity effects 

during drought. Focal trees and their neighbours exerted a bi-directional biotic control on the 

relationship between neighbourhood species richness and growth, and neighbourhood species 

richness and δ13C. This biotic control induced contrasting (positive and negative) species 

responses at either end of each drought-tolerance trait gradient, which changed in direction from 

wet-to-dry years (study 3). My results thus only partly support the stress-gradient hypothesis 
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(Bertness and Callaway, 1994) and its extensions to forests (Forrester and Bauhus, 2016) which 

predict an increasing strength of diversity effects during drought. My results rather highlight 

the importance of drought-tolerance traits for assessments of tree diversity effects on 

productivity during drought. 

Regarding stability, I found that tree species richness consistently increased community 

stability in tropical (study 2) and subtropical tree diversity experiments (study 4) but did not 

influence average species-level population stability (study 4). Community stability increased 

primarily through buffered temporal variation in productivity at higher species richness (study 

4), supporting key hypothesis two of this thesis (chapter 1.1) and the insurance hypothesis in 

general (chapter 1.4; Yachi and Loreau, 1999). The principal mechanism behind this stabilizing 

effect of diversity was species asynchrony (studies 2, 4) which buffered the temporal variation 

of productivity (study 4) and resulted from asynchronous growth responses of species to dry 

and wet years driven by the species drought-tolerance traits (studies 3, 4).  

In summary, the complete picture of diversity effects on productivity and stability emerged 

when diversity effects were examined across spatiotemporal scales: positive effects on 

productivity scaled up from the tree neighbourhood to the community level (study 2), whereas 

the consistent positive effects on stability emerged only at the community level (study 4). 

Importantly, I examined structural diversity and diversity in drought-tolerance traits in addition 

to species richness for the first time as drivers of diversity-productivity and diversity-stability 

relationships under the controlled conditions of tree diversity experiments. I showed that 

structural diversity, assessed as tree diameter and height diversity, increased productivity at the 

tree neighbourhood and community level but was not related to community stability (study 2). 

This structural diversity effect on productivity points to the importance of canopy complexity 

and light-mediated tree–tree interactions in mixed-species forests.  

Finally, I found that drought-tolerance diversity in terms of functional dispersion in stomatal 

control and resistance-acquisition traits did not influence community productivity but increased 

community stability (study 4). Drought-tolerance diversity increased community stability by 

promoting species asynchrony (studies 3, 4). Community stability in mixed-species forests is 

thus promoted by diverse drought-tolerance strategies but not by the prevalence of a specific 

drought-tolerance strategy.  

 

4.2. Hotter droughts and forest functioning 

I observed productivity and physiological stress responses during the 2018–2019 drought in a 

Central European floodplain forest, which were stronger than in any other examined drought 
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year (study 1). Consecutive hotter droughts thus pose a novel threat to forests also in forest 

ecosystems with comparably high water availability. Most tree species showed buffered 

responses to the first drought year, consistent with findings from other floodplain forest studies 

(Heklau et al., 2019; Kowalska et al., 2020). However, severe deteriorations in growth and 

increases in physiological stress in the second drought year, combined with significant drought 

legacy effects in tree growth, pointed at the threat cumulating drought effects pose for trees 

(study 1). These cumulative effects were likely driven by physiological legacies of 2018, such 

as damages to the tree’s water transport system through drought-induced cavitation (McDowell 

et al., 2008) and by accumulating water deficits (see discussion in study 1). Unfortunately, the 

increasing frequency and intensity of droughts with climate change (IPCC, 2014) enhance the 

risk for consecutive droughts during the 21st century. Moreover, also the droughts (2003, 2006, 

2015), against which I compared the effects of 2018–2019, were exceptional (Buras et al., 

2020), underlining the novel stress the trees faced. Other studies reported even more severe 

damages through the 2018–2019 drought in other tree species and forests, including collapses 

of tree hydraulic functioning and large-scale tree mortality (e.g. Arend et al., 2021; Hajek et al., 

2022; Hartmann et al., 2022; Obladen et al., 2021; Schuldt et al., 2020). Unfortunately, this 

drought episode continues when writing this thesis in 2022. Despite higher climate-induced 

water availability, particularly in 2021, water deficits in deeper soil layers at many sites have 

not recovered since 2018 (UFZ Drought Monitor/Helmholtz Centre for Environmental 

Research); it looks like 2022 is bound to become the next record-breaking drought year. Hence, 

we currently face a continued five-year drought episode, including the most severe droughts 

since records (see Introduction), which is a daunting outlook for Central European forests.  

 

Nonetheless, some species, like oak in the examined floodplain forest, managed to cope 

relatively well with 2018–2019 and such species may remain resilient despite intensifying 

climate change. In this context, drought-tolerance traits related to cavitation resistance and 

stomatal control were helpful for understanding species-specific responses to hotter drought in 

the examined floodplain forest (study 1). These traits could thus help to understand the 

characteristics that may help tree species and tree communities to cope with drought. I, 

therefore, analysed the role of these traits for forest productivity and stability in studies 3 and 

4. Moreover, hotter droughts do not only threaten temperate forests. Recently Hartmann et al. 

(2022) compiled examples of sudden and unexpected tree mortality events in response to hotter 

droughts; these examples span temperate to wet tropical forests and interestingly also include 

the El Niño-driven hotter drought that hit the Sardinilla experiment in 2015–2016 (study 2). 
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Study 1 thus highlights the drought-driven threats that the world’s forests and we, as their 

stewards, are facing under intensifying climate change. In the following chapters, I will focus 

on discussing one of the solutions to this threat: diversification in terms of tree species, 

structures and drought-tolerance traits, as studies 2–4 show. I will discuss the role of diversity 

for forest functioning under drought based on my results from tree diversity experiments 

(studies 2–4), as these experiments allow me to better examine, disentangle and compare the 

mechanisms driving diversity effects on productivity and stability across spatiotemporal scales 

compared to the observational study in the Leipzig floodplain forest. 

 

4.3. Diversity signals across spatial scales   

The analysis across spatial scales allowed me to comprehensively assess diversity effects on 

productivity and stability in experimental tree communities from tree-tree interactions in 

neighbourhoods to forest community responses. In this context, analysing local tree-tree 

interactions and how they are shaped by neighbourhood diversity, climate and drought-

tolerance traits allowed me to shed some light on the mechanisms that shape species interactions 

and, thereby, complementarity effects. In chapter 1.2, I introduced three types of species 

interactions (competition, competitive reduction and facilitation) commonly distinguished in 

forests (Ammer, 2019; Forrester and Pretzsch, 2015; Vandermeer, 1989). The neighbourhood 

analyses, allowed me to at least partly disentangle these effects. For instance, the effect of 

resource competition is captured in the neighbourhood models by the consistent negative effects 

of competition indices (which account for the size and distance of neighbouring trees) on tree 

productivity (studies 2, 3). An example for competitive reduction is my finding of lower δ13C, 

indicating higher local water availability, for trees growing in neighbourhoods dominated by 

resistant and conservative species (study 3). Similarly, we concluded in a former study that the 

presence of conservative species enhances the growth of acquisitive species during drought 

primarily through competitive reduction (Fichtner et al., 2020). Finally, an example of 

facilitation would be microclimate amelioration by neighbouring trees (Forrester, 2017). I 

found water-saving species to have lower δ13C (indicating lower physiological water stress) at 

high neighbourhood species richness during wet climate conditions (study 3), indicating that 

water-savers closed their stomata later in diverse neighbourhoods as they might have benefited 

from microclimate amelioration by water-spending neighbours.  

 

The on average positive neighbourhood species richness effect on individual tree productivity, 

even though individual species profited or suffered, indicates a prevalence of competitive 
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reduction and facilitation over competition in both experiments (studies 2, 3). This positive 

neighbourhood species richness effect on tree productivity scaled up to induce community level 

overyielding in the Sardinilla (study 2) and the BEF-China experiment (study 4). Similarly, 

other experimental (Fichtner et al., 2018; Guillemot et al., 2020; Trogisch et al., 2021) and 

observational studies (Chen et al., 2016; Dănescu et al., 2016; Ratcliffe et al., 2015; Vitali et 

al., 2018) showed that complementary species interactions in terms of competitive reduction 

and/or facilitation at the tree neighbourhood level can induce positive diversity-productivity 

relationships at the community level. Moreover, Huang et al. (2018) showed for the BEF-China 

experiment that complementarity effects and not selection effects (see chapter 1.2) induce the 

positive effect of species richness on community-level productivity, supporting the importance 

of complementary species interactions.  

 

Stability was, next to productivity, an emergent community-level property resulting from 

asynchronous species’ responses to climatic variability (study 4) and how these shape tree-tree 

interactions in neighbourhoods, which highlights the need to examine community-level 

processes in addition to processes at the neighbourhood level. However, a neighbourhood 

perspective was key to confirming and understanding the underlying processes behind this 

stabilizing effect of diversity. Using trait-based neighbourhood models, I showed that 

resistance-acquisition and stomatal control traits of focal trees and their neighbours exerted a 

bi-directional biotic control, which induced contrasting species responses at either end of each 

drought-tolerance trait gradient (study 3). Water savers and cavitation-resistant species grew 

better during dry years, whereas water spenders and acquisitive species grew better during wet 

years (study 3). This trait-driven asynchronous species productivity was the principal mediator 

of species richness effects on community stability (study 4), as I will discuss in detail in the 

following chapter on temporal scales. Combining neighbourhood- and community-level 

analysis was thus essential for understanding diversity’s effects on productivity and stability. 

 

I detected consistent positive diversity signals at the community level (studies 2–4), despite the 

spatial environmental heterogeneity between plots (i.e. tree communities). In both experiments, 

tree communities with varying species richness were randomly allocated to plots controlling 

for potentially confounding factors such as environmental heterogeneity (Bruelheide et al., 

2014; Scherer-Lorenzen et al., 2005b); i.e. they feature a high orthogonality (see chapter 2.1 

for the respective merits of experimental compared and observational studies). Environmental 

heterogeneity in Sardinilla is comparably low, while BEF-China features a high topographic 
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heterogeneity with steep slopes and high elevational differences; elevational differences in the 

experiments are <10m and <170m, respectively (Bruelheide et al., 2014; Kröber et al., 2015; 

Scherer-Lorenzen et al., 2005b). The high environmental heterogeneity in BEF-China may be 

one reason for the stronger diversity effects on productivity and stability I detected in Sardinilla 

(see chapter 4.6. for a discussion on other potential reasons). Nonetheless, despite the high 

environmental heterogeneity in BEF-China, effects of community functional identity and 

diversity on tree crown growth rates clearly outweighed environmental effects during early 

stages of the experiment (Kröber et al., 2015). In contrast, soil heterogeneity between plots in 

Sardinilla caused higher overyielding of three-species compared to five-species mixtures five 

years after establishment (by chance five-species plots were allocated to especially variable 

soils; Healy et al., 2008). However, my analysis of the full experimental length (until age 16, 

study 2) shows that the increasing overyielding over time in five-species mixtures, which were 

the overall most productive ones, clearly outweighed this confounding environmental effect. In 

this context, my finding of clear diversity signals may indirectly point towards a smaller role 

of abiotic compared to biotic conditions for BEF relationships in both experiments; see chapter 

4.6 for a discussion on abiotic and biotic context dependency. Finally, Chisholm et al. (2013) 

showed that positive community-level diversity-productivity relationships detected in small 

plots (0.04 ha) may weaken or even become negative in larger plots (0.25 or 1 ha) due to higher 

within-plot environmental heterogeneity. While I cannot test the influence of plot size, I 

consider it unlikely to be a main driver of observed effects as Sardinilla, the experiment with 

the strongest overyielding, features comparably large plots (0.2 ha).  

 

4.4. Diversity signals across temporal scales  

In this thesis, I analysed diversity effects on productivity across temporal scales from individual 

years to the temporal stability of an entire tree growth series. This allowed me to compare 

diversity effects during drought years with diversity effects observed during wet years and to 

examine the mechanisms driving diversity effects on the temporal stability of productivity 

under high climatic variability.  

 

Regarding diversity effects during drought, former studies reported mixed results with 

beneficial, neutral and adverse effects of tree species richness on productivity and local water 

availability (assessed by δ13C) being reported during drought (see review by Grossiord, 2020). 

I also found mixed results with a strengthening of positive diversity effects on productivity 

during drought in study 2 but not in study 3. In contrast, we detected strengthening positive 
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effects of neighbourhood species richness on tree productivity under drought in an earlier study 

(Fichtner et al., 2020) using tree census data from the BEF-China experiment. This difference 

in results may be related to the use of a balanced trait-based species sample in study 3 (see 

chapter 2.3) and to the smaller sample size of the tree ring (N = 336 trees; study 3) compared 

to the tree census study (N = 3397 trees; Fichtner et al., 2020). Further, I found no general 

decrease of δ13C with neighbourhood species richness, indicating that local water availability 

was not enhanced by species interactions (study 3). In comparison, Jansen et al. (2021) found 

a decrease in δ13C with neighbourhood species richness in the BEF-China experiment during a 

wet year, which, however, may have rather resulted from increased shading at high 

neighbourhood species richness than from improved local water availability (see discussion 

study 3).  

 

Regarding temporal shifts in the strength of BEF relationships, these mixed results contradict 

my expectation that beneficial diversity effects strengthen during drought based on the stress-

gradient hypothesis (see chapter 1.3, Bertness and Callaway, 1994; Forrester and Bauhus, 

2016). Similarly, another recent study did not find consistent support for the stress-gradient 

hypothesis in a Canadian tree diversity experiment (Belluau et al., 2021). Interestingly, support 

for the stress-gradient hypothesis regarding temporal (inter-annual) changes in forest diversity-

productivity relationships with climate thus remains mixed (Grossiord, 2020), while there is 

accumulating support for changes in diversity-productivity relationships from harsh to benign 

environments on a continental scale (see also chapter 4.6; Jucker et al., 2016; Paquette and 

Messier, 2011). Similarly, Jucker et al. (2016), who examined temporal and spatial changes in 

diversity-productivity relationships, concluded that they became weaker with decreasing 

environmental stress (increasing precipitation or temperatures) across European forest sites but 

that inter-annual changes in climatic conditions had only weak and idiosyncratic effects on 

diversity-productivity relationships. I showed that drought-tolerance traits might be one 

missing link driving these idiosyncratic and mixed results: drought-tolerance traits were 

important for explaining species-specific productivity and δ13C responses to drought in 

temperate and subtropical forests (studies 1, 3, 4). Moreover, neighbourhood species richness 

effects on productivity and δ13C changed from wet to dry years depending on species’ drought-

tolerance traits (study 3). Hence, the composition of tree communities regarding their identity 

and diversity in drought-tolerance traits may determine the strength and nature of diversity-

productivity relationships in forests under drought (Bongers et al., 2021; Tobner et al., 2016). 

The absence of decreases in δ13C with increasing neighbourhood species richness (study 3) 
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indicates that complementary species interactions do, on average, not increase local water 

availability during drought, particularly if a completely balanced trait-based species sample is 

used as in study 3. In contrast, on average positive neighbourhood species richness effect on 

productivity in both experiments (studies 2, 3) point to species interactions improving the 

supply, capture or use efficiency of light and/or nutrients more than water availability. This is 

because diversity effects on δ13C indicate water-mediated species interactions, whereas 

diversity effects on productivity are an integrated response to light-, water- and nutrient-

mediated species interactions (Grossiord, 2020; see chapter 2.2). It is conceivable that the 

neighbourhood models for productivity also captured light-mediated interactions as the used 

resistance-acquisition trait gradient (studies 3, 4), incorporates key leaf economics spectrum 

traits, such as SLA, which span a spectrum from light-demanding, acquisitive species to shade-

tolerant, conservative species (Fichtner et al., 2017; Reich, 2014). In this sense, my results are 

consistent with the framework of Forrester and Bauhus (2016), which predicts complementarity 

to increase if species interactions improve resource availability: it appears that species 

interactions improved light availability more than they did water availability or ameliorated 

microclimate conditions in the BEF-China experiment. 

 

Regarding temporal stability, I detected for the first consistent positive effects of tree species 

richness on community stability in experimental tree communities (studies 2, 4). This finding 

is in line with a rapidly increasing number of observational studies showing predominately 

positive effects of tree species richness on community stability (del Río et al., 2017; Dolezal et 

al., 2020; Jing et al., 2021; Jourdan et al., 2020; Jucker et al., 2014a; Ouyang et al., 2021), even 

though diversity effects varied with abiotic and biotic contexts (see chapter 4.6). In contrast, I 

found no significant relationship between tree species richness and population stability, despite 

a predominantly negative relationship being reported in former (grassland) studies (Hector et 

al., 2010; Tilman et al., 2006; Xu et al., 2021; see study 4 for a detailed discussion of potential 

reasons). The effect of tree species richness effect on community stability was mediated by 

asynchronous species dynamics in response to dry and wet years, as highlighted by the two 

stability analyses (studies 2 and 4) and the analysis of individual tree responses in a wet, 

intermediate and dry year (study 3). Species asynchrony has been reported to be positively 

related to community stability in observational forest studies (del Río et al., 2017; Jucker et al., 

2014a; Ouyang et al., 2021; Yuan et al., 2019), but this thesis is the first to show its importance 

as well as its trait-based drivers under controlled conditions. Specifically, I showed that 

drought-tolerance trait diversity drives asynchronous species productivity (studies 3, 4). Hence, 
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comprehensively understanding the mechanisms driving diversity-stability relationships in 

forests requires assessments of tree responses to individual years with contrasting climate 

conditions in concert with analyses of the temporal stability of productivity. Overall (studies 2–

4), I found support for both stabilizing effects predicted by the insurance hypothesis (studies 2, 

4; Yachi and Loreau, 1999): species richness enhanced productivity (performance enhancing 

effect) and buffered the temporal variation in productivity via species asynchrony (variance 

buffering effect). Based on theoretical expectations (Loreau and de Mazancourt, 2013), one 

may expect that this performance enhancing effect was mainly driven by the net positive species 

interactions in tree neighbourhoods (see chapter 4.3 for a detailed discussion in this regard), 

while the buffering effect was mainly driven by the asynchronous species responses to climatic 

variability. However, enhanced productivity alone did not increase community stability because 

species richness also increased the temporal variation of productivity (study 4). Notably, 

community stability thus only increased through buffered temporal variation in productivity, 

which was driven by species asynchrony and diversity in drought-tolerance traits (study 4). 

 

In summary, whether diversity is an adaptation strategy to climate extremes depends on the 

temporal scale examined. While tree species richness does not universally relieve drought stress 

(studies 2, 3; Grossiord, 2020), there is increasing evidence for a predominantly positive 

diversity-stability relationship from observational (chapter 4.3) and experimental studies 

(studies 2, 4). Nonetheless, the strength of diversity effects on productivity and stability varies 

with abiotic and biotic contexts; I will discuss these context dependencies in chapter 4.6. 

 

4.5. Diversity facets  

In this thesis, I examined three facets of tree diversity: species richness, structural diversity and 

functional diversity. Tree species richness was the principle predictor and design variable in all 

experimental studies (studies 2–4), and it is also the most common diversity facet analysed in 

BEF studies diversity (Forrester and Bauhus, 2016; Tobner et al., 2014). As summarized in 

chapter 4.1, the examination of productivity and stability along planted gradients of increasing 

tree species richness allowed me to gain insight into the strength and nature of forest BEF 

relationships. However, the examination of structural diversity and diversity in drought-

tolerance traits, in addition to species richness, helped me to better understand some of the 

mechanisms behind the observed diversity effects.  
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Regarding structural diversity, I showed that it is an important driver of productivity and thus 

of ecosystem functioning under the controlled conditions of a tree diversity experiment (study 

2). The structural diversity indices I used can be considered as measures of canopy complexity 

(Dănescu et al., 2016; McElhinny et al., 2005; Sapijanskas et al., 2014), and this canopy 

complexity is an important driver of tree productivity via light-mediated tree-tree interactions 

(Forrester and Bauhus, 2016). Precisely, the used indices should capture differences in tree 

architecture and at least partly changes in crown shape, which influence light capture and use 

efficiency and thereby productivity (Dănescu et al., 2016; Sapijanskas et al., 2014). We 

confirmed this assumption by using whole-tree destructive biomass measurements and 

terrestrial laser scanning in another study in the Sardinilla experiment. We showed that tree 

neighbourhood diversity induced changes in biomass allocation and tree architecture, resulting 

in significant community-level overyielding (Guillemot et al., 2020). Examining structural 

diversity, which can be considered a proxy for aboveground niche separation, thus allowed me 

to focus on the importance of light-related species interactions for productivity. Moreover, I did 

not find any significant relationship between structural diversity and community stability (study 

2), which was one reason for not considering structural diversity as a potential driver of stability 

in the BEF-China experiment (studies 3, 4). The reasons remain speculative, but the lower 

importance of structural diversity compared to species richness for stability may be related to 

the high importance of species asynchrony for community stability (studies 2, 4). Species 

asynchrony is conceivably stronger related to species diversity and functional diversity (which 

capture the diversity of tree response strategies to inter-annual climatic variability) than to 

structural diversity (which captures the diversity in tree sizes that cannot change from year-to-

year). 

 

I found structural diversity effects on productivity at the tree neighbourhood and community 

level to be smaller than the effects of species richness (study 2). This may not surprise, as 

structural diversity effects in even-aged, 15-year-old mixed stands are likely (partly) mediating 

a subset of the effects of species richness on productivity as suggested by former work (Jucker 

et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2015). Crown complementarity resulting from species-specific 

differences is a mediated species richness effect, which can induce significant overyielding in 

young experimental tree communities (Williams et al., 2017). That structural diversity increases 

with tree species richness has also been recently shown by work in the BEF-China experiment 

(Perles‐Garcia et al., 2021). However, I did not test this mediation hypothesis explicitly (see 

Dănescu et al., 2016 for an example), which would be an essential next step in future studies. 
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Moreover, mixture compositions in the Sardinilla experiment comprise species with different 

growth rates (see chapter 2.1), which should promote crown complementarity (Williams et al., 

2017) and thereby increase light capture and use efficiency (Forrester, 2017) but also the 

likelihood for structural diversity effects mediating effects of species richness. In other words, 

the examined species differ strongly in their functional traits (Scherer-Lorenzen et al., 2005b), 

even though I did not explicitly analyse the effect of functional traits within the Sardinilla 

experiment. The interconnected nature of species diversity, structural diversity and functional 

diversity call for a joint assessment of these diversity facets.  

 

Regarding functional diversity, I focused on traits related to tree responses to drought and their 

diversity, as I expected these traits to play important roles in the functions in focus: productivity 

and stability under drought along gradients in tree species richness. In general, (niche) 

complementarity (see chapter 1.2) is positively related to species differences in functional traits; 

and it is therefore expected that complementarity effects increase with increasing functional 

diversity (Tobner et al., 2014). This functional diversity can be measured as functional 

dissimilarity (i.e. distance) between species in a community (Laliberté and Legendre, 2010). 

Overall, I showed here that the functional diversity and not the functional identity of a 

community in terms of drought-tolerance traits stabilizes forest community productivity (study 

4). At the tree neighbourhood level, drought-tolerant species had higher productivity in dry 

years, whereas drought-intolerant species had higher productivity in wet years (study 3). High 

dissimilarity in drought-tolerance traits within a community thus induced temporal 

complementarity (i.e. temporally asynchronous species productivity) between species (studies 

3, 4). This asynchronous, trait dissimilarity-driven species productivity explained around 50% 

(see standardized path coefficients in Fig. 4, study 4) of community-wide species asynchrony 

and thereby contributed significantly to increased community stability at higher species 

richness (study 4). In contrast, community-weighted means of drought-tolerance traits (my 

measure of a community’s functional identity) were unrelated to community stability (study 4). 

This extends recent findings of Anderegg et al. (2018) from observational forest sites across 

the globe, who also found that drought-tolerance trait diversity buffers ecosystem functioning 

under drought and that trait diversity is more important than trait identity for this buffering 

effect. In contrast, the functional identity of tree communities, next to their functional diversity, 

was shown to be an important driver of diversity-productivity relationships in forests (e.g. 

Bongers et al., 2021; Ratcliffe et al., 2016; Tobner et al., 2016). Further studies, particularly 

under controlled conditions, will thus be necessary to elucidate if functional diversity is more 
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important than functional identity for diversity-stability relationships in forests. Moreover, the 

resistance-acquisition and stomatal control trait gradients are orthogonal in the BEF-China 

experiment (see Principal Component Analyses in studies 3, 4), which allowed me to 

disentangle their respective contributions and to show that both significantly and independently 

drive productivity and stability (studies 3, 4). However, and despite the relatively large species 

pool of the BEF-China experiment (40 tree species; Bruelheide et al., 2014), it remains 

unresolved whether this orthogonality is a more general phenomenon or a specific feature of 

the BEF-China experiment (see discussion in study 3). The use of drought-tolerance traits thus 

allowed me to shed, for the first time, light on the trait-based mechanisms driving stability in 

experimental tree communities. Nonetheless, to provide a more holistic picture of tree 

responses to drought and diversity, future studies should examine further facets of drought 

tolerance, as I will discuss in chapter 5.4.  

 

The findings of this thesis support the importance of disentangling the relative contributions of 

species richness and functional diversity to forest ecosystem functioning. Nonetheless, species 

richness and functional diversity are strongly correlated (Paquette and Messier, 2011), and the 

effect of functional diversity does likely not increase linearly with each species added to a 

community. Instead, it likely starts to saturate with increasing species richness due to functional 

redundancy (Loreau and Hector, 2001). A shortcoming of the BEF-China experiment in this 

context is that it was not explicitly designed to allow separating the effects of functional 

diversity from those of species richness, even though we may have eventually captured 

sufficient independent variability in functional diversity given the large species pool of the 

BEF-China experiment. Experimentally separating the effects of species richness from those of 

functional diversity would have required replicated plots of tree species mixtures varying 

independently in functional diversity and species richness; see, for example, the design of the 

IDENT experiments (Tobner et al., 2014) or our experimental design proposal for a new 

generation of BEF experiments with agroforestry (Schwarz et al., 2021). Nonetheless, the BEF-

China experiment can be used, as I show in this thesis, to examine how drought-tolerance traits 

mediate the effects of species richness on productivity and stability using Structural Equation 

Models (study 4). Most forest BEF research has focussed on tree species richness (Forrester 

and Pretzsch, 2015; Tobner et al., 2014), but examining functional traits and their diversity is 

crucial for understanding the functional significance of diversity. Evidence for the importance 

of considering functional traits and their diversity for BEF relationships in forests has 

consequently strongly increased in the last years (e.g. Anderegg et al., 2018; Bongers et al., 
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2021; Ratcliffe et al., 2016; van de Peer et al., 2018). In this context, the results of this thesis 

make a strong case for the importance of drought-tolerance traits for understanding BEF 

relationships in forests facing an increasing frequency and intensity of climate extremes. 

 

4.6. Context dependency and transferability 

In this thesis, I examined diversity effects on productivity and stability in a tropical (study 2) 

and a subtropical tree diversity experiment (studies 3, 4). While the strength of diversity effects 

differed, I could establish two key findings consistent across both experiments: diversity 

increased productivity and stability. Moreover, many underlying mechanisms, such as species 

asynchrony driving community stability (studies 2, 4) and complementary tree-tree interactions 

enhancing community productivity (studies 2, 4; Fichtner et al., 2018), were the same in both 

experiments. Observational studies also found predominately positive diversity-productivity 

and diversity-stability relationships across the world’s forests (see chapters 1.2, 1.4, 4.3) and 

new evidence regarding positive diversity-productivity (e.g. Belluau et al., 2021; Feng et al., 

2022; Jucker et al., 2020; Ouyang et al., 2019; Shen et al., 2021) and diversity-stability 

relationships (e.g. Dolezal et al., 2020; Jing et al., 2021; Ouyang et al., 2021) is accumulating 

since the start of this thesis. Therefore, my findings should be in general transferable to other 

sites and biomes. That said, the strength and nature of diversity effects on productivity and 

stability are strongly context-dependent (Ammer, 2019; Forrester and Bauhus, 2016; Jing et al., 

2021; Jourdan et al., 2020; Pardos et al., 2021; Ratcliffe et al., 2017), depending for instance 

on macroclimate conditions and species compositions. I will discuss this abiotic and biotic 

context dependency in the following paragraphs. Particularly the latter aspect, i.e. the biotic 

context dependency of BEF relationships, has so far received little attention. Moreover, I could 

not compare the effects of structural diversity and drought-tolerance diversity between both 

experiments, as I examined the former only in the tropical Sardinilla and the latter only in the 

subtropical BEF-China experiment. This calls for integrative assessments of different diversity 

facets such as structural and functional diversity in addition to species richness across tree 

diversity experiments.  

 

Regarding abiotic context dependency, I showed that inter-annual climatic variability strongly 

determines diversity effects on productivity and stability. My focus on (sub-)tropical tree 

diversity experiments particularly helped in this context, as we still know little about the 

significance of tree diversity for forest functioning under drought in ‘hyperdiverse’ tropical 

forests compared to temperate regions (Grossiord, 2020). Based on theory and existing 
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evidence, one may expect BEF relationships to weaken from species-poor boreal forests 

towards species-rich (sub-)tropical forests due to two intertwined reasons. First, the strength of 

diversity-productivity relationships changes with macroclimatic conditions, is weakest when 

climatic conditions are benign and strongest when climatic conditions are harsh (Jucker et al., 

2016; Paquette and Messier, 2011). Accordingly, positive diversity-productivity relationships 

declined in strength from boreal over temperate towards subtropical forests in China (Wu et al., 

2015). Second, niche overlap between species increases with species richness (Schmid et al., 

2009) and should thus be highest in the species-rich tropical and subtropical forests examined 

here. This higher niche overlap should be related to a higher functional similarity and functional 

redundancy in species-rich forests (Paquette and Messier, 2011; Wu et al., 2015). Both 

processes should favour competitive over complementary species interactions in (sub-)tropical 

relative to boreal or temperate forests (see also chapter 1.3) thereby reducing average diversity 

effects (i.e. across species) on productivity and stability. Nonetheless, I found consistent 

positive effects of tree diversity on productivity and stability in a tropical and a subtropical tree 

diversity experiment (as discussed in detail in chapters 4.3 and 4.4). Hence, my results lend 

support to the predominance of positive diversity-productivity and diversity-stability 

relationships even in forest ecosystems in which the beneficial effects of tree diversity on 

ecosystem functioning are considered comparably weak. However, I could not disentangle the 

influence of the examined biomes in terms of macroclimate conditions and tree species richness 

from other factors in an analysis of ‘only’ two tree diversity experiments. I found stronger 

effects of tree species richness on productivity and stability in the tropical Sardinilla (study 2) 

than in the subtropical BEF-China experiment (studies 3, 4), despite the longer species richness 

gradient in BEF-China, but this may be due to other reasons than biome-specificity: this may 

include but is likely not limited to the older age of Sardinilla (in both experiments, diversity-

productivity relationships increased in strength with stand development (study 2; Huang et al., 

2018), the lower edaphic and topographic heterogeneity in Sardinilla compared to BEF-China 

(Bruelheide et al., 2014; Scherer-Lorenzen et al., 2005b) and the species allocation to mixtures 

based on functional groups compared to random species allocation in Sardinilla and BEF-

China, respectively (see chapter 2.1 for details on the selected functional groups). Nonetheless, 

analyses of mixed-species forests along extensive environmental gradients (e.g. FunDivEurope 

Exploratory Platform; Baeten et al., 2013) already enabled major advances in our understanding 

of the context dependency of diversity-productivity (Jucker et al., 2016; Ratcliffe et al., 2017) 

and diversity-stability relationships (Jucker et al., 2014a). Future research should therefore 
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examine how diversity affects productivity and stability change along environmental gradients, 

particularly under controlled conditions where we currently lack such information.  

 

Regarding biotic context dependency, I examined how tree productivity and stability are 

influenced by focal tree traits and by neighbourhoods varying in species richness, structural 

diversity and drought-tolerance trait identity (i.e. in neighbourhood means of drought-tolerance 

traits). I showed that this bi-directional biotic context induces positive and negative effects on 

the productivity of individual species (studies 2, 3). Nonetheless, these species-specific effects 

resulted in an average positive effect of diversity on productivity at the tree neighbourhood and 

community level in both experiments. That said, net diversity effects in mixed-species forests 

will strongly depend on the species mixed and their functional traits (e.g. Baeten et al., 2019; 

Pardos et al., 2021). The strength and nature of diversity-productivity and diversity-stability 

relationships will thus change with biotic context dependency, which highlights the need for 

more research at the relevant scale where tree-tree interactions take place, i.e. the local 

neighbourhood (see Trogisch et al., 2021). In this context, it is important to note that this biotic 

context may play an especially important role for BEF relationships in tropical and subtropical 

forests (i.e. in species-rich forests growing under benign climatic conditions; see the preceding 

paragraph). Regarding functional traits, I showed that the used drought-tolerance traits, if their 

role is confirmed in future studies, have a high potential: (1) to understand the functional 

significance of diversity during drought, (2) to elucidate the mechanisms behind diversity 

effects across biomes even though their importance may change with macroclimate conditions 

(see above), particularly in drought-prone compared to benign environments, and (3) to select 

species and design mixtures that maximize productivity and stability under global change. 

Moreover, I focussed on drought-tolerance traits, which capture species-specific stomatal 

control, cavitation resistance and effects of the leaf economics spectrum (which is related to 

cavitation resistance in the BEF-China experiment; see chapter 2.3). On the one hand, I likely 

did not address all traits or traits syndromes important for forest functioning in response to 

diversity and drought (see chapter 5.4 for other potentially important traits in this regard). On 

the other hand, the trait-based concept may become too complex to be operational if 

significantly more trait information is used. A further interesting question I could not address 

here is whether there is an ecosystem-specific threshold of a desirable number of species to 

maximize productivity and stability. That is, when do diversity-productivity and diversity-

stability relationships reach an asymptote (see Liang et al. 2016); I and also others (Huang et 

al., 2018) did not find such a saturation driven by functional redundancy (Loreau and Hector, 
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2001) in both experiments. Rather productivity and stability were highest at the highest levels 

of diversity, being 5 and 24 species in the Sardinilla and BEF-China experiment, respectively.  

 

Further limitations, which limit the transferability of the results in this thesis, are related to tree 

longevity and the use of productivity as a response variable. Note that this is not an exhaustive 

list and that I will discuss other options for complementing the presented results with future 

studies in the outlook section of this thesis. First, the experimentation with long-lived and large-

sized trees has many advantages but also disadvantages. Their sheer size and fixed position 

compared to other plant communities such as grasslands allow studying individual tree-tree 

interactions, how they change with climate conditions and stand development and how they 

contribute to community-level functioning (Bruelheide et al., 2014; Tobner et al., 2014; 

Trogisch et al., 2021). Hence, experimental tree communities allow us to move from 

observations of community-level complementarity effects toward understanding the 

physiological and morphological bases of tree-tree interactions (Tobner et al., 2014) and how 

they promote complementarity and insurance effects of diversity. However, trees’ comparably 

slow growth and long lifespan limit any analysis to young stand development phases (the first 

1-2 decades for the herein examined experiments). Results are consequently difficult to 

extrapolate to mature forests, as, for instance, diversity gradients may not be maintained during 

stand development. Nonetheless, successional forest studies show that the first ~ten years of 

stand development after disturbances are highly influential and precondition stand development 

for decades even in comparably slow-growing boreal forests (Johnstone et al., 2004). For the 

time being, comparing experimental with observational studies will remain the only option to 

extrapolate from tree diversity experiments to mature forests, as also well-calibrated forest 

models that could fill this gap do not yet exist. For instance, the effects of species asynchrony 

on community stability strengthened in old-growth compared to secondary forests in China 

(Yuan et al., 2019). This indicates that the positive effect of asynchrony on stability I found in 

both experiments (studies 2, 4) may remain or even become stronger as stands mature. In this 

context, community stability refers also to stability in species composition, i.e. the maintenance 

of a diverse tree community, which enables the preservation of the beneficial role of tree 

diversity during stand development. Second, as introduced in chapter 1.2, productivity is an 

important indicator for forest ecosystem functioning. For example, Baeten et al. (2019) showed 

that the most productive mixtures simultaneously provide high multifunctionality, but they also 

observed both high and low levels of multifunctionality at the same level of productivity. Other 

research has highlighted trade-offs between maximizing biomass production and other 
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ecosystem functions such as bilberry production, game production potentials and dead wood 

stocks (Gamfeldt et al., 2013). The influence of drought and diversity on multiple functions 

should thus be assessed whenever possible to understand how multifunctionality can be 

maximized and to highlight trade-offs between functions. 

 

4.7. Implications for forest management in the 21st century 

Forest restoration is a key nature-based solution for climate change mitigation in the 21st 

century (see Introduction; Griscom et al., 2017; IPCC, 2022). The many potential benefits of 

forest restoration are mirrored by international policy initiatives such as the New York 

Declaration on Forests and the Bonn Challenge, which aim to restore 350 Mha of forests by 

2030 (https://forestdeclaration.org/; www.bonnchallenge.org). However, despite the potential 

of forest restoration, care should be taken to avoid unwanted outcomes or unintended side 

effects such as the replacement of native ecosystems (IPCC, 2022) or the ignorance toward 

Indigenous Peoples' right to land; in other words, the principles of sustainable forest 

management must be upheld (FAO, 2010). Moreover, to date, tree monocultures of fast-

growing often exotic species still feature prominently in many restoration pledges. For instance, 

45% of all commitments to the Bonn Challenge involve planting commercial monocultures 

(Lewis et al., 2019). This monocultural focus exists not only in forest restoration projects; still, 

45% of all planted forests worldwide are also composed of only one or two tree species  (FAO, 

2020).  

 

I show in this thesis that tropical and subtropical planted forests, which are diverse in terms of 

species, structures and drought-tolerance traits, have higher productivity and higher stability 

under drought. Importantly, productivity and stability were highest at the highest levels of 

diversity (5-species mixtures in the tropical Sardinilla and 24-species mixtures in the 

subtropical BEF-China experiment), making a strong case for diversification beyond two-

species mixtures on which most former forest research has focussed (Bauhus et al., 2017c). 

Increased productivity at higher diversity means, in this context, that the ecological 

intensification of forest management (Bauhus et al., 2017d) can be achieved in concert with 

increased stability and biodiversity conservation. The higher productivity and stability of 

diverse planted forests compared to monospecific ones also translates into a higher climate 

mitigation potential of and carbon residence time in the restored forests, respectively (see 

chapter 1.1). The key message for managers of forest restoration projects and planted forests is 

to leave past management paradigms centred around monospecific forests behind and focus on 

https://forestdeclaration.org/
http://www.bonnchallenge.org/
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stable and productive mixed-species forests, diverse in species, structures and functional traits, 

which will also require technical innovations in harvesting and wood processing technologies. 

The benefits of diversification in terms of productivity and stability do not only apply to the 

herein examined tropical and subtropical regions. As discussed in chapter 4.6, there is 

substantial evidence for positive diversity-productivity and diversity-stability relationships 

across the world’s forest biomes, even though the strength of these relationships and underlying 

mechanisms may change with abiotic and biotic contexts. 

 

Our call ‘Let’s diversify planted forests’ (Messier et al., 2021) echoes these findings of forest 

BEF research. Diversification would not only increase productivity and stability under drought 

(as shown in this thesis) but also the resilience to other stressors and disturbances, including 

fires, storms and specialist pests and pathogens (Messier et al., 2021), all of which will likely 

become more frequent with progressing global change. Moreover, transitioning from 

monocultures to diverse planted forests would also increase the provision of multiple other 

ecosystem services, including carbon sequestration, biodiversity conservation, soil protection, 

water quality and cultural services (Messier et al., 2021). In contrast, only susceptibility to 

generalist pests and pathogens and timber production (due to potentially lower timber quality 

in mixtures) might be provided at higher levels by specific monocultures (Messier et al., 2021). 

So far, I have taken a forest science perspective — some might call it management-oriented — 

and considered how ecosystem functioning could be improved by increasing tree diversity. In 

light of the global biodiversity crisis, the perspective is often the reverse (e.g. IPBES, 2019) 

and focuses on how ecosystem functioning may decline if we lose tree species from a forest. 

Both perspectives are two sides of the same coin, and the herein discussed benefits of 

diversification are similarly valid regarding biodiversity loss. Hence, safeguarding the diversity 

of naturally assembled forests will be crucial for the productivity and stability of these forests 

and the multiple other services they provide (e.g. van der Plas, 2019).  

 

Forests with the same tree species richness but different species compositions may, nonetheless, 

differ greatly in their level and stability of ecosystem functioning (Baeten et al., 2019; Jucker 

et al., 2014a; Pardos et al., 2021), while ecosystem functioning is also influenced by abiotic and 

biotic contexts (see chapter 4.6). I show in this thesis that drought-tolerance traits are important 

drivers of tree-, species- and community-level productivity and its stability in response to 

climate (abiotic context) and diversity (biotic context). Hence, if their role is confirmed in future 

studies, drought-tolerance traits are important means for selecting species and designing 
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mixtures that maximize productivity and stability under drought and increasing climatic 

variability in general. In this context, it may also be interesting to examine how these traits are 

related to wood quality traits. Ultimately, drought-tolerance traits related to resistance-

acquisition and stomatal control could be used to identify species compositions which 

maximize productivity in concert with stability and other services. Such an approach would 

bring us closer to explicitly including the functional significance of diversity in assessments 

searching for mixtures that maximize ecosystem functioning (see Baeten et al. (2019) for such 

an approach without drought-tolerance traits). Importantly, I showed that it is not the functional 

identity of a community (or instance, that it is composed of very cavitation-resistant species) 

but the community’s diversity in drought-tolerance traits, which increases stability (study 4). 

Hence, foresters should favour a wide range of species with different drought-tolerance traits 

to increase stability in the face of climate change. An interesting aspect to this is that a high 

functional diversity would likely also promote other BEF relationships, and that diversity 

effects on multiple functions are expected to be stronger than diversity effects on individual 

functions (van der Plas et al., 2016) such as productivity and its stability which I examined in 

this thesis.  

 

Under the increasing uncertainty brought about by climate change, foresters should plan for 

known and unknown stressors. This could be achieved by favouring a high functional diversity 

in traits promoting stability, such as the herein used drought-tolerance traits, and through 

increasing functional redundancy in these traits in order to prepare for yet unknown threats such 

as the spread of novel pests and pathogens (Messier et al., 2019). Functional redundancy can 

be increased in this context by including species with similar traits in mixtures, forestalling 

unforeseen failures of individual species. A functional diversity and functional redundancy-

centred approach could be operationalized for forest management via creating functional groups 

of species (Hooper et al., 2005; Messier et al., 2019; Scherer-Lorenzen et al., 2005b): Species 

within a group would share similar traits and several of such groups could be incorporated 

together within a mixed-species forest matrix to cover the widest possible spectrum of 

functional diversity. Interestingly, this approach was used in the Sardinilla experiment to create 

mixtures of fast-, intermediate- and slow-growing species (see chapter 2.1), which amplified 

complementarity between species (Sapijanskas et al., 2014; Schwendenmann et al., 2015). The 

positive effect of such mixtures can be large: we observed a 50% increase in temporal mean 

productivity in the most diverse mixtures compared to their average monocultures (study 2); a 

similar approach focused on enhancing stability could be used for creating mixtures using 
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drought-tolerance traits. Finally, community stability caused by asynchronous species 

responses to climatic variability (study 4) could, in principle, be realized through mixing species 

at different spatial grains, in extremes cases by monoculture patches at the stand- or landscape 

level. However, such an approach would not capitalize on the benefits of positive species 

interactions between neighbouring trees, which we showed to induce overyielding (studies 2, 

3) and reduce drought stress for the most vulnerable species in the tree community (water 

spenders and cavitation-sensitive species; study 3; Fichtner et al., 2020), lending further 

stability to the forest community. Hence, in line with former suggestions (e.g. Fichtner et al., 

2020; van de Peer et al., 2018), my findings suggest that tree-wise mixtures of species with 

contrasting drought-tolerance traits should be favoured over group-wise and patch-wise 

planting schemes whenever this is operationally feasible for forest management. Functional 

diversity and redundancy at the community (stand) level could be combined with landscape-

level planning and network theory to foster resilient forest landscapes (Messier et al., 2019). 

This ‘functional complex network approach’, proposed by Messier et al. (2019), combines the 

concepts of functional diversity and redundancy with the spatial connectivity of forest stands 

regarding stand establishment and seed dispersal, for instance, through establishing stands with 

species that serve as nuclei for important but missing traits at the landscape level. Mina et al. 

(2020) and Mina et al. (2022) provide modelling studies on the merits of such an approach and 

how it could be applied. This approach could allow foresters to use the multiple benefits of tree 

diversity across spatiotemporal scales, to enable self-organizing forest dynamics and to prepare 

the forests under stewardship for the uncertainties and societal demands of the 21st century 

(Messier et al., 2019).  

 

5. Outlook and future research 

The results of this thesis are a step towards understanding the interactive effects of drought and 

different facets of tree diversity on productivity and stability in mixed-species forests. 

Nonetheless, there is still much more that we can learn about BEF relationships in forests 

experiencing hotter droughts towards comprehensively understanding the response and role of 

mixed-species forests under climate change. In this outlook, I will discuss research questions 

that arise from my thesis and propose ways to address these through new research projects, 

experiments and analyses. These research questions are aligned with and contribute to three 

overarching research themes that deal with (1) the strength, nature and drivers of BEF 

relationships under hotter drought, (2) the relevant spatiotemporal scale(s) of these BEF 
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relationships and (3) the use of these BEF relationships for forest management in the 21st 

century. In chapters 5.1-5.4, I focus on theme (1). I propose to observe and manipulate hotter 

drought in tree diversity experiments (chapter 5.1), measure additional response variables or 

functions in general (i.e. the ‘F’ in BEF; chapter 5.2), disentangle the contribution of different 

diversity facets to BEF relationships (i.e. the ‘B’ in BEF; chapter 5.3), and to increase our 

understanding on traits that govern tree responses to drought (chapter 5.4). In the subsequent 

two chapters, I will focus on theme (2) and introduce approaches to zoom in (chapter 5.5) on 

tree-tree interactions and zoom out (chapter 5.6) to the landscape and environmental gradients. 

I will end this outlook by addressing research questions that support using BEF relationships in 

forest management (chapter 5.7). 

 

5.1. Observation and experimentation under hotter droughts  

Global warming will likely increase the frequency and intensity of (hotter) droughts during the 

21st century (IPCC, 2014). In this thesis, I highlighted the novel stress hotter droughts inflict on 

trees (study 1). However, I could only partially study the influence of hotter droughts on BEF 

relationships in the experimental studies (studies 2–4), which hinders mechanistic 

understanding of the functional role of diversity under hotter drought. This shortcoming is due 

to two primary reasons. First, a comprehensive analysis would require more than two 

experiments. Second, drought conditions in the BEF-China experiment were within the range 

of normal climatic variability at the study site and did not classify as an exceptional hotter 

drought (studies 3, 4). Hence, we still miss a comprehensive analysis of the interactive effects 

of hotter drought and diversity on productivity and stability across different tree diversity 

experiments. The 2018–2019 hotter drought offers a unique opportunity in this regard, as 

several European sites of TreeDivNet were hit. Several studies in this direction are underway 

as part of the MixForChange and CAMBIO projects. In this context, the key question emerging 

from this thesis is when tree diversity does or does not relieve the stress inflicted by hotter 

drought; evidence from observational studies (see chapter 4.4) and also from this thesis remains 

mixed (studies 2, 3). Future research should particularly focus on the role of drought-tolerance 

traits, of drought severity and on comparisons of the stress inflicted by hotter droughts 

compared to the stress inflicted by ‘normal’ droughts to answer this question. 

 

First, I showed in this thesis that future studies should examine species’ drought-tolerance traits 

related to resistance-acquisition and stomatal control strategies to understand how species 

characteristics and species interactions shape the strength and nature of BEF relationships under 
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drought. Second, drought severity may determine the strength and nature of BEF relationships. 

In their recent review, Haberstroh and Werner (2022) highlighted that positive species 

interactions in forests predominated under mild drought, while negative interactions 

predominated under extreme drought (even in species with complimentary resource use 

strategies). Their findings were, however, based on relatively few individual studies 

(Haberstroh and Werner, 2022) calling for comprehensive assessments of this phenomenon, 

which would have high relevance in the face of an increasing frequency of hotter droughts. 

Such assessments would allow testing whether severe drought causes trees in mixtures to 

compete more fiercely for water, reducing the room for positive species interactions (Jucker et 

al., 2014b) or even switching the mode of species interactions from positive to negative 

(Haberstroh and Werner, 2022). Third, the impact of hotter drought on BEF relationships 

should be compared to the impacts of former droughts, which could, for instance, be achieved 

using the tree-ring-based approach we employed in study 1. Nonetheless, studies that examine 

naturally occurring hotter droughts depend on the occurrence and strength of such events (as 

our BEF-China analysis highlights). One potential option to approach this problem could be the 

establishment of rather small experiments scattered across the globe (i.e. a NutNet-like 

approach), to increase feasibility and the probability of capturing hotter droughts. Such 

experiments could be associated with larger TreeDivNet sites with similar species 

compositions.  

 

Direct manipulations of water availability via rainfall exclusion or irrigation in experiments 

(e.g. Belluau et al., 2021) allow for controlling drought stress levels more directly. In particular, 

they would allow studying the impact of droughts with different lengths and severity under 

controlled conditions and to potentially determine thresholds of when and when not diversity 

is beneficial; some sites of TreeDivNet (such as the ORPHEE) experiment feature such drought 

treatments. Direct observations of climate-induced hotter drought, combined with experimental 

drought treatments, would thus be a powerful tool to understand the functional significance of 

diversity under hotter drought. Moreover, such studies would be ideally suited to extend my 

results on stability (studies 2, 4) to other sites and biomes. Finally, once the still ongoing 

drought episode that started in 2018 has ended, it would be time to extend the scope from 

drought responses to the recovery and resilience of trees after hotter drought using the resilience 

indices proposed by Lloret et al. (2011); see our recent review Schwarz et al. (2020) for detailed 

recommendations on the use of these indices. 
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5.2. Response variables  

The assessment of additional response variables, next to those I used in this thesis (Fig. 1), may 

enable an enhanced mechanistic understanding of BEF relationships under hotter drought. This 

chapter will focus on additional physiological response variables and new means of monitoring 

forest structure and growth at high spatial and temporal resolution. 

 

Additional physiological response variables derived from tree rings or direct measurements 

would support deciphering the mechanisms driving diversity effects. Regarding tree rings, 

retrospective analyses of δ18O and, more recently, of δ2H (Vitali et al., 2021b) could offer 

additional insights. For instance, the oxygen isotope ratio δ18O can provide information about 

the isotopic composition of soil water and isotopic leaf water enrichment during transpiration 

(Scheidegger et al., 2000). Following the dual-isotope approach (Scheidegger et al., 2000), the 

latter information allows interpreting if changes in δ13C result from decreased stomatal 

conductance or increased photosynthetic capacity (Amax), which could be helpful for 

disentangling light- and water-mediated species interactions; see Vitali et al., 2021a for an 

application to uneven-aged forests. Moreover, tree water uptake depth and complementarity in 

water use, for instance, during drought, could be examined by analysing the abundance of δ18O 

and δ2H in water taken up by trees and the simultaneous measurement of these isotopes in soil 

water (Schwendenmann et al., 2015), but see the following paragraphs. Regarding direct 

physiological measurements, I used measurements of tree sap flux (study 1) and stomatal 

conductance (studies 3, 4) to derive species mean traits related to stomatal control. However, 

these physiological measurements have great value as response variables as well. For instance, 

tree sap flux and stomatal conductance measurements combined with measurements of leaf 

water potential can be used to investigate leaf and whole tree water use and their regulation 

during drought, and this information can subsequently be used to rank species according to their 

drought sensitivity (Köcher et al., 2009).  

 

The advent of terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) and high-resolution growth monitoring offers 

fascinating opportunities to characterize forest structure and growth at an unprecedented spatial 

and temporal resolution. Regarding spatial resolution, TLS provides new means to study 

structural diversity (Perles‐Garcia et al., 2021) in addition to the height- and diameter-based 

indices I used (study 2), potentially shedding new light on the role of structural diversity for 

stability. TLS also allows to quantify drivers of canopy complexity through studying biomass 

allocation, for instance, to different branch orders (Guillemot et al., 2020). Regarding temporal 
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resolution, point-dendrometer-derived measures of tree growth (e.g. Gheyret et al., 2021) allow 

studying intra-annual or even intra-seasonal temporal stability, which could shed new light on 

processes that influence species asynchrony and, thereby, community stability (see chapter 1.4) 

such as differences in species phenology (Du et al., 2019).  

 

In this thesis, I quantified complementarity indirectly in terms of overperformance of mixtures 

compared to monocultures, even though the tree neighbourhood analyses (studies 2, 3) allowed 

me to shed some light on the mechanism inducing complementarity effects. Assessing the 

above response variables would bring us closer to examining the causes and not only the 

consequences of complementarity, which can be grouped into resource partitioning, abiotic 

facilitation and biotic feedbacks (Barry et al., 2019). Of these, resource partitioning is arguably 

the one most often evoked to explain complementarity effects. However, recent synthesis work 

in experimental grasslands did find little support for spatial resource partitioning (Barry et al., 

2020), and it remains to be tested if this finding also applies to tree communities. For instance, 

TLS-derived biomass allocation in canopy space or water uptake depth could be used as proxies 

for light- and water-resource partitioning, respectively (e.g. Guillemot et al., 2020; 

Schwendenmann et al., 2015). Finally, inconsistencies in the characterization of drought 

impacts caused by the measurement of different response variables are a major impediment to 

drawing generalizable conclusions on tree responses to drought in mixed-species forests 

(Grossiord, 2020). Hence, the response variables introduced above should be jointly assessed 

with tree census data and be aligned with remote sensing campaigns (see chapter 5.6 on 

zooming out). 

 

5.3. Diversity facets 

The results of this thesis highlight the merits of focussing on facets of tree diversity beyond the 

mere count of species (i.e. species richness). In the following paragraph, I propose research 

projects that would complement the results of this thesis by explicitly disentangling the relative 

contributions of different diversity facets to BEF relationships through new analyses and 

experiments. As in this thesis, I will focus on species richness, structural diversity and drought-

tolerance diversity, but similar approaches could be used for other diversity facets such as 

genetic diversity. Regarding analyses, Structural Equation Modelling (SEM; Lefcheck, 2016) 

proved useful in this thesis for disentangling the direct and indirect effects of species richness, 

trait diversity and trait identity on community stability (study 4), and other studies successfully 

used SEMs in a similar fashion (e.g. Craven et al., 2018). Hence, future studies should make 
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use of the great but still unrealized potential of SEMs for disentangling direct and indirect 

linkages between different diversity facets and their relative contributions to ecosystem 

functioning, particularly in planted tree diversity experiments which better allow for testing for 

causal relationships than observational forest studies (Bruelheide et al., 2014; Scherer-Lorenzen 

et al., 2005b). Regarding experiments, there are now several tree diversity experiments that 

explicitly disentangle species richness and functional diversity (IDENT experiments; Tobner et 

al., 2014); as a next step, structural diversity could be explicitly manipulated by, for instance, 

using staggered planting of trees (Binkley et al., 2010; Ryan et al., 2010). Our design proposal 

for a new type of BEF experiment in agroforestry (Schwarz et al., 2021) would be an example 

of such an approach that experimentally disentangles the contributions of tree species richness, 

structural diversity and functional diversity to BEF relationships. Similarly, genetic variation 

within species could be experimentally manipulated (e.g. Bruelheide et al., 2014), promoting 

research on the interface between BEF and assisted migration (Williams and Dumroese, 2013) 

to enhance drought resistance and resilience. Finally, tree diversity experiments may be 

complemented by research arboreta. Research arboreta feature many species growing under the 

same conditions and could be used to enhance our understanding of ‘pure’ species and 

functional identity effects; our ongoing project in the research arboretum ARBOfun on the role 

of drought-tolerance traits for the response of 70+ species from Europe and North America to 

the 2018–2019 drought is an example for such an approach. 

 

5.4. Drought-tolerance traits 

This thesis shows that drought-tolerance trait gradients related to stomatal control and 

resistance-acquisition strategies are important drivers of diversity-productivity and diversity-

stability relationships (studies 3, 4). This finding paves the road for exciting research projects 

on the importance of these drought-tolerance traits for shaping species responses to their abiotic 

environment and to their biotic environment in terms of determining the strength and nature of 

species interactions. First, future research should test the generalizability of these two trait 

gradients and their importance for BEF relationships under hotter droughts through similar 

analyses in other experiments, sites and biomes. Second, my findings call for assessing trait 

syndromes in future studies. Assessing specific trait-based strategies, as opposed to functional 

diversity metrics including multiple (unrelated) traits, would allow us to understand better 

diversity's functional significance. Third, I did not include all potentially relevant drought-

tolerance traits. 
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Other important traits may include the storage of non-structural carbohydrates (NSCs; O’Brien 

et al., 2014), traits regulating biotic feedbacks (Barry et al., 2019) and belowground trait 

gradients (Weigelt et al., 2021) and their relationships with the herein examined trait gradients. 

Recent research on plant form and function (Bergmann et al., 2020; Weigelt et al., 2021) has 

highlighted the integrated nature of trait syndromes above- and belowground and could 

distinguish distinct trait gradients: (1) a leaf and root acquisition-conservation gradient, (2) a 

plant size gradient and (3) a root collaboration gradient with mycorrhizal fungi. These gradients 

link some of the aboveground traits I used to belowground traits (e.g. SLA and leaf nitrogen 

concentration is linked to root tissue density and nitrogen concentration). However, they also 

explain important additional diversity facets which may be highly relevant for forest 

functioning under drought and should thus be studied in future studies. For instance, in the 

second phase of TreeDì, we are currently studying how functionally dissimilar mycorrhizal 

fungi influence forest resistance to the 2018–2019 drought (either arbuscular or 

ectomycorrhizal fungi or both; see Ferlian et al., 2018 for a design description of the MyDiv 

experiment).  

 

Moreover, not water relations alone but also tree carbon relations and effects of biotic agents 

(i.e. pests and pathogens) interactively determine tree response to drought (McDowell et al., 

2022), and related traits should thus be included in future trait-based assessments. NSC storage 

is critical for the tree’s capacity to maintain osmoregulation (i.e. turgor), growth of water-

conducting tissues and for keeping up the trees’ defence against biotic agents (Hartmann et al., 

2022; McDowell et al., 2022). It would thus be a key trait in this context (see Hajek et al. (2022) 

for a recent application). Hence, assessing NSC storage and belowground traits and their 

relation to the herein-used traits would allow us to understand better the trait syndromes 

governing tree responses to drought and diversity. Ultimately, these drought-tolerance traits 

and their diversity will be a crucial facet of diversity to be included in next-generation land-

surface models, enhancing our capacity to simulate and forecast forest-atmosphere feedbacks 

under climate change (Anderegg et al., 2018; Anderegg et al., 2019). 

 

5.5. Zooming in  

Zooming in on smaller spatial scales is a key feature of the International Research Training 

Group TreeDì, in which I conducted my PhD. Other work within this group has highlighted the 

potential of examining tree-tree interactions (Trogisch et al., 2021), specifically in terms of 

understanding their influence on crown complementarity (Hildebrand et al., 2021), intra-
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specific trait variation (Davrinche and Haider, 2021; Proß et al., 2021), foliar fungal infestation 

(Saadani et al., 2021) and soil microbial and fungal communities (Beugnon et al., 2021; 

Singavarapu et al., 2021). In my studies, I highlighted the importance of considering the tree 

neighbourhood level, where tree-tree interactions occur (see chapter 4.3), to understand the 

mechanism that resulted in enhanced forest community productivity and stability (studies 2–4). 

Particularly, I highlighted that focal trees and their neighbours exerted a bi-directional biotic 

control on BEF relationships under variable climatic conditions (study 3). This finding may 

help to reconcile the divergent results of positive and negative mixing effects under drought 

reported in former studies (see chapter 1.3). Future studies examining the neighbourhood level 

should therefore account explicitly for the drought-tolerance traits of neighbouring trees (e.g. 

using neighbourhood-weighted mean trait values) instead of modelling neighbourhood species 

composition as a random effect as done in former studies (e.g. Fichtner et al., 2020; Jansen et 

al., 2021). The approach I developed in study 3 may be enhanced by sampling focal trees along 

orthogonal gradients in drought-tolerance traits (i.e. sampling focal trees with the same traits 

while varying the neighbour’s traits and vice versa) to disentangle the relative contributions of 

focal tree and neighbour traits to BEF relationships. Finally, new experiments could be 

established with neighbourhood planting designs representing such orthogonal gradients. Such 

an approach would enable us to understand the optimal configuration of neighbourhoods 

regarding drought-tolerance diversity and identity that maximizes ecosystem functioning under 

drought. 

 

I modelled interaction effects between focal trees and an aggregate variable of their neighbours 

(e.g. their neighbourhood-weighted mean traits) and thus did not explicitly quantify individual 

tree-tree interactions. Advances in computational capacities and individual-based data from tree 

diversity experiments now allow us to explicitly model all individual tree-tree interactions in a 

community using a Bayesian approach. In an ongoing TreeDì synthesis project in the BEF-

China experiment, we quantify individual tree-tree interaction coefficients and separately 

estimate tree size, intrinsic species and species interaction effects on tree productivity. This 

approach allows us to quantify interactions between all individual species and how they change 

with diversity (note that BEF-China features a random planting design that maximizes the 

number of potential neighbour species). We expect this approach to provide novel insights into 

the competitive and facilitative processes at local scales, which ultimately shape community-

level BEF relationships. This new generation of tree-tree interaction models would also allow 

integrating climatic- and trait-based drivers of productivity (studies 3, 4) as well as multitrophic 
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interactions (Albert et al., 2022; Huang et al., 2022) at later stages, thus providing a potentially 

powerful tool for modelling the abiotic and biotic context dependency of BEF relationships. 

Ultimately, this approach may allow for simulating forests with different species compositions 

that maximize functioning under climate extremes via leveraging a detailed understanding of 

the strength and nature of all species-species interactions in a forest community. 

 

5.6. Zooming out  

Most BEF studies in forests, particularly those examining tree responses to the interactive 

effects of drought and diversity, analysed only a few sites and species (Grossiord, 2020), 

hindering extrapolations to regional and continental scales, understanding of the generality of 

BEF relationships and predictions of when diversity is beneficial for forest functioning under 

drought or when it is not. In this chapter, I will propose ways to address these current limitations 

through zooming out from the scale of individual experiments using remote sensing approaches 

and through analysing experiments along ecological gradients. 

 

Remote sensing allows us to assess changes in the biophysical properties of trees and forests, 

such as their leaf chemistry, water content and structure, via changes in their reflectance signal. 

It thus enables vegetation surveys at higher spatial and temporal coverage than would be 

possible with ground-based measurements and does so across scales from local over regional 

to continental scales, using drones, aeroplanes and satellites, respectively. New remote sensing 

approaches now allow analysing forest BEF relationships and drought responses. While there 

is a multitude of potential remote sensing approaches (e.g. AghaKouchak et al., 2015), I will 

focus on two recent ones which allow relating plot- or tree-based measurements of BEF 

relationships (Williams et al., 2021) and physiological drought responses (D'Odorico et al., 

2021) to fine-grained remote sensing products obtained from drone and aeroplane overflights. 

Hence, these approaches allow to upscale measurements taken in tree diversity experiments. 

These approaches could, in the future, be linked to satellite-based ones, which were already 

successfully used to infer forest functional diversity from space (Ma et al., 2019; Pacheco-

Labrador et al., 2022), to upscale further. Regarding BEF relationships, Williams et al. (2021) 

developed a spectral approach and could successfully quantify tree diversity effects on stem 

biomass (and productivity) within a tree diversity experiment. Their approach, which compares 

the spectral reflectance of mixtures and monocultures, enabled disentangling mechanisms 

underlying diversity effects on stem biomass, which resulted rather from nitrogen-rich species 

(i.e. acquisitive species, see my resistance-acquisition gradient) dominating the upper canopy 
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than from intra-specific adjustments in the structure or chemistry of the tree’s canopy in 

mixtures (Williams et al., 2021). The approach also successfully identified species 

compositions and diversity effects in natural forests (Williams et al., 2021), allowing us to link 

observations of BEF relationships and underlying mechanisms in experiments to natural forests. 

Regarding drought responses, D'Odorico et al. (2021) developed a spectral approach to detect 

tree physiological stress responses to drought based on multispectral images derived from drone 

overflights. Their approach could be used to upscale leaf-level physiological measurements 

such as chlorophyll fluorescence and leaf gas exchange (indicating photoprotective processes 

and photosynthesis) to the tree-, forest- and landscape level, reducing measurement time from 

days (for ground-based measurements) to less than an hour for an entire forest (D'Odorico et 

al., 2021). In future studies, both approaches could be combined to upscale BEF relationships 

and underlying mechanisms observed under drought in experiments to regional or even 

continental scale observations of BEF relationships in natural forests experiencing the same 

drought episode. 

 

Regarding ecological gradients, in chapter 4.6, I have discussed the existing knowledge on the 

context dependency of BEF relationships and how they and their underlying mechanisms may 

change from boreal to tropical forests. Here, I propose complementing the existing studies 

based on forest inventory data or exploratory platforms introduced in chapter 4.6 with new 

analyses and experiments. To date, we particularly lack assessments of the environmental 

context dependency of BEF relationships for tree communities growing under controlled 

conditions. TreeDivNet, which currently features 29 sites spanning boreal to tropical regions, 

offers an ideal basis to approach this knowledge gap through synthesis studies across 

experiments. A current example for such an analysis is the synthesis by Cesarz et al. (2022), 

which detected a high abiotic context dependency of tree diversity effects on soil microbial 

properties across TreeDivNet sites. Such analyses would be timely for productivity and stability 

under drought. For example, a synthesis of diversity-stability relationships across TreeDivNet 

sites would be feasible (many experiments now feature tree censuses long enough to examine 

temporal stability). Such synthesis would allow testing how generalisable my findings from the 

tropics and subtropics are and if or if not diversity-stability relationships change with 

environmental contexts similarly to diversity-productivity relationships (see chapter 4.6). In 

addition to tree diversity experiments, analyses of replicated sites positioned along large-scale 

ecological gradients featuring mixtures and monocultures of the same species (e.g. triplets of 

monocultures and a two-species mixture) allow studying the environmental context dependency 
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of BEF relationships (Pretzsch et al., 2017); see del Río et al. (2017) for an application of this 

approach. Merits of the latter approach include the potentially better coverage of certain mixture 

types across their population range and the thus higher generalizability of findings (Pretzsch et 

al., 2017), while experiments allow for examining causal relationships and longer species 

richness gradients. Moreover, existing sites could be complemented by new sites covering other 

species compositions or biomes. Both designs thus offer fascinating research opportunities, 

which should be planned for the long-term to allow for repeated analyses that may shed light 

on changes in species interactions under intensifying climate change. 

 

5.7. From understanding to use of BEF relationships  

Foresters require science-based rules and guidelines on how to design and manage stable and 

productive mixed-species forests and models to simulate the long-term performance of these 

forests under changing climatic conditions (Pretzsch et al., 2017). However, our knowledge on 

BEF relationships remains insufficient to recommend such rules and guidelines (see Pretzsch 

et al. (2017) for an overview of current knowledge limitations and potential options to remedy 

these). In this chapter, I will focus on two obstacles related to the limited transferability of 

results from tree diversity experiments and our still fragmented and rather empirical knowledge 

on drought-tolerance traits, and I will propose approaches to overcome these. 

 

Regarding transferability, one principal reason for the limited transferability of results from tree 

diversity experiments to managed forests is that most experiments hold tree density constant to 

avoid confounding effects between density and diversity (e.g. Bruelheide et al., 2014). In 

contrast, density regulation via thinning and planting density is arguably the most important 

silvicultural tool in forest management. Density reductions via thinning can also be used to 

reduce the drought stress of the remaining crop trees (Sohn et al., 2016), making interactions 

between thinning and diversity treatments a highly relevant research topic. Moreover, tree 

diversity induce overyielding and ‘overdensity’, i.e. higher carrying capacity (Pretzsch et al., 

2015). Hence, if BEF relationships are to be relevant for forestry, we should study their change 

in response to the potentially interacting effects of drought and tree density. Such research may, 

for instance, help to understand which thinning regimes are suitable for maintaining tree 

diversity and thus its beneficial influence on ecosystem functioning during stand development. 

One option to include density treatments in the context of tree diversity experiments would be 

the analysis or establishment of application trials linked to existing tree diversity experiments 

(https://treedivnet.ugent.be/trials.html). A second option for an exciting research project in the 

https://treedivnet.ugent.be/trials.html
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near future is that managers of TreeDivNet sites need to either apply thinning (to maintain their 

initial designs) or let stem exclusion progress. In the former case, these thinnings could be 

opportunistically used to understand the influence of density reductions. These are just two 

examples, and ultimately, joint mixing, spacing and thinning trials, which are established along 

ecological gradients (Pretzsch et al., 2017), will be necessary to leverage the potential of BEF 

relationships for forest management. 

 

Regarding drought-tolerance traits, the ultimate aim would be to recommend certain traits or 

trait syndromes to foresters, which they could use to design site-adapted mixed-species stands 

that maximize productivity and stability under drought. Unfortunately, we still lack such a 

comprehensive understanding. In chapter 5.4, I have discussed ways to enhance our 

understanding of drought-tolerance traits. However, it is the diversity of these traits and how 

they influence species interactions that matter for productivity and stability under drought 

(studies 3, 4). Hence, we must know how to design drought-smart mixture compositions using 

these traits. This could be achieved by searching for mixture compositions that maximize 

productivity and stability under drought and linking this information to drought-tolerance traits, 

which are, at least in parts, already available for many tree species from global databases such 

as TRY (Kattge et al., 2020). These trait data could be complemented by published data not yet 

included in these databases and targeted assessments of key drought-tolerance traits. Candidate 

response datasets range from tree census data of TreeDivNet sites to forest inventories (see 

Baeten et al., 2019 for such an approach without functional traits). Ultimately, harmonized 

knowledge of the functional significance of drought-tolerance traits and their suitable 

combination in mixtures will facilitate their inclusion in approaches that aim at building 

resilient forest landscapes, such as the functional complex network approach (Messier et al., 

2019) introduced in chapter 4.7.   

 

6. Conclusion 

In this thesis, I studied the stress hotter droughts inflict on trees and examined whether 

diversification in tree species, structures and drought-tolerance traits is a potential solution to this 

threat. I showed that consecutive hotter drought years induced unprecedented responses in tree 

productivity and physiological stress (in terms of reduced growth and increased δ13C) in a 

Central European floodplain forest (study 1). I subsequently examined the interactive effects of 

drought and diversity on productivity, stability, and their underlying mechanisms in a tropical 
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(study 2) and subtropical (studies 3, 4) tree diversity experiment specifically designed to test 

the effects of tree diversity on ecosystem functioning (see chapter 4.1. for a detailed summary 

of results). In brief, tree species richness consistently increased productivity and stability in 

both experiments, and this positive diversity effect was strongest at the highest levels of 

diversity. Structural diversity increased productivity but was unrelated to stability (study 2), 

while diversity in drought-tolerance traits increased stability but not productivity (study 4). I 

conducted this analysis across spatiotemporal scales and showed that positive effects on 

productivity scaled up from the tree neighbourhood to the community level (study 2). In 

contrast, the consistent positive diversity effects on stability emerged only at the community 

level (study 4). Community stability increased with species richness due to asynchronous 

species responses to dry and wet years, which were driven by species’ drought-tolerance traits 

(studies 3, 4). This trait-driven species asynchrony enhanced community stability via buffering 

the variation in community productivity (study 4). Like other studies, I found mixed results 

regarding beneficial diversity effects on tree productivity and δ13C during drought (studies 2, 

3). In this context, my results highlight the importance of drought-tolerance traits for 

understanding the role of tree diversity during drought. 

 

Results from this thesis have important implications for forest management and restoration 

under intensifying climate change. Based on my findings, forest restoration initiatives, which 

are a key nature-based solution for climate change mitigation (Griscom et al., 2017), should 

focus on restoring mixed-species forests diverse in terms of species, structures and drought-

tolerance traits to increase productivity and stability. Forest diversification would also enhance 

the provision of multiple other ecosystem services, such as carbon sequestration and 

biodiversity conservation (Messier et al., 2021). These benefits of tree diversity do not only 

apply to the (sub-)tropical experiments I examined; from other studies, there is substantial 

observational evidence of positive diversity-productivity and diversity-stability relationships 

from other forest biomes, even though the strength and underlying mechanisms behind these 

relationships may change with abiotic and biotic contexts. The drought-tolerance traits I 

examined may be used in the future to select species and design mixtures that maximize 

productivity and stability under drought and could be combined with landscape-level planning 

and network theory (Messier et al., 2019) to foster resilient forest landscapes.  

 

In spite of these advances, future analyses and experiments will be necessary to increase our 

understanding of (1) the strength, nature and drivers of BEF relationships under hotter drought, 
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(2) the relevant spatiotemporal scale(s) of these BEF relationships and (3) the use of these BEF 

relationships for forest management. To address current knowledge gaps related to theme (1), 

I propose to observe and manipulate drought conditions in tree diversity experiments, measure 

additional response variables and use Structural Equation Modelling and novel diversity 

experiments to comprehensively disentangle the role of species richness, structural diversity 

and functional diversity. Moreover, future studies should focus on increasing our understanding 

of drought-tolerance traits by examining them across experiments, integrating additional traits 

(e.g. root traits and non-structural carbohydrates) and assessing trait syndromes. To address 

knowledge gaps related to theme (2), I propose to zoom in on individual tree-tree interactions 

using a Bayesian modelling approach and to zoom out from the scale of individual tree diversity 

experiments using remote sensing approaches and through analysing experiments along 

ecological gradients. Finally, to address theme (3), I suggest studying the influence of tree 

density manipulations on BEF relationships and using trait-based screenings of mixtures to find 

those that maximise functioning under drought. 

 

Overall, I showed in my thesis that tree diversity enhances and stabilizes forest ecosystem 

functioning. I conducted my analyses across spatiotemporal scales, considered different 

diversity facets, and examined tree diversity-stability relationships for the first time under 

controlled experimental conditions. Diversity consistently unlocked a win-win situation of 

enhanced productivity and stability under drought at higher tree species richness. 

Diversification will thus be a key management tool for forestry in the 21st century. 
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7. Summary 

Introduction  

Extreme climate events such as droughts and their increasing frequency and intensity with 

climate change threaten the world’s forests. Over the last decades, drought-induced forest 

dieback events have been observed across all biomes, causing declines in forest biodiversity, 

carbon storage and the many other ecosystem services forests provide. Particularly, ‘hotter 

droughts’, where exceptionally high temperatures coincide with drought, may exacerbate 

drought stress for trees. For example, the hotter droughts in 2018 and 2019 were the strongest 

droughts in Central Europe in recorded history and caused widespread tree mortality. We 

urgently need to understand the impact of these hotter droughts on trees and the characteristics 

of tree species and forests that may allow them to cope with this novel climate phenomenon.  

 

Forests are not only threatened by climate extremes. They are also a key solution for mitigating 

the climate crisis. Forest restoration has been identified as the most important natural solution 

for climate change mitigation and offers important co-benefits in terms of biodiversity, soil and 

water ecosystem services. Forest restoration initiatives, for which there is ample potential, 

particularly on degraded lands in tropical and subtropical regions due to past deforestation, must 

maximise productivity and thus carbon storage while at the same time increasing these restored 

forests’ stability against climate extremes. Research on biodiversity-ecosystem functioning 

(BEF) relationships in forests has shown that mixed-species forests may help to achieve this 

desired synergy between productivity and stability better than monospecific forests. However, 

we still lack a mechanistic understanding of the strength, nature and drivers of tree diversity 

effects on forest productivity and stability under drought.  

 

After two decades of research on BEF relationships in forests, there is compelling evidence for 

a predominately positive effect of tree species richness on productivity due to complementary 

species interactions. However, it remains contested how species richness affects productivity 

or tree physiological water stress during drought. Moreover, few analyses investigated the 

temporal stability (hereafter ‘stability’) of forests, that is, their ability to maintain functioning 

over time and under highly variable climate conditions. Species richness may increase 

community stability via performance enhancing or buffering effects of diversity, called the 

‘insurance hypothesis’. However, these mechanisms and their mediators, such as asynchronous 

species responses to dry and wet years (hereafter ‘species asynchrony’), have not been tested 
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in experimental forests, which would be a prerequisite for studying mechanistic relationships. 

Moreover, little of the above evidence is from studies in tropical and subtropical forests despite 

their importance for forest restoration initiatives. 

 

In study 1 of this thesis, I investigated the impact of the hotter 2018–2019 droughts on 

floodplain forest trees, which coincided with the beginning of my thesis. In studies 2–4 of this 

thesis, I then examined if tree diversity can provide a potential solution to the threat of drought. 

I analysed the interactive effects of drought and diversity on productivity, stability, and their 

underlying mechanisms in a tropical and subtropical tree diversity experiment. The mechanisms 

driving BEF relationships can be best analysed in such planted experiments, as these control 

for environmental variation and directly compare mixtures and monocultures. In addition to 

tree species richness, I considered structural diversity and functional diversity in drought-

tolerance traits. I expected the joint examination of these diversity facets to help us to 

understand the mechanisms behind observed BEF relationships. I further conducted this 

analysis across spatiotemporal scales from the tree neighbourhood to the forest community and 

from responses in individual years to the stability of an entire tree growth series. This 

comprehensive approach allowed me to study the relevant scale of tree-tree interactions, 

understand emergent community responses and capture cross-temporal dynamics. 

 

Study design & Methodology   

In study 1, I examined the effect of the consecutive hotter drought years 2018–2019 on trees in 

the Leipzig floodplain forest in Germany. I sampled increment cores from dominant tree species 

and studied the trees’ productivity and physiological stress responses (increase in carbon 

isotope composition in wood; Δδ13C) to the 2018–2019 drought compared to their responses 

during former single drought years (2003, 2006, 2015). I further combined this tree-ring-based 

data with high-resolution soil moisture and tree sap-flux measurements during drought, which 

allowed me to study the impact of species-specific water-use strategies and drought-tolerance 

traits on tree responses to consecutive hotter droughts. However, it would be very challenging 

to single out diversity effects in the highly heterogenous floodplain forest matrix. 

 

In studies 2–4, I focussed on systematically examining one potential solution to the threat of 

drought: diversification in terms of increasing tree species richness, structural diversity and 

drought-tolerance trait diversity. I examined productivity, δ13C and stability in two tree 

diversity experiments, the oldest tropical experiment, ‘Sardinilla’, located in Panama (study 2) 
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and the world’s largest tree diversity experiment, ‘BEF-China’, located in subtropical China 

(studies 3, 4).  

 

In Study 2, I examined the temporal development of diversity-productivity and diversity-

stability relationships across the duration (15 years) of the Sardinilla experiment, which features 

1- to 5-species mixtures and which experienced a hotter El Niño‐driven drought in 2015-2016. 

Specifically, I used tree neighbourhood- and community-level analyses and examined tree 

species richness and structural diversity effects on productivity and stability using annually-

resolved tree census data of tree diameters and heights. 

 

In studies 3 and 4, I focussed on the trait-based mechanisms operating at the tree 

neighbourhood- (study 3) and the community level (study 4) in the BEF-China experiment 

using tree cores and annually-resolved tree census data, respectively. Specifically, I considered 

drought-tolerance traits related to species’ stomatal control and cavitation resistance (i.e. the 

same as in study 1) as well as traits of the leaf economics spectrum, which are related to 

cavitation resistance in the BEF-China experiment (hereafter, I refer to this trait syndrome as 

‘resistance-acquisition’ traits). Principal components analysis showed that stomatal control and 

resistance-acquisition traits form two orthogonal trait gradients in the BEF-China experiment, 

which allowed me to disentangle the relative contributions to productivity and δ13C (study 3) 

as well as to stability (study 4). BEF-China features a long tree species richness gradient ranging 

from monocultures to 24-species mixtures and multiple random extinction scenarios. In study 

3, I analysed how neighbourhood species richness, species’ drought-tolerance traits, and 

contrasting climate conditions (wet-to-dry years) interactively affect the productivity and δ13C 

of 15 tree species sampled along both drought-tolerance gradients. I considered both the focal 

tree’s traits and the traits of its neighbours to understand how this bi-directional biotic context 

may influence responses to drought and diversity. In study 4, I tested the direct and indirect 

effects of species richness, species asynchrony, population stability, drought-tolerance trait 

diversity, and drought-tolerance trait identity (i.e. the community mean values of traits) on the 

stability of forest community productivity. Overall, I explored how drought and tree diversity 

interactively affect productivity and stability in mixed-species forests. 

 

Results & Discussion  

In study 1, I found that consecutive hotter drought years induced unprecedented tree 

productivity and physiological stress responses (reduced growth and increased δ13C). All tree 
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species in the floodplain forest I examined showed the strongest responses in the second 

drought year 2019. These drought responses were stronger than during any other examined 

drought and likely caused by physiological legacies of 2018, such as damages to the tree’s water 

transport system through drought-induced cavitation and accumulating water deficits. 

Consecutive hotter droughts thus pose a novel threat to forests also in forest ecosystems with 

comparably high water availability. Nonetheless, some species, like pedunculate oak (Q. 

robur), which suffered the least, may remain resilient. I showed that drought-tolerance traits, 

namely stomatal control and cavitation resistance, may help to understand these species-

specific responses to hotter drought.  

 

I subsequently examined one potential solution to the threat of drought in a tropical (study 2) 

and a subtropical (studies 3, 4) tree diversity experiment specifically designed to test the effects 

of tree diversity on ecosystem functioning: diversification in terms of species, structures and 

drought-tolerance traits. Overall, I showed that diversification enables a win-win situation by 

simultaneously enhancing productivity and stability.  

 

I found tree species richness to consistently increase productivity (studies 2–4). In both 

experiments, I detected on average positive effects of neighbourhood species richness on 

individual tree productivity, despite positive and negative effects on the productivity of 

individual species (studies 2, 3), indicating a prevalence of competitive reduction and 

facilitation. This positive effect scaled up and resulted in a positive diversity-productivity 

relationship at the community level (study 2). Structural diversity, assessed as tree diameter and 

height diversity, increased productivity at the tree neighbourhood and community level but was 

unrelated to community stability (study 2). This structural diversity effect on productivity points 

to the importance of canopy complexity and light-mediated tree–tree interactions in mixed-

species forests. 

 

The strength and nature of diversity-productivity relationships changed from wet to dry years. 

Positive species richness effects on productivity at the tree neighbourhood and community level 

were strongest during an El Niño-driven drought (study 2). In contrast, I did not find an average 

increase in diversity effects during drought in the BEF-China experiment (study 3). Hence, my 

results only partly support the stress-gradient hypothesis, which predicts an increase in positive 

diversity effects during drought. Neighbourhood species richness effects on productivity and 

δ13C were strongly contrasting (positive and negative) for individual species depending on 
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climate conditions and drought-tolerance traits. I could show that a focal tree’s traits and the 

traits of its neighbours modulate growth and δ13C responses to climatic conditions (study 3). 

These results highlight the importance of considering the bi-directional biotic context 

dependency of BEF relationships and call for assessments of drought-tolerance traits in future 

studies to understand the role of tree diversity during drought. 

 

In terms of stability, I found that tree species richness consistently increased community 

stability but did not influence average species-level population stability (studies 2, 4). The 

principal mediator behind this stabilizing effect of diversity was species asynchrony (studies 2, 

4) which buffered the temporal variation of community productivity (study 4) consistent with 

the insurance hypothesis. Species asynchrony resulted from asynchronous growth responses of 

species to dry and wet years driven by the species’ drought-tolerance traits (studies 3, 4). 

Drought-tolerance diversity but not drought-tolerance identity increased community stability 

(study 4), which points to the importance of functional diversity in drought-tolerance traits for 

forest management under an increasing frequency and intensity of droughts.  

 

Outlook & Conclusion  

My findings have significant implications for forestry and forest restoration, which must deal 

with novel climate extremes, such as hotter droughts. Foresters should focus on mixed-species 

forests with a high tree species richness and structural and functional diversity in drought-

tolerance traits to increase productivity and stability under drought. Such diversification also 

increases the provision of many other ecosystem services, such as biodiversity conservation 

and carbon sequestration. In general, the benefits of tree diversity that I report here should be 

transferable to other sites and biomes; from other studies, there is substantial observational on 

positive diversity-productivity and diversity-stability relationships across forest biomes, even 

though the strength and underlying mechanisms of these relationships may change with abiotic 

and biotic contexts. If the role of drought-tolerance traits is confirmed in future studies, they 

may be used to select species and design mixtures that maximize productivity and stability and 

could be integrated into landscape-level planning to foster resilient forest landscapes. 

 

Despite these advances, future research projects will be necessary to enhance our understanding 

of (1) the strength, nature and drivers of BEF relationships under hotter drought, (2) the relevant 

spatiotemporal scale(s) of these BEF relationships and (3) the application of these BEF 

relationships in forestry. To advance our knowledge on theme (1), I recommend observing and 
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manipulating drought in tree diversity experiments, measuring additional response variables 

and disentangling the role of species richness, structural diversity and functional diversity using 

Structural Equation Modelling and novel experiments. We should aim to increase our 

knowledge of drought-tolerance traits by studying them across experiments, measuring 

additional traits such as non-structural carbohydrates and root traits and focussing on 

relationships between traits via analysing trait syndromes. Regarding theme (2), I recommend 

zooming in on tree-tree interactions using a Bayesian approach and analyses accounting for the 

biotic context dependency of BEF relationships. I further recommend zooming out from the 

experimental to the regional or even continental scale using remote sensing and analyses of 

experiments along ecological gradients. Regarding theme (3), I propose research projects 

investigating the impact of tree density manipulations on BEF relationships and applying trait-

based searches for finding mixture compositions that enhance productivity and stability under 

drought. 

 

My results highlight that diversity in tree species, structures and drought-tolerance traits 

increases forest productivity and stability. This positive diversity effect was strongest at the 

highest levels of diversity. Under intensifying climate change, promoting structurally and 

functionally diverse mixed-species forests may enable high productivity and stability. 
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8. Zusammenfassung 

Einführung 

Extreme Klimaereignisse wie Dürren und deren mit dem Klimawandel zunehmende Häufigkeit 

und Intensität bedrohen weltweit unsere Wälder. In den vergangenen Jahrzehnten wurde in 

allen Biomen ein dürrebedingtes Baumsterben beobachtet. Solche Ereignisse führen zu einem 

Rückgang der Biodiversität, der Kohlenstoffspeicherung und der vielen anderen 

Ökosystemleistungen, die Wälder erbringen. Insbesondere „heißere Dürren“, bei denen 

außergewöhnlich hohe Temperaturen mit Trockenheit einhergehen, können den Trockenstress 

für Bäume verschärfen. So waren beispielsweise die heißeren Dürren in den Jahren 2018 und 

2019, die ein weit verbreitetes Baumsterben auslösten, die stärksten Dürren in Mitteleuropa seit 

Beginn der Aufzeichnungen. Wir müssen daher dringend die Auswirkungen solcher heißeren 

Dürren auf Bäume und die Merkmale von Baumarten und Wäldern verstehen, die es ihnen 

ermöglichen, mit diesen neuartigen Klimaphänomen umzugehen. 

 

Wälder sind nicht nur durch Klimaextreme bedroht; sie sind auch eine wichtige Lösung für die 

Klimakrise. Die Aufforstung von Wäldern wurde als die relevanteste naturbasierte Lösung zur 

Eindämmung des Klimawandels identifiziert. Sie bietet außerdem wichtige Zusatznutzen in 

Bezug auf Biodiversität, Boden- und Wasserökosystemleistungen. Aufforstungsinitiativen, für 

die es insbesondere auf durch Entwaldung degradiertem Flächen in tropischen und 

subtropischen Regionen ein großes Potenzial gibt, sollten die Produktivität und damit die 

Kohlenstoffspeicherung maximieren und gleichzeitig die Stabilität dieser wiederhergestellten 

Wälder gegenüber Klimaextremen erhöhen. Forschung zu der Beziehung zwischen 

Biodiversität und Ökosystemfunktionen (BEF; biodiversity-ecosystem functioning) in Wäldern 

hat gezeigt, dass Mischbestände besser als Reinbestände dazu beitragen können, die 

gewünschte Synergie zwischen Produktivität und Stabilität zu erreichen. Uns fehlt jedoch noch 

ein detailliertes Verständnis von der Stärke, der Art und den zugrunde liegenden Mechanismen 

der Auswirkungen von Dürre und Baumdiversität auf die Produktivität und Stabilität von 

Wäldern. 

 

Nach zwei Jahrzehnten Forschung zu BEF-Beziehungen in Wäldern gibt es zahlreiche Belege 

für eine überwiegend positive Auswirkung von Baumartenreichtum auf die Produktivität von 

Wäldern, die sich aus komplementären Interaktionen von Baumarten ergibt. Es ist jedoch nach 

wie vor umstritten, wie sich der Artenreichtum auf die Produktivität oder den physiologischen 
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Wasserstress von Bäumen unter Trockenheit auswirkt. Darüber hinaus wurde nur in wenigen 

Analysen die zeitliche Stabilität (im Folgenden „Stabilität“) von Wäldern untersucht, d. h. ihre 

Fähigkeit, ihre Funktionsfähigkeit über längere Zeit hinweg und unter stark variierenden 

Klimabedingungen aufrechtzuerhalten. Artenreichtum kann die Stabilität eines Bestandes 

durch leistungssteigernde oder puffernde Diversitätseffekte erhöhen, was als 

„Versicherungshypothese“ bezeichnet wird. Diese Mechanismen und ihre Mediatoren, wie z.B. 

asynchrone Artreaktionen auf trockene und feuchte Jahre (im Folgenden 

„Artenasynchronizität“), wurden jedoch nicht in speziell angepflanzten Waldexperimenten 

getestet, was eine Voraussetzung für die Untersuchung mechanistischer Zusammenhänge wäre. 

Darüber hinaus stammen nur wenige der oben genannten Befunde aus Studien in tropischen 

und subtropischen Wäldern, obwohl diese für Aufforstungsinitiativen besonders wichtig sind. 

 

In Studie 1 dieser Arbeit untersuchte ich die Auswirkungen der heißeren Dürren in 2018 und 

2019, die mit dem Beginn meiner Arbeit zusammenfielen, auf Bäume in einem Auwald. In den 

Studien 2–4 dieser Arbeit untersuchte ich daraufhin, ob Baumdiversität eine potenzielle Lösung 

für die drohende Gefahr durch Dürren darstellen kann. Ich analysierte die interaktiven Effekte 

von Dürre und Diversität auf Produktivität und Stabilität sowie die zugrunde liegenden 

Mechanismen in einem tropischen und subtropischen Baumdiversitätsexperiment. Die 

Mechanismen, die BEF-Beziehungen antreiben, können am besten in gepflanzten 

Experimenten analysiert werden, da dort Umweltvariationen kontrolliert und Misch- und 

Reinbestände direkt miteinander verglichen werden können. Neben dem Baumartenreichtum, 

habe ich auch die strukturelle Diversität und die funktionelle Diversität in 

Dürretoleranzmerkmalen berücksichtigt. Ich erwartete, dass die gemeinsame Untersuchung 

dieser drei Facetten der Biodiversität uns helfen würden, die Mechanismen, die den 

beobachteten BEF-Beziehungen zugrunde liegen, zu verstehen. Darüber hinaus habe ich meine 

Analysen über unterschiedliche raum-zeitliche Skalen hinweg durchgeführt, von der 

Baumnachbarschafts- bis zur Bestandesebene und von den Reaktionen während einzelner Jahre 

bis hin zur Stabilität einer gesamten Baumwachstumsserie. Der Hintergrund für diese Vorgehen 

war es, relevante Skalen der Baum-Baum-Interaktionen umfassend zu untersuchen, emergente 

Gemeinschaftsreaktionen zu verstehen und zeitliche Dynamiken zu erfassen. 

 

Studiendesign & Methodik 

In Studie 1 habe ich die Auswirkung der aufeinanderfolgenden heißeren Dürrejahre 2018–2019 

auf dominante Baumarten im Leipziger Auwald untersucht. Ich entnahm Bohrkerne dieser 
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Baumarten und untersuchte deren Produktivität und physiologischen Stressreaktionen (Anstieg 

des Kohlenstoffisotopenverhältnisses im Holz; Δδ13C) auf die 2018–2019 Dürre. Diese 

Reaktionen verglich ich dann mit den Reaktionen derselben Bäume auf frühere, einzelne 

Dürrejahre (2003, 2006, 2015). Ich habe die resultierenden, auf Jahrringen basierenden Daten, 

mit hochauflösenden Bodenfeuchtigkeits- und Baumsaftflussmessungen aus Zeiten der Dürre 

kombiniert. Dieser Ansatz ermöglichte es mir, die Auswirkungen artspezifischer 

Wassernutzungsstrategien und Dürretoleranzmerkmale auf die Reaktionen der Bäume auf 

aufeinanderfolgende heißere Dürren zu untersuchen. Es wäre jedoch sehr schwierig gewesen, 

Diversitätseffekte in dieser natürlichen und daher sehr komplexen Auwaldmatrix 

herauszufiltern. 

 

In den Studien 2–4 konzentrierte ich mich auf die systematische Untersuchung einer möglichen 

Lösung für die Bedrohung durch Dürre: Diversifizierung im Hinblick auf die Erhöhung des 

Baumartenreichtums, der strukturellen Diversität und der Diversität von 

Dürretoleranzmerkmalen. Dafür habe ich Produktivität, δ13C und Stabilität in zwei 

Baumdiversitätsexperimenten untersucht; dem ältesten tropischen Experiment „Sardinilla“ in 

Panama (Studie 2) und dem weltweit größten Baumdiversitätsexperiment „BEF-China“ im 

subtropischen China (Studien 3, 4). 

 

In Studie 2 untersuchte ich die zeitliche Entwicklung der Diversitäts-Produktivitäts- und der 

Diversitäts-Stabilitäts-Beziehungen über die Dauer (15 Jahre) des Sardinilla-Experiments, 

welches Mischungen aus 1 bis 5 Arten umfasst und eine heißere El Niño Dürre in 2015-2016 

erlebte. Insbesondere habe ich Analysen auf Baumnachbarschafts- und Bestandesebene 

verwendet und die Auswirkungen des Baumartenreichtums und der strukturellen Diversität auf 

Produktivität und Stabilität untersucht. Die Untersuchung basierte auf jährlichen Inventurdaten 

zu Umfang und Höhe der Bäume. 

 

In den Studien 3 und 4 habe ich mich, unter Verwendung von Bohrkernen bzw. jährlichen 

Inventurdaten, auf die merkmalsbasierten Mechanismen fokussiert, die auf der 

Baumnachbarschafts- (Studie 3) und der Bestandesebene (Studie 4) im BEF-China-Experiment 

wirken. Ich betrachtete Dürretoleranzmerkmale im Zusammenhang mit der 

Spaltöffnungskontrolle und der Kavitationsresistenz verschiedener Arten (die gleichen 

Merkmale wie in Studie 1) sowie Merkmale des Blattökonomiespektrums, welche im BEF-

China-Experiment mit der Kavitationsresistenz zusammenhängen (im Folgenden bezeichne ich 
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dieses Merkmalssyndrom als „Resistenz-Akquisitions-Merkmale“). Eine Haupt-

komponentenanalyse zeigte, dass die Spaltöffnungskontrolle und die Resistenz-Akquisitions-

Merkmale zwei orthogonale Merkmalsgradienten im BEF-China-Experiment bilden. Die 

Orthogonalität ermöglichte es mir, die relativen Beiträge dieser Merkmale zur Produktivität 

und δ13C (Studie 3) sowie zur Stabilität (Studie 4) zu untersuchen. BEF-China weist einen 

langen Baumartenreichtumsgradienten auf, der von Reinbeständen bis hin zu 24-

Artenmischungen und mehreren zufälligen Aussterbeszenarien reicht. In Studie 3 habe ich 

analysiert, wie sich der Baumnachbarschaftsartenreichtum, die Dürretoleranzmerkmale der 

Arten und unterschiedliche Klimabedingungen (nasse-bis-trockene Jahre) interaktiv auf die 

Produktivität und δ13C von 15 Baumarten auswirken, die entlang beider 

Dürretoleranzgradienten beprobt wurden. Ich habe sowohl die Merkmale des Zielbaums, als 

auch die Merkmale seiner Nachbarn betrachtet, um zu verstehen, wie dieser bidirektionale 

biotische Kontext die Reaktionen auf Dürre und Diversität beeinflussen kann. In Studie 4 testete 

ich die direkten und indirekten Auswirkungen von Artenreichtum, Artenasynchronizität, 

Populationsstabilität, Dürretoleranzdiversität und Dürretoleranzidentität (d. h. die 

Bestandessmittelwerte der Merkmale) auf die Stabilität der Bestandesproduktivität. Insgesamt 

untersuchte ich, wie Dürre und Baumdiversität die Produktivität und Stabilität in 

Mischbeständen interaktiv beeinflussen. 

 

Ergebnisse & Diskussion 

In Studie 1 fand ich heraus, dass aufeinanderfolgende heißere Dürrejahre beispiellose 

Baumproduktivitäts- und physiologische Stressreaktionen auslösten (verringertes Wachstum 

und erhöhte δ13C). Alle von mir untersuchten Baumarten im Auwald zeigten die stärkste 

Reaktion im zweiten Dürrejahr 2019. Diese Dürrereaktionen waren stärker als während jeder 

anderen untersuchten Dürre, und wurden wahrscheinlich durch physiologische 

Hinterlassenschaften von 2018 (wie z. B. Schäden an den Wasserleitbahnen der Bäume durch 

trockenheitsbedingte Kavitation) und sich verschärfender Wasserknappheit verursacht. 

Aufeinanderfolgende heißere Dürren stellen somit auch in Waldökosystemen mit 

vergleichsweise hoher Wasserverfügbarkeit eine neuartige Bedrohung dar. Dennoch könnten 

einige Arten widerstandsfähig bleiben, wie z. B. die Stieleiche (Q. robur), die von allen Arten 

am wenigsten gelitten hat. Ich konnte zeigen, dass Dürretoleranzmerkmale, insbesondere die 

Spaltöffnungskontrolle und Kavitationsresistenz, helfen können, diese artspezifischen 

Reaktionen auf heißere Dürren besser zu verstehen. 
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Anschließend untersuchte ich eine mögliche Lösung für die Bedrohung durch Trockenheit in 

einem tropischen (Studie 2) und einem subtropischen (Studien 3, 4) 

Baumdiversitätsexperiment: Diversifizierung in Bezug auf Arten, Strukturen und 

Dürretoleranzmerkmale. Beide Experimente sind speziell darauf ausgerichtet, die 

Auswirkungen von Baumdiversität auf das Funktionieren von Ökosystemen zu untersuchen. 

Insgesamt konnte ich zeigen, dass die Diversifizierung eine Win-Win-Situation ermöglicht, 

indem sie gleichzeitig die Produktivität und die Stabilität erhöht. 

 

Es stellte sich heraus, dass Baumartenreichtum die Produktivität von Wäldern durchweg erhöht 

(Studien 2–4). In beiden Experimenten habe ich, trotz positiver und negativer Auswirkungen 

auf die Produktivität einzelner Arten (Studien 2, 3), im Durchschnitt positive Auswirkungen 

des Nachbarschaftsartenreichtums auf die Produktivität einzelner Bäume festgestellt, was 

darauf hindeutet, dass Konkurrenzreduktion und positive Wechselwirkungen überwiegen. 

Diese Effekte führten zu einer positiven Diversitäts-Produktivitäts-Beziehung auf 

Bestandesebene (Studie 2). Die Strukturdiversität, gemessen als Baumdurchmesser- und -

höhendiversität, steigerte die Produktivität auf Baumnachbarschafts- und Bestandesebene, hatte 

jedoch keinen Einfluss auf die Bestandesstabilität (Studie 2). Diese Auswirkung von 

Strukturdiversität auf die Produktivität weist auf die Bedeutung der Baumkronen-

komplementarität und der lichtbedingten Baum-Baum-Interaktionen in Mischwäldern hin. 

 

Die Stärke und Art der Beziehungen zwischen Diversität und Produktivität änderte sich 

zwischen feuchten und trockenen Jahren. Die positiven Auswirkungen des Artenreichtums auf 

die Produktivität auf Baumnachbarschafts- und auf Bestandesebene waren während einer El 

Niño-bedingten Dürre am stärksten (Studie 2). Im Gegensatz dazu fand ich im BEF-China-

Experiment (Studie 3) keine Zunahme von Artenreichtumseffekten während einer Dürre. Daher 

unterstützen meine Ergebnisse nur teilweise die Stressgradienten-Hypothese, die eine Zunahme 

der positiven Diversitätseffekte während einer Dürre prognostiziert. Die Auswirkungen des 

Nachbarschaftsartenreichtums auf die Produktivität und δ13C waren für einzelne Arten in 

Abhängigkeit von den Klimabedingungen und den Dürretoleranzmerkmalen stark 

gegensätzlich (positiv und negativ). Die Merkmale eines Zielbaums und die Merkmale seiner 

Nachbarn beeinflussten das Wachstum und die δ13C-Reaktionen auf klimatische Bedingungen 

(Studie 3). Diese Ergebnisse verdeutlichen, wie wichtig es ist, die bidirektionale biotische 

Kontextabhängigkeit von BEF-Beziehungen zu berücksichtigen, und rufen dazu auf, in 
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künftigen Studien Dürretoleranzmerkmale zu untersuchen, um die Rolle der 

Baumartendiversität während Dürre zu verstehen. 

 

In Bezug auf Stabilität stellte sich heraus, dass Baumartenreichtum die Bestandesstabilität 

durchweg erhöhte, aber die durchschnittliche Populationsstabilität nicht beeinflusste (Studien 

2, 4). Der Treiber hinter diesem stabilisierenden Effekt von Diversität war die 

Artenasynchronizität (Studien 2, 4), die die zeitliche Variation der Bestandesproduktivität in 

Übereinstimmung mit der Versicherungshypothese abpufferte (Studie 4). Die 

Artenasynchronizität resultierte aus den asynchronen Wachstumsreaktionen der Arten auf 

trockene und feuchte Jahre, bedingt durch die Dürretoleranzmerkmale der Arten (Studien 3, 4). 

Die Dürretoleranzdiversität, aber nicht die Dürretoleranzidentität eines Bestandes, erhöhte die 

Bestandesstabilität (Studie 4). Dieser Befund unterstreicht die Bedeutung der funktionellen 

Diversität in Dürretoleranzmerkmalen für die Waldbewirtschaftung unter einer zunehmenden 

Häufigkeit und Intensität von Dürren. 

 

Ausblick & Fazit 

Die Ergebnisse meiner Arbeit sind sowohl für die Forstwirtschaft als auch für 

Aufforstungsinitiativen relevant, die mit neuartigen Klimaextremen wie heißeren Dürren 

zurechtkommen müssen. Förster*innen sollten Mischwälder mit einem hohen 

Baumartenreichtum und einer hohen Struktur- und Dürretoleranzdiversität fördern, um die 

Produktivität und Stabilität unter Dürre zu erhöhen. Eine solche Diversifizierung würde 

gleichzeitig die Bereitstellung vieler anderer Ökosystemleistungen wie den Erhalt der 

Biodiversität und die Kohlenstoffspeicherung erhöhen. Im Allgemeinen sollten die hier 

genannten Vorteile der Baumdiversität auf andere Standorte und Biome übertragbar sein; 

vorangegangene Beobachtungsstudien liefern substantielle Befunde für positive Diversitäts-

Produktivitäts- und Diversitäts-Stabilitäts-Beziehungen in verschiedenen Waldbiomen, auch 

wenn sich die Stärke und die zugrunde liegenden Mechanismen dieser Beziehungen mit dem 

abiotischen und biotischen Kontext ändern können. Sollte sich die Bedeutung von 

Dürretoleranzmerkmalen in zukünftigen Studien bestätigen, könnten sie für die Auswahl von 

Arten und die Gestaltung von Mischungen genutzt werden, die die Produktivität und Stabilität 

maximieren. Letztendlich könnte dieser Ansatz in die Landschaftsplanung integriert werden, 

um resiliente Waldlandschaften zu fördern. 
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Trotz dieser Fortschritte werden zukünftige Forschungsprojekte notwendig sein, um unser 

Verständnis über (1) die Stärke, Art und Treiber von BEF-Beziehungen unter heißer Dürre, (2) 

die relevante raum-zeitliche Skala dieser BEF-Beziehungen und (3) die Anwendung dieser 

BEF-Beziehungen in der Forstwirtschaft zu verbessern. Um unser Wissen zum Thema 1 zu 

erweitern, empfehle ich die Beobachtung und Manipulation von Trockenheit in 

Baumdiversitätsexperimenten, die Messung zusätzlicher abhängiger Variablen und die 

Untersuchung der Rolle von Artenreichtum, struktureller und funktioneller Diversität mithilfe 

von Strukturgleichungsmodellen und neuartigen Experimenten. Ziel sollte die Erweiterung 

unseres Verständnisses über Dürretoleranzmerkmale sein. Dafür sollten wir diese in 

verschiedenen Experimenten untersuchen, zusätzliche Merkmale wie nicht-strukturelle 

Kohlenhydrate und Wurzelmerkmale messen und uns durch die Analyse von 

Merkmalssyndromen auf die Beziehungen zwischen verschiedenen Merkmalen konzentrieren. 

In Bezug auf Thema 2 empfehle ich, Baum-Baum-Interaktionen mit Hilfe eines Bayes'schen 

Ansatzes und mit Analysen, die die biotische Kontextabhängigkeit von BEF-Beziehungen 

berücksichtigen, näher zu untersuchen. Mithilfe von Fernerkundung und Analysen von 

Experimenten entlang ökologischer Gradienten sollten zukünftige Studien von der 

experimentellen auf die regionale oder sogar kontinentale Ebene ausgedehnt werden. In Bezug 

auf Thema 3 schlage ich Forschungsprojekte vor, die den Einfluss der Bestandsdichte auf BEF-

Beziehungen untersuchen und merkmalsbasierte Screenings nach Baumartenmischungen 

anwenden, welche die Produktivität und Stabilität bei Trockenheit verbessern. 

 

Meine Ergebnisse zeigen, dass die Diversität an Baumarten, Strukturen und 

Dürretoleranzmerkmalen die Produktivität und Stabilität von Wäldern erhöht. Dieser positive 

Diversitätseffekt war bei den höchsten Diversitätsniveaus am stärksten. Unter dem sich 

verschärfenden Klimawandel könnte die Förderung strukturell und funktionell diverser 

Mischwälder eine hohe Produktivität und Stabilität ermöglichen. 
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